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t AND IF YOU 
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OveronrL} es esc 

Before splashing out on a game, you should find out whether it’s 

‘worth the cash. So Li Omar Le tC Cem eC ats ita 

it out. If you decide to take the plunge, buy the same game at 

Blockbuster within a month, and we'll refund the price of the rental. 

make it a blockbuster night 

ye yc A mae yea CUR CCEM ay nella www.blockbuster.co.uk 

See in store for details. Your statutory rights are not affected. 



MAGAZINE 

Welcome one and... Cough... 

ough) Right. Hello. (Splutter) Excuse me. (Cough) Got a bit of flu, this month, 
but I'm determined not to let that (Retch) stop me. I'll carry on (Cough) 
regard... (Shuffle) No, you can't. (Whisper) No. Absolutely not. 
(Cough) Tim, no, you cannot even touch- 

Whack! 
That should take care of him for a while. Hello. Welcome to 

N64. I've taken charge now. Well, for the next 300 words, anyway. 
We won't give anything our ‘Star You could say I've gone against the system and come over all 

o A O P Steven Seagal. Grrrrr. Um, right. Let me just flex my creative eM EM e LEN Leg pace ake. 

ra OR CUB UN Okay, that's better. Right, how does James normally start these 
we can be sure it really is worth things, then? Mmm. Something like this maybe? My mother-in-law 
YT ay is soooooooo fat she can't, erm, she... Nope, that's not going to 

work. I've got a dog with no nose! 
Strewth, that's desperate. Let me... as 

ee UT CS TST eid hE i enews Hew about 
Nintendo, we can write completely Shadowman? Yup, that's 
honest reviews. If a game's awful more like it. Seems I've 
we'll say so. got your attention now. 

And why not? As Jes 
4 has been constantly 

Because we're independent from reminding us since 
Nintendo, we can also review his trip up to 
EU ee Cee ee CM Cole ae) Stockton-on-Tees 
Japan and America, so you know lente 

ee Ue emo iy 4 simply about ripping 
forward to. people's arms off. “It's 

just like Zelda!" he 

The main focus of N64 Magazine is gee ati 
ot puzzles, 

always the N64 felis Acdece interaction, inventories, 
actually buy here in the UK, no fogging..." And, as 
however. We never pad out the you'll probably be able 
magazine with huge articles about to tell from our World 
games that only the Japanese can sles aac 

nvestigation, a whole lot 
play. more besides. It all starts 

on page 30. See if it looks 
Our correspondents in Europe, like your cup of frothy blood. 
Japan and America supply us with Equally pleasant a surprise was Rogue Squadron, the review of 

A . which starts on page 42. Remember Shadows of the Empire? Well, 
SS pal aoe hein | Rogue takes dhe bes bit from that — namely the peeing cane of Hoth 
month. We don't copy rumours level — and stretches the formula across 15 missions. And, whilst it's not 
and speculation off the Internet. flawless, it is really good fun. Even James had a laugh with it. Well, he 

twitched. 
Oh, so much more to talk about and so little space. | don't know how 

he squeezes it all in. Qooooh, there're reviews of South Park, Micro 
Machines, Mario Party and Pikachu, guides to Turok 2 and Zelda and all 

N64 Magazine is written by the 
most experienced Nintendo fans in 
bite esate ay is your suggestions for Perfect Dark (which are fantastic). And, of course, 
what we're talking another fabulous competition, beginning on page 100. Hope you enjoy it all. 
about, so we're able I'm certainly enjoying this. Could get quite used to it, actually. Maybe I'll take 

ete ie i Martin up on his offer. Just as long as James’ blood comes out of the carpet. 

page with ETS tT Have a fluffy month, 
TEL Us = TIM WEAVER 
advice. A ° : IDEAS ABOVE HIS STATION 
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TO CLING TO. ONE IS HER 



When the picture was taken, this Honduran 

girl had just survived the largest natural 

disaster to hit Central America this century. 

A mudslide wiped out her home in the 

Tegucigalpa hills. In a state of shock, she 

clings to her pet dog - she also clings to the 

hope that someone, somewhere will help. 

The hurricane is over, the relief effort 

is just beginning. 

The disaster may have happened in 

November, but the need for outside aid is 

more pressing as time goes by. The hurricane 

caused immense short-term damage, but the 

long-term effects could be catastrophic. 

The fields are decimated and left infertile. 

Bridges and roads have been swept aside and 

access to some regions is extremely difficult. 

Ironically, though much of the country has 

been flooded, there is little uncontaminated 

water to drink. The risk of cholera and typhus 

is always there, and could reach epidemic 

proportions. 

The people of Central America are resilient 

and resourceful, but they do need our help to 

put the basic infrastructure in place so that 

they can start to re-build their lives. 

Don't let her down - please give what 

lel 1B 

11,000 people are feared dead, many more 

are missing and millions are homeless. This 

advertising space itself has been donated by 

the magazine, so please donate what you 

can. There are so many people in Central 

America clinging to the hope that you will. 

For Credit Card donations please call 

0870 60 60 900 

CENTRAL AMERICA HURRICANE APPEAL 
Coordinated by the Disasters Emergency Committee representing ActionAid, British Red Cross, 

CAFOD, CARE, Christian Aid, CCF, MERLIN, OXFAM, Save the Children, Tearfund and World Vision. 

Supported by the British Magazine Industry. All photographs donated by Reuters News Pictures Service. Campaign created by River Advertising. 

PET DOG, THE OTHER IS 
a) ee 

| would like to help the people of Central America with a donation of: 

£250L_] £100L_| £50L_J £30L_J £15.__J Other £ 

| enclose a cheque/PO payable to The DEC Hurricane Appeal or please debit my: 

Diners Club / Access / Visa / Amex Card / CAF Charity Card 

Card number LTT TTT {tT ] 

Expiry dateL_| J-L_ | | Signature 

Name 

Address 

7 _ ; a Postcode 

Please send to: The DEC Hurricane Appeal, 52 Great Portland St, London W1N 5AH. 
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ROGUE SQUADRON 
Star Wars airborne mayhem! 

SOUTH PARK 
Sweary kids battle it out in our PAL review! 

MICRO MACHINES 64 TURBO 
Smaller, faster and funkier than ever! 

56 Let’s Smash comes to Blighty! Ready? Play! 

PENNY RACERS 
Micro Machines. But not as good. There we go... 

eo . . we eed] 
: page 

Pa 
Ss 

« > 

MARIO 
The first Mario game of the year. Get down! 

NIGHTMARE CREATURES 
Monsters, blood and rubbish controls... inside. 

KIRATTO KAIKETSU 
Fishy board game that's a bit like Cluedo. Tut. 

Pas a 
CME 

VA ee aoe PIKACHU GENKI DECHU 
Nintendo's cute electro-thing speaks out! Top! 

ety 
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Tes ; a: SRR 
Z| New pictures of brand new racket game! Nintendo fighter exposed! It’s ace! 

LOOK 
Your first look at the BIG 

new N64 games! 

Rea st > 

= Teel) 
eet) 

Guides to ease 
HOW. Lk? ber em Ulcer Loe 

16 

me CM Ce Ae) oe f 

‘Th > 
safle 

7 ere * . 2 

Dee eT 7 It's the N64's goriest game yet. 
> It's got serial killers, voodoo and 

Deere eB iid naked corpses. It's the world 
exclusive first look. All inside... 

Bo ln | Alon 

”) 

~ COMPETITION rp : | ae ae Uae 

;. hy DARK a ioe N: 

aes ae 7 
 _ elt ce) Cem y 

> CONTACTS > Min SCF-(s Mey 
ro Puc 

>, DIRECTORY AN, | y Sa wl out! 
te ~ 

me! : + INTERROGATION | 
~ BACK ISSUES - _~ DAVE JONES 

The head of DMA takes the ultimate test... 

7 cae zy We asked you what 
Tr ala en Fem) Cet ae Lie] 



Look 
Your first look at the BIG 

new N64 games! 

this month 

Balls, raquets, bombs Pen canis stuff. 

Make Mario batter Yoshi Bea ee 

te 
Check out the Coming Soon section 
of Planet 64 on page 16! 

Amand Coetzer takes a 
graceful swing at it. 

<{ Flip the camera around 
with the L and R buttons. 

Diving on this surface 
only leads to skin grafts. 

Py as Ta TY 

years ago, tennis has been one of the 
oder ol Mme ae Lele 
Naame Cole MU uel me Cee 

can be a multiplayer classic (Super Tennis on 
the SNES for example, at which Martin claims to 
be unbeatable). 

All Star Tennis 99 aims to be the N64's first top 
class tennis game and, judging from the version 
NAM EN ere ameol trac elim ec VAN emo carols 
EMM omar Mel mol Melt cmCclalaCS 
game, Smash/Centre Court Tennis, since it features 
eight real players - Novotna, Coetzer and Martinez 
among the ladies, and Chang, Bjorkman, Krajicek, 
Kuerten and Philippoussis the men. However, it 

7 WTa eM olae el Cc Mitel mr se) 

Pesan Nec lle aa CR Ue Laer) ts 
I FoI ol oT Too cial el Ure a aco 
omole eeu mers iter Ooms 

Cer ewe aa 
Y rk cs wd sober 

arate 
your thing you can alv 

All Star Tennis 99 

UBI SOFT 

game, taking your chosen player on an ATP-style 
world tour, encompassing the satellite events and 
GTClie MEUM Coase MeN morass lla Ccitais mee) gc) 
and surfaces. There are six different shots available 
and it’s possible to add spin by adjusting the timing 
of your swing. 

The doubles mode is particularly good fun 
when you've got three friends to play with, as the 
better player of the team can cover for the 
useless one. You can choose any mixture of men 
and women for your team, including four 
fictional players who bear a remarkable 
resemblance to certain real ones (not least Anna 
Kournikova and Venus Williams). There's even a 
secret court and an extra player as a reward for 
NTA era eon Lele mS EL 

We should have a review for you next month, 
but until then cast your eyes over these 
pictures and ponder... The best tennis game 
on the N64? Find out here. Soon. Q 



Smash Tennis 

— wae 

uae ae 

eas 
ea 

Smash Tennis and Arcade are very similar apart 
from the amount of special moves allowed. 

< With the camera this high up you get a great view 
of the entire court, but it’s a bit tricky to play. 

66 SINN3L UVLS 11V CHOOT = 
Wonder if you [> 
can knock the 
umpire off her 

seat witha 
wayward serve? 

<{ You can play 
mixed doubles, or 
blokes versus 
lasses, if you 
prefer. 

ist eee eee Ar eT) 

eed gh SPECIAL MOVES ACTION REPLAY REAL PLAYERS 
aaa Le esol eS | You can turn them off if you're a After a decent winning shot such as a The eight players have similar 
hee irsq item leit) Melee eel! g ae ae) tennis purist, but the special moves PU me le Mh Cm Waele Elade OM CoM lm Seem leleye) 
AWAY eel ewe CoM e-em elt) spice up the game no end. There’s the | there is a close line call, the game counterparts, such as their popularity 
get dumped on your polygonal fairly obvious flaming power shot, | shows a slow motion replay of the with the crowds. For example, if you 
backside. So not only do you have to and the highly unusual teleport shot __|_ action. The stop-start nature of tennis take Mark Philippoussis to his home 
try and play a decent game of tennis, which beams the ball into a blue makes a replay mode relatively ae ee ER eel Lt 
you also have to avoid the explosives vortex on the other side of the n | unobtrusive, and it certainly works him. If you take Conchita Martinez to 
and hopefully send one your before spitting it out at a random very well in All Star Tennis 99. Tia) elite lola le eel ce MEL Mele) Le | 
opponent's way. ETTe] (a Bona | You can opt to skip it though. noises. (Or not.) 

WA 9) February 1999 — > 4. 
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reTchita si : 
idea! Battling oul pa The figures at the top of the screen signify the one-player game 
on top of the 4 : They‘re measurements, if you like. Disappear from multiplayer, mind 
Starfox ship. , 

Once Donkey ; oh ae ; 
ATT ae is ' + Two player 
dispatched Link r wa) e magic with 
from this stage, e ae & tale) 
ere Ee 1 ae Pikachu doing 
UAL eee Soe 
limited time in : : ; Cai ANN eka 
Heat ape ba 98s a) i z eae Ls 
imself back up BBe ‘ the bottom. 

WAC Nasty. Pera es te sah ga 

es REE! ; 

ly | a! ooo 7 q eI 

FY < os a = . . 4 

ON OA OY ey ses a eNOS 

h, so there is no end to Nintendo's 
skills. After revolutionising 
videogames again with the utterly 
majestic Zelda 64, they are now busy 

putting the finishing touches to a unique four- 
. player beat-'em-up. Smash Bros, you see, has a 

4 Moe ee FF , ' 3 f j simultaneous four-way scrap, something that's 
: _ never been attempted in a fighting game before. 

TNR LS : A en — —e Until now. 
Princess’ castle. This 5 ; Of course, another Nintendo speciality is 
stage looks incredible. keeping information vacuum-packed until the last 

‘ , sa 5 = ses possible moment, so rumours about how the game 
OCTET E(M Oe 3 a. as (ee works and, in fact, what's in the game full stop, 
for sightseeing, mind. ae . ' be have been flying about like Kirby after a whack in 
UREN ge ane Se the chops from Mario. 
old pummelling. Oof. ; ; a el ee This, though, we know: there are two types of 

4 : <—" four-player mode in Smash Bros. One is called 
‘Battle Mode’ and is a last-man-standing kind of 
scrap. Basically, you must attempt to inflict the 
most hits on an opponent, while trying to avoid 
getting a good kicking in return. At the end of a 

3 riers ; bout, your strikes-to-fall ratio (i.e. the amount of 
FourPikachu’sido hits you've managed, against the amount of hits 
Peach ‘ you took from your opponent) are added up. The 
stage detail. 4 winner is the character with the best overall score. 

’ The second fist-fest is entitled ‘Stock Mode’ 
Donkey Kong's [> SS 5 f™ and sees each of the four combatants with a 300% 
SSCL ALT ae score meter, from which percentage marks can be 
TOL | ; saan 

taken as you get hit. This is simpler gameplay. As 



Leas] 
(of cml 

fo X3) 
with his 
famed 
electrical 
charge 

you take more hits, so the percentage mark goes 
down. The winner is the character with the highest 
overall percentage when the timer runs out. 

The biggest news of all is that there is no split- 
screening. Four-player fights take place on the 

The arenas are multi-levelle 
entirely 3D, so there’s ple 

space to move. And there’s no split-scree: 
same screen, hence our slight confusion over how 
Smash Bros will work. In a two-player beat-'em-up, 
when both characters try to move to opposite ends 
of the arena, the confines of the ‘screen’ won't 
allow them. So, how will a four-player game work, 
where there're four separate characters trying to do 
battle? Presumably, fights will have to remain 
within the single screen unless all four characters 
collectively decide to manoeuvre themselves across. 
Maybe, though, Nintendo have got something a 
bit unique up their sleeves. The arenas, after all, are 
multi-levelled and entirely 3D so there's plenty of 
space to move. 

Each arena is littered with power-ups and pick- 
ups (and that's on top of the skills your character 
already possesses). Bob-ombs can be lobbed not 
only to blow opponents up, but also to set fire to 
surrounding obstacles, while the newly torched 

awizvoyw 

Zeya eee T6h 4 
to rumble on 
Mario's patch. 
Doof! Thwack! 
Poong! Soook! 

Kirby and a 
Se soe 

disguised Yoshi. 
Battling for cute 
honours. Yup. 

Yoshi actually looks pretty me eh? PASE yt -s She” 
Doesn’t look too interested in pha) EASON ARGS, 
fighting, either. Or... is that a ploy? V\*\ oe > ; 

fr 

rd Sheeeeee-yaz! Donkey Kong 
pounces and shows no mercy to 
Mazza with his monkey molesting. 

Enemy! 

Notice how far the camera comes out? 
To cope with the jumping around, that. 

NINTENDO 

boxes can be picked up and thrown back. 
There'll also be Fire Flowers (last seen as a useful — 
addition to Yoshi's inventory in Yoshi's Stony fo 
help when you're needing a top up on the 
health front. 

ways smiling, regardless of whether 
f idly kicked in the groin or not. 

expect them to bear a grudge, 

med British release date is 
decapitating Samus with an 
but, with it already 
soon. We hope. 

There's also plenty of humour in the game. 
example, when one of you turns in an ‘ultimate’ 
bout, i.e. you haven't lost any health at all, you 
can whack your bruised opponent right up to the ~ 
sky, where he gets sprinkled across the night asa 
constellation of stars. Weird, admittedly, but the 
accompanying sound effects, particularly when th 
unfortunate recipient happens to be the high- — 
pitched Pikachu, sound especially am 

Those unsure of whether they want 
passive Nintendo favourites like Donkey Kong and 
Mario trying to gouge each other's eyes out can 
rest assured that after the beating up has finished, 
the outro screens show all of the characters happily 
laughing together and, most importantly, all friends 
again. In fact, Nintendo are 
eagerly trying to suggest that = 

ne eee . Watch out for a review of the Ja 
the fighting is all a bit of fun, TO BE CONTI Le E D. *= version of Smash Bros next Are 

A Strange, this. Bit sparse of that normal 
Nintendo detail. Could this be a bonus game, 
then? Look at the top left icons. Mmm. 
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Greg Ingham 

NINTENDO 64 NEWS CENTRE 

elda sells 
Had trouble finding a copy of Zelda? Here's why... 

s befits the most anticipated 
- and arguably the greatest 
- videogame ever, The 
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina 
of Time sold substantially 

more than a large amount of hot cakes 
over Christmas. 

In fact, it sold so well that many of 
you almost certainly had difficulty 
finding a copy — if you could get hold of 
one at all. Indeed, there were so many 
pre-orders for Shigsy's latest masterpiece 
that hardly any copies actually made it 

to the shelves on its 
Sea December 11th 
SS »\ release date. In 

(the interests of 
: research, 

mig’ Martin took 
his most piercing 

stare around the 
gaming 
emporiums of 

% Bath, to find 
NE that 

establishments 
such as HMV 
and Electronics 

)\. Boutique had 

absolutely no spare copies — and that 
even some people who pre- 
ordered the game failed to get 
their hands on it. The initial 
shipment of 100,000 cartridges 
sold out immediately, and an 
estimated total of 170,000 
copies had been snapped up by 
a hungry public during the first 
nine days of being on sale. By 
January 1st, a whopping 250,000 
copies had been bought. By 
comparison, Zelda sold close to a 
million — yup, one million — in its 
first week of release in America, and, 
thanks to Japanese gaming bible 
Famitsu's first-ever 40-out-of-40 score, 

people are buying Né4s just to play 
Zelda in Japan, reviving its ailing Eastern 
sales considerably. 

So, then, a rampaging commercial 
success to equal Ze/da's critical 
triumphs? Well, yes. And no. It’s sold 
out — and has been kept from the top 
spot in the charts only by the world- 
consuming madness that is FIFA 99 -— 
but considering that before Christmas 
there were around 1.3 million N64 
owners in the UK, it’s not surprising that 

The Best Rete a 
Game Ever y 
disappeared quicker than 
granny’s pension at a kleptomaniac 
convention. Many people blamed THE 
Games for shortages, citing that they 
simply underestimated how much Zelda 

Oh, the majesty. Whadda 
game. Whadda guy. Yip! 

| Va kw yl. Me Me 

A\ Haven't got a copy yet? Well, 
there's no time to lose... 



Publishers Interplay, whose past form on 

the N64 has been limited to the, er, not-so- 

great Clayfighter, are gearing up for 
several imminent Nintendo-related releases 

- most notably for the Colour Game Boy. 

would sell, but the problem really lay 
with Nintendo's production resources 
— having to deal with a near-as- 
dammit worldwide release, and the 
December 18th unleashing of Turok 
2, the big N's cartridge-manufacturing 
factories simply couldn't churn out 
enough games for everyone. 

But let's put it all into perspective. 
There weren't enough copies to go 
around, sure, but Zelda has become 
the fastest selling game ever - a 
record previously held by Tomb Raider 
2, which Ze/da has outstripped by 

Best Game 
Oe sa ree 
Ben 9)( Boe 145) ae 
ee 4a os 

bleedin’ 
aula 

es 
=" Pere eee na eee TG 

Mee 

MPa ee meme mls 

lizardly Gex and old favourite Pitfall, plus 
game-of-the-film Men In Black) are set to 

appear in the next couple of months. 

Also, March should see the releas 
VR Pool 64, which, from what we've | 

boasts impressive use of the analogue stick 
to simulate shots. Crave’s game will be up 

for review next month, as will their other 

sports-related fun-fest, Milo’s Astro Lanes. 

some 40,000 or so copies. It has, 

compared to other ‘blockbuster’ titles, 
sold amazingly. 
And, by the time 

read this, 

Christmas frenzy 
over with, you 

shouldn't have 
too much trouble 
finding a copy, if you 
haven't yet got 
one. And if not, 

 Q not? 

him, naturally. 

The N64, you'd be right in thinking, is 

alee em Lae oe CC AL 

Zelda the 4Mb Expansion pak and 

upcoming games such as Perfect Dark and 

RYE OA a Le 

the N64 can do. But Nintendo — oh yes — 

are actually working on a new console... 

Nintendo of America President Minoru 

Arakawa ee ou Mumm) 

Japanese industry newspaper Nihon Keizai 

Shimbun. Details are scarce, but Nintendo 

are tinkering with the idea of a CD based 

system, including DVD compatibility and a 

PC-style network capability, to be designed 

by Netscape. Interesting news, yes? But 

don't worry, there's plenty of life left in our 
black box o’ joy — the new console won't be 
released until the year 2000 or 2001. 

February 1999 



ROAD RUNNER 
Just as we were finishing off this issue, we 

eT mace ela Le Aue C4 

game from FIFA-funsters Electronic Arts. 

Called BeetlesAdventure Racing, it 

features — yes — Volkswagen Beetles, and 

looks, visually, a lot like Top Gear 
Overdrive, although it seems it's going to 

play more like San Francisco Rush, having 

you racing through shopping malls, 

FANZINE FARM 

Stonehenge and volcanoes, with an 

emphasis on exploration and huge jumps. 

NMC t3 

CE mrty 
been 

rela au te 

as yet, but 

tg 

urd 

probable. 

Tonight we're gonna party like it’s 1999. 
Beye Mee eee eel ee) ee 

you. 

A new issue of ‘NAM springs forth from the most fertile soil 
on the farm like a breath of fresh air cutting through the 
ripe odour of poor Daisy's carcass. The old girl will be 
fertiliser soon, but ‘NAM goes from strength to strength 
and this is probably the best issue so far. It's absolutely 
stashed with all sorts of excellent stuff, from retro games 
to science fiction, and we reckon it should be required 
reading for anyone thinking of producing their own 
fanzine. Apart from the unfavourable review of F-Zero X, 
mind. Sent Jethro into a rage, that did. Still, we forgive 

e Send £1.50 and an A4 s.a.e. to ‘NAM Magazine, 24 
Dradishaw Road, Silsden, West Yorkshire, BD20 OBH, 

and you'll receive a damn fine ‘zine by return of post. 

Another hardy perennial we've feasted on many 

the status of Old Man of Fanzines, having 
reached the ripe old age of eight issues. It's more 
reviews-based than ‘NAM but fortunately there's Zim, 
a nice retro flavour about it to distinguish it 
from the scores of ‘zines devoted to reviewing 
only N64 games. There's a feature at the back 
about Nintendo's top ten innovations, which, 
spookily enough, must have been written at 
almost exactly the same time as our own 
James Price's one in issue 24. Great minds, 

times before is N-Form, which is now revelling in If 

and all that. 
¢ To get hold of your own copy of N- 
Form, send £1.50 to James Fry at 30 

FUP 
Vay es. C bd { Li 

Si ‘é 
Me a 
NEs- 

3 See 

Jennings Field, Flackwell Heath, High Wycombe, 
Bucks, HP10 9ND. 

We like to nurture young sprouts here on the farm, 

Got a fanzine? We want to see it! Send your choicest produce to: 
Fanzine Farm, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

9 INOW... 

and since Daisy isn't around to water them any more 
it can be a laborious task. But not as laborious as 
making Nintendo Zone, we'll wager, as every page 
has been hand drawn and bashed out on a 
typewriter. What will happen if there's a sudden 
surge in demand and young Mr McKenzie has to 
run off 20 or 30 covers with a biro and a ruler? A 
sever case of writer's cramp and undying 
devotion from the manager of his local 
stationery shop. Anyway, issue one is all about 

Mario Kart past and present, okay? 
¢ Write to Ewan McKenzie at 82 Barnton Road, Dumfries, Scotland, 
DG1 4HN, enclosing £1 and an s.a.e. to get a copy of Nintendo Zone. 

SMASHING! 
Top news - Nintendo's new beat-'em-up, 

Smash Bros, is apparently going to be out 

far sooner than we anticipated. Although 

not expected until winter ‘99, Nintendo's 

own website has announced a Japanese 

release date of — can it be true? — January 

21st. January 21st! That means it'll be out 

RUM im Celcom UE elc Fam NAL 

We'll have a full review next month. 

RESIDENT EVIL 64! 
Yup, two seconds before we went to press, 
a copy of Japanese games rag, Dengeki, 

turned up in the office... and confirmed that 

Resident Evil 64 is DEFINITELY in the 
works. Capcom scenario writer, Yoshiki 

Okamoto, relayed to Dengeki that he had 
Sau Le ee em Colm aT 
N64 version... which could mean the game 

is already under way. More next month... 

New Goods 
The newest of new, the goodest 
of goods, it's new goods. Clever, 
that... 

THRUSTMASTER RACEPRO 

STEERING WHEEL 

Thrustmaster * 01276 609955 © £70 
Martin likes this - and we 
quote — “because it 
smells of leather". 
The rest of us 
admire it 
also, 

but not quite in the same 
way. Sure enough, it's a sturdy little 
beast, complete with comfortable lap 
moulding, pleasantly clicky gear stick 
and heavy, but not toooo heavy, 

‘turn’. The only slight problem is the 
pedals which combine a very stiff 
brake with a loose accelerator. 
And they're a bit small too. 
Overall, though, this is one of the 
best steering wheels yet and 
it's also officially licenced 
by NASCAR in the States. 85% 
Yawn. 

STEERING WHEEL 
LMP ¢ 01992 503133 ¢ £70 
This one smells slightly less of leather 
and isn't quite as good either, so it's a 

double blow for the newly updated 
G64. The positives are obvious 

enough, mind. It's. got less 
clunky buttons than 

the Thrustmaster, a 

perfectly 
grippable wheel 
and a fuller 
and smoother 
turn. The 
compromise, 

though, is that 
it has a heavier 
turn — which 

GAMESTER G64 

makes for more difficult driving - and 
no mouldings for seated drivers so it's 
more cumbersome to control. It's also 
got a ‘paddle’ instead of a 
gearstick, which isn't as 
good. Solid, but not 

dazzling. 

STING RAY 64 
CONTROL PAD 
Thrustmaster ¢ 
01276 609955 « £20 
A bit of a mish-mash, this. 
There's good things — nice 

metallic colouring, a gorgeous 
rubber underside and some perfect 
shoulder buttons — and then there's 
bad things: a hideous, half-out, half-in 
D-pad, some really ‘poppy’ buttons 

and an analogue pad with a 
spinny top, i.e. when 

you try to direct it 
in a diagonal 
direction, it 

slips out of 
your grip 
because the 
top of the stick 

spins round. 
This, surprisingly, doesn't kill the 

pad dead, but it doesn't 
help matters very much in the 
midst of a sweat-heavy spot @ 
of Zelda. Not great. 

DUKE NUKEM ACTION FIGURES 
Bandai * 01489 790944 « £Various 
We like toys, here at N64. A lot. In 
fact, we wish we owned Hamley's, so 
we could spend all day making fart 
noises with those little tubs of 
luminous goo that you stick your 
fingers in. So, imagine our smiley- 
faced glee when these fab Duke 
Nukem figures came in. 

Available for your buying 
pleasure, then, are two top quality 
versions of Duke — the armied-up 
Night Strike Duke (extras: Assault 



‘TOY QUAKE 
Somewhere around these pages you'll find 

a review of some smashing Duke Nukem 

CNMI M CMU LEC ON mC CLO mel Lg 

desks. Well, you might be imterested to 

know that Bandai are also about to release 

a spiffing range of Quake 2 toys, 
featuring the hideous cyborg alien Stroggs. 

Give Bandai (01489 790944) a call if 

you're interested. 

Rifle, machine gun, bloody knife and 
removable baseball cap) and normal 
Duke (who comes with a massive 
gun/back pack, machine gun, blood 
knife, night vision goggles and camp 
sailor hat) - as well as three much 
better enemies, Battlelord, Octabrain 
and the Pigcop. Octabrain is probably 

° best — because you 
can open up his 
brain and stacks of 
green goo comes 
out - though 
Pigcop comes 
pretty close with 
‘puffy’ bullet proof 
vest and HUGE 
pump action 
shotgun. Still, 

toys and, in the best 

Wars figures, you can lob 
them around the garden, or smash 
their heads against doors and 

they'll still come 

WIN?! 
back for more... 

ZELDA 
COLLECTABLE 

ACTION FIGURES 
Project K * 0181 5081328 « £15 

These, then, aren't quite so good, 
chiefly because you can't actually do 
anything with them. Zelda's dress is 
one big block of plastic and you can't 
even move Link's legs. Gannon's 
slightly better, with moveable limbs 
and solid fighting fists but, if we were 
being kind (which we are), we'd have 
to say that these are more collectable 
than action-orientated, despite what 
the name might suggest. Still... they'll 
oo) Stal fecemialeleF4nelam ole miaar-tnitsl| ol cee 

So, fancy our three 
Zelda figures for 

Sa Am ell lita Col gm (elt Ke (Om 
See Mee olRe-tmire mln 

courtesy of our mates 
rai import-tastic »? 

Project K. All you 
havetodois — (4) 
alee mar Ul 
and address to 

us and mark up 
your envelope ‘Toy 
Keane’. AND 

xX Sore 

they're all top notch 

tradition of the old Star 

-three-buttons: Painted onto the screen 
~ ts ‘a-grid and four opposing-space ships. 

erhaps it's just me but itseems the entire 
games-industry is obsessed by Space. From 
the first ever videogame, Space: War,.to the 
phenomenon that was’Space Invaders, then 

8-bit-classics like Elite and Starglider, right through 
to ground breaking N64 titles like Starfox, it seems 
Space has always been-at-the forefront of modern 
game-déesign- 

Back in the tate 705, Space Invaders. became the 
>firstever cult videogame Rather than just being 
another arcade machine, its theme-seeped into the 
lives-of-anaive public, who, despite knowing next-to 
nothing about: videogames in-general;-knew exactly 
what Space-Invaders-was-about. 

-~AS a.result Space. Invaders became fashionable, the 
ultimate goal-of any game publisher. It-wasn't-ong 
before you could buy related’T-shirts, sates books; 

~and-even chocolate -bars:~ 
When it.came-to the home version, Ata made-a = 

spectacular success of Taito's arcade title, with the— 
“game responsibte’for the-hefty initial sales of their Atari 
VCS console. Swept along on a wave of Space-related 

shysteria-were-a clutch of -handhelds.Titles:tike: Epoch's 
Astro Wars-sold millions across‘the globe; and-on the 

~fringe of this success were hundreds of lesser known 
handhelds, all based on a similar theme, yet many 
offering better-and more varied gameplay. This month 
we:take alook-at-some-of thése-examples of space 
“exotica. d 

SPACE BATTLE 
-Entex — 
In-1979 home-gaming 
technology wasn't exactly C 
- capable-of-replicating the thrills of. 
-the-arcade: Space Battle is a prime 
ieee The first in-a series-of two 

_ player Entex tabletops; Spacé- War is 
~ -about-as-basic-as it-gets. 

Each player is presented-with just 

Pressing F1or F2 launches a-missile 
from-the corresponding painted-ship; , 
displayed: as -single-LED lights: capable of travelling 
about halfway up the screen. The final button is 
launch’, which;-according to:the-manual,launches a— 

~fighter-ship-capable.of-penetrating the-enemy’s base: 
“On pressing-the button, a:wandering LED travels up 
the screen towards the ‘other player's painted ships, the 
idea: béing to.use your two missile buttons to.destroy 
4acoming fighters while launching your-own.in return. 

A simple-concept, and one with-more in common 
with-Pong than Space-Invaders. Sound is clicky and 

_.. annoying, the-score-board flashes-constantly, and-in 
m@ two player mode the game-is often confusing -as you 
try to work-out exactly-what the six or-seven dots 
‘moving around-the screen are all doing: 

—machine— 
RETRORATING 

_middlé_of the grid, and must 
_ prepare for the alien onslaught — 

e machine. Not-only that, but 

= \) 

~ Nevertheless, a Stylishly, designed and-very rare © 

We-return to the days when digital 
watches were cool and Diff'rent. Strokes 

was: prime time viewing. 

ALIEN ATTACK 
Coleco 
Coleco-handhelds:have long been amongst the most. 
popular brands for collectors. On 
playing Alien Attack it's: not 
hard to see why. The machine 
uses @-colourful LCD: display to 
créatea: grid-likesmaze. On 
each go you are:placed in the 

which is-where the original bit 
comes-in=~ 

Movement is controlled -by 
the joystick, but only. while 
using two-additional shift keys. The 
bottom blue one must be pressed at the same 
time-as you direct the-player to move,-and the red one ~~ 
must_be pressed. when: you want to fire, ae the 
joystick-to-direct-your shots. 

This simple-mixture of Robotron arid Berserk 
allows for-some great gameplay, with frantic use of 
directional fire vital in-your mission’ to clear each level: 
As the game progressés the screen gets more-and 
more hectic; sometimes with over 12:aliens‘on screen 
at the same time. The machine's retro looks and ~~ 
branded heritage only serve to'add to a 

brilliantly designed handheld. 
RETRORATING 

SPACE INVADER 
Entex 
Of all handheld manufacturers, 
Entex were the most daring 
when-it came.to titles..By 
simply-dropping-the ‘s’ from 
Space-Invaders they-were-able 
to blatantly rip Taito off.and — 
cash-in on-the publicity 

* 

Entex-did a pretty good job of oN e 
recreating the game too:-On : ey ea 

starting you-are-presented with a 
proper-four by two-block of-aliens @ 
which moves corréctly across the-six 
columns of the screen. Above that; the 
familiar UFO-flies across the screen. You 

“even get-two-shields-to hide behind-until they-are 
destroyed ‘by-enemy. fire. To be honest, -there-is very. 
little T can fault the game on —it's very fast, thé ~ 
buttons .are very_responsive, and the game gets 
tougher with the-aliens:starting at a lower-level-as you 
progress through-the waves. It is-without-doubt 
the best LED version of Space Invaders-ever 

85% made. 
RETRORATING 

Retrogames. shop now open: 
47-Church Road; Hendon, London, 

NW4 4EB Tel:-0181 203 8868 

Se IN6y 
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zombies just yet. 

hances are you'll remember 
the controversy about 
Carmageddon from its PC 
days, after PR guru Max 

Clifford managed to whip the tabloid 
press into a frenzy of righteous 
indignation over the game's youth- 
ede Lerma ee 

Carmageddon is a combat racing 
game where the main aim is to cause 
Ad aVelU MA) UL om COM AZcIR AUN LAU 
dares walk the streets. In the 18- 
certificate PC version this consisted of 
zimmer frame-toting grannies, young 
mothers with pushchairs, and plenty 
of cute fluffy animals. Each roadkill 
left a red stain on the road and a 
fresh headline in the popular dailies. 

This being the Nintendo version, 
the only things you'll get to butcher 

A A tempting loop, but no = 

are the shambling zombies from the 
early pre-classification original, but 
there will be plenty of other things to 
do. Well, plenty of points to be 
scored for mowing down the 
undead in interesting and innovative 
ways. Squish several of them at once 
and you earn a combo bonus. 
Flatten them by the dozen and you 
get the wholesale slaughterer's 
TMI Mare NAe Cop 

The game will include a total of 
ten vehicles, including some brand 
new ones exclusive to the N64 
version. The cars and bikes all suffer 
realistic damage to the bodywork 
when they hit something. After a 
successful dangerous driving session 
your shiny mean machine will look 
like a loser from a stock car race but 

You'll always come off second best 
in a fight with a monster Beetle. 

A secret car? A hippie tank? It'll make 
for great zombie crunching anyway. 

Whatever vehicle you choose, the 
object of the game is killing. 

fortunately you can repair it and give 
it a general tune up between levels. 
Engines, body armour and upgrades 
can be added to turn your car into 
the ultimate in zombie obliterating 
chic (look out for the intriguingly 
named repulsificator). Completing the 
game opens up extra characters, and 
a new difficulty level which must be 
beaten before Carmageddon can be 
considered truly finished. 

A battle mode is also included 
allowing you to face off against either 
a human opponent or a computer 
one. If Carmageddon proves to be a 
success then SCi also plan to convert 
the sequel, Carpocalypse Now. First 
things first, though, we hope 
to bring you a review of this 
in a couple of months’ time. 



haping up nicely for a release 
well ahead of its originally 
pencilled-in summer slot in 
Blighty, 3DO's Battletanx 

looks like being a fine addition to the 
N64's multiplayer repertoire. 

Imagine a combination of Twisted 
Metal (on the PlayStation) and the 
battle mode from Mario Kart, mix in 
the tank sections from GoldenEye, and 
you'll have a pretty good idea of how 
Battletanx works. Each player is colour 
coded for easy identification, with 
three types of tank to choose from — 
speedy motorbike-type ones, slow 
powerful ones, and general all- 
purpose ones. They all have their own 
specific arsenal of upgradable 
weaponry, ranging from 
flamethrowers to rail guns. One of the 
best is the guided missile you get to 
steer yourself. There's even a nuclear 
missile which produces an 
Independence Day-style blast wave, 
thundering through the city streets 
and turning buildings into shrapnel. 
It's more than likely to kill the person 
who fired it though, so it's only useful 

as a last resort. 
Almost all the buildings and other 

structures found in the game can be 
destroyed with a bit of heavy 
firepower to open up secret areas and 
new routes through the levels. The 
battles are fought in post-apocalyptic 

limited in size to minimise the time 
you have to spend searching for other 
players. The one player game plays 
almost exactly the same, except your 
opponents are computer-controlled 
Battle Lords fighting over a woman 
(they're a tad scarce in the future). 

Despite the fact that the vehicles 
are all a touch on the heavy side, 
they're surprisingly sprightly when it 
comes to manoeuvring them through 
the streets. Controlling them is 
certainly a lot easier than handling the 
unwieldy GoldenEye tank. You can 
choose the standard turret view or a 
third-person view, which gives a 
slightly wider field of vision but 
obscures more of the screen. 
Look out for an import review 
next month. 

<{ The multiplayer 
mode is the best 
eam RE 
as the one player 

Nuking time. Expect everyone 
COMER MUM elm Ul) 
big weapons in multiplayer. 

eT 

aaa? nS.) 

SMIIAIUd VI LINVId 

M 

r | Special custom tank, A mol eM Rae eg ws 
with its tracks flapping 
in the wind. 

td 

game is a touch on 
le edo 

Sy RUT Ry Eres au 
1 ees some kind of tribal 

marking, not a stain. 

aim a heavy weapon at a building 
and vaporise it. 

A Green tank on green tank action, 
somewhere in a bombed out 
American city. Everybody's happy. 
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A Whack! (Slice) Fore! 
Whoops, sorry Princess. 
It was an accident, honest. 

ee 
Vintage Mario World bt : * oe bs 
backgrounds make for 
some of the nicest 
courses in the game. 

Oh Luigi, we can't take [> 
you anywhere. Why 

didn’t you go earlier? 

ssid GOLF 64 

aati] NA amici | 
ere's one that arrived just 
too late to make it into last 
month's Mario feature - a 
fifth new Mario game, and 

it's one that nobody expected. 
Mario Golf 64 is — wait for it-a 

golf game, starring the same gang of 
colourful characters from Mario Party. 
Mario, Luigi, Peach, Toady, and six 
others hack their way around a total of 
six courses in what will hopefully be a 
typically Nintendo-ish take on what is 
usually a very serious type of game. 

From left to 
right, Milo a 
UMA 

and a scrawny 
Je] (pala 

bowling, fellas. 
Yay. 

MILO’'S sid dit LANES 

his is, indeed, a bowling game, but 
not the sort of simple ten pin bowling 
beloved of fat blokes the world over. 
Oh no. 

Milo's Astro Lanes is set in outer space, 
where the average fat bloke would find the low 
pressure and lack of oxygen such a handicap to 
his performance that he might literally explode. 
Into little gobbets of flesh, no less. To prevent 
such an unfortunate mishap, the six contestants 
in Interplay's weird new bowling extravaganza 
are space-proof intergalactic folk with names 
such as Venusian Warbler, Ann Droid (splutter), 
and the star of the show, Milo Terwilliker. 

The lanes are somewhat different to 
terrestrial ones, featuring, as they do, ramps, 
curves, chicanes and turbo boosts. There are 
even power-ups to split the ball into three, 
turn it into a bowling boulder, shrink your 
opponent's ball and so on. The game is 
described as a cross between bowling 
and crazy golf, which sounds, you know, 
craazzy! A review next month. 

Milo lines up a shot using 
im el ale AeA UL 
zoom button. Ker-ching! 

Each character will have their own 
playing style, and the game will feature, 
amongst other things, a Time Attack 
mode where the object is to get around 
the course as quickly as possible, 
regardless of the number of strokes 
taken. Novice players can select a 
handicap to ensure they keep up with 
the golfing experts. Sounds great, and if 
anyone can turn golf into an interesting 
console game, it has to be Shigsy 
and the gang. The Mario Kart of 
the fairways? We can't wait! Q 

Only one pin left, [> 
and a mighty 
Pele 
shiny balls to 

Ele. me lel) 

Using a beach ball is [> 
cheating in anyone’s 
book. Boo, hiss etc. 
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bang up-to-the-minute, so you can 
expect cut scenes, camera changes, 
and some very pretty visuals to 
gawp at as you negotiate Rayman 
II's disappearing platforms and nifty 
underwater sections. 

The pace of the game is relentless, 
with very little time to catch your 
breath before being thrown into 
another life or death situation. The 
very last thing the programmers are 
working on is a camera system that 
can never be blamed for sending Ray 
to an early grave, 
and word is 
they're close to 

Back to the old days of lightning 
reactions and precision jumps. 

ust a quick update on Ubi Soft's 
forthcoming platformer getting the speed 
Rayman II, which will be with and angles just 
us very soon indeed if all goes right. 
to plan at the French softco's Review 

programming HQ in Paris. soon! 
It's a platform game from the old 

school of precision jumping, and a lot 
closer to the original Super Mario Bros 
than its 64-bit update, despite being 
ostensibly in 3D. Of course all the 
usual next generation gubbins will be 
employed to make the game look 

Ray skips on [> 
EM ta A) A 

completely 
oblivious to the 

imminent 
danger. 

There are plenty of timed sub-games to try your hand at when you tire 
V of licking in the normal way. There’s even a gymnastics course. 

ongue flicks, tongue sticks. 

Flick, stick. There's 
something strangely 

therapeutic about licking walls and 
adhering to the side like you've been 

Bowling. With your 
4 tongue. Bizarre licking 
V action abounds. 

With a powered up tongue, nothing can stand in y O 
the way of our evil licking. Hahahahahaha... ia i ens Ha i Ds 

20 [NEY 

Rayman Il 
ea VALE 
eee merle 
of bright 
effects. 

Tongue flicks, tongue sticks. 

Two feet, two 
hands, no 

Ti XP ge 1 

gargling with super glue. Chameleon 
Twist 2 features all the whippy- 
tongued action you could hope for, 
although we hope the finished 
version is a bit more interesting than 
our preview cart. 

The four-player licking contest, 
the best part of the original, was 
missing for starters. And the difficulty 
level was set frustratingly high, which 
is strange when you consider that the 
first game was aimed squarely at the 
younger end of the market. 

Still, we'll reserve judgement until 
next issue because the little chameleon 
character is cute and sweet, and he's 
got a little parachute on his back 
(ahhhh), and his tongue is long, 
twisty and sticky, and... oh well. g 



Look at the smoke trails. Observe 
the flying tyres. See the bodies. 

Which team is that then? 
V Strange colour markings there. 

Real sponsors make theirnames_ © : y Is it a race or is it a traffic jam? 
V known on the hoardings. : ca | Looks tasty, doesn’t it? 
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he first challenger to F7 
World Grand Prix's crown 
as the king of serious 
driving games is set to 

arrive some time in April, courtesy of 
Ubi Soft. 

MONACO GRAND PRIX RACING sim 2 

Monaco Grand Prix Racing The watchword is realism, since a rather barren two-player LURE NACA ae eC? 
Simulation 2 is actually an N64 sequel Monaco Grand Prix is intended to be mode. Hopefully there will AV Ar Re Chureal eee un ey 
to a highly rated PC game, F7 Racing as accurate a simulation of the sport be some other computer 
Simulation. \t won't have all the as possible. The cockpit view features cars to race against as well. 
official drivers, teams and tracks, as it's | working instruments on the It sounds like it could 
a tie-in with the organisers of the dashboard rather than F7WGP's be a contender, particularly 
Monaco event rather than the FIA telemetry strip, so you'll have to keep if Ubi Soft can get it 
(the sport's governing body), but it an eye on all the little dials and running in hi-res at a 
will have a certain air of familiarity gauges as well as the road. decent enough frame Ne Tare ty 
about it - 16 unlicensed tracks that When it's time to make a pit rate, but it remains ARE Te 

to be seen if 
Monaco Grand 
Prix's lack of an 

look suspiciously like the real things, stop, adjustments can be 
and generic F1 teams. H Dill, anyone? — made to things like wing 

angles and downforce, 
and more fundamental official FIA 
changes to the gearbox blessing 
and steering ratios can be will spoil its 
made before the race. Track chances. Q Must have been a bit of oil on the track. The 
conditions will affect the car's AVé EY e ee oR Le aE eee 
handling, with bits of shrapnel from 
collisions liable to cause a puncture. 
Just like Michael Schumacher's last 
race in fact. 

Up to four players can compete 
- together, giving it an instant 
TW a eee Rea Le advantage over F1WGP which had 
it’s definitely Monaco. Maybe. 

The cars are more prone to 
CET ele( ure mh ACL 

Recognise this track? Yes, it’s 
elle lal Meme tea 



st res eo! 

Cruel, but it’s the only way to 
keep them from hassling you. 

in Back has had its 
production deadline 
pushed back yet further 
after Nintendo decided 

to get involved with the project and 
help the game maximise its potential. 
The cart size is set to rise from 96M 
to 128M, possibly further, and we 
certainly expect the shrouding of fog 
seen in early versions to be thinned 
out once the Big N's code wizards get 
their hands on it. 

The game is all about stealthy 
espionage work, and the fact that it 
bears such a strong resemblance to 
Konami's much-hyped Meta! Gear 
Solid is the main reason everyone's 
getting so excited about it. Much of 
the game is spent creeping around 
using objects for cover and avoiding 
being seen. When the action happens, 
it's explosive and brutal - one shot is 
enough to put most enemies down, 

Snow b 
SNOWBOARD KIDS 2 

he sequel to Atlus’ cute racer 
Snowboard Kids draws ever 
nearer, and the latest details 
leaking out from the 

Japanese developers include news of 
the storyline behind the game's 
wacky battling action. 

Slash got some lovely new face 
paint for Christmas. 

i 7a 4 

and the same thing will happen to the 
game's hero, Jean-Luc Cougar, if he 
gets hit. Jean-Luc has a great way of 
hiding around corners and popping 
out to unleash a couple of rounds, 
amongst something like 400 other 
animation sequences. 

And, as an added bonus, there's a 
variety of deathmatch games for two 
players. Win Back 
should debut in 
Japan this summer, 
with a UK version 
following 
towards 

tr) 

Christmas. 

(oF Teele) 
ere le 

Elie 1eh Va 
looking 
i aelile 

BD 8 SS Nose srot ter arn ed 

UN eae eM a eke ae alee ae ed) 
but (fingers crossed) Nintendo’s people should sort it out. 

Snowboarding? You don’t need 
VAP aerated thing. 

Unlike the first game, in which the 
boss character, Sinobin, was a 

relatively inoffensive boarder, 
Snowboard Kids 2 features a 
malevolent little demon from the 
depths of hell who enjoys nothing 
better than spoiling fun-loving kids’ 
snowboarding. Obviously he has to be 
stopped, so there's actually an 

objective to 
the game this 

Eoopm /\ Slash takes on a boss, with a new 
ole ee Re lw lab. 

original so popular, except with about 
twice as much of everything. There 

time. Sort of. are ten characters including, once 
It'll still you've defeated him, the little devil, 

have the and five costumes for each one so you 
same mixture can tell who's who if several players 
of strange pick the same one in multiplayer 
tracks, mode. And with 17 boards to choose 
weapons and __ from, including a hidden Dragon 

A The new Dragon oe board, there I bea good deal A Small borders on the multiplayer 
elle Mn Vial Ped ids that more experimenting to be done Q game but who cares? 

made the with every combination. 



The only thing that'll ever wipe that grin 
off Goofy’s face is a baseball bat. 

| Who knows what secrets lurk in the game. 
V Extra characters, freaky new blocks... 

°. 
ri 

‘ 
hommes oi. 

acacia 

ad & 

Nice to know some things 
V areal (2 

Well, four of them 
anyway. Magical Tetris 
features Goofy, Donald 
Duck, and that lovable pair 
of jug-eared freaks Mickey 
and Minnie Mouse. 
Apparently, when Mickey and 
the gang aren't being kicked 
around by gangs of screaming 
children at Disney's theme parks they 
like nothing better than to play a nice 
game of Tetris. Being the competitive 
cartoon creatures they are they have 
to have an element of combat in their 
block dropping, so Magical Tetris is a 
head-to-head battle between the 
cutesy ones. 

The game plays just like standard 
Tetris to begin with, but racking up 
combo points builds up a magic 
meter which can be used either to 

wreak all manner of havoc 

apcom’s belated entry into 
the N64 market comes not 
in the form of the longed- 
for Street Fighter 

conversion, but as a Tetris variant 
featuring a cast of Disney characters. 

DANA SU 

Hey Don. How's it hanging? 
Wanna buy some moonshine? 

V Mickey's perving glove! 
= 

Re , re) | 
y ? aM Pts 

a Fi 
LS 

. 3 ft, as es | 

To. i ar 

ie? a Bs 

De Tao 

on your opponent, or 
to clear some breathing 
space at the top of your 
own screen. As the 
blocks pile up, strange 

things begin to happen. 
Weird blocks that don't fit 

anywhere begin to fall, 
including zig-zag shapes and a giant 
5x5 solid chunk 0' doom. There's a 
story in there too, illustrated with 
animated characters which look 
identical to the ones in the SNES 
Mickey Mouse games. 

The extra blocks make for a tricky 
game, but you can opt to play a 
more traditional Tetris if you prefer. 
Although switching off all the magic 
functions turns your N64 into a 
glorified Game Boy, our first 
impression was that Magical Tetris 
isn't half as good as the new Tetris 

DX version for the GB 
Color. We'll see. 

The game's already out 
in Japan and is due 
here very soon. A full 
review next month. 

An ear.to 
the ground 

Rainbow Six 

e 
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eed 

eae 
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Pinball with knobs on. 
Or something... 

achinko, as | trust you 
remember from my book 
entitled ‘Righting the 
World's Wrongs and Why 

Carpet Bombing Pachinko Parlours is 
a Good Start’ (available from all 
good book stores), is a Japanese 
pinball game. Which doesn’t require 
any human input. At all. And should, 
if the world had any sense, be 
banned by some sort of UN 
convention. 

Well, anyway, Pachinko 
resembles a small, upright pinball 
table with a knob at the bottom. 
Experienced players will tell you 
that the skill of Pachinko comes 
with being able to expertly 
manipulate the knob so that all 
the little metal balls go the right 
way and fall through the holes in 
the table and into your basket. 

And why do they say this: 
because that sounds far cooler than if 
you had to tell the truth, i.e. that you 
just sit there gormlessly in your carpet 

Pachinko parlours 

are actually the 

right size for 
people to fit in. 

y ie oe ae 4 

y 

the knob. Ahem. 

Pachinko: senseless. Pachinko on 

V your N64: beyond senseless. 

She's not 

wearing 
anything 

below the 
waist. 

intendo have redesigned the 
microphone of their voice recognition 

Speak Easy 
system so that it doesn’t interfere with 

(x your game. Going by the snappy name 
of ‘Mike holder: for use with the Nintendo 64 
controller’ (a working title), the holder is 
simply a plastic grip which snaps over 
the controller and fits over the 
extension pak port. Now it's even 
easier to tell Pikachu to kiss your (Cut! 
Must be that Pachinko lark getting him 
all worked up - Ed). 

MADE IN 
NN 
Our man in Tokyo, Max 

CLC OLE 
Pachinko parlours. Strange boy. 

24 Issue 25 

Load of bal 
In real life, > 

Nice modelling of 
a human hand in 

V the bottom right. 

slippers, smoking a fag and holding 

The bizarre ‘addictiveness' of 
Pachinko is an excellent source of 
entertainment, though. Not a week 

It's actually about an 
acquaintance of mine. Let's call him 
Fred. In Japan, when someone dies, 
it's traditional to give a sum of 
money to the bereaved, presented in 
an envelope tied with a red ribbon. 
So, one day Fred told his wife his old 
high-school friend had suddenly died 
and he had to attend his funeral. His 
sympathetic wife prepared the 
envelope and gave it to him, 
speaking fine words of support. 

Everything seemed to go fine, and 
then suddenly a week or so later, the 
husband told his wife that another 
friend had died unexpectedly and he 
had to go to see him off. 

goes by This continued for about six 
without some months until, on a shopping trip 
absurd and together, the wife was puzzled to 
faintly spot one of her husband's friends 
scandalous who had apparently died the week 
Pachinko- before. It later turned out that none 
related news of the man’s friends had expired at 
snippet all, and he was taking the funeral 
breaking money to a local Pachinko parlour. 
and, for Imagine spending that amount of 
your delight, money on pinball. Now imagine 
| thought I'd spending that amount of money on 
relate one an infinitely less interesting 
to you. version of pinball. Shudder. Q 

ecember 18 sees the release of Onegai Monster, 
an N64 fighting simulation featuring monsters 
created by readers of 
Famitsu magazine. 

Although the final number of 
beasts totals 500 in this Pocket 
Monsters-a-like, developers 
Bottom Up have included around 
50 monsters taken from pencil 
drawings by followers of Japan's 
leading videogames mag. Aside 
from being a breeding 
simulation, Onegai Monster 
features an Adventure mode, 
where the player must complete 
tasks set by folk in the town. A 
bit of a dark horse, this, | reckon. 

NCAR L425 Sag temoes 



NEW Action Replay” FREEZE MODE 
FREEZE the action of any game - DURING GAIVEPLAY >) Use any of Action 
Replay's™ GAIME BUSTING utlilities >> THEN SIMPLY PRESS A BUTTON - 

anal Aa) eae) ie-)e a ie eerie 

SIMPLY FREEZE YOUR GAMEPLAY IVIID LEVEL TO: 

>> Enable your selection from the huge range of pre-programmed gamebusting 
cheats 

>. Find, create and enable YOUR OWN mind blowing codes 

THEN AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON RE-JOIN THE GAME TO EXPERIENCE 
THE SPECIAL EFFECTS CREATED BY THE CODES AND ENHANCEMENTS 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 

|) CODE GENERATOR 
| ACTION REPLAY's™ unique in-built CODE GENERATING SYSTEM* 

CODE Pe sem sao) ee ea eee ey kes Riel 
GENERATOR own GAME-BUSTING CHEATS* - No other cartridge can offer this feature 

ree SE En china =] pom 

EXTRA HIDDEN _ EXTRA 
Te eh ROLL) (oh eT eT 

—————-- z| L SUED NDIEERNESETaNSEERIGENUnEERUneEEEmteERen ene wn —— 

A huge range of features that make ACTION REPLAY PROFESSIONAL simply the best game enhancer available: » Pre-loaded with Hundreds of the hottest cheat codes for the biggest and 
ele eae Te) >» Fully programmable memory - add and store thousands more of your favourite cheat codes including new codes you have generated! » eae me 
interface means bursting games wide open couldn't be easier >>) a aN Un Rcucre ceee Daa Re Ruut ery eal hee Mur Es] Vet 

aan | 

eee — — seni arin cenennneneteenenenenemans ~_ 

ACTION REPLAY codes available via: 

« ACTION REPLAY CODELINE: 0891 516355* 
a OR CR aA ARES meme mm 

COBELIME Calls cost 50p per minute at all times. Please ask for permission from whoever pays the bill before you dial 

AVAILABLE FROM: 
A 

“scone? AND OTHER LEADING RETAIL OUTLETS 

(Gee) 
Dene La 

(o] yg Oe le Mm le( 1 Mem] Ma M lene Mag Maal Pdi) 

ALSO AVAILABLE THROUGH 
QUOTING PRODUCT CODE: 06619 WWWdatel.co.uk 

PlayStaton™ 1s a trademart of Sony Inc 

DATEL WEBSITE: www.datel.co.uk updated daily 

ba Tinre=tale (Goa 8-12 la ola | ate ia te oO a] aa ee 
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1999 [NG READER AWARD 

26 INC 

These are the five games released in 1998 that 
I've most enjoyed playing. 

And just in case | do come out of 
Best game the ‘hat' first, I'd like a copy of 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

My prediction for the best game 

of 1999 is... 

Send to: Reader Awards, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW. 
If you don’t want to cut up your magazine, send a photocopy instead. 

issue 25 

lay V-Rally and 
win this gleaming \ X 
106 Quiksilver special 
edition — it really is as 

simple as that. Where else other than 
N64 Magazine could your games-playing 
prowess win you a brand new set of 
wheels? 

Get hold of a copy of V-Rally 99 (rent 
it or buy it and use the voucher on page 
28 to get £5 off at Game stores) and 
practice the Arcade 1 race option. When 
you think you're good enough, video 
record all four of the stages that go to 
make up the event, and post the tape off 
to us. If your total time for all four courses 
is the quickest, you can pop along to Bath 
to pick up your new car. 5 

There are a few tips on these pages, 
along with some times we think you'll 
have to beat to stand a chance. If you'd 
like maps of the four courses in Arcade 1, 
turn to page 123 to order a back copy of 
issue 23. Good luck! 

The Rules 

* The fastest Arcade 1 time will win the competition. This time is the total time of the four races 
that make up Arcade 1 
* No game cheats may be used. This includes the use of Action Replay cartridges, or any other 
device, or any other functions. not normally available in the game. ‘Extra Cars' are allowed. 
* All entries must be video recorded over all four stages and arrive at the office by the 15th 
February 1999. Pictures of the time screen or incomplete recording of any of the four stages will 
not be accepted. 
* The competition is only open to UK residents using PAL N64s and copies of V-Rally. 
* No cash alternative to the Peugeot 106 Quiksilver is available. 
* The prizewinner is responsible for their own insurance of the car and must either have a valid 
driving licence or nominate a third party with a licence to take possession of the car. Possession of 
the car will only be signed to the prizewinner, or other third-party nominated by the prizewinner, 
by N64 Magazine when proof of driving licence and insurance is provided. The winner is 
responsible for collecting the car from the offices of Future Publishing. 
* In the case of a tie-break, the winner will be decided by lottery. 
* The editor's decision on the validity of any entry is final. 
* No employees of Future Publishing or Infogrames are eligible to enter. 



COMPETITION 
TIMETABLE 
Here's how the 
competition will work, 
datewise. 
e 15th February: 
Final closing date for all 
entries. 
¢ 25th March: 
N64 issue 27 prints the 
final results of the 
competition, car keys 

V handed over to Britain's 
V-Rally champion. 

There's still pl HOW TO ENTER 
ere Ss Ss l p enty You'll have to prove your best time to us, 

. but that’s not too difficult. This i of time to enter asco use you pening aitny ga 
a 

our biggest 
a a 

competition, yet. 

NOILLILIdWO> LON 

yourself some brand new wheels. 
ae 

1) Get hold of a copy of V-Rally 99. Use the 
voucher on page 28 to save yourself £5 off 
the full price if you opt to buy it. You could 
also hire it from shops such as Blockbuster 

2) Practice the Arcade 1 race. Use the tips 
here and in N64/23 to further your cause. 

3) Hook up your N64 to the back of your 
video recorder and start recording. : 

4) Achieve your best time on Arcade 1 while 
the video's recording. 

5) Re-wind your tape to the start of your 
recording (so we can easily check your time) 
and then post your tape to us (include a 
stamped addressed envelope if you'd like it 
back). Get it to the N64 office by the 15th 
February 1999. 

6) Wait for the 25th March. If your time is 
"| the fastest, you win the car. 

We think the fastest times will come from people who've used the game's secret cars. 
To earn the cars, you'll have to perform a specific task in the game. 

Lancia Delta Integrale SPAIN SS4 
Gear ratio: MEDIUM 

"INDONESIA SS4 
Gear ratio: MEDIUM 

U-Rally Ford Escort Toyota Celica GT-Four Lancia Stratos 

Difficult, to say the least, but 
worth the effort. You need to 
set a new Time Trial record for 
EVERY TRACK, including the 
Expert courses. 

To drive around in the 
game's first secret car you'll 
need to finish the first 
Arcade level. 

EXTRA CARS 
Prd 

eo eos 

If you want to drive the 
Lancia Delta you need to 
break the records for every 
track featured in Arcade 
mode. 

: One of our favourite cars in 
Pee the office. To get it you must 

Peete . break each country's rally 
cman mode times on World and 

Expert mode. 
Der 

See 

The4V-RALLY 99 Championship 
Hello! | hereby enter the V-Rally Championship with the following time: Name 

Teikonaise’tiratermystime was: fof sescetacesnesseetsetseetaterateneetsetsneratcnaeeneessensnsrseseseeseesssesesensseeseseesssesesesscnsssesesueeeseseansaneesnetey 
( Achieved with the PAL edition of V-Rally on a PAL machine. eae xtansieietanals Aeeciiisc sa ean hae aes 

5 . se a photocopy if you don't want to cut up your copy of N64 Magazine, and enclose a suitably sized stamped addresse 
LJ Achieved without the aid of any cheat devices or codes (though envelope if you want your video back. 
retrying with the aid of credits is perfectly acceptable). 



Planet 64 Information 
Station is your one-stop- 
spot for tracking the 
release dates of 
unreleased titles, 
(aslo e olen ees U ol 
those already out, and 
to) UO m ale 
EVM nek art UU ULB 
Fill in the coupon with 
your votes, or just 

Official UK 
N64 chart 

The Legend 
of Zelda 

include them in your 
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Th Cut Lo} 

eter (i iemaer | 
letter or compo entry. We 
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think and we don't care ay ' > 
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4 F1 World NEW! 
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Released: 10/98 
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station 
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OverDrive 
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Source: Skill Academy 

Gremlin Released: 11/98 

South Park 
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wanted 

Legend of Zelda | Perfect Dark Zelda 64 
Nintendo 

INAissue 24 + 98% 

Rare/Nintendo 

UK: Early ‘99 
USA: Early ‘99 

UK; August 

USA: August 
NE Issue 25 

Turok 2 Shadowman Rogue Squadron | Shadowman 
Or rele PSs) 

INA issue 25 + 85% 

Be 

IN6x! Issue 21 * 95% 

Smash Bros 
el ae 

JPN: TBA 

UK: TBA 

South Park 

Mon Issue 25 * 73% 

Body Harvest 
Ce Dias 

INAissue 22 + 91% 

Jet Force Gemini 

Rare/Nintendo 

UK: March 
USA: March 

Ls DLs 

UK: March ‘99 eer 
USA: March ‘99 

UK: April ieee x | een °% UK: May 
US: April USA: May 

Ee GoldenEye 007 

NY Issue 9 94% 

Banjo-Tooie 

UK: TBA 
USA: TBA 

Banjo-Kazooie 

iWuissue 18 92% 

F1 World GP 

Net Issue 20 

Duke Nukem: 
Zero Hour 

UK: April 
USA; April 

Jet Force Gemini 

UK; March 
USA: March 



ULTRA RELEASE LIST 
The latest information on every Nintendo 64 game currently in 

development world-wide, updated monthly. 
Easy to spot UK release dates. Just look for the titles in a dark blue bar! 

Game name Publisher Type 

Doraemon 2 E 

ere uCele4 

Fox Sports College Hoops 99 
Golden Nugget 
Harvest Moon 

Legend of the River King 

Magical Disney Tetris 

Micro Machines V3 

Ogre Battle 3 

Pikachu Genki Dechu 

Fox Sports 

Nintendo 

Game name 

Aeon Flux 

Art of Fighting Twin 2 
Assault 

Asteroids 

Attack! 

Battlezone 

Banjo-Tooie 

Blues Brothers 2000 

California Speed 

Publisher Type 

GT 

GT ACT 
Culture Brain FGT 

Midway 

Crave 

Midway 

Crave 

Midway 

ACT. 
ACT 
ACT 
ACT 

Game name Publisher Type 

Onegai Monsters 

Perfect Dark 

Picture Maker 64DD 

Pokemon Snap 

Polygon Maker 64DD 
Powerslide 

EB) cae lelaa lg 

foley cal} 

PET mel es 

Er laic(a.g 

Bottom Up — 

Nintendo 

Emergent 

. 

NOILVLS NOILYVWUOIANI 
LucasArts 

Acclaim 

Nintendo 

Rev Limit Seta 

Acclaim 

Rogue Squadron 

Yel Ue Ug 
Twisted Edge Snowboarding 

[ere Konami ACT ALL 
Charlie Blast’s Territory Kemco PUZ US 
Command and Conquer EA é ! US Road Rash 64 

Wipeout 64 Psygnosis 

Imagineer 

Priel 

Chameleon Twist 2 

Earthworm Jim 3D 

Milo's Astro Lanes 
LXoF- (eS ee) 

Snowboard Kids 2 
BU 

Winback 

All Star Tennis 

Castlevania 64 

eri EY-<-10(« (el) 

eT CaN Cuneo a el Lg 

ie 

Ba eee 

Rayman 2 
Bem cel led 

Vigilante 8 

elite RE Tat eyelet eee) 

ele Mata 

Monaco Grand Prix 

Shadowman 

Snowboard Kids 2 

MAA Acclaim 

1080° Snowboarding 2 Nintendo 

Contra 64 

Daikatana 

YTS ead) 

tml mot] 

Dragonstorm 

Duck Dodgers/3rd Dementia 

Exhumed 64 
F-18 Super Hornet 

Fisherman Bass Hunter 64 

Flights of the UN 
Half Life 

Harrier Strike Force 

Hercules: Legendary Journeys 

Hype: The Time Quest 

Gex: Deep Cover Gecko 

eT oe Clg 

Jest 

Jeff Gordon Racing 

Jikkyou Golf Tournament ‘98 
Jungle Bots 

Jungle Emperor Leo 
Legion X 

Loderunner 64 

Looney Toons Space Race 

Magic Flute 
Mario Golf 

Mission: Impossible 2 

Mother 3 
Meee eC 

Need for Speed 64 
Neon Genesis Evangelion 

NEL Blitz ‘99 
Nuclear Strike 

TACT US/UK 

e) awe a 

VOTE! 
There's only one way we can keep 
track of your gaming needs - and 

that's if you tell us! Just fill out the 
form and send it in! Yes! 

And as if you needed any more 
Taree ele it eT Zo 
felUh a dale MeL LM ROAR Nel) 

voting slips into a big hat and 
awarding a 

spanking new 
N64 game to 
the first one 

drawn. Tell us 
which game 

you'd like on 
the voting slip. 

My five most played games are: 

Konami 

lon Storm 

Psygnosis 

Infogrames 

Crave 

Titus 

Take 2 

Video Sys 

Sierra 

Video System 

Titus 

Ubi Soft 

Boss Games 

Infogrames 

ASC Games 

Konami 

Titus 

Nintendo 

Hudson 

Bandai 

Infogrames 

Sunsoft 

Nintendo 

Infogrames 

Nintendo 

Take 2 

EA 

Bandai 

Midway 

Te#HQ 

Psygnosis 

SIM 
SPT 
“SHT 
“SHT. 

RAC | 
RAG 
ACT 
RAC 
“SPT 
ACT 

RPG 
ACT 
ACT. 

SPT | 
ACT | UK 

_RPG 
RAC | 

station 

*working title only 

Robotech: Crystal Dreams 

Ronaldo Soccer 

Rugrats 

Shadowgate 

Sim City 2000 

Sim City 64DD 
Sim Copter 64 Maxis SIM US 
Smash Brothers 

Snow Speeder 

StarCraft 

SST ol aE cen a4 

Super Mario RPG 2 

Tazmanian Express 

Thornado 

Top Gear Rally 64DD 

Toe Jam and Earl 

Twelve Tales: Conker 64 

Unreal 
VR Pool 
WCW Game 

Tit Meme iin 

Xena: Warrior Princess 

ACTION ROLE PLAYING GAME 

| FIGHTING GAME | | SPORT 

STRATEGY BOARD GAME 

SHOOT-'EM-UP SIMULATION 

MISCELLANEOUS RACING 

INFORMATION 
Top 5 vote n’ draw 

Name 
My five most wanted games are: 

Address 

Postcode 

Game wanted 

J cut and send 
oD 

N64 25 
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Prepare to go deeper and darker than 
you've ever been before... 

SU a 
Hurriedly secreting the small, barbed and blood-flecked knives he was playing with, Jason Falcus - Iguana UK's Director of 
Product Development - invited us into his shadowy inner sanctum and put the kettle on. Him speak now... 

N64: Shadowman has already gained a 
ios oJU) eclicola meme] an mre Lua mexelpy een lal 
— can you give us an example? 

JF: Well, there's plenty of juicy bits to 
choose from, but one of the nastier 

Ue eemt- 111 MC) Me) TEN AREA OL OE ote 
MOU TOM gm Um EXO gM AZo AL ed 
mates have been possessed by the 

K Um AE Ole) (em) Oke ok 
killed them, reanimated them, and 
booby trapped them... so they're a bit 

de bies, but when you go near 
, their heads explode! 

N64: Sounds great. But has the rather 
dark and disturbing nature of 
Shadowman presented any censorship 
problems? How have Nintendo reacted? 

JF: Well, we were obviously a little 

worried, and concerned about it, but 
we spoke to Nintendo, and they were 
ict eT analog eat mes lar-Co(e\W tte 
not doing anything in particular that 
games like Doom 64 haven't done 
already. They don't seem to be 
concerned about it, and | think 
that they want to widen the 
market, and open it up to the 
more mature player, and they see 
Safe R ME Meee MALT 
help do that. They've been really 

supportive. 

N64: Considering the content, 
though, do you think that the 
game is going to get a rating? 

JF: Yes — | think that we're looking 
at something like a 15, which is 
fair. But we're not aiming for 

something that's gory, or gratuitous, for 
the sake of it, but rather psychological 
horror. There's going to be plenty of 
blood, and guts, and some quite sick 
sights, but it's mostly going to be 
Cee Ay cle LUAU LEU Ae) 

e 



The Shadowgun is your trustiest ally. 
Essential for putting plenty of holes in flesh- 
eating monsters. 

Shadowman can hold - and use - an object in 
both hands, which is a great idea. 

explicit. There is, 0} 
La aI mae eee 
aim of the game. Thei 
to follow, and the wh 
of an adventure is at 
Iacldalelmn gr gm [PRT me) 
UE MLLER 

Tis m ear uaenas 
5 not the main 
a very strong plot = 

out gore and 
atmosphere. 

N64: Were there any specific films or books 
that contributed to the look and style of 
BYE Tele Ta 

JF: Well, Guy (Miller, Shadowman's 
Creative Director) took a lot of influences 

MILE a eke a el Ib Ae ao 
Ladder, Seven and Silence of the Lambs, as 

Oem Kae- Mele) MO) OM PULL AMS ALATA TOU] 
as Breughel, and loads of other stuff. He 
did, of course, take the basic concept for 
the game from the comic of Shadowman, 
ITV ma AAT KOLO) ae UL ATOM LLC x MULE) 
oder Maer Male Ltn CO ee 
plot and the devices that we've used in the 

Feet oem ALLEL) om Ag ae Lele a aS OL 
the serial killers, and so on — is going to be 
incorporated into the comic. They didn't 
delve into the Deadside stuff much before, 

so it’s a real treat to see the guys that make 
the comic so impressed with our story. 

N64: How much of our spare time can we 
expect Shadowman to eat up? 

JF: | think it'll easily compete with the 
AMOI AAEM AM OLN Acre MAIKO EAA MOl cael A 

the levels the other day, and it took us the 
best part of an hour to find every item on 
ME La eC ete 
abilities and equipment to go in every area 
within that level. Whereas, realistically, the 
first time you encounter it, you're probably 
only going to find a third of the things you 
need, and then, later on in the game, 
you'll gain new abilities and be able to 
come back, access new areas, find some 
more things, and so on. So, by the time 

GO! 
CeTo} 

ACCLAIM/IGUANA UK 

RoR TICES RASS Teta A: ) | 

Li aie: 

February 1999 CY] 31] 
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Seer) le Cites 
before it, is based on an 
Acclaim Comic. Creative 
Director Guy Williams 
and Senior Designer 
Simon Phipps took the 
basic story of the comic 
— revolving around Mike 
LeRoi and his 
Shadowman alter-ego — 
and then wrote their 
own story around it. 
Rimi aban 
written by Garh Ennis 
(of Preacher and 
eum lunmeel l(a 
PET Ny clcom META) 
influence. The original 
idea for the game which 
was completely 
unrelated to the comic, 
was called Malice, and 
featured a Demon 
alll iam A cme N21] 
to you that the sequel 
to Shadowman — yes, 
cre VTS eT ANIC Pd 
elements of this, and 
that there may be 
“something strange” in 
Shadowman to lead 

into it... 

> 

EST t ar be) 

Wy 

you've gone back and forth through all the 
16 levels, with all the day/night/ 
Liveside/Deadside possibilities, there's 
definitely going to be around 50-60 hours 

COMI atm Uke MA ae 
eelkyan colen 

N64: And they're very non-linear levels too 
— it's like you can go anywhere and do 
anything, and simply enjoy exploring. 

BC ea geen CoM OL CET eto ETM LCM L1<o 
that, rather than just being guided through 

a 

ekelesa 

a linear plot. It boils down to allowing the 
user to make their own decisions about 
what to do next, and, by having that non- 
linearity, making them feel like they're in 
charge of their own destiny within the 
game. You don't hand everything to the 
player on a plate, and it caters for the 
more mature player. It works really well. 

N64: And you've created 
Shadowman from scratch, resisting 

the temptation to bolt your own game 
onto somebody else’s engine. How difficult 
was that? 

JF: It's taken time. That's one of the main 
things we've been working on over the last 
two years. We wanted to make an engine 
that allowed you to see to the horizon, to 
walk to a building on the horizon, enter it 
seamlessly, with no fogging, and to 
Poe) ae om MEX eM Le Kex SOA 

be D 

oN 

Toe 

they're inside a limitless world-=thae wey. 
eMC uuu i oe 
the PC, but it was always designed so that 
TMeCOM Cele aele) filet. Viloh Meow reel Na 
pleased with it, Apart trom having to 
change all the speech to text — because of 
memory restrictions — the conversion’s 
going to be so close that you'll hardly be 
able to tell the difference. 

N64: There’s an FBI casebook that you can 
use within the game — how does that work, 
funtel a g 

JF: The FBI profiles have been compiled 
by a private investigator for Nettie, the 
voodoo priestess. She's had this vision of 
the apocalypse, and she’s been looking 
into it and believes that the serial killers 
within the game are involved, and they've 
come over trom Deadside. So she's got a 
file on each of the serial killers, and 

contained within it are character traits and 
as much information as possible about 
each of them, so you can piece things 
together and find clues about how to 
defeat them, where they're based, that 
kind of thing. All the information you need 
to succeed is in there, it's just not given to 
the player explicitly. 

N64: Finally, how is that Iguana UK have 
managed to make what's plainly shaping 
up to be one of the best games of 1999? 

JF: Because we're making cutting-edge 
games and we're hardcore gamers — people 
who love games! 

NUM eam ame cele CM UE UiL gel!) 
and goodnight. 
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So, you probably want to know a little about the The Shadowman can move through the Deadside - a 
story. Well, it goes a bit like this: You play Mike Leroi, dark, supernatural and spiritual version of our world, 
an English Literature graduate turned hitman. referred to as Liveside — and must do so to find the 
Employed by the mysterious Nettie, a voodoo foLoTaCc UM dar tare AU MAT UM 4] LeeLee om cool O anol ae 
priestess, it's your task to hunt down and destroy five and the Dark Engine, a huge machine that powers the 
undead serial killers that have some very gruesome portals. Both of these are contained within a vast 
plans for the human race — and then to destroy their AKO ome XeM Ua TC mCP a Taare gal cea Fa 
leader, the dastardly Legion. But things aren't quite so —_ structure that dominates Deadside — and is filled to the 
simple. Nettie’s planted a voodoo mask within Mike's brim with bloodthirsty creatures. The scene, therefore, GO! PS 
chest, which enables him to become the Shadowman. _ is set for mayhem... GO! 
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N64 SPECIAL INVESTIGATION 

CONVERSIONS 
Tiel omC-Coleg 
interview with Jason 
Falcus, you'll know that 

BYE ele Um cL 
developed on the PC, 
but was created with an 
identical N64 
conversion in mind. 
There're around nine 
people working on the 
N64 version, but they're 
simply converting the 
game and cramming 
every last detail in. The 
BIO Mole) o) mele dia mela) 
the PC version include 
the designers, artists 
and all the people 
involved with the 
creative side. Iguana are 
also working on a 
PlayStation version, 
which, they admitted, is 
a “complete pain", due 
to its ageing 
(ert eye) el 
Seer Ag ZL 
be complete in the N64 
conversion won't make 
ia comse mur eagle 
acu 

“1 could’ve sworn | left the 
remote control around here.” 

MELE Om UTS EE Te el r-e) 
fF OURO ECL and it’s 

~ possibly the bloodiest, most 
J terrifying and most disturbing 
EU el Mme LC ele) oe 
rotting corpses floating in dilapidated 
tenement bathtubs, hook-handed 
monstrosities guarding mangled piles of 
flesh in blood-smeared rooms... it’s all 
here, and looks to do for the N64 what 
Resident Evil did for the PlayStation. 
Except ten times better, obviously. And it 
reload CMU Tee ML Me ema Likes el 
like sense of freedom that, arguably, only 
two games have ever really mastered. And 
they're both made by a man called 
Beem MN cue ken 

Because, you see, Shadowman is 
Zelda's evil twin, Super Mario 64's 
madwoman in the attic, the rabid, 

bloodthirsty, dark horse of the 

In the circular Room o’ 
Death, Shadowman felt a bit 
depressed. 

Look at the detail on that 
cathedral - it’s massive. 

seemingly limitless world of evil 
and death, using their aptly- 
named Vista engine. In the first 
level of the game, for example 
— set in the Louisiana 
Swamplands — your main 
objective is to find the church 
in which Nettie the voodoo priestess 
dwells. And as soon as you start the game, 
you can see it, miles away, and, eventually, 
you'll get there. It's amazing — and there's 
no fogging at all. (In fact, in the version 
we saw, Iguana were actually going to add 

sn | It's packed 
aS Ze J with stuff to 

brim 
well as 

stuffed cadaver full of extra Eres 

headfirst into a horribly 

family. A vast, sprawling 

Fe os 
2g baa 1 & 

game that plunges you 

et 4 Be ie Tare uaUT cl 

4 possibly, the souls Oi 
\" AV claVelalmelamer-latan 

* Somehow — 
wondrously — 

2 have created a 

This the New York Tenement level, where one of 
the Serial Killers is hiding. It’s a grotty old place, 
that’s for sure. 

believable world where — 
it's up to you to 

Wom al MOLD AULe ROTO 

Iguana 

some mist, to give a sense of depth.) And 
this grand vision is paraded throughout the 
game — once you're inside the awe- 
inspiring, mile-high Asylum, it’s essential to 
take subway trains to different parts of it, 
such is its size. The sense of scale involved 
TaN YAr-(e el UAt TEMA =x6l 12) om 

And it's packed to the brim with stuff 
to do. As well as a pleasingly large 
selection of weaponry, there's a stuffed 
cadaver full of extra equipment that you'll 

need to fully 
explore 
Shadowman’'s 
world, and 
ultimately 
succeed in 
your quest. 
For instance, 

ft} 
selection of 
voodoo 
tattoos 
available — 
called ‘Gads' - 
uae taclarlol(o 
you to walk 
over scalding 
lava, push 
immovable 
objects, and 
so on, thus 

climbing bracelet) that will allow you to 
climb Blood Falls — waterfalls that gush 
blood, obviously — and one of the Blood 
Falls that we found when playing led to an 
absolutely massive new area that 
contained some juicy hidden extras. 
LAM aTlRMm Llol Coe CMCC LAY CoM OLAI BVA S IL Cod 
containers called Govi, that hold Dark 
Souls. Consuming Dark Souls will allow 
Shadowman to enter Coffin Gates — 
although the gates require a certain 
amount of Souls before you can enter — 
much like the stars in Super Mario 64. The 
biggest object-quest, though, must be in 
finding the three parts of the L'eclipser — a 
magical dagger that Shadowman must find 
in order to be able to confront the serial 
killers. You see, they're all hiding in 
Liveside, and Shadowman can only operate 
in Deadside, or when it's night. Finding the 
Ueclipser will create a total eclipse of the 
sun — via Nettie plunging it into 
Shadowman’s chest — allowing Mike LeRoi, 

as Shadowman, to venture into the real 
world, with all his voodoo weapons, to put 
Clam KOM MRA oe 

So, there's plenty of objects to collect 
and new areas to find in your quest — and 
thus, a whole lot of exploring to do — but 
things are further complicated by the 
ability to become Shadowman and travel 
to Deadside, where you'll find things have 



A graveyard. [> 
How 

appropriate. 
And how 
homely. 

See the red- 
tinged beauty 
of this 

\Y/ interior: 

A\ The blood-red sky 
swirls like there's a 
storm on the way. 

are accessible, new objects can be fe 
Ce of course, hordes of ects a 

es ag just got to the Pers i 
_ wise, where we can produce § 
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it we'll try, 
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in Liveside, 
are fantastic 
— one of 
aaa 
squirrelled 
away in the 
attic of a 
maze-like 
New York 
aateiilagls 
block, all mouldy 
carpets and peeling 
wallpaper, and Jack the 
Ripper makes the London Underground his 
particular domain. Indeed, for this level, 
Guy took a video camera down to Down 
Street — a tube system that's been disused 
since the 1930's, and was then used by 
Churchill, during the war, as a base for 

NOLLVDILSIANI tWi2ScaS VON 

a Shadowman. |n a Lylat Wars/Zelda 

a Shadowman is Zelda’s evil 
Ateddad ® twin, Super Mario 64's 

' madwoman in the attic, the rabid, 
Jbloodthirsty, dark horse of the family, 
fashion, there's about 45 or so cut scenes 
Ca tateerexelnlormr-l Mel LACM) Cole Cela 
Es Tan) (ers VINA Toda sel CeXcLa ee Cold (0) 0 
explaining plot twists, giving clues and 
providing some lovely eye-candy for you 
to ogle at. Guy continues — “the story is 
absolutely the most important thing, and 
something we really care about. It's so 
easy to simply stick a bit of FMV at the 
start of the game, and a bit at the end, 
and sandwich the game in between, but, 
to me, the feeling of participating in an 
actual adventure, and watching the story 
unfold as you play, is the ultimate thrill.” 

And it's easy to see that everyone at 
Iguana UK believes this, too, such is the 
constant hard work that the company 
have put in over the past two years — two 
years! — of working on Shadowman. And 
it's paying off, big time. Six pages in this 
magazine simply isn't enough room to tell 
you about all the great stuff that we saw, 

operations — and modelled it on that 
(needless to say, it looks stunning). 

We also saw some splendidly 
gruesome sights, the best involving 
‘Schisms’, the portals that the serial killers 
have used to infiltrate our world. 
Consisting of human torsos hanging 
suspended by their arms, before you can 
enter a Schism, the chest must be ripped 
open with the ‘Retractor’, a piece of 
equipment based on the tool surgeons use 
to open ribcages. It's fantastically 
disgusting. And then there was... oh, just 
believe us when we say that it is going to 
be great. 

RYE CeO Rn OO aU 
hopeful for a May release, it's looking 
cracking, and more than capable of 
holding its own with forthcoming stunners 
like Perfect Dark, Castlevania 64 and 
IVE a cote Am ame ace (N) 
we'll just tell you to start saving. Now. 
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Real time 
lighting 

With realistic lighting effects it would 
be possible to cut the power to a 
building, plunging it into darkness, 
and navigate using night vision 
goggles. You'd have to creep around 
the darkened room and avoid making 
a sound as the guards stumble 
around looking for you. It'd be just 
like the last scene from Silence of the 
Lambs, and, unsurprisingly, it 
featured on about half of the wish 
lists we received. 

You want blood, and you're 
almost certainly going to get 

it. The only reason GoldenEye was 
relatively bloodless was to tie in with 
the film and comply with the terms 
of MGM's licence. But if Joanna Dark 
wants to splash a bit of gore on the 
walls (and believe us, she does), 
Nintendo aren't going to argue with 
her. It won't be on a Turok 2 brain- 
extracting scale, but the red stuff wil/ 
be squirting. 

Jumping 
The lack of a jump button in 
GoldenEye meant that Bond 

was forever getting stuck behind 
fences and railings he should have 
been able to get over with a minimal 
amount of fuss. But at least it meant 
that there were no annoying 
precision jumping sections, and the R 
button was free to provide that 
fantastic zoom/aim feature. Perhaps 
a bit of Zelda-style auto-jumping 
could be in order. 

Character interaction in 
GoldenEye is limited to a few 

lines of text. Turok 2 has proved that 
you can squeeze masses of speech 
and a huge game into a cart, so 
there's no reason why Joanna 
couldn't interrogate a few of the 
enemies every now and then. 
According to your letters, some Duke 
Nukem-style quips and one-liners 
would be more than welcome... 

Begging for 
mercy 

So you'd like to see wounded 
enemies beg for their worthless lives 
before you ‘cap’ them, would you? 
Well we happen to know for a fact 
that Rare are recording some very 
disturbing new animations which will 
see crippled guards dragging 
themselves along the floor to escape 
justice of the hot lead variety, and 
loads of new death scenes. Begging 
included, perhaps? We hope so. 

Tea lt ike! 
juel to 

Multiple 
routes 

The best levels in Go/denEye are the 
non-linear ones where you have a bit 
of freedom to do tasks in whatever 
order you like — Surface and Bunker, 
for example. How about expanding 
this to include the entire game, with 
the different choices you make 
affecting the storyline and, in 
particular, the ending. It would be a 
great way of adding replay value to 
the game. 

Deathmatch 
bots 

For those of you who haven't played 
a first-person shooter on the PC 
before, a bot is a computer- 
controlled character who behaves just 
like a human, if you're a couple of 
players short of a clanina 
deathmatch. Meaning, of course, 
that you can have hectic multiplayer 
levels filled with characters even if 
there's only two or three of you 
playing. 

Realistic 
injuries 

If you shoot an enemy in the arm in 
GoldenEye, he'll clutch the wounded 
limb for a moment and look like he's 
in real pain. And then he'll simply 
forget all about it and carry on 
shooting at you as if nothing 
happened. Perfect Dark should have 
some kind of feature whereby 
injuries are more permanent, making 
enemies drop their guns, limp, and 
so on. 

Heavy 
weaponry 

Well, heavier than Go/denEye 
anyway. Still with plenty of realistic 
machine guns and pistols, so the 
gamplay doesn't get eclipsed by the 
firepower, but with the odd super 
weapon every so often to add a bit 
of variety. Check out the Movie 
Shooters section over the page for a 
few popular suggestions. 

Improved 
Al 

Better artificial intelligence would 
mean that the guards wouldn't just 
forget about you if you managed to 
outrun them - they'd come a- 
hunting and try to flush you out of 
your hiding hole. There wouldn't 
have to be so many dumb cannon 
fodder enemies either, since one 
smart baddie is worth ten brainless 
ones. 

GO! 
GO! 



The b best of the rest 
on shooting games currently available: for the PC, honk 

e will be taking a very close look at ae trio, but wou 

Eraser 
Ae TZ 

Quake 2's déathmatches are second to none. Why? Well it's hard to quantify exactly 
‘what makes them so playable —- perhaps a combination of beautifully designed arenas, 
the ability to hide from your opponents, and the way you can customise your 

id 

character's appearance. Not to mention the 
blistering pace of the game, which means 
that you can leg it around the level, kill 
three or four people, get killed yourself, and 
be reincarnated, all in the space of a minute 
or two. 

Actually, Turok 2 already includes a couple of 
Quake 2's best ideas — the small arenas, 

+. perfectly balanced for deathmatch play, and 
_ the speed of the game. Perfect Dark could 

even improve on this, but unless Rare find a 
~ way to link several machines together we'll 

* never really be able to hide from each other 
in an N64 deathmatch. The PlayStation has a link-up feature, but games which use it 

The Predator's ‘spooky colours’ 
targeting system has been used in 
games. before, and the disc weapon 

“| would like to see a Create-a-player 
mode, like in WWF Warzone, so | can go 
running about like a mad surfer dude if | 
feel the need to. And instead of the 
guards having more energy to make 
them harder to kill on the higher 
difficulty settings, why not make them 
more intelligent, so they dodge around 
more, shout for help, and set traps." 
EU Ue mm Lil L 3) 

“Perhaps Perfect Dark could copy Quake 
2 and have the enemies fire at you when 
they are dying on the ground. This could 
also happen in multiplayer." 
Mark Maultby 

“Mountains of blood and gore, but still 
maintaining a certain amount of strategy, 
so that a level doesn’t consist of killing a 
few guards and then just running 
through a door to finish, seconds after 
you started.” 
Rebecca Judd, Folkestone 

“1 think shots to the groin should be far 
more horrific." 
Anon 

have dried up for a very good reason — getting two machines, two copies of the game, 
and two TVs together is prohibitively expensive for most console owners, let alone 
getting the seven or eight you'd need for a decent; battle. 

CUM eR EL 
“When Joanna sees a human enemy she 
should say ‘You're cute, shame !’m about 
to kill you.’ And when she's down to her 
last bit of health she should scream for 
help, like she's in agony.” 
Ross Keniston, Taunton 

“More secret passages would help — 
make every bit of the game explorable 
even the water. Also, an option to make 
doors open automatically so you're ready 
to blast the enemies quickly.” 
Obiora Idigo, Cyberspace 

“Rather than slap like in GoldenEye, you 
should be able to punch and kick and 
bust their noses.” 
Robert Scarlett, Wakefield 

"The aliens should have quite a comedy 
feel to them, like ET and Mars Attacks. 
They should pull facial expressions and 
when they see Joanna they should 
regard her with fascination and look at 
each other as if to say ‘What on earth is 
that?’ It should be more amusing and 
light-hearted than GoldenEye." 
Natalie Priest, Hillingdon — 



In every other first-person shooter 
the game is divided into set levels, 
with a start point and an end. No 
matter how involving or realistic 
the action is, when the level 
finishes you're reminded that you 
are, in fact, only sitting in front of 
a TV with a controller in your 
hands. Half Life is different 
because it's set in one semi-continuous world, where the breaks 
between ‘levels’ amount to little more than a brief loading pause 
when you step through a door or turn a corner. It's totally 
believable. 

Absolutely, yes. If Half Life can shift data off a CD so quickly that 
you often don't notice a new area has been loaded, there's no 
reason why the same thing couldn't be done with an N64 cart - 
particularly with the Expansion pak. Another Half Life innovation 
which is almost certain to be borrowed by every FPS in the future 
(including Perfect Dark) is realistic item placement — guns are 
found in locked cabinets or on dead bodies, food is found in the 
kitchen, uniforms are found in locker rooms. After all, if you were 
a real covert agent you wouldn't expect to find machine guns and 
boxes of grenades just lying around in an enemy base, would you? 

“There should be a points scoring system 
- 10 points for a head hit, 1 for a leg 
1a) a 
Anon 

“How about a skeet shooting mode (like 
the tip in issue 22) to see who has the 
most deadly shot." 
Zen, out there 

“Some of the baddies should hesitate 
before opening fire on a sexy woman.” 
AYU) X-Tem ste Ten uicel hag 

“One of the problems with GoldenEye 
was that although you couldn't see the 
guards through smoke, they had no 
problem in targeting you. So | think if 
faced by smoke in their line of sight, they 
should lose about 20% of their 
accuracy.” 
Matt 

“If you look down, you should be able to 
see your legs. Phwooar!" 
Matthew Nguyen 

“Celebrities in deathmatch mode ‘cause 
everyone loves to play Grace Jones with 
her realistic cuboid head." 
Steven Lessels, Elgin 

combination of the mouse and a Soe of buttons you can use 
your virtual arm to pick up objects and inspect them from every 
angle, push things, pull things, lift things and throw things. And 
since your character's arm is always visible, the rest of her body is 
too = looking at her holster allows you to change weapon, and 
looking at the tattoo on her chest allows you to inspect your 
health status (and a cavernous cleavage). 

Probably not, since Trespasser requires a ninja PC with twin 
graphics cards and more than 20 times as much memory as an 
N64 before it'll run happily. The N64 controller would make a 

“Joanna could be a genetically enhanced 
clone, which would explain how she can 
take so much lead.” 
Cee ee oY 

“An organiser — Bond used his watch, but 
Joanna Dark should take an organiser out 
of her pocket.” 
Andrew Perée, St Helier 

“You should be able to go into a pub, 
start a fight with someone, then pull a 
gun on them.” 
RoC Cem Orel ht 

“There should be a level consisting largely 
of ventilation tunnels, like those at the 
beginning of the facility level in 
GoldenEye." 
Chris G, Berkshire 

“You suddenly shoot him in the stomach 
and you see his breakfast.” 
Richard Eccleston, Stourport 

“8ft high armoured robotic enemies with 
miniguns for arms and that jerky robotic 
movement that all robots in films have 
(like Ed 209 in Robocop). The 
unsuspecting player would be terrified.” 
Sam Grice, Christchurch 

great virtual arm though... 
Having your character's 

body on screen makes sense 
when you think about it, and 
it wouldn't be difficult for 
Rare to accomplish. It would 
allow you to see what kind of 
clothes Joanna was wearing — 
very handy if Perfect Dark is 
to feature disguises or 
costume changes. 

“If you throw a mine on an enemy's body 
armour it would stick, so you could blow 
them up while they're praying for mercy 
or trying to rip it off.” 
Andrew Forrest, Seaton Carew 

“If a guard is coming after you, you 
could lay a slippery substance.” 
BME ee i iceme stoic 

“I'd love to see enemies chicken out and 
run when they see what I'm capable of 
doing. | want them to run to a quiet 
place and get on their hands and knees 
and pray they don't get killed." 
Stuart Millar, Guildford 

“The body armour should be visible on 
the players, and it should protect only the 
part of the body it actually covers. So a 
leg shot would lose you a bit of health, a 
chest shot would cost you a bit of 
armour, and a head shot would kill every 
Laon 
Jostein Jacobsen, Oslo 

“It would be great if you could choose 
your own mission gear. You could choose 
your clothes, weapons and other stuff to 
start with, equip your gun with a 
flashlight, laser pointer or sniper scope." 
EET am ECU EU Eel] 

Phew. Not a bad 
response, eh? And 
some top ideas in 
there too. So, where 
now, then? Well, 
we're going to shove 
UR Salmi) 
EMEC i 
oe) Ue Sule 
straight up to Rare's 
top secret HQ. And — 
get this! - those 
traditionally stone- 
Pee Rr ee oll Mt Ty 
they were really 
looking forward to 
eae ee 
N64 readers. Not 
bad! So, if, in the 
summer, you're 
Aceh adam cota | 
af a ey eU 
something strangely 
LETTE Cam co Maula 
Peat 
from. Top stuff. 



STAR WARS 

ROGU 

It's the best 
Star Wars game 
ever and in our 
MASSIVE 
review we tell 
you exactly 
why. Get 
reading, you! 

MAGAZINE 

Guide to scoring 
Because N64 cartridges are so expensive, we won't award our Star Game medal until 
we’ve played the game right through to the end. As well as making sure you'll be getting 
your money’s worth, this means we’re able to pack our reviews with hard-won tips. 

Only after playing a game right through to the end will N64 
Magazine consider awarding it a Star Game badge. So you 

34 b) Ay and above can be sure that only the N64 games that're really, 
genuinely worth buying get the highest scores. y 

The best Nintendo 64 games really are superb, so many games that'd 
seem top-notch on other machines are eclipsed on the N64. But if 
we award a game 70%-plus you can be sure it’s jolly good fun, and 
well worth thinking about adding to your collection. 

{= We hate giving games marks like this. Are they worth buying? Or 
not? But every so often there comes along a game that's perfectly 
playable and everything, but just isn’t special in any way, and simply 
doesn't make good use of the N64 

he ae > © by Here you'll find games that're lazily programmed or hurriedly 
(0) (0) cobbled together, or simply weren't a good idea in the first place. 

The disaster zone. There've been a couple and we've not shied away 
from telling you the whole truth about them. 

THE LATEST U.K. N64 GAMES REVIEWED, RATED... AND COMPLETED! MAGAZINE 



Let’s Smash arrives on PAL! 30-15! 

ARK Rg m |} | \ ro PAGE (57 

Swear-tastic It's a rubbish Micro Machines clone! 
~ Shooty stuff = 

in our PAL 
review! 

sg u Li CENTRE COURT TENNIS « 66 

et MeN a Ue eee 

MARIO PARTY « 
GO TO PAGE \-2:3) | 

isle 
al > Q wi frend Ce NIGHTMARE CREATURES  cororace 

NC MMe MWACIIINIES Uae CU Ce Pees 
iny racing comes to 

I 

ne Me PIKACHU GENKIDECHU coro ract 
Team 64 are gaming experts — they've been knocking around the nether regions of 
electronic entertainment for donkey's years. They've been hand-picked according to 
their ability to: a) play games and finish the great ones, b) make definitive judgements 
and, c) write down their assessments in a clear and entertaining way. 

What those Nightmare Creatures. Absolute tosh, it is. Still, you can’t 
ae argue with the bevy of bloody beasts it throws at you. 

categories mean Which, rather conveniently, leads us onto the Team... 

9g Md ata es James Ashton Sa Paul Edwards 
“Been driving this month. Pedal to the metal. F “Yeah?... She didn't! She did? No... | can't 
Vroom! | live on the edge! Eh? Stalling it? Oh, } PGs believe she said that... Blimey... Okay, take 
yeah, that happened a few times. Well, ten.” - it easy bud...” End of four hour phone call. 

Pikachu Penny Racers 

The N64 can produce gob-smacking graphics that are 
light years ahead of other consoles. Does the game in 
question reflect this? 

‘9 sOUNDs 
Are the tunes any good? Or are they best turned off? 
How about the sound effects? Atmospheric and 
useful? Or a bit embarrassing? 

MASTERY 
With the Nintendo 64 being so ‘special’, how well 
does the game make use of the incredible hardware 
at its disposal? Or would it work just as well on any 

other console? aro 

© LIFEsPAN 

entertainment out of every N64 game you buy. That's \ 
why we finish the best ones to make sure they don't 
peter out prematurely. see 

4 3 kd |p) | (ay mee Justin Webb 
“The team laugh at Depeche Mode, but that 
group is profound. At least, that's what it said 
in NME. They just sound miserable to me." 

Centre Court Tennis 

Andrea Ball 
“I've started swimming! Um, then the grease 
from my skin turned the pool into an oil slick. 
Still, that's plenty of raw materials for BP." 

South Park 

Wil Overton™ 
™ & © Wil Overton. All Rights Reserved. Wil 
and Overton are trademarks of Wil Overton 
Hair Empires Inc and HairFree Hair Stores. 

Mario Party 

Jes Bickham 
“Hallo! Beeg bruzzer Jes returns for more, 
no? Ja! Good morning sunshine, Ia, la, la, la. 
| am trying it on wiz that bird from Aqua." 

Micro Machines 

Tim Weaver 
“People say swearing's not big or clever. But 
it is. Swear as much as you can." (|'m not sure 
we're conveying the right message, here — Ed) 

Rogue Squadron 

Mark Green 
“I took a walk this month. But | soon 
encountered problems. Seems | accidentally 
destroyed Manchester. With my little toe." 

South Park 

Martin Kitts 
“Liver is softer than you think...” 

South Park 
At £60-plus a go, you'll want to get weeks of 

The big score at the end is basically, in as scientific a 
fashion as possible, how much fun the game's going 
to give you. Look to the left to see how this works. 



PR is 

‘vie oe 

A The Y-Wing. Slow, but packed to 
bursting with bombs o’ death. 

Turrets. A real pain in the rear 
V end, especially right up close. 

hy 7 9 

ae Y EET eed me UTS 
Empire was only ever 
good in spells and, more 

A Pm eC uy 
disappointing, it did have one standout 
moment: the fantastic Battle of Hoth. 

The Battle of Hoth, for those who 
never got round to playing SOTE, saw 
you slipping into the velvet-finished 
confines of a Snowspeeder and taking to 
Imperial forces on the icy planet, 
blowing AT-STs to bits, swooping to take 
out Probe Droids and, best of all, using 
tow cables to bring the mammoth AT- 
ATs to their knees. It was exciting, it felt 
brilliantly Star Wars-ey and the analogue 

3) LY as 

» Ng "4 

y 

nN - . Se 7“ 

che m7 
a 

i 

Si 
bets eet 2 

Buckle in and get ready for the most 
exciting Star Wars game yet... 

stick made for some fabulous flying. 
Sadly, it was followed up by some 
boringly average Doom bits and the 
flashy, breathless opening was quickly 
forgotten. Except it wasn't. Because 
Rogue Squadron takes this airborne 
promise, chucks out the ropey sub- 
GoldenEye shooty bits, and throws in 15 
LiF eM anole Seen] eRe AU Le 
X-Wings, V-Wings, Y-Wings, Snow- 
speeders and... the Millennium Falcon. 

And, with that in mind, we probably 
don't need to tell you that, for the most 
octane Ul ec) (om OCCe ACerS 
Squadron could just about be the best 
Star Wars console game yet... 

The Speeder. Swooping, looping, 
and, er, tooping. Good, anyway. 

Star Wars: Rogue Squadron 

LUCASARTS 
“ea 

< 128M \-<\ 1-4] eae" 
ee 

aa Des os u ack-up 

Game kindly supplied by 
0141 334 3901 



Mieka el 
Close to an oncoming Tie 
Fighter. Now take it down. ) ISTE Ceram icon 

sePviving Rebel pilots 
peeluding the fantastically 
Ue MA re FAN Aon 
Senesca, Dack Ralter and 
Wes Janson). Their job? To 
stuff further Imperial plans 
for dominance. The result? 
Rogue Squadron's 15 
Ta SSol amp nice em aCell Ce lay 
battles above Mos Eisley, a 
couple of guest 

Evo) oler- Ue aera at) sie | 
defection and a daring sky 
train rescue. Ooooh, the 
excitement... 

You're onto it. 
But, trying to 

get a lock on... 

WANA) le 4,8 2 
Still, keep with them, 
keep firing and it's... 

the city, you finally take 
..cheerio! Heading out of 

a Pa Al a 

February 1999 



EXPANSION PAK = 

The only way to enjoy ISS 7 W TYPE LU IF : Remember! As well as a handy four-way laser, 

Rogue Squadron in all its Mission type two, Protection, sees you having to look out for a Rebel shuttle as the X-Wing has six missiles, which are 
Seat SS c it attempts to rescue prisoners from a Rebel base. Sounds simple enough, eh? probably best saved for the ‘flatter’, more 
qrerdehiied: saree Oocooooh, no... powerful turrets. Still, we don’t care. 

sharp, spaceships and Here it is. The Rebel shuttle that you must 
enemies are awesomely | protect at all costs. It can take hits, but 
intricate; basically, it makes a aK, ike concentrated bombing won’t do it any good 
world of difference. The ee at all. And it’s worth remembering... 
compromise? Some «| 
moderate slowdown in 
places, which isn't apparent 
when the game is played in 
lo-res. Still, if you've got an 
Expansion pak, it's definitely 
worth pursuing this. Even if . 
the annoying fog never 2 ... that you've 
clears up. only got 

three lives with 
no continues, and 

BA ron rc OL a you'll be punished 
for the smallest 

mistakes. So, keep 
close to it at all 

times, unless 
you're advised 

otherwise. 

Ah, Control is 
telling you that 

you need to find the 
force field generator 
protecting the base. 
So, follow the map 
in the top right. The 
orange cone should 
always face north, 
see? 

First things Found 
first, the a it! 

missile turrets Oh but 
are a pain all ; it’s well 
round. Not only protected 
do they fire at by turrets 
the shuttle but Okay, it’s landed. Whilst and AT- 
they pick you it’s on the ground, it’s at STs. These 
off. And their its most vulnerable. So, are slow 
missiles are keep fairly close to it. (You but their 
heat seeking. can even see the little Rebel lasers can 
Nasty stuff. troops running to the tear your puny X-Wing in half. Keep low 

enemy base.) and they can’t quite... 

As it changes missions, so it changes ships. Meet Rogue Squadron's 
ALF. xe eC (ee 

ee 
| 

LE 
Fast, sleek and efficient ‘ Not used that often during the game, the Y-Wing comes into its own during the 
Rebel favourite, with four- tricky Assault on Kile Il mission, where you're required to bomb Imperial arms 
way lasers as well as rock ml ¥ installations deep in the mountains. Whilst it's slow and has an utterly useless 
hard secondary weapons Tho ee single laser shot, it can take hits for fun and has 20 bombs waiting to be 
(missiles to start with, then a a dropped onto four key areas. Avoiding Tie Fighters is problem enough, 
an lon cannon). Their mee gh...) Bs but each arms area is protected by AT-STs and missile turrets. 
finest moment comes a | ae, Se ; : Still, use Left-C to bring up the crosshair and then, as you 
Tatas one i fits aaa ied s : a - i * swoop, drop the bombs. Boom! 
SOAR AN IK om ZelU MINS } oe 
to rescue a kidnapped rs se y 
Wedge Antilles from an . > 
Taree ate A This is the best bit. Se 
Swooping into the scorched desert planet, you Me UAL SS 
have to take out the dangerous missile turrets, efile TAT tbe) > 
blow up the AT-STs and then de-stabilise the Vv The Sky Train. Rescue 

— Skytrain by freezing it up Wedge and then get out. 

= 2. = with electrical lon 
ee UE 1T-1E 2X00 FX C) | 

. escapes, and it's 
back to HQ for tea é . | 

and biscuits. en A eR 
ion ES eR RM ae a Waa Wy 

battering, as it is here. ie} Ret ire 
Now move on and take 
out the radars. Quality. 

ee 
Sinaye- are 



Pe awizvovw 
THE WAHEY OF THE 
FORCE 

8 ...adjust their 11 ...and, as you can see, they're After successful completion 
cannons in intent on destroying the of the game, you're granted 

time. Now swoop : shuttle. They always go in threes, the opportunity to pilot the 
up behind them, 3 so once you've locked onto one, it's Millennium Falcon, disc- 
use Z to slow down a , pretty hard to lose sight of the rest shaped wondercraft and the 
and the analogue ee ee of them. official fastest ship in the 
to change direction, : : galaxy. However, sweeping 
then come back about the levels in Han 
down behind them, 7] j Solo's comfy seat is likely to 
firing rapidly... , convince you that, when 

1 Good fun, this. Get b Luke called it a “heap of 
low to the ground % és : junk” in Star Wars, he 

and the front of your craft Ze P r wasn't kidding. Not only is it 
can slice a Stormtrooper in S =< actually quite slow but both 

two. If you don’t fancy E : > al its primary and secondary 
that, just pummel them f : oF weapons — double laser fire 

...Bingo! If you're not sure, S with lasers and KA-BOOM! 4 Fs mN : and missiles, respectively — 
they'll go up in smoke P Ay yeh ci : ‘ fam are utterly useless. Much 

with one, well-placed missile. x oe earns better, surprisingly, is the AT- 
Now all you've got to worry : f Fortunately, that smoke isn’t ST, which you get to amble 

about is the generator. Save two ; . 1 coming from you, but a about in during one of the 
missiles for this. Yup. n > . downed Tie-Fighter that you've bonus games. It’s a bit slow, 

. just dealt with. Make the most of but at least its laser can do 
] Now that a the sound, here, and listen to it die some damage. Also look out 

J the force ' a death. for other bonus games with 
field generator ' speeder bikes and the 

is down, the : 1 After doing for ‘trench’ sections in Star 
Wars. Nicely. 

the other two 
Tie-Fighter’s, the 
shuttle is cleared for 

the Rebels can take off. Just keep 

get inside. 4 ro scouting for enemies 

Head back to es tS a as the Rebel soldiers 

the shuttle. The : load up. It’s not 

Tie-Fighters are . finished yet, though. 
ds 

out... ‘ ; et ae 15 There's three 
a cae ae 4 further 

tent j : Imperial bases that 
need raiding and 
that means plenty 
more Tie-Fighters 
to deal with. As 
well as AT-STs and 
missile turrets. 

Imperial base is 
no longer 

protected and 

Good luck... 

PTL EE 
Remember the A-Wing? Probably not all that clearly, especially as The V-Wing, considering the amount of time you actually have 
they only came into the picture during Return of the Jedi. But, to wait for it, is a bit of a disappointment when it arrives. 
these boxed-in beauties are stealthy and quick and, ; Whilst it's nippy enough and equipped with some tasty bombs, 
although lacking shield, are perfect for search and 3 during its debut missions in Mon Calamari it's so small it just 
destroy missions. Like The Jade Moon, where ,| gets swallowed up by passing Imperial fighters. And 
you have to keep low to the ground and = considering it's not very 
work your way through a series of Pee - Sieg emo 
narrow canyons before bombing SF . P . | particularly handy as the 
idatomncolcecmilcl(o mln c-trolMn alc) f f game suddenly ramps 
is protecting the Imperial afte the difficulty right up 
Base. Once done, swoop about half way through. 
up and hold off those Tie Pw) eee elton 
Fighters whilst the Rebels go 
in and get out. 

Slow, swervy and 
rubbish. A bit like 

James's driving. 

A\ The generator. In the 
A-Wing, it'll take 
concentrated fire... ia 

FM Ll Rais 
(o[kr Team ola eel aol me a 
RCN aoe ay mist during the V- GO! > 
your luck elsewhere. a Wing's first mission. GO! 4 

... before you can 



LIBERATION? 

FRUSTRATION! 

In contention for the Worst 
Level of All Time™ must be 
the awful ‘Liberation of 
Gerrard V', where you have 
to cover a team of Y-Wing’s 
as they enter the 
aforementioned city and 
bomb a series of Imperial 
‘balloons’. The mission 
briefing doesn't even begin 
to prepare you for the fact 
that, every time you go back 
to try again (and until you 
know what to do), 
regardless of how well you 
think you're doing, you will 
often fail your mission for no 
reason at all. Except there is 
a reason. After, oo0000h, at 
least 20 attempts, we 
realised that you only have 
to protect the Y-Wing’s from 
the missile turrets on the 
hills surrounding the city. 
Not the missile turrets in the 
city, or the missile turrets 
further on up into the hills, 
or even the nasty AT-STs. 
Only the three missile 
turrets surrounding the city. 
Once you've taken them all 
out in the West half, you 
must nip over to the East 
half and do the same. No 
clue, no tiny, little idea of 
what to do. Just hour after 
hour of trial and error. 
Shocking. 

ESOS Reconnaissance 
Reconnaissance is a posh word for exploration and that's exactly what's in store for 
you in Rogue Squadron's third mission type. Here, you've got to seek out an enemy 
base, have a squint around, then cover a bunch of Rebel soldiers as they attempt to 
steal Imperial plans. Sadly, there's very little room for casual flying around, as AT-ATs 
await you, hence the use of the Speeder and its tow cable. And, of course, there's AT- 
STs and more bloody missiles... 

A Another gun turret gets it. One down, 
um, about ten million more to go. 

A Strangely, the fogging on ' > MA 
this level makes for a far The Rebel 
more intense battlefield. carrier. Keep 

it close. Like 
a cherished 

Best place to come from, jewellery 
this. Head-on and it'll take box. Maybe. 

you down in seconds. Nasty. 

rom the moment Rogue Squadron year's tasty-looking prequel — there's when you recall how poor these were in 
begins, you know it's got the stacks more to rejoice at in here. The SOTE, it's not so hard to see why they've 
‘feel’. The options screens have missions incorporate just about every been given the boot. 
stills from The Empire Strikes Back, | major location you can remember: Which leaves plenty more room for 

John Williams’ score sweeps about inthe _Tattoine, the spice mines at Kessel, even taking down hulking great AT-ATs, another 
background and every ship and character the oceans at Mon Calamari, and within area where developers Factor 5 have 
is taken from the trilogy. Even Luke each location are further easy-to-spot excelled. Having scattered the film's best 
Skywalker. 

But, the real test of a Star Wars game 
is never in how it recreates the film's 

In hi-res, the overall look 
Se a Star ee pee ’ of the game is superb. 

t ing R A D . = = 

rae Shed encucne HoT D Fake Eve rything 1S perfectly detailed. 
it passable entertainment for fans. Nope. 
The real test is whether, if you took those landmarks. Tattoine, for example, has the ports of call about the game, they've also 
heavyweight S and W words away, there Pit of Sarlaac, Jabba's Palace, Beggar's wheeled out the very best enemies: Tie 
would be a great game left. Essentially, Canyon and Mos Eisley, all of which are Fighters whine past you as you swoop 
whether the game could be enjoyed by easily spottable during a single fly round down to take out an installation, AT-STs 
fans and non-fans alike. Rogue Squadron (obviously things have had to be try to pick you off mid-air, the 
is, undoubtedly, the closest console owners ‘compacted’ a bit, hence them all being aforementioned AT-ATs take you down 
have ever come to that far-off dream. closer than they actually were in the with one well-placed shot, Speeder Bikes 

Naturally, if you're a fan of the films— _ films). The only major exclusion are the try to get away as specks below you, even 
and are sweating in anticipation of this space battles of the first film. But, then, Stormtroopers leg it away from burning 

buildings (and, strangely, explode when 
you manage to hit them). There's even 

Rogue’s Gallery contd. ei ‘e boats on the Defection of Corellia, which 
you have to follow and destroy as they 
attempt to escape. All in all, top stuff. 

But, take away Star Wars and what 
have you got? Fortunately, quite a lot. 

Another Skywalker favourite, these are most notable for being the soa ita) Three-quarters of the missions are 
craft Luke used to bring down the AT-AT's on Hoth in The Empire Siilhie fantastic fun in their own right, with a 
Strikes Back. Here, they're used for similar purposes, especially during faa is healthy marriage of ‘search and destroy’, 
the amazing Defection at Corellia mission, where you have to rescue ; r ) Sa ‘reconnaissance’ and ‘protection’ episodes, 
an Imperial defector before the Empire blows her to bits. With two i as explained elsewhere in this review. 

AT-AT's closing in on her underground base, you Ey Wace, Having to protect important Rebel shuttles 
must use your tow cable and wrap the length of ae from intense enemy fire makes for, 

ae INO. 

rope around the mechanical i perhaps, the best levels in the game, but 
monster's legs, before Nek: all three mission ‘types’ offer plenty of 

oa arama ecard Brew much use, here. variation. 
to the floor. sy ; But pure dog- Meanwhile, control is silken (though 

Tremendous fun. fighting skills are. not quite as smooth as the PC version of 
; Rogue Squadron, which is unforgivable 

when you consider we're talking about the 
difference between keyboard and 

And, as you can 
see, with that in 

Te ACCOR T Ce) - 
Pe nati analogue control), while the amount of 

freedom, when compared to SOTE, is like 



A Crashing and burning, the Empire begs for 
mercy as you crush another installation. 

Brum. Bruuuum. Brum, bruuuuum. The Y- > 
Wing does not make this noise. Ever. 

a breath of fresh air, meaning you can go 
just about as high as you want, or head 
up the side of a rock, ‘roll’ over and come 
back upside down. The difference 
between the behaviour of the various 
craft is, erm, negligible (and that's being 
kind), but the fact that they specialise in 
different areas and are better for different 
missions is commendable. 

Technically, Rogue Squadron's an 
absolute triumph. In hi-res, whilst it slows 
down a tiny amount in places, the overall 
look of the game is superb. Everything is 
perfectly detailed, right down to the 
indentations in the rock surfaces, while 
the craft, characters and look have been 
lovingly created. To such an extent that, 
even those with a full-size C-3PO suit, or 
a specially crafted George Lucas beard, 
would struggle to find any faults 
whatsoever. 

Of course, the game has a definite 
fog problem, something that's all too 
apparent on missions like Rescue on 
Kessel, where the draw distance is barely 
a couple of metres away. The worst 

DAN UCR al 
RY alee lt 
with a nice bit of hi-res. 

Disappointing background, eh? Look 
up, though, and there's lovely sky. 

this is the fact that you can actually 
pinpoint where an enemy is — even if 
they're not onscreen — and then turn mid- 
air to try and get sight of them. This is 
especially useful during protection 
missions where you're trying to locate and 
stave off intense enemy fire. 

You can pinpoint where an 
enemy is, even if they're 

not on-screen. The sound is perfect... 

example of this is when you head into a 
tiny rock alcove and the game even has to 
fog up one of the rock faces, despite it 
being right in front of you. If there's one 
saving grace, it’s that none of the scenery 
just ‘pops’ out of the mist. Instead, it 
gradually fades up. 

Where the game truly excels, 
however, is in its soundtrack. Got a stereo 
TV? Got a surround sound set-up? 
Perfect. Now listen to the game in all its 
glory, as a Tie Fighter comes from in front 
of you, whizzes past your ears and 
explodes behind you. Even better than 

As well as this, Rogue Squadron has a 
superb soundtrack that’s ‘action specific’, 
meaning it fades and swells as proceedings 
require. Oh, and every sound effect is 
perfect, right down to the sound of the R2 
unit exploding in the back of the X-Wing 
when you're hit. 

But, Rogue Squadron isn't without its 
problems. For at least two of the missions, 
you're simply not briefed well enough 
(see: Liberation? Frustration!) meaning, 
when you come to play, the game can 
suddenly quit out and you've absolutely 
no idea why. With the amount of speech 

> Little people run for 
V cover. Shoot them. 

UM ae 
fantastic. No visible 
fogging, see? Yum. 

as 

in the game, you wouldn't have thought it 
too hard to have one of the Rebel pilots 
warn you in advance that the mission was 
going pear-shaped. Instead, all the 
warning you get is the sound of one of 
your co-pilots crashing and burning and 
then your craft exploding mid-air. 

And that's another area where Rogue 
Squadron is left lacking. Your co-pilots are 
absolutely rubbish despite, apparently, 
being the cream of the crop. Not only will 
they never hit anything, but they're always 
getting hit themselves and compromising 
your mission. We were just waiting for 
Slippy Toad to turn up and join in. Yep, it 
was that bad. 

The speed of the game is also 
disappointing. It's soooocoo slow. It has 
the controls, it has the action, so why does 
an X-Wing have to feel like an Austin 
Montego? Admittedly, in places, you’re 
glad of the fact that you've enough time 
to turn before you head right into that 
mountain, but when you're swooping over 
a city, especially in the bombed-up V- 
Wing, it would be nice to have just a little 
more pace, and at least to feel like you're 
flying. Fast. 

Despite these flaws, though, Rogue 
Squadron is a rattling good space yarn. For 
long periods, the sheer exhilaration of 
bombing Imperial factories, or diving 
vertically into scattering speeder bikes is 
mesmeric. And it's a superbly moreish 
game, even given some of the mission 
problems. The Liberation of Gerrard V, for 
example, with its obvious lack of any clues 
at all, still had half the N64 office trying 
their luck time after time after time. And 
whilst Rogue Squadron should have had a 
multiplayer game, worries over its lifespan 
will be pushed aside when you see the 
sheer amount of secrets and bonus games 
awaiting you. 

Oh, and it’s not as good as Lylat Wars. 
But then Lylat Wars never had AT-ATs. 

TIM WEAVER 

Se" 
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LET'S GO MEDAL! 

Again, your objective is 
to collect challenge 
points, this time round 
shaped more like 
medals. By taking out a 
set number of enemies, 
you can obtain either 
bronze, silver or gold 
and, once you've 
notched up every single 
medal on every single 
level, a couple of 
surprises await you. We 
won't spoil the 
surprise... oh, alright, we 
will. For one of them. 
Collect all Bronze and 
you get to pilot Luke's 
Skyhopper round 
Beggar's Canyon. And 
that's just the start. 

Intricate, precise and 
dazzling in hi-res. 
Shame about the 
hideous fogging. 

Breathtaking. Kit 
yourself up with 

surround sound and 
revel in 360° movement. 

Not flawless, but a 
healthy demonstration of 
what the N64 can do. 

Obviously lacking a 
deathmatch, but plenty 
to find and the missions 

are tricky. 

VERDICT 
Not the greatest space- 
shooter ever, not even 

the greatest Star Wars 
game ever, but a 
tremendously fun, 

beautifully varied slice 
of Lucas-inspired mirth. 
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to screw up any 
robot's insides. 

Aw, how sweet. He’s 
waving to you. Kill him. ; 

WATT el 2 

RR 
don’t come in 
peace, so give 

ee CPI) 
of your warpo 
ray. 

veryone's been waiting for this. Ever 
since four crude cardboard cut-outs 
leapt onto a TV screen and started 
swearing, bleeding and dying all 

over the shop, console-savvy South Park 
fans have been biting their nails in 
anticipation of the game of the show. To that 
end, we confidently predict that Acclaim's 
new title will be sitting pretty at the top of 
the N64 charts before too long, and that 
Zelda will be a more common sight on the 
shelves of Dixons. 

We've been following South Park 
through its development, and we realise it 
isn't your run-of-the-mill licensed game that 
could easily have been cobbled together by 
people who don't even own a TV. Trey Parker 
and Matt Stone, the show's original creators, 

48 issue 25 

Got the video? Got the T-shirt? 
Got the toothbrush? You'll 
probably be wanting this, then. 

have been scripting, voice-dubbing, tweaking 
and even — gasp! — playing the game since its 
conception, and as such it's visually and 
aurally as close to the definitive South Park 
experience as we could have hoped. 

And yet, there have always been some 
worrying niggles about the game at the back 
of our minds. It was built around an existing 
game-engine (Turok 2's), but even then it 
took remarkably few months to finish. We 
hate to say it, but it began to smack of a 
rush-job, a cash-in on the spiralling success 
and hype that goes hand in hand with the 
four cursing boys. Regular readers (or at least 
those who bought last month's issue) will 
have already seen our review of the American 
version of South Park, and they'll be turning 
the page with a heavy heart... 
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on these turkeys to 
last you all until next 
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You will respect my authoritah! 
You won't last long in the comet-crazed ya RAY SPONGE yy aT 
town of South Park if you're not ‘packing 
some heat’. Most of the weapons are 
comedic variations on machine guns, arrow 
launchers, grenades and... er, snowballs, 
and they can all be powered 
up via a stab of the D-pad. 
You'll pay a price for this, 
though - each shot uses 
up more ammo, and will 
almost certainly take 
longer to spurt forth from 
your weapon. 

WER fis default 
pellet-firing 
form is sad to 

behold, but tap 
the D-pad and 
you're in 
possession of a 
super-powerful, 
20-rounds-in- 

one-go laser-death machine. Even the 
toughest tanks will be finished off in a few 
shots from this monster. Best for the last 
level's big rabbits. 

gun that fires snapping fishies 
und like something to strike 

° into the hearts of enemies, but hold 
down Z and 

A machine- 

dr. 

thi 

clucker 
out and 

not only 

can you 

pinpoint 
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EPISODE 4, STAGE 3 
You're on your way to the penultimate boss in this stage, but there’s a host of clanking automatons attempting to stop you. 

These toy tanks 
are the first 

thing to greet you, 
so treat them to a 
little death. 

Tine gh rh Po ie ot 

THE CHARACTERS 
Completing each stage in the one- 
player game earns you an extra 
character to play with in multiplayer. 
Your favourite will depend on who you 
laugh at most in the show - we like 
Terrance and Phillip the most, simply 
because them shouting “I fart on your 
gn, GAVE!” aN 
@ Sw, 7 think i'm 
SRNR Boing te 

a wa) . =e fart!” makes 
2 
‘ MI } 

eee us laugh. A 
(eveme. fot. But how 
[ym do you get 

. taf e® to play Chef? 

You can easily make that drop, 
but why not fall onto the semi- 

hidden ledge below... 

2 ...and enter this secret cave, 

Warpo Ray. Let the carnage 

Sac 

which houses a useful 

commence. 

We're going down to South Park 

yA. } 

101480 

These lasering 
robots suck ass, 

but can be swiftly 
despatched with 
your Warpo. 

Now he’s gone, time to 
get up to that top cave. 

The bottom entrance seems a 
good bet... 

1052004 

EPISODE 5, STAGE 2 
Not much of the game left, but there are plenty of evil toys waiting to make sure you don't make it to the final level. 

soni yee 
OTe order 

: & 

You can't 
damage 

this car, so what's it 
there for? Try 

jumping onto it... 

THE ARE 
There are . 
plenty of 
arenas, but 
you may as 
well stick the 
level select 
on ‘random’, 
because 
they‘re an 
uninspiring lot. The Hill is the best, 
largely because it’s small and easy to 
get about in, whilst the gravity-less 
UFO Core is the arena to ignore, thanks 
to its tedious floating about which 
makes hitting other characters nearly 
impossible. 

We were a little disappointed by the multiplayer. It's too 
slow, the weapons aren't effective or satisfying, and 
there's no real feeling of ‘contact’ when you pummel 

All the 
weapons 
from the 
one- 
player 
game are 
just lying 
around 
waiting 
to be 
picked up. The Alien 
the most amusing - aim it at a friend 
and watch as they start jiving to a 
crackly old 1930's-style record. Boogie 
frights! 

A well- 
aimed 

dodge ball 
should finish 

off these 
irritating RC 

cars, but 
something’s 

coming. 

om this lovely 

The sinister-voiced 
jackrabbit-in-a- 

box tank geezer has 
arrived. A couple of 

chicken blasts... 

to reach all 

= firepower. 
Sniper = 

Chicken! Oo 

Sweet! 

someone with snowballs. But as it's the part of South 
Park which offers the most amusement and replay value, 
it's worth taking a closer look at. 

Dancing Gizmo is 

Locate the cow-launcher, and you'll find 
it very difficult to lose - just aim 
carefully at some unsuspecting player 
and watch them come a cropper as 
they're forced to watch the wriggling 
cow’s insides. As long as you can 
remember 
the 
positions of 
that, and 
the health- 
restoring 
Snacky 
Cakes, 
you'll come 
out smiling. r 
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Leave my town alone! 
Killing the tanks on each level isn't difficult, 
but if you should fail for any reason to stop 
them reaching the stage warp (indicated by 
a “South Park" signpost), you'll have to 
contend with them in a post-level sub- 
game. The tanks who escaped will start 
pummelling South Park's buildings, and it's 
your job to stop them. Fail, and it's game 
over. Succeed, and you're allowed access to 
the next level. It's too similar to the game 
proper to be a real ‘bonus game’, but as it's 
against the clock, it's frantic fun. 

Finishing off the tanks isn't too 
demanding. Just load up the sniper chicken 
and send those big boys to tank heaven. Be 
careful, though — they have a nasty habit 
of turning their attentions to little ol’ you 

every so often, so it's best to shoot them 
from afar as they attack a building. Don't 
worry too much about the houses -— it takes 
a fair while for the tanks to completely get 
through the town, so you can 
afford to let them have their fun 
for a bit. 

Look out, too, for weapons 
handily left lying around in the 
rubble of destroyed buildings. 
Have a good hunt around the 
charred remains and you should 
find some Terrance & Phillip 
dolls just waiting to be chucked 
at some unsuspecting giant 
turkey, and there's usually some 
health-boosting Cheesy Poofs 

too. Just don't spend too 
long looking around, or 
you'll find yourself 
homeless. 

TNR LRT ea od 
this, you‘re in trouble. 

rd “The evil clones are destroying the 
town!” Best do something, then, lard- 
hse 
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Switch the N64 on, and there they 
are. Cartman, Stan, Kyle and 
‘unlucky’ Kenny, rendered in 
glorious 3D, bobbing their little 

heads and waving their little arms like 
battery-powered dollies. Yet they're also 
swearing, cursing and screaming like a 
school teacher's worst nightmare, and in a 
way that'll have you tearing the cart apart 
to find out what demon magic is bringing 
such crystal-clear speech to your Nintendo. 

All this voice sampling and graphical 
wondrousness is enough to convince you — 
at first — that South Park can't fail. The intro 
sequence of the TV show, the theme song, 
every character and catchphrase @ including 
some which are exclusive to the game — has 
been squeezed and cajoled into 128M-bit, 
and it’s all looking and sounding even better 
than on the telly. With every cut-scene 
scripted and voiced by the show's creators, 
it's like having an exclusive video of the 
show stuck in your N64 cartridge slot. 

We love toys. Except [> 
the ones that fire 

ley a ee el 

; a 

TN | 
past these boxes to 
Umm eo 
is a lot trickier than 
a (ole). co 

6 INOM....... 

But press Start and it doesn’t take long 
for things to start going pear-shaped, 
because South Park is nothing more than 
the most basic first-person shoot-'em-up 
you'll ever play. The first level is a case in 
point. It starts out brilliantly; snowball in 
hand, you watch as a series of crazed 
gobbling turkeys come storming round 
the corner, intent on having you for 
Christmas dinner this year. It's funny, but 
what's even funnier is seeing them collapse 
as you chuck snow in their faces, while your 
chosen South Park kid blurts out some 
choice expletives. 

TS9749 

Then, an hour later, you face what must 
be the one-hundredth wave of brown- 
feathered birdies, whose only behaviour 
pattern turns out to be taking one look at 
you and then homing on in. None of the 
sinister intelligence here that made 
GoldenEye or Turok 2 so complex and 
involving, and a solid-gold guarantee that 
round the next corner will be more of the 
same, 20 times over. Meanwhile, the only 
weapon you'll have picked up is a 
bouncing ball, which you'll try once, before 
quickly reverting back to your trusty ball of 
frozen water. 

So what went wrong? It's partly the 
fault of the repetitive mission structure. 
With the aim of every ‘episode’ (a set of 
three stages) invariably being a battle to 
stop boss-style ‘tanks’ from reaching the 
start of the level, there's very little scope for 
anything other than moving forward and 
holding down the fire button. The 
mountainous end-of-episode bosses might 

provide some relief from this, but 
putting paid to them is remarkably 
tedious, and the difficulty in doing 
so is in stark contrast with the rest 
of the game's relative ease. 

There's also a lack of variation 
in the enemies you'll encounter — 
you'll only really ever see four or 
five properly different types of 
baddie throughout the entire 
game. The really great South Park 
characters are locked up in the 
multiplayer, and you'll begin to 
feel very lonely wandering around 
one-player with only 
malfunctioning robots or manic 
cows for company. Getting the 
opportunity to chuck snowballs at 

the other boys as they wander around the 
first level makes you wonder why Iguana 
didn't make this a proper one-player 
feature, or even a sub-game to liven things 
up a bit. 

The levels, at least, are fairly well- 

designed, with enough bridges, corners, hills 
and drops to make progression vaguely 
interesting, despite their overwhelming 
linearity. The scenery is disappointing, 
though, created largely from pure white 
snow-covered hills and flat brown caves. 

here are exceptions — such as the 
aiket in episode five — but they're 

few and faPetyeen, and the general 
featurelessness maR@sagetting lost incredibly 
easy. Glance around thefage and take a 
look at that mist, too - shocking, 
considering everything that Iguana learned 
from the development of fog-free Turok 2. 

Multiplayer is a mixed bag. It's not that 
it isn't fun — it is, but only because all the 
characters have their own inventory of 
samples and animations, and seeing and 
hearing all that in action, with friends in the 
room, is bound to be funny. It's the actual 

22553) 
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Bite on it, bite it hard you dirty (bleep) 
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game part that proves such a missed 
opportunity. The weapons aren't balanced 
enough, the arenas are too big and 
confusing, and the graphics are so jerky in 
four-player that it's impossible to aim before 
your opponent's run off elsewhere. Still, it's 
the part of South Park that you'll enjoy 
most, and it'll give you more of a belly- 
laugh than serious boys Turok or Bond. 

The multiplayer does give us serious 
doubts about just how ‘cutting-edge’ South 
Park is, though. Nintendo have let a whole 
load of swear-words, Kenny deaths and 
bleeped cusses through, but none of the 
weapons produce any blood, and 
characters are ‘knocked out’ rather than 
killed. Messrs Parker and Stone appear to 
have kept a tighter leash on what's allowed 
to pass than we'd originally thought, so it's 
worth remembering this before you rush 
out to buy the game expecting a glut of the 
old red stuff. 

Above all, though, even if the graphics, 
the repetitiveness and lack of variety could 
be excused, the game just won't last long 

enough. As long as you conserve your 
ammo, levels are a basic case of walking 
backwards away from the advancing enemy 
and shooting until they're dead. The game 
doesn't attempt to surprise you — spend 
more than a few seconds walking in an 
open area, and you know that any minute 
another horde of aliens/cows/toys will 
launch themselves upon you — and with the 
bosses being the only incentive to carrying 
on, you'll whizz through it in no time. 

And yet it's just funny enough, just 
od-looking enough, and chock full of so 

reat samples, that South Park addicts 
about be satisfied. It's not a 

, a game that you can 
ily and demonstrate 

Mario or a 
show off to you 
what a wise decision 
in fact, show them South Park and they'll 
probably chuck the machine in the bin and 
you out of the house. But it's close enough 
to the TV show to make it funny, 
reasonably likeable and limited fun. And it 
beats sitting on the sofa stuffing Cheesy 
Poofs into your mouth all day. 

JAMES ASHTON 

gar N64 was — 



Boss hog 
If South Park looks a bit dismal, it's probably because it's saving the is a useful tactic to sneak round the back of him, where his weak spot is 
really big polygons for the end-of-episode bosses. It's a tad irritating normally to be found. Often, if you can get some object between you and 
that failing to destroy a boss means having to fight your way back him, you can attack without fear of reprisal - the amorphous blob on Level 
through the level to reach him again, but at least this ups the challenge 2 is particularly susceptible to this tactic. 
and riles you up enough to keep trying. We've shown you two or three As for weapons, the Sniper Chicken always reaps rewards - it's fast, 
of the big boys here, although there are more, including the hard-as- accurate, and guaranteed to down even the most resilient super-baddie in a 
nails end of game boss who you'll need an arsenal the size of Cuba to maximum of ten shots. Failing that, switch to a super-charged dodge ball 
deal with. and hammer them to Kingdom come. The only other piece of advice to 

None of the bosses are particularly difficult to beat if you've got the offer is that if you run out of ammo, give up. The snowball, even in its 
right moves. Circling is a useful tactic - move backwards and side-step urinated form, will hardly make a dent, so do the manly thing - quit and 
simultaneously, while slowly turning to keep the boss in your sights. This try again. You know it makes sense. 

Uw eel 

ea J Ee ed ® UBL At 
where you get 5 
to confront the 
evil aliens. 

Mr Hat's taken 
a turn for the 

V worse... 

rg PO 
RAN rat Lc UL tec 

poetically against the night 
EGA 

<{ This blob has 
an eye that 
pops out ata 
moment's 
notice. 

...he’s taken to controlling his 
giant robot in an attempt to snuff 
you out. 

6 VISUALS 
The characters and cut- 

scenes are fine, but 
there's too much snow, 

and far too much 
misting. 

‘Q) sOUNDs 
Laugh-out-loud funny 

and clear as a bell. Even 
the Christmasy music 
does the N64 proud. 

Here’s what happens when you 4 
Cae MLK ee ete 5) MASTERY 

V Velo a ek eel A 

We remember Turok 2 
reaching new heights, so 

what's gone wrong 
since? 

6 LIFESPAN 
Not enough levels, not 
enough variety, but the 
multiplayer will amuse 

you for a while. 

VERDICT 
A fairly monotonous 

first-person shooter, but 
the greatness of South 

Park has rubbed off on it 
well. 

a 
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eee Micro Machines 64 was given the 
PREVIOUS hg IN Ley] Future Look treatment in issue 20. 

A misfired rocket, a wily opponent and a 
monstrous green dragonfly. Yoiks. 

Peas and carrots. Essential roadside 
boundaries. Apparently. 

Micro Machines 64 Turbo 

Dune Buggies. 
Slippy, slidey, 
cre a 
UAC ea 

V too. 

LS 

riving an inch-long Mini Cooper 
around the breakfast table 
whilst avoiding monstrously 
large condiments isn't 

something you see every day. Unless 
you're James, who still has nightmares 
about ‘Honey, | Shrunk the Kids’ (on a bad 
day, all he can do is whimper, 
disturbingly, “The bees! The bees!”). But 

then, he is under a 
lot of stress, the 
poor lad. 

But anyway. 
Recent research 
has discovered 
that, beyond any 
reasonable doubt, 
it is empirically 
impossible for 
anyone but the 
most committed of 
Tibetan hermits to 
have failed to have 
heard of Micro 

0.1407 

Iga) 
Elite ama lela 

Le 

| found one of these in 
Ake a eel 

V [ESA Ta aele (on 

A ess: iS 

More Dune 

Buggy action. 
ee om ly 
Paris-Dakar 

Machines. A couple of sterling 
appearances on the SNES and Mega Drive, 
and the all-conquering 3D version — Micro 
Machines V3 — on the PlayStation and PC, 
have ensured the immortality of racing tiny 
cars through terrifyingly inflated domestic 

rally. But 
smaller. 

Machines 64 Turbo has to show. With a 
couple of minor exceptions, this is a 
completely faithful conversion of the V3 
instalment. No real surprises, nothing 
startlingly new — you know exactly what 
you're going to get. It's just a shame that 

The simple but addictive 
action will keep you 

entertained for a healthy span of time. 

environments. And it's always been 
cracking fun, especially in the mad pad- 
sharing multiplayer stakes. 

Micro Machines 64 Turbo, though, 
comes as a teensy bit of a disappointment. 
Not that it isn't grin-enticingly enjoyable 
(because it definitely is), or that it's simply 
a bit rubbish (because it certainly isn't), it's 
just that, if you've been anywhere near a 
PlayStation in the last two years, you'll 
have seen practically everything that Micro 

we've had to wait so long for something 
the world and his dog have already played 
to death. 

And that's the major grumble out of 
the way. What you're left with is, as 
always, a super-slick ensemble of miniature 
racing fun. 48 tracks (running the gamut 
from breakfast tables to school desks to 
the back garden and beyond), 32 vehicles 
(from sports cars to tanks to powerboats) 
and an emphasis on fast, furious fun, all 



WHAT WE'D LIKE 
It would have been nice 
to have some more 
N64-specific stuff in 
Micro Machines 64 
Turbo, although, 
obviously, a completely 
all-new version would 
have been the bees 
knees. In particular, we 
miss the impossible-to- 
control helicopters and 
madly fast jet planes 
that haven't made an 
appearance since the 
top-down days of the 
SNES/Mega Drive/PC 
Micro Machines 2. But 
hey! At least we don't 
have to wait for the 
levels to load, which is 

DEALS ON WHEELS 
32 vehicles, eh? That's loads. Of course, when playing through 
the game, you can't pick and choose which ones you want to 
use, but, rather, you're given a certain car on a certain track, 
making each race a little more exciting as you discover which 
mode of transport you're going to be using. In multiplayer, 

\ 4 em | you're given, 
et 6 Oa Tag again, certain 

2 fj tracks with 
A (ere | certain vehicles 

pt ge accompanying 
them, but you 
can also scroll 
through 
‘themed’ tracks 
with a given car, 

SWISS TONY’S CAR EXCHANGE 
Brilliantly, Micro Machines awards you prize cars for winning 
races. You can then test drive them, and use them as ‘bets’ 
whilst racing a friend. A thoroughly smashing idea. 

Come first in a race and 
you'll receive a prize car, 
such as a VW Beetle, ora 
hovercraft, or a six- 
wheeled tank-thing. You 
won't find these elsewhere 
in the game. 

giving youa an obvious benefit over 
modicum of Vitrie reat the PlayStation’s Micro 
choice. For - cas Machines V3... 
instance, you es rte ven | 
can choose to 139 173.6 131 184 

race old-style 
Formula 1 speedsters on any of the pool table tracks, and so on. 
Our favourites, so far, are the hyper-fast lorry rigs that you get to 
hare around the garden in, on ‘Difficult’ level. 

Go to 
‘Stats’, and 
you can 
Test Drive 

- your car to 
— see how 
good it is. 
Obviously, 
some are 

_ better than others. 
Race a friend and you 
can both stump up a 
car as the prize, the 
winner being able to 
save their spoils to 
their memory pak. 
Great, eh? 

truck. It 
goes like the 

0eFrs, 
which is odd 

for a lorry. 
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make for an experience as charming as it 
ever was. Racing through school chemistry 
equipment (and exiting a bunsen burner as 
a ball of flame), swerving around a 
Godzilla-sized sleeping dog, speeding 
through the garden pond — all these 
skewed-perspective set pieces haven't lost 
their power to entertain, and, as a single 
player game, the simple but addictive 
action will keep you entertained for a 
healthy span of time. It’s also graphically 
superior to the PlayStation version, with a 
few neat N64-ified explosions and effects 
thrown in. The welcome bonus of well- 
implemented analogue control makes for 
far more precise cornering — and this 
brings us to the main N64-specific tweak. 
The titular ‘Turbo’ option means that, up 
to a factor of five, you can increase or 
decrease the speed of the game, allowing 
you to choose from a sedate Sunday-driver 
pace to a barely controllable, seemingly 

rocket-assisted pelt. 
Which makes the ever-present 

multiplayer options even more breakneck, 
should you so wish. Forever touted as 
Micro Machines's greatest strength, being 
able to hurtle around with up to four 
friends (with one joypad each), or even 
eight (two people to one joypad), is still a 
refreshingly hectic experience. There's a 
smattering of power-ups, too, which, 
whilst not as inventive as anything you'll 
find in Nintendo's own games, add a 
certain by-hook-or-by-crook 
underhandedness to the proceedings. 
Opponent-shoving forcefields, mines, 
rockets and dirty great car-smithereening 
hammers all make an appearance, but the 
cream of the crop must be the spring- 
loaded claws that grab race leaders and 
yank them behind you. Top stuff. 

The stop-start action, though — once 
somebody gets a whole screen-length 

ahead, the race stops momentarily and 
they get a point — can be irritating, and 
coming to a console with such a blistering 
collection of inspired friend-battering 
options somewhat dulls its impact. It's 
great fun, certainly, but, crucially, we'd still 
rather play Mario Kart or F-Zero X. But it's 
better than Diddy Kong Racing 
multiplayer... (letters of vengeance and 
outrage to the usual address, please) (Ooh, 
you've really done it now - Ed). 

So, then. We'd certainly recommend 
Micro Machines 64 Turbo as part of your 
games collection, simply because it’s, well, 
Micro Machines, and therefore a hoot. But 
even so, it's not, understandably, as great a 
game as it was two years ago, and 
therefore not as essential a purchase as it 
might have been. It's good, clean fun all 
the same, though — and that's what 
counts, eh? 

JES BICKHAM 
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Small but perfectly 
formed; clean, crisp and 

nicely detailed. 

Engine noises, various 
sound effects and 
terrible ‘tunes’. 

7) MASTERY 
Obviously it does 

nothing the PlayStation 
didn't do, but there's a 
heaving multitude of 

options. 

@ LIFESPAN 
Loads to do, but the 
multiplayer mode will 
draw you back again 

and again. 

VERDICT 
Micro Machines is 

getting on a bit now, but 
it's impossible to dislike. 
Simple, furious racing 

fun. 



We reviewed the Japanese version 
PREVIOUSLY IN LLY of CCT, Let’s Smash, in N64/23. 

f_Centre Court Tennis == Court Tennis 

BITWAVE 

VISUALS 5 
Reminiscent of Smash 
Tennis. On the SNES. 

Not bad. 

SOUNDS © 
A Japanese special 
combo of keyboard 

trumpets. Oh, and some 
sound effects too. 

MASTERY § 
Fast, smooth but hardly 

dazzling. 

LIFESPAN @ 
Awash in options and 

tremendous in 
multiplayer. Grab some 

friends and play. 

VERDICT 
Centre Court is a sturdy 

tennis game, with an 
attractive multiplayer. It’s 
a long, looooong way 
from being perfect, but, 
well, it's a good first 

effort. 
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Tennis on the 
N64! Not 
great tennis. 
But still... 

act is, Centre Court Tennis - or 
Let’s Smash as it was known in 
Japan — just isn’t as good as either 
Namco's Smash Tennis or 

Nintendo's Super Tennis, games that it so 
desperately wants to be. And isn't. It's not 
as clever, not as varied and, well, it cheats 
a bit. 

There're two main problems: first off, 
there's just simply not enough variation in 
moves. A fairly run-of-the-mill return 
stroke and a slightly underwhelming lob 
really doesn't amount to a whole hill o' 
beans, does it? Especially when you 
consider the sheer volume of shot-playing 
knowledge someone like, o0000h, 
Sampras must be carrying around beneath 
that velcro-like head of hair. Which leads 
us onto the game's second problem. 

During matches, there seems to be a 
certain lack of, erm, shot compliance. See, 
the return can be varied with some careful 
analogue pushing, but it's a difficylt and 
frustrating process, especially whén — as 
tends to happen — you choose to return 
the ball to the right and the game doesn't 
fancy it too much, sending the ball straight 
down the middle instead. Which naturally 
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Fault. Gaaaaaah! You've really got to time a soul 
those serves right, or this happens. 

gives your opponent a better - and not 
really very right — chance of recovery. 

This heavy-handedness in the control 
department is annoying. The whole point 
of a tennis game is that you can react to 
where your opponent is positioned and 
play winning strokes accordingly. And in a 
split second. In Centre Court Tennis, it 
doesn't work like that. Often the game just 
doesn't do what you ask it, which means 
matches against the computer are 
endlessly predictable. They play a shot, 
point scored. You play a shot, maybe 
there'll be a point scored, maybe there 
won't. It's that random, regardless of the 
quality of your shot. 

Of course, when things go right, 
Centre Court Tennis is a good little game. 
Matches are quick and the locations make 
for some interesting variations in surfaces 
and, therefore, some slight differences in 
the way the game feels. What's better 
than this, though, is the multiplayer, which 
pits similarly disadvantaged human players 
against one another and, as a result, evens 
out the playing field a bit. When there's 
two of you — and even moreso, four - 
Centre Court is fantastic fun. And, 

Plenty of characters to 
choose from, though 

v band re all pretty similar. 
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strangely, shot-playing is a little steadier, 
with nowhere near as many returns going 
begging... or, perhaps it just seems that 
way because all four players become 
conditioned to the game's shortcomings. 
Either way, multiplayer is great. 

And this positive thread isn't entirely 
lost in the one-player game. Centre Court 
is basically a solid tennis game. It's got 
plenty of courts and players, an abundance 
of extra features — including a Player 
Creator — and there are some shots, hidden 
away, that make a difference to the game. 
Particularly the smash, which, when pulled 
off, zooms across the court, followed by a 
rainbow-tinged trail. And this, as it turns 
out, is the key to beating the CPU. Master 
the timing of the smash and the other 
shot-related problems clear up a little. 

Which leaves Centre Court as a poor 
man's Super Tennis. But a passable, 
pleasant, cheerful poor man’s Super 
Tennis, all the same. And, if it's going 
cheap, why not try it...? 



*e») We reviewed Choro Q, the Japanese version of Penny 
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Flies like a pig, squeals like a chicken... 
hen we slapped a 56% 
mark of mediocrity on 
Choro Q in issue 20, we 
still had the faintest 

glimmer of hope that the English 
translation, Penny Racers, would reveal 
hidden depths to the game. Alas, we were 
sorely mistaken. 

It's still ugly, it's still basic, and it's still 
the slowest thing ever committed to 
silicon. Having the options screens in 
English makes it easier to choose upgrades 
for your car, but it doesn't turn the game 
into anything like the Mario Kart fun fest it 
aspires to be. The object of the game is to 
win races and earn enough points to 
customise your miniature clockwork car to 

An action shot of the mighty sushi wagon 
V speeding round a corner at about 10 mph. 
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Watch as the CPU 
nicks all your best 
car parts. 
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your heart's desire. You can give it a free 
paint job at any time, or you can splash 
out on accessories from motors to rocket 
launchers. It sounds fine in theory but even 
when you've got yourself a hefty new 
engine and a nice weapon to blast your 
way through the opposition, the game 
remains so utterly uninspiring that ten 
minutes spent pottering around the track 
seem to take an hour to shuffle by. 

The cornering system is reasonably 
competent — you give a quick toot on the 
horn and perform a 90° twist and roll — but 
the cars stick so tightly to the road that 
you're rarely called upon to use it. It's only 
when you've given the old jalopy a severe 
upgrading that the game starts to handle 

as if it isn't on rails, but since the 
computer cars cheat like 
computer cars have never 
cheated before, winning enough 
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James potters along in his Mini, still just a 
Uist MU sea) felt a eM el el? 

Penny Racers 
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points to buy the 
necessary upgrades 
is a long and 
arduous process. 

Multiplayer races suffer from the same 
problems as the one player game. When a 
weapon hits a car it stops dead. Wars have 
been fought and won in the time it takes 
to accelerate back to top speed. Even the 
courses are dull, most of them consisting 
of prairie-like expanses with a rock in the 
middle and a few token ramps, the hitting 
of which offers no advantage or shortcut. 

Just as well you can design your own 
tracks then. The English translation makes 
the course editor a bit easier to figure out, 
and you get enough track segments to 
make some fairly challenging circuits. Stick 
plenty of hairpin bends in them and you'll 
actually find a use for the cornering 
system. You can't change the backgrounds 
though, so every track you make will 
feature the same stomach-churning colour 
scheme, but it's a small price to pay for the 
opportunity of getting some enjoyment 
out of Penny Racers. 

Not that it's going to cause a 
stampede at your local game shop. There 
are just too many far superior alternatives 
available, and a lot more exciting ways to 
get rid of that spare cash that's burning a 
hole in your pocket. How about buying a 
nice calculator and ruler set? A plastic 
skeleton that glows in the dark? Or maybe 
some new bags for the vacuum cleaner... 

MARTIN KITTS 
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Boxy cars, bland tracks, 
feeble backgrounds. 

Behind the boring 
engine drone lurk tunes 

of the tinkly variety. 

It's a masterful cure for 
insomnia at any rate. 

Enhancing your car can 
be fun, if you're the 
Lego-building type. 

Translated into English, 
but only marginally 

more interesting. Stick 
with Mario Kart. 
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We took first look at Mari , 5 TNA a Dac) ee IBZ! Good fun, this Four of 
cay pol ay Av you are dropped onto the 

board. Now avoid ghosts. 
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Toad as 
he deals 

hae) 
Beet eM) Bowser. 
bic aM orto COLAC Ue) 
are so far only on release 
in Japan or America. 
Because N64 is fully 
independent from 
Nintendo, though, we | Mario’s board. 

can bring you reviews of wa } a eNom AUT ene x 
Caco ~ x 4 cy Ele aie 
they're released in the = ‘ extra special sub- 
UK, we'll bring you a oe 7 oA 
new, updated review. 

<i! ui a RI G 
STAR PERFORMERS 
Same beautiful characters, same scraps over who 
would be who. The N64 team got to battle... 
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"7 ‘ : ; Good all-rounder, 
which means Mazza’s 

p 7 { a sure-fire hit with 
, ‘ the perfectly skilled 

f #) Andrea. “Bless”, is all 
| é q she could say. Even 
| f ; . : ; when she was losing. 

His Royal Evilness is 
just what the Doctor 
ordered as far as Tim 
is concerned. “Fat, 

yes, but all-powerful”, 
reckons Weaver. 

The dice. Start it in motion 
and then let it dictate 
where you go. Seven! 

Wil's choice. “Yoshi is 
always happy — just 

’ t LS pod ie like me.” Whilst the 
45 t ee #6 / Cie rest of the N64 team 

ae begged to differ, Wil 
Gs Button-jab your way to , fn, went on to win. A lot. 

Mid cola iA : 

Looks a thy" ; oP “This'll be mine, 
ccm then!” shouted James. 

ae oo ie There's a Shamefully, he 
Mario i Nene ea ba es couldn’t quite muster 
ee A of 2D and 3D in up the same sort of 

Page) ela f : Mario Party. luck he used to get in 
el 4 Mario Kart. Fool. 
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irst, a confession: we haven't family have stuffed themselves stupid on long-drawn-out 
finished this game. Yes, yes, we Christmas dinner leftovers and are now arguing, name-calling 
know what it says on the reviews lazily languishing all over the sitting room and other such petty 
intro page but we have a really furniture. And floor. Your Gran's snoring squabbling. Mario 

good excuse: you're not really meant to quietly in the corner, brother's watching Party's aim is to put 
finish it. It's a party game, you see, but some rubbish war movie, Mum's still the fun back into the 
unlike even the best parties, this never fussing over whether anyone wants coffee board game 
comes to an end. It just keeps on rocking, or not, and your Dad's belching experience. Albeit 
forever and ever. A bit like B* Witched. contentedly and finishing the liqueur without the use of the 

Anyway, Mario Party is from Nintendo —_ chocolates. And then, suddenly, without board. 
and it features the fat bloke himself and all 
his mates. Unfortunately, it's time for 
another apology. Again, not our fault, 
exactly — we were just translating the 

Set in stunning 
2D, Mario Party 

eee fae putyou | looks much like Yoshi's Story in A\ Yoshi: “Run around! . 
collect 20 coins to get a star? Well, um, it terms of design and layout. pos ae =a 
turns out that you don't. All right? Can we : 
get on with it now? any apparent external stimulus at all, your Like Kiratto Kaiketsu before it, the & 

Someone at Nintendo must have had little sister pipes up gleefully, “I know! Let's — challenge Mario Party faces is to bring 35 
one too many family Christmases. Let's set play (insert your most hated board game something to the whole board-gaming GO! ‘ 
the scene: it's Boxing Day, your whole name here)" so beginning several hours of | experience that only the leap into the Gog f et 

PAR Drug-free, but ; 
wadiction 
guaranteed. 
Just say ‘Yes’ 

Mario Party > 
NINTENDO/HUDSON 
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digital void can achieve. Graphically, 
Mario Party is no great shakes — if you're a 
3D obsessive, that is. Set in stunning 2D, 

and looking much like Yoshi's Story in 
terms of design and layout, the game is 
going to stand or fall by virtue of its 
gameplay. And luckily-enough, we can tell 
you right now that Mario Party plays 
brilliantly. Mario Party is a board game in 
the same way that a Honda CBR900 
Fireblade (A very fast motorbike indeed — 
Motoring Ed) is a pushbike with an 
engine. Set in six different worlds, the 
board's spaces weave their way along lush, 
colourful and obstacle-strewn pathways 
which diverge and re-converge with great 
cunning, ensuring that something 
interesting will happen to you on every 
single go. 

Now we say ‘with great cunning’, but 
you could also make a pretty good case for 
‘in an extremely irritating manner’. On 

three occasions we managed to reach a 
different area of the board in Donkey 
Kong's jungle-land, only to get chased by 
the stupid monkey right back to where 
we'd come from. 

Getting into the game is simple, 
though. Four players go at it each time, so 

MASTERY 

if you're on your lonesome, three friendly 
computer opponents will join you. At least 
they're friendly at the start. But this is no 
ordinary console board game, and right 

from the beginning, elements reveal 
themselves which smack of good design, 
careful thought and a sense of fun. After 
deciding the order of play, each player 
picks their way along their chosen path. 
Then at the end of each complete turn 
(when everyone's had a go), you are 

Right from the beginning, 
elements reveal themselves 

which smack of good design, careful 
thought and a sense of fun. 

launched into one of the mini games which 
is where the intelligence comes in. 

If you're too lazy to read, or, can't, 
because you're two-and-a-half years old, 
the intro screen to each mini game shows 
your characters waiting in line. Hit a button 
and you see the corresponding in-mini- 
game action for that button, meaning no 
one gets thrashed because they don't 
know which ones to press. Genius. 

And the essence of Mario Party lies 
right here in these mini-games, and all 
mini-games are not created equal. There 
are 50 of the blighters, and they're 
organised by the number of participating 
players in each round. You can be on your 
tod pitched against all the others, play a 
level match with two apiece, play alone, or, 

a aaeliee 
Welcome to Yoshi's board 

sara aac , Raia ea 4a and one of the sub-games. 
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fierce concentration im Then run. Very, very fast. 
the task at hand, is: ; 
achieved because 
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(4-way battle) 
Koopa's ego gets even more 
inflated as you race to bust him 
wide open. 

(4-way battle) 
Get it off your chest, with deep 
sea diving — reminiscent of the 
Game and Watch stuff. 

On logs they call it log-rolling. 
What do they call it on balls? 

WELCOME HAPPY 
TN 
They're nearly all urgent, hilarious fun, but these are 

el oR Ur tarred a emotes 

(1 player) 

really, really tricky. 

(1 us 3) 

Catch an, er, UFO, then smash it 
to bits. Sounds simple. Sadly, it's 

(4-way battle) 
Mini, unfortunately, meaning not 
all that good. Still, give it a go... 

Turn into a skittle for the day and 
jump when you see the turtle. 

Excellent stuff! Mario and Luigi vs. 
Princess and Wario in a strange 
snowboard-style head-to-head. 

Labatt) 
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“Hi. Toad, here. Just a quick note to 
say my hair's by Toni and Guy.” 

Avoid the stars and pick up the coins. 
Mi More coins, means more prizes. 

and it's often the best, launch into the free- 
for-all four-way battle. For our money, 
these are easily the best, creating tension, 
excitement and playing to the intrinsic 
strengths of the N64. 

You want to bash the next guy clean 
off the giant mushroom because you'll get 
points. Which means the others won't. And 
next time you miss out on a star, don't 
worry, because if you focus on making the 
right moves on the board, you can land on 
a square where you get the chance to nick 
the star off someone more fortunate than 

you. And all the good 
feeling created by such 
acts of trickery feeds 
back into your next 
four-way 
confrontation, where 
now you have a REALLY GOOD REASON 
to get your own back on Luigi, or DK or 
whoever. Which means you're more 
motivated, more focused... and even more 
ready to get up close and personal with . 
your hated opponent next time. ‘ 

Like all computer board games, Mario 
Party was always going to live or die by its 
ability to draw the players in,and create a 
truly fun game. This it does, in spades. 
Through clubs with heart. What a 
diamond. Thank you and good-night. 

MAX EVERINGHAM 
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Three more spaces for you, young 
lady... and then a spot of UFO Catcher. 

Mazza. Resting after a couple of spaces 
worth of walking. Slim Fast for him. 
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ACCESSIBILITY? 

English-Japanese 
accessibility 

Lots of text, but the 
mini-games are fairly 

self-explanatory. 

xe yy 7 

9 visuaus —* 
Beautiful 2D - no 

polygon-fest here but 
looks better than a 
Monopoly board. 

@ sOUNDs 
Plinkety-plonk, plinkety- 

plonk. Aaaahhh, yes. 

i CVS, 
Doesn't push the 
hardware, but 

Nintendo's imaginative 
non-conformism % 
triumphs again. 

Its party nature means 
you won't be playing it 

do, you'll love it. 

You'll laugh, you'll cry, 
you'll lose friends. 
Mario Party: Does 

exactly what it says on 
the box. 
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PREVIOUSLY IN N64 cestures 

Nightmare Creatures 
ACTIVISION 

practicing 

2 monsters rule 

it comes to 

combc 

You can even remove 

their limbs one by one 

Slick mover 
New moves are revealed to you at the start of many levels, but 

»S 

it of gore? Bit of blood and all 
that guff? Fancy some of that 
gritty realism the N64's 
detractors so often say is missing 

from our favourite console's repertoire? 
This is Nightmare Creatures, of 

PlayStation fame, and it's going to teach 
you a thing or two about life on the other 
side of the fence. 

The object of the 
game is to chop, hack, 
and generally dismember 
your way through hordes 
of foul creatures which, 
thanks to the evil doings 
of some mysterious 
brotherhood or other, 
have infested the streets 
of Victorian London. All in a day's work for 
Father Ignatius and his foxy sidekick Nadia, 
who are more than happy to help clean up 
the capital with the aid of a large stick, a 
Samurai sword, and the strong stomach 
necessary to withstand the ordeal of 
washing clothing that has been stained with 
the innards of the undead. And believe me, 
there will be lots and lots of innards outed 
before the game is over. 

Blood and gore is the game's biggest 
selling point — correction, only selling point 
— though zombies, and a wide selection of 
other monsters, are also present in 
abundance. There is usually more than one 
way of killing each creature, depending on 
which move you use to finish it off, so you 

they're available right from the start if you know which buttons to 
press. Random button-mashing 
will often result in two or three 
hits, but there are some killer 
moves waiting to be found if 
you've got the willpower to try 
out every possible combination. 
Experiment on the big blue 
creatures, because as long as 
you keep hitting them, they'll 
stay on their feet until you 
chop their legs off. When you 
tire of beating up the corpse, 
run towards it and press A and 
B together to dice it into bite- 
sized chunks. 

CH= 

Surely no bloody ballerina 
would do that to a zombie. 

Ss <{ The final level, complete with 
poisonous red gassy things. 

can elect to batter the things to death with 
a big combo, or you can batter them to 
death with a big combo, keep the corpse 
on its feet with a special move, and lop off 
its limbs one by one with a large pointy 
instrument. The end result is the same 
whatever you do, but when a gang of 
monsters have robbed you of a couple of 
lives it's rather more satisfying to dispose of 
the last one using the latter method. Just to 
teach him a lesson, you understand. 

The graphics are crisp enough, 
although the animation is nothing special, 
and the locations are dark and moody. But 
it looks almost exactly like the PlayStation 
version, right down to the unconvincing 

lighting and shoddy fog effects - the N64 
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controller wasn’t 

available then. It's the 
kind of game that might 
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control system 
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t's possible to 
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completely useless. It 
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monsters, curse the air blue. 
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ANTE 
A bit rough at times, but 
not so bad if you ignore 
the jumpy camerawork. 

has all sorts of transparency and particle has been around since the early days of the 
effects built in, so it would have been nice if Spectrum and, with the advent of analogue FE Ouakenuiblesand 
Kalisto, the people responsible for the control, we thought we'd finally seen the groans. How very 
conversion, had bothered to use any of back of it. It turns a basic task, such as interesting. 
them. Some of the monsters aren't too bad —_ walking around a corner in one movement, 
though, even if none of them are likely to into a hellish stop-start experience, and if yy ‘rn 
give you the promised nightmares. you're being attacked at the same time the Datta DG 

Unfortunately, not only does Nightmare whole thing can easily degenerate into a Wngsableanalonue 
Creatures look just like the PlayStation random button-stabbing frenzy, with the eontraliqabes ri one 
version, it plays just like it too. That means camera lurching about all over the place, of the most careless 
putting up with the awful, antiquated, and your character usually lying dead on conversions we've seen 
Tomb Raider rotate-and-move control top of a pile of zombie parts at the end of in a while. 
system. It's a well-worn technique which it. Fun? Or not. Ne ; eae 

The camera movement is The control system makes this boss 5) > 
skittish at the best of times level virtually unplayable. Awful stuff. a td 2 

attempting to stay directly Finishing the game is a 
behind the character but often view of your character that you'll almost matter of plugging away 
losing sight of the action inevitably have been flattened by the time through the same 
behind a wall, or overshooting you know where you are. eke sr 3 
and giving a momentary view The final nails in Nightmare Creatures' aoe cae ee S 
of nothing while you get torn coffin are the linearity of the gameplay, the : 
to pieces somewhere off the lack of variety in the levels, and the 
screen. This general feeling of frequent instant death situations that result VE RD I CT 
cheap nastiness persists into from the deficiencies of the camera, the 18 months ago we 

the cut scenes, control system, and the general design of might have welcomed 
which happen the puzzles — think you're stepping in a this kind of game to the 
when something puddle? Nope, it's a water-filled bottomless N64, but it’s just an 
big bursts through __ pit, and your character swims about as well unnecessary blast from 
a wall and jumps as a puppy in a weighted sack. the past. Things have 
out at you. Nightmare Creatures begone, and don't moved on. 

A Yippee! Another blue monster ) They're supposed show your face round these parts until 
to carve into unusual shapes. a to be atmospheric, you've played a bit of Ze/da and, hopefully, 

Zombie, | hereby declare your [> but the camera learned a few things about how a 64-bit 
POT ry rrys aryl 652 takes so long to game should work. 

shift back to the MARTIN KITTS 
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PRICE! CHOICE! QUALITY! SERVICE! exrs 235 oxas 
0113 234 0999 

O113 234 0666 

THE WORLD’S MOST Ode 
I CONSOLES AT BRITAIN’S PRICES! GAMEBOY POCKET 

PRICES INCLUDE TO MOST AREAS IN THE UK 
TABLE SERVICE GUARANTEE 

A DIVISION OF INTERACTIVE COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES LTD 

COLLECT IT FROM 
YOUR DOOR AND REPLACE IT FREE OF CHARGE!! PRINTER 

SAVE MORE WHEN YOU BUY THE FOLLOWING A 

AT THE SAME TIME AS A NEW N64! Jaws games at) he ci 4 mere 
os -- £43.99 prices in Wd countr | Please fing if 

"£16.99 you can 't see the 1H 

£6.99 Colour Tetris DX ..... 
£6.99 Game & Watch Gallery 2 

me you wa! 

or £14.99 Bt farvesi Noon... 
PLUS Ger £1.00 OFF EVERY GAME BOUGHT |) NBAJam‘99.........: 

seeccccccecsce ecb 104.99 AT THE SAME TIME AS YoUR NEW N64!! Pocket Bomberman 
Quest for Camelot . 
South Park ...... 
Sylvester & Tweety ..... 
Turok 2 ...........0-- 

JOYPADS 

OR FOR 
_, E 2 OR MORE 

EXACTLY THE SAME AS 

UK NINTENDO 64 GAMES 

1080 Snowboarding F Zero X Rogue Squadron V Rally Zelda Banjo-Kazooie THE GREY OFFICIAL 
1080° Snowboarding ...£33.99 Fighters Destiny ....... £29.99 Mortal Kombat 4 ......£44.99\ Snowboard Kids ....... £33.99) nme, Geen ate, 
Allstar Baseball ‘99 ....£36.99 Forsaken............. Mortal Kombat Mythology: South Park .... .ELOWEST - CALL BLACK, & YELLOW 
Banjo-Kazooie ........ E:Ze@ro KX: (sictene cieceis iors ote £33.99 Mortal Kombat Trilogy . .£39.99 — Space Station Silicon Valley .£32.99 
Bio Freaks ............ s GASP ee iia hogs folote sioiclons £39.99 Multi Racing Champ a Starshot Space Circus . . .£39.99 
Blastcorps ..........-. : Gex 64 ..... seeeee es £33.99 Mystical Ninja ..... -£44.99 Super Mario 64........ 
Body Harvest ......... : GIO Wer aro cise ioreserererenevorens £34.99 Nagano Winter Olympics £29.99 Tetrisphere ...... «+. £25.99 
Bomberman .......... Goldeneye ........... NASCAR Racing ‘99 .... .£33.99 Top Gear Overdrive ....£36.99 
Bomberman Hero . GT Racing 64 .........£29.99 NBACourtside ........£25:99 Top GearRally ........£34.99 
Buck Bumble .......... E Holy Magic Century ..... - £40.99 NBA Jam ‘99.......... £36.99 Turok Dinosaur Hunter . .£32.99 
Bust A Move 3......... x Iggy’s Reckin’ Balls ..... £34.99 NBALive ‘99 .......... £33.99 Turok 2........0... + + £34.99 
Chameleon Twist Int'l Superstar Soccer 64 . .£24.99 NBA Pro’98 ......... -£39.99 Virtual Chess CompeTITION Joystick 
Chopper Attack . . Int'l Superstar Soccer ‘98 INEL BUitZ | ecco cimrere cles . £39.99. VRally99 ..... WITH AUTO-FiRE, 
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este We first saw Kiratto back at Nintendo's 1997 Space 
PREVIOUS Bg IN TY World show in Tokyo. Issue 11 had the details. 

ou know how you feel when 
your auntie buys a Pentium II 
400 and then only uses it to 
write the odd letter? Or your 

Grandad buys a Bentley and then only 
makes one 300-yard trip a week to the 
local shop to pick up his baccy? Well, 
that's how we feel when we see a 
company release a board game for the 
N64. It's not just that their under- 
employing the resources available, it's 
also a case of ‘what's wrong with doing it 
the old way?’ 

Unless, that is, the transfer to the shiny 
new media enhances the experience in 
some way. Kiratto Kaiketsu from Imagineer 
is categorised as a board game — it looks 
like one, certainly, but have Imagineer 
enhanced the board game experience or is 
it just another case of overkill? 

Even the shortest game of Kiratto 
takes over an hour. When you start, a 
flappy little angel comes on screen to tell 
you this, but jiggling with the options can 
extend your game time to such a degree 
that you'll get the more amusing 
comment, ‘I don't know how long this 
game will take. Is that okay?’ Er, yes, okay. 

KIRATTO 
KAIKETSU 
64 TANTEIDEN 
(CASES SOLVED QUICKLY! 64 DETECTIVE TEAM). 

A “Yo! In da hood and with my homers. Um, 

Setting things up is quite a chore — the 
fairy asks you to make loads of choices, 
including mission-type, number of rooms, 
names, etc. The board's squares (okay, 
octagons) take you through a 
representation of a house, past searchable 
furnishings and into contact with mission- 
crucial Non-Player Characters (they give 
hints). You're locked inside and the only 
way out is to complete the mission and 
collect the key from the robot security 
guard. Because this is essentially a 
detective game, you're shown a mission 
briefing at the outset, a detailed floor plan 
Cluedo-style, and you get to engage in 
plenty of dialogue with other players. This, 
and the fact that every move also elicits a 
dialogue box, means there's loads of text. 

The graphics are large and colourful in 
a splashy, primary way, but they hardly 
present a challenge to the hardware. The 
characters are of the perennially popular 
Manga type, and all of them walk 
frantically on the spot while you tab 
through all the options, the first of which is 
to roll the dice. Moving from square to 
square allows you to search rooms, gain 
points, and even get into a fight, cutting to 

Board games 
as N64 
Ee 
Weg < Je] 
better in 
Mario Party. 

homeboys. (What am | doing with my life?)” 

Hairstyle! Wil fancies a 
V bit of that blue rinse. 

i = rs 

a Pocket Monsters Stadium-style combat 
system. One minute you've got your hand 
down the back of the settee, the next 
you're scrapping with a wild dog. Myriad 
options mean there are many different 
paths to take and the frequent NPC 
interactions make this much more than a 
regular board game experience. 

However, compared to Mario Party, 
Kiratto shows up as a far thinner 
experience. With no English translation 
imminent (or likely), for non-Japanese 
speakers it’s likely to end up as nothing 
more than a difficult answer to an obscure 
end-of-year quiz. Fingers crossed for an 
English version of Mario Party, then. 

Is this really 
better than a 
tatt 
folded card 
and some 
plastic 
counters? 

Kiratto Kaiketsu: 64 Tanteidan 

bit of 

IMAGINEER 

1 A To-player dancing/ 
=r moving round the 

Lolo Teo mn el aloe 

<{ Big boss man! Stand 
aside as he shows you 
how to speak 
Japanese. Quickly. 

ore 

DECISIONS, 
DECISIONS, 

DECISIONS 
This game is heavy on 
the options: mission 
choices include retrieving 
a lost item, bomb 
removal or allowing the 
CPU to select for you. 
Item cards, deployable 
against ‘rival’ players 
include the Stealth 
Bomber (players within a 
three-square radius lose 
all their cards and most 
of their health), Break 

Luiddwi 

Ball, Stun Gun, Grip a 
Shoes and Manipulator eer 
Cards. Hmmm. $ 

oa 

> 
A 
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ad 
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CG 
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Well, 

P 

‘Ganbare!’ muzak. 
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appeal 
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VE 
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Don't even think about it 
if you don't read 

Jim, but not as we know 

Wouldn't stretch the 

The atsumeru 

The huge array of 
interactive actions, NPC 
involvement and random 
mission generation save 

64 Tanteidan from 
joining Triv in the broom 
cupboard. You'll need to 

to play it, though. 

ESSIBILITY 

Japanese. 

they're polygons, 

linkety-plonk 

SNES. 

cting) aspect will 
to kids. Kids born 
Japan, that is. 

RDICT 

a lot of Japanese 

oe 65 



Leap me re Clay or (X A olde) 
PREVIOUS bait, N64 show in Tokyo. See issue 11 for more details. 

SLEEPY HEAD 
A heart icon indicates 
Pikachu's energy levels — 
he gets tired quickly — so 
after an outing you'll 
have to return to your 
room so he can lay on 
your bed and sleep. This 
happens frequently and 
can be a source of some 
frustration. 

A cut scene. Pikachu 
talks to green lizard 

thing about the latest 
stock market reports. 

A weird-looking floaty 
grey pocket monster 

V has a chat with Pik. 

IMPORT 

Strewth. I'm 
feeling a bit 

rough. Had a 
late one on the 

town last 
night”. 

PIKACHU 
GENKI DECHU 

Pikachu Genki Dechu 

NINTENDO 

_ MEPL TD ap 

Go 

issue 25 

he N64 seems to have been 
typecast into playing the kids’ 
card, and Pikachu Genki 
Dechu doesn't do it any 

favours in this respect — colours are bright, 
gameplay involves Pocket Monsters and 
even the title is sickly sweet. A kind 
translation would read something along 
the lines of ‘Pikachu says he's okay’, but a 

less forgiving one more like ‘Liddle widdle 
Pikachu is okey-dokey’. The title, you see, 
employs a childish version of Japanese, to 
give the impression that our favourite PM 
is a cutey pie and that you'd love him as a 
pet. Not a good start. 

But Pikachu Genki Dechu is 

— the introduction of the Voice 
certainly not just intended for kids 

AW, C'MON PET, DON'T BE LIKE 
THAT! Nintendo's new Voice 
Recognition Unit has monsters eating 
out of your hand! 

Recognition System (VRS) marks this title 
out as something a little bit special. Voice 
Recognition technology has a long and 
distinctly patchy history, as every sci-fi and 
gaming buff knows, but Nintendo are 
first - yet again —- with a gaming 
innovation and, again, they get it right first 
time. It works and it is, frankly, amazing to 
behold. 

The point of the game is to befriend 
Pikachu, gain his trust and then basically 
maintain that relationship whilst you explore 
his world and play with him. The virtual 
space you and Pikachu inhabit consists of a 
bedroom full of stuff to play with and a 
world outside the bay windows for the two 
of you to explore. First, you have to follow 
a tutorial to train Pikachu to respond to 



a 

The game 
§ opens up 
LY La 

cut scene. 

your voice, then you're ready to roll. 
When Pikachu 
wants to speak to 
you, a gauge 
appears on the left 
of the screen. An 
icon of a boy in the 
bottom right-hand 
corner indicates 
when you can and 
can't talk. Holding 
the Z trigger and 
speaking into the 
mike results in a 
series of ‘voice-waves' being emitted from 
the boy icon, and then a bubble full of your 
words loops over to Pikachu and smacks 
him in the head, delivering your message. 
The appearance of an exclamation mark 
over his head shows he's understood. 

When he wants to do something, a 
dialogue box appears to tell you, such as 
‘Pikachu wants to go and play outside’. On 
leaving the house, you're presented with a 
map of the game world to select your 
destination. There are loads of different 
activities in the game (too many to list 
here), but to give you a taster, this is the 
sort of thing you can get up to: 
¢ Babysitting and feeding caterpillars (with 
flowers shaken from the trees by your 
100,000-volt energy bolt). Picking up a 
leaf and making a whistle out of it. « 
Collecting and eating food. Playing ball in 
your room. ¢ Finding the parents of some 
lost baby animals. ¢ A fishing trip. 

“Come here!” we tell him. Except in 
poorly-spoken Anglo-Japanese. 
Seems to have done the job, though. 

A “lorder you to go and 
rob an off licence!” 
Hmm. Nothing. Strange. 

1 nest, eee 
. ae microphone plugged in 

a he just won't hear you. 

in 7 le 

Okay, we’re all set up and 
ready to go. “Here, boy!” 

E <{ The little funster’s had an 
5 fo [F PMO) ce(Ta mC als 

Each of these requires you to coach 
Pikachu through the activity. Call him to get 
his attention, then give an appropriate set 
of instructions. Whilst there can be a fair bit 
of repetition involved, generally speaking to 

VERDICT 

the VRS works brilliantly well. The 
programming is intelligent too — if you want 
him to play with his N64, for instance, you 
can just say “Hey, Pikachu! Do you like 
Zelda?" and he'll nod, then trot right over 
to the console, ready for a game. The VRS 
will recognise all sorts of voice commands 
from any number of speakers. Our play- 
tester here, Jack, is a two and a half year 
old native Japanese speaker, I'm a non- 
native Japanese speaker and my wife was, 
what, 21 last birthday and native Japanese. 
The VRS coped well with all of us. 

Graphics are large, pretty and perfectly 
suited to the subject matter. That said, PGD 
is a very pedestrian title, so the hardware 
isn't exactly breaking new records in the 
polygon generation and shifting 
department. The sound is mainly gentle 
background ditties and a ‘Thwock!' sound 
as your speech bubble strikes home. 
However, Pikachu's ‘speech’, if you can call 
it that, is very endearing. Playing tricks 
elicits a delighted giggle, games make him 
blubber excitedly, and so on. His reactions, 
too, are amusing and draw you in, often 

The microphone pak is another 
great bit of design from Nintendo. 
You can wear it around your neck 
for optimum voice pick-up, or, if 
you're a bit more fashion conscious, 
you can leave it stuck 
in the pak itself, 
poking up from 
the joypad. 
Will it 
ever be 
released 
in the 
West - it rather 
depends on the success of Pocket 
Monsters as a whole. 

SL 5 

giving a very real impression of having an 
actual pet inside your TV. Giving him duff 
directions in the blindfold game, for 
instance, can make him blunder and trip 
over, and even mentioning the electric 
mouse to him makes him so angry that he 
ignores your next few voice commands. 

One very irritating aspect, sadly, is 
control when you're exploring. You move 
around using the 3D stick, mostly with the 

camera revolving around Pikachu's position. 
Strangely, though, the control is sticky and 
the game camera never really lets go, so 
you end up in an immensely frustrating tug- 
of-war, trying to swing the camera around 
to the viewpoint you need. This seems an 
odd thing for Nintendo to trip up on. 

| feel inclined to defend PGD from 
those who will inevitably write it off as yet 
another game for kids. For those still not 
following the plot, PGD is part of 
Nintendo's whole concept of the future of 
gaming, as continually expressed by 
Nintendo of Japan's president, Mr Hiroshi 
Yamauchi. Nintendo want to change 
people's perceptions of games. They want 
to make them more imaginative and fun, 
bringing families and friends together; 
making games more interactive and halting 
the emphasis of graphics over gameplay. 
So good luck to them. Western gamers and 
the PC and multi-platform press in 
particular, consistently fail to understand 
that Nintendo Japan don't and won't follow 
the herd. 

February 1999 

STATS MAGIC 
The Game Boy-style 
Pocket Helper allows 
you to view statistics 
concerning your 
interaction with Pikachu, 
change game options 
and that sort of thing. 
Pressing the start button 
activates it. 

- >< 
ACCESSIBILITY 

Nope, sorry. Get the 
Japanese-English 
dictionary out. 

OMNES 
Simple, effective, but far 

from impressive. 

There isn’t much, but 
what's here works just 

The VRS is a little 
marvel: small, light and 
works perfectly. The 
controls for moving 
around let the side 

down, though. 

You'll replay it endlessly 
if you like pets. The 
repetitive aspects, 
though, will be too 
much for some. 

45 eo 
The PGD experience is a 
bold step. Pikachu really 
does respond to your 
voice, just like a real 
pet. Well done again, 

Nintendo. 

Lidgdwi 
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COMING SOON FROM THE 

MAKERS OF NG, 
MAGAZINE 

The Legend of 

Ocarina of Time 

GOT THE GAME? GET THE GUIDE. 
THE COMPLETE SOLUTION 
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nee to TOTAL GAME SERVICE FOR NINTENDO 64 OWNERS 
Magazine's | 
total game ‘ 

service for all 
N64 owners. 

we Club) war 
Your questions answered! 7 a witty way. 

The best guides to the best games. Easy. 

Find equipment and weapons 
in Zelda and complete Turok 2! 

Bags of cheats El some natty little tips! 2 

la) 6€D. (iis) Your game 
UIT Psychotically. —— 

i NTENDO)JHOTLINE *} cc) 
The Big N chip in with some handy G. ‘e) 
hints and tips to favourite games. 

COMPETITION ° 
£1000 worth of goodies to be won! 

TASTHE|BEST, 
But, are you? Check out our league tables! 

(skill club! < =F 
Ca AN) fought gaming competition 
a in the world. Enter now! 

Wheeler dealing, pen pal finding contact spot. 

DIRECTORY, 
’ : ; Every N64 game ever, reviewed! Handy, this. 

weapons and DOE ‘Har | * BACK ISSUES & INE 
ee) SUBSCRIPTIONS p Se 3-6 

The hardest, most tightly 

GO! 
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e-mail: 

n the N64 Big Box o' Letters, there's always n64@futurenet.co.uk 
7 ie Each month, the N64 Star Letter wins a 

some little crackers. And this month has been _ céa steering Wheel with Rumble Effect : ee (LMP 0800 0813061). 
no exception. Soo0o0, join us as we go forth... All other letters printed win a prized N64 badge! 

‘Bumped into’ ‘Cool pictures’ 
course. Just one question remains: Look what | bumped into on the west —_ Here's a selection of cool pictures. | 
we couldn't help but notice those coast of Mexico recently. In the hope your computers can display 
yellow and brown stains on the nearby town, | also spotted a SNES, them. 
front. Would we be right in saying Virtual Boy and N64 for sale, while in Daniel Glenfield, Oxford 
these shirts have never been Guadalahara | saw N64 Magazine for 

' washed? Ed sale (with Goemon on the front 
cover). Very impressive! 
Andrea, Sheffield 

‘Decent game’ 
The ink will fade. Banjo-Kazooie is 
the only decent game I've got at th 
the moment. | didn't send the T- © 
shirts for any reason. Well, | wasn't ’ mee 
going to wear them. (aseves : Y, 
Arron Cruickshank, Bristol 3 ae 

That's what we like, brief 
and to the point. Still, you 
can't knock that kind of 

Thanks. We liked the GoldenEye one 
5 best. Bond would be a happy man if 

Not bad, eh? Oh, and thanks for the these two clowns were interrogating 
effort. Two Banjo-Kazooie T- ee WY , photo. Looks nice on the west coast him. (Especially with those ears — 
Shirts that ‘Little’ Jes Bickham ~~ } - rn, of Mexico. Better than Bath in late Tim.) Ed 
might just be able to squeeze Ss - We aha, A January, anyway. Ed 
into. If he can get his MASSIVE 
slap through the head hole, of i ‘Few jobs' 

ae Same | am just writing to say ‘thankyou’. 
= ’ Since my little brother has had his 

Correction corner bullet Nintendo 64, he's bought your 
In response to James magazine. Why the ‘thankyou’ then, 

sears cuss Cunt ea: ea oe Golding's letter in you may ask? Well, each month, 
N64/22, it's also when your new issue comes out, 

possible to get an he never seems to have quite 
I'd just like to 2e ols als (Le fener F feeeE accuracy rating of enough money for a copy so, in 
ioe GRE bce See heel MBC LLE over 100% in return for a little extra pocket 
iie( are 
everyone kno 
but a Styr 

GoldenEye by using 
something like a 

cma ete Magnum. All you have 
ram ; t Moola Mam aat to do is be lucky 
Jon Davies, Wallingford cl enough to shoot 

5 De through one enemy 
bn Ee) mh fe inlo)0F-4a and hit a second with 

TS gee the same bullet. My 
best is 400% on the 
Train level but, | reckon, 
600% is probably 
possible. Anyway, that's 
all. Goodbye 
Greg Lamb, Top Secret 
Bunker 

money, he offers to do some 
‘small jobs’ for me. You know 
the kind of thing: cleaning the 

car, tidying the house, washing my 
dirty socks. 

The best job, however, had to 
be when | dropped my chain down 
the toilet and, for a fiver, he 
agreed to retrieve it for me. 

Anyway, thanks N64. | hope you're 
around for a while. Because jobs 
need doing, you know... 
Alex Willerton, Grimsby 

Hmm. Yes. Ed 

The worst bit about this, of course, is 

the fact that you were wearing a 
chain. Rather like Del Boy might. 
Or ‘Big’ Ron Atkinson. And, 

somehow, a fiver just doesn't 
seem enough. Ed 

Believe me, 600% is all too 
possible. Martin worked that 

, a out during a long, hard night 

RU EME ote of killing. Ed 

James Potte, Edgware 



‘Celebrity 
masks’ 
What's going on over at N64? Are 
you wearing celebrity masks or 
something? First of all, there was Jes 
looking like that bloke from Aqua, 
then there's Tim looking like Michael 

64. Sorry | didn't take a photo, but 
my camera's broken. 
Susannah Gill, Cleveland 

A prime piece of Rare in-jokery, 
there. Those crazy funsters. Who said 
they never smile and will machine 
gun you to death if you find out 
about their secret projects? Oh, we 
did. Ed 

a 

‘Buying games’ 
The logic of some games companies 
is utterly beyond me. During the 
summer, | had enough money to buy 
several games, but the choice on 
offer was hopeless except for the 
excellent Banjo-Kazooie and 
Mystical Ninja. | ended up buying 
games like Forsaken and San 
Francisco Rush which, at best, can 
only be described as above average. 
Then, in the run-up to Christmas, 
every games company in the world 
decided to release its games in the 
vain hope they would be able to 

compete with 
Zelda 64 and 

Owen and now there's James looking 
like Martin Clunes from Men 
Behaving Badly. Whatever next, 
Andrea looking like Pamela 
Anderson? 
Sam Walker, West Malvern 

We were thinking more along the 
lines of Bella Emberg, actually. But, 

yes, N64 does seem to be home to a 
number of top quality look-a-likes. “ Turok 2. 
In fact, Tim has been stopped WY Surely games 
quite a few times in Bath by \ like Body 
excitable girls. | haven't. Harvest and 
Though, one N64 reader did Space 
say that | had a “stupid station 
nose” which is, you know, Silicon 
something to be going on Valley 

would sell more 
when coming up against the 

likes of Wetrix? Yes, Silicon 
Valley is a good game, but no 
one's going to buy it over Ze/da 
64, are they? As far as | can see, 
the smaller games companies 
were shooting themselves in 
the foot. 
John Asquith, e-mail 

with. Ed 

‘Signed poster’ 
| bought Banjo-Kazooie recently and, 
in Rusty Bucket Bay, through the 
porthole going into the room with 
the bunkbeds, at the bottom left bed, 
I've discovered there's a signed poster 
of Berri from Twelve Tales: Conker 

SCHOOL'S OUT 
| don't know about you, but my memories of school lessons are gazing out 
of the window bored out of my head. School was never as interesting as 
video games are. So, why not bring video games to school? How about 
making an RPG adventure where you delve into the daily routine of historical 
figures, like Henry VIII. This RPG world could be populated by historically 
accurate buildings and the people you talk to could be dressed in accurate 
period clothing. Later on, perhaps you could fly a jet plane to a designated 
destination, guiding it through skyscrapers whilst having to solve a series of 
mathematical problems. You could even stop off and see how famous 

ITY YON] San a teen 

Christmas is 
traditionally 
the busiest 
time for 
videogames. 
More 
machines are 
sold so, 
subsequently, 
more games 
are going to 
‘shift’. If you 
chance your 
arm ata 
Chrimbo 
debut and 
come out 
smelling of = sen 
roses (read: Tomb Raider) 
you'll be raking in the millions 
forever after (and give yourself an 
excuse for a couple of marginally 
different sequels too). That's why 
Silicon Valley and Body Harvest came 
out this past Christmas. But, there 
does seem to have been a certain 
lack of foresight, as you point out. 
Not least because this 
Christmas had Zelda. ai 
And when you've got 

So ay a 

The Greatest Videogame In The 
World™ waiting for you down at EB, 
why would you want to settle for 
anything less? Hence the reason, we 
rather suspect, that both Silicon 
Valley and Body Harvest — but, 
particularly Body Harvest, for which 

there were big hopes — 
haven't come 

within a 
country 

mile 
of 
the 

SMalAsd H30VS ¢ CHVOE VON « ZIND ¢ SHALIFI KG aT Wi A Gn 

a 
buildings — like the Empire States or something — came into being. 
Richard Paine, Thetford 

A school-'em-up, eh? Doesn't sound like the kind of thing that would have 
the punters frothing down their blazers at. Maybe if you could slaughter 
Henry Vill with a 16th century Cerebral Bore, or disembowel Shakespeare 
Turok 2-style before he writes anything else. Er, perhaps. Ed 

Send your ideas for games you want to see to: 
Dream On, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. ze 
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Top 30 All Format chart. Still, come 
the next lean period, at least there'll 
be something better than San 
Francisco Rush. Ed 

‘Similarities’ 
After playing (and completing) Holy 
Magic Century, I've noticed some 

interesting similarities between HMC 
and Zelda 64. Firstly, Link’s horse is 
called Epona, right? Well, in HMC, the 

wizard who defeated The Evil before 
Ayron arrived on the scene is called 
Epona too. Then, looking through the 
first part of your Ze/da review, | 
noticed that the elves in Kokiri Forest 
are called the Kobold, while in HMC's 

first forest stage, there's a 
type of Power Rangers- 
style monster also called 
the Kobold. Oh, and 
there's something else too: 
HMC is set in Celtland, 
and there's an album by 
Enya called ‘The Celts’. 
And one of the tracks is 
called ‘Epona’. 
Coincidence... or something 
more...? 

Antony Wilkins, 
Dartford 

Bizarre. And alittle “~~ 
bit frightening too, if the truth 
be told. Look out for ‘Orinoco 
Flow' featuring on the Super 
Mario 64 2 soundtrack. Or 
maybe not. Ed 

‘Too much’ 
How do you know when you 
are playing your N64 too 
much and losing touch with 

reality? One sign is when, instead of 
singing or whistling the current top 
pop platter in the hit parade, you find 
yourself doing this to the music from 
N64 games. Diddy Kong Racing seems 
to be the main culprit, here. Another 

sign is when you see a CCTV camera 
whilst walking the streets and think, 
“Hmm, I'd better shoot that before 
they see me”. I'm looking forward to 
getting hold of a copy of Turok 2, but 
| dread to think what the side effects 
might be. 
Matthew Prior, Norwich 

“Hmm. She's moving at about, 
ooooh, a couple of miles an hour. | 
wonder whether | could still get a 
lock on if | had the Cerebral Bore.” 
We know because we've thought 
about it. Oh, and no, it wouldn't be 
possible. But that bloke standing on 
the street corner... Ed 

I'm a huge fan of Xenia: 
Warrior Princess and a 
game of the TV series has 
cropped up in your Ultra 
Release list. Can you tell 
me anything more about it 
and when it might be 
coming out? 

4 
retard 

1. How much is the 4Mb 
Expansion pak? 

2. Are Shadowman and 
Resident Evil fairly 
similar? 
ROUX 
Impossible 2 coming out? 
Paul McDonnell, 
Ter ETT 

1. Are there any plans for 
Tt her deg 
2. And DKR 2? 
Alex Casey, Poole 

Are there going to be any 
Rugby League or Rugby 
Union games on the N64? 
Kirk Salisbury, Hull 

See) elem ol aL 
you've got ISS64? 
Paul Murphy, Liverpool 
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Cash in hand. No Aaa Bay 
questions asked. vt BRGES 
Well, some... =5SO a 

t gets tougher and tougher So, we've upped the ante a 
this quiz lark, doesn't it? And __ little with this quiz and you'll find 
so it should! 50 quid isn't to the questions even tougher than 
be sniffed at like an open ever. But, once you've got the 

sewer. It should be admired, tried answers, scribble them down and 
for and then cherished. send them our way. 

1 Rogue Squadron is a co-development between LucasArts and which other 
developer? 

What do the Terrance and Phillip dolls do in South Park? 

Which review this month had the Japanese name, Choro Q 64? 

Why are Nightmare Creatures’ creatures nightmarish? Because they, a) are 
foul beasts of the night, or b) they were a nightmare to make. 

What is Micro Machines’ full name on the N64? 

x ~ 
Which member of the N64 team does Michael Owen look like? 

Ab omy! c ss 
What did the original Chameleon Twist receive when it was reviewed in BR ee hi 
N64? ee 

What is Level 5 in Turok 2 called? 

co [co[sje|en|e|eo|rs 
Name the character from Metroid that appears in Smash Bros? 

Who wanted the Silver Gauntlets in The Legend of Zelda? 

HOW TO ENTER It's as easy as falling down a mine shaft and 
being rescued by the Famous Five. 

Good Golly Quiz Folly: Feb of Deceit 
N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. 

Rules 
1. The closing date for this compo is February 31st 1999. 
2. Employees of Future Publishing are not permitted entry. They have trainers on. 
3. The bloke on the corner selling the Big Issue will pick an entry. 
4. Prize-wise, try this on for size! Um, it's pounds sterling, see? 
5. You gotta reeeeeeal purdy mouth, boy. 

mT @ N64 Quiz zie" 
1 

2 

3. 

4 

5 

Matthew Stubbs from Bradford 

10. 

Good, no? Oh, and you'll probably be wanting this too... 

Name Address 

Postcode N64/25 



GOLDENEYE 007 

| can't see what all the fuss is about. 
GoldenEye has got good graphics and 
good sound, but it's way too difficult 
to get the cheats, and 00 Agent mode 
is impossible. They should have made 
it so that you could do the cheats on 
the D-pad if you can't get them in the 
game. 

The multiplayer mode is supposed 
to be great but | think it’s boring. 
Whoever gets the best weapon wins, 
so if you pick up pistols or machine 
guns when there are grenade 
launchers or RCP90s lying around you 
can't win. Why bother? Mario Kart is 
a better multiplayer game and Zelda is 
just better full stop. 
Leigh Madden, Hull 

S Issue 25 

IGGY'S RECKIN’ BALLS 

kicking in issue 19 but it's one of my 
best games. | got it cheap second 
hand and | haven't been able to stop 
playing it ever since because it's the 
best four player game EVER!!! Once 

tight and exciting. Okay, so the 

reason not to like it!! 
If you thought Link looked like a 

pixie and you were scared of pixies 

mark? Thought not. 
Jason McCreadie, Liverpool 

You gave /ggy’s Reckin Balls a proper 

you get good at it the races are really 

characters look like turds, but that's no 

would you have given Ze/da a rubbish 

Telling it like it is - the 
reader reviews page. 

ave you ever taken 
exception to a review 
you've read, and just 
wished you had the 

opportunity to make your own 
opinions known to thousands of 
N64 readers around the world? 
Welcome to the page where you 
get the chance to redress the 
balance. 

It could be that you just want to 
let everyone know how much you 
adore Zelda, or how bad your 
nightmares were after an intensive 
session on Turok 2. Maybe Japanese 
culture is your thing, and you'd like 

WCW VS NWO wortp tour 

This game is something of a must-rent 
for multiplayer fans. Frankly the single 
player game looks like it was tacked 
on as an afterthought but you can 
almost forgive this when you find 
three more human players. 

The control system might be 
simplistic but it allows players to pull 
off moves quickly and consistently 
with almost any wrestler. The blocking 
system is well balanced as it prevents 
button-mashing punches while still 
allowing an opponent to grapple. 

The graphics and sound are 
nothing special, but for gratuitous 
comedy violence and multiplayer fun, 
this is the game to get. 
David Walford, Wantage 

to make it clear which mah jong 
game offers the most authentic 
experience. 

Whatever floats your boat. Write 
a review about whatever N64 game 
you love, hate or cherish, and try and 
do it in about 100 words. And make 
sure you remember to include a score 
at the end, otherwise Andrea's 
computer will crash. Jot down your 
thoughts and opinions and send 
them to: 
Reader Reviews, N64 Magazine, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 
BA1 2BW 

E-mail: N64@futurenet.co.uk 

This is the original 3D platform game 
and it's still the best by miles. The way 
you can do so many different stunts 
and tricks means you can tackle all the 
problems and obstacles in loads of 
different ways. You can take it slowly 
and carefully, or you can run around 
like a nutter, or you can show off and 
do sliding backflips and cartwheels. 

If anyone ever tells you Banjo is 
better, you should kick them in the 
soft bits. Banjo is all mouth and no 
trousers. Banjo is what Mario would 
have been if Mazza had been dropped 
on his head as a baby. 
lain Richmond, Witham 

Send your reviews ti Write you are!, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. 
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We reviewed The Legend of 
Zelda in issues 23 and 24 and 

this is what we concluded: 

j 
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r » You'mpe abot 
87 years old when you 
finally find everything 
in Zelda. So allow us to 
give you a head start... 

here's an awful lot to do in The Legend of 
Zelda: Ocarina of Time, quite apart from 
travelling through time, slaying dragons, 
rescuing princesses and generally saving the 

world. For a start, you're going to need a frighteningly 
comprehensive inventory and plenty of high-class 
weaponry. And - get this! - we're going to show you 
where to find all that you need, and more, so that 
you'll be wanting for nothing when you finally knock 
on Gannondorf's evil-encrusted front door. Let's get (fo) Dp 
started, then. Go! 

N64 



There are plenty of monsters to bash and bosses to kill, 
and you're going to need plenty of pointy-ended things 
with which to vanquish them all. Luckily, Zelda provides 
offensive items in spades. Here they are. 

= WE APD Ni RY ETT aoe 

Link's first taste of projectile weaponry, a glorified — if essential — catapult. 
It can be found inside the Deku Tree — enter the door on the first floor, 
past the chest by the vine-wall. Defeat the Deku Scrub inside and the 
Slingshot's in the room beyond. 
Used for: Shooting beasts (young Link only). 

Before you 
can carry 
or throw 
bombs — of 
either the 
flower or 
by-the-bag 
variety — 
you'll need 
the Goron 
Bracelet. Once you've 
charmed Durania, King of 

SES Link's trusty 
ZacGhomnwa boomerang is 

& found ina 

the Gorons, with Saria’s Ee sr nee 5 the 
Song (as Young Link), he'll : ee Peart Lord 
give it to you. And then... bombs away! ‘ a Jabu-Jabu's 
Used for: Finding secret entrances and grottos, Fa innards. You'll 
killing Beamos and the Dodongo. need to put 

Princess Ruto 
on the switch 

to hold the door open, and then kill all the 
Stingers, before you can get it. 
Used for: Hitting unreachable switches, 
maiming enemies (young Link only). 

Found in the 
Forest Temple, 
in the central 
octagonal 

second floor, 
after the stairs 
where the first }| | - cena Ao 2 a Pie Cs Poe portrait | | td ae 

Bow is capable 
of firing several.different types of arrow, 
bestowed upon Link later in the game. 
Used for: Shooting and activating switches, 
killing from a distance (adult Link only). 

needstobe | 
shot. The Fairy : * ir 

a0: 
| The first instance of specialist Fairy Bow 
ammo. Exploding in a riot of red-hot flame, 
the Fire Arrows are found straight after you've freed the Water Temple 
from Morpha. Stand on the island above and fire an arrow at the rising 
sun, through the two posts ahead. The Fire Arrows will be your reward. 
Used for: Lighting torches, toasting monsters (adult Link only). 

The blue- 
tiful (ha!) 

Ice Arrows 

are your 
reward for The truly wondrous Light 

braving, Arrows are forged from 
and goodness itself, and are 
successfully instrumental in the final 
completing, battle with Gannondorf. 
the Gerudo A visit to the 

Training Temple of Time 
Ground. before 
They lie at the centre of the complex, 
within the central maze. Make sure 
you've got at least seven silver keys 
before you get there. 

. Used for: Kicking ice (Oh, stop it - 
Ed) (adult Link only). 

approaching the 
castle for the final showdown will treat you 
to a momentous cut scene and the arrows 
“themselves — they're a gift from someone... 
Used for: Immobilising the black-hearted 
Gannondorf (adult Link only). 
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The Megaton Hammer is 
found in the Fire Temple, 
accessed through the Death 
Mountain Crater. It's right at 
the top of the Temple, on the 
fifth floor, at the top of a 
spiral staircase. Leaving ground-shaking shockwaves behind it, 
this mighty weapon requires both hands to wield it. It's the only 
thing that can harm the dragon Volvagia. 
Used for: Hitting rusted switches, destroying boulders, killing 
Volvagia (adult Link only). 

These marvellous 
explosive mechanised 
mice are actually mobile 
bombs — place one on 
the ground, and it'll 
travel, even up walls, 
until it hits a target. 
They can be bought, 

after nightfall, from a shop in the back-alleys of Hyrule 
Market, and crop up later in the game in various chests. 
Used for: Destroying/activating out of reach objects. 

Master Sword 
Incontestably 

The ee oe ees 
eae St aaa ao Link's 

Hookshot, ¥ greatest ally. 
used both You get 

oa A to use 
weapon the 
and a ty F Master 
climbing oy eather hom Sword 
device, is aM ae when 

one of Link's most invaluable tools in mam §=you've pulled it from the 
Ocarina of Time. Once you're the stone in the Temple of m4 
older Link, go to the Graveyard, pull Time, after you've collected ge 
back the tombstone on the far left the three Spiritual Stones. 
and drop into the grave. Race Once you can pull the 
Dampe the Gravekeeper's spirit and, spin attack off ORs 

if you win, he'll give you the Hookshot. Nice. It's the only ua tices you'll be in 
weapon that can be used underwater, too. ee 
Used for: Climbing and bridging gaps, skewering Used for: Slaughtering 
submerged enemies (adult Link only). eS Bipseitniey 

Ct 
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How about buying this knife for 
Pan trad 

Essentially just an extended 
version of the Hookshot, the 
Longshot.has a far greater 
range, and can be used over 
much greater distances. It's 
found in the Water Temple, 

on the third floor, in the room immediately beyond 
where you'll fight the evil Mirror Link. 
Used for: Scaling distances that the Hookshot can't, 
defeating Morpha (adult Link only). 

The Giant's Knife, a huge, 
two-handed sword, can be 

“obtained from a large native 
of Goron City — if you're adult 
Link = for a costly 200 
Rupees. It's twice as powerful 

Master Sword, but it's 
: last very long... 

for the real article, OW TO... Get Biggoron's Sword’. 
Used for: Killing things. Until i it Link only). 



There are six Great 
Fairies secreted 
Ell Mahe LeU = OTHER EQUIPMENT 

You won't be able to rescue Zelda by virtue of your arsenal alone, though — 
there's a whole bunch of other, equally essential equipment that you'll need to 
succeed in your quest. Here's what they are, and where you'll find them. 

a a 

Te WEL 

You'll receive two Ocarinas during the 
game; the Fairy Ocarina from Saria, 
when you first leave Kokiri Woods, and 

the Ocarina of Time, which Zelda throws 
into the castle moat when Link's 

When you get to the Desert Coloss: JB 
find a dried-up oasis. Playing the Song of Storms will fill it, making it a Fairy 
Fountain that'll heal your wounds. The great Fairy can be found directly opposite; 
by some palm trees, where there's a crack in the wall - bomb it (again) to get to 
the Great Fairy. Nayru’s Love is your prize, this time, a protective magical shell 
that will nullify all damage taken for a couple of minutes. It’s essential against 
the Iron Knuckles and nasty old Gannondorf himself. 

Raed 
ce 

nightmare becomes terrifying reality — 
just before you get to the Temple of 
Time with the three Spiritual Stones. 
Used for: Playing songs (that, variously, 
cause the sun to rise, warp you to 
different locations, summon horses, 
freeze undead, and lots more...). 

DIN’S FIRE! 

When sneaking up to Hyrule Castle as young Link, just beyond the gates you'll 
see a small dead-end alley with a huge boulder in it. Using a bomb (which can be 
Co) eel Mim Clee 1S ae eh Ae Ee Ce Cee Gol Mol et elo gol | 
Pelee 9 lol ae eee em eee el 
particular cackling crone will give you the flamin’ great (ha!) Din’s Fire. You can 
set this spell to one of the C buttons, and, when used, a destructive umbrella of 
fire will expand around our hero. Chuffin’ superb. 

When you enter 
the Spirit 
Temple for the 
first time, you'll 
have to do so as 
young Link, 
crawling 
through the tiny tunnel. Nabooru, Queen of the Gerudo, 
will be there, and she'll request that you find her Silver 
Gauntlets. They're squirrelled away on the third floor, guarded by an Iron Knuckle. 
Used for: Moving the huge stone block that bars entrance to adui , 
Spirit Temple. 

| Le 

There's no way you'll get iui the Shadow Temple without this. As adult Link, 
you'll find Kakariko village in flames at one point, being ravaged by a demon from the 

_ well. need to learn the Song of Storms from the man in the windmill, return there 
as young Link, play the song (to drain the well) then venture down the well - the mini- 
dungeon down there holds the Lens of Truth. 
Used for: Seeing hidden rooms and passages, avoiding traps and pitfalls. 

re ee us 

This natty blue tunic enables Link to breathe underwater. Using the blue firé 
you can bottle in the Ice Cavern, to the left of where Lord Jabu-Jabu once rested), 
thaw out King Zora and he'll grant you the Zora Tunic, which you'll need to get 
through the Water Temple at Lake Hylia. 
Used for: Surviving underwater (adult Link only). 

if ET 

The Gold Gauntlets are the next step up from the Silver Gauntlets, and 
enable yout to lift correspondingly heavier objects. You can only get 
them at the end of the game, when you're clearing the barriers from 
Ganon's Tower. They're in the Shadow Temple chamber. To get them, 
though, you'll need the Longshot, Fire arrows and Lens of Truth. 
Used for: Moving the blockage from the Great Fairy Fountain 
outside Gannondorfs castle; and removing similar blockages from the 
entrance to the Light Chamber and inside the Fire chamber. 

You'll soon find your trusty Deku Shield in dire need of replacement, as its wooden 
nature makes it rather combustible fodder for the hotter areas of Hyrule. You can buy 
the nattily-sheened Hylian Shield rn the market, or have a-hunt around in the 
Graveyard for one.. 
Used for: Defending yourself ftom ‘big-toothed’monsters. 



of whom will bestow some kind of magical gift on Link, so, 
they're undoubtedly useful, empowering Link massively. But 
they're also a bit, well, mad, pouting and stretching like a 

At Zora’s Domain, where the bloated fishiness of Lord Jabu-Jabu rests, you'll 
find a small landmass in the top right corner, with a cave blocked by loads of 
boulders. Once again, bomb them to dust and inside another Fairy will be 
waiting. This particular madwoman has the secret of Farore’s Wind, a limited 
teleportation spell. Once again, set it to C, and its glowing green loveliness will 
allow you to set a ‘waypoint’ within a dungeon, that can be warped to from 
Ce et meee eae le (eee 

aa Chane 
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Inside the sweltering Death Mountain Crater (you'll need the Goron Tunic to 
survive), there’s a passageway, high up on the walls, blocked by — you guessed 
it - some boulders. This time, use the Megaton Hammer to pulverise them, and 
enter at leisure. This Fairy will extend Link's magic meter, so you don’t have to 
worry too much about over-using the Lens of Truth, or the Fire Arrows, or 
anything else magic related. You won't stand a chance against Gannondorf 
unless your magic meter is fully charged... 

OA AMER aad PACs Ame apnea a A a 
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This heavy footwear — providing necessary underwater, ballast = can be found in the 
Ice Cavern. In the room with the huge ice-scythe in the middle, melt the red ice with 
blue fire and go through to the room with the sliding blocks. Solve the puzzle and 
you'll be able to get through to the Iron Boots, which are guarded by a white Wolfos. 
Used for: Walking underwater, reaching unreachable depths (adult Link only). 

veovevwvvey Rr nenaaa) 
sour pa f CA 

Another piece of kit that The 
you won't be able to get reflective 
through the Shadow Temple loveliness 
without. Or the Spirit of the 
Temple, in fact. Allowing Mirror 
you to walk on water, or Shield can 
quicksand, or, indeed, to run only be 
over thin air for precious obtained 
seconds, the boots can be fairly. late in the game, 
found towards the entrance 
of the Shadow Temple. In 
the room with the huge 
Stone Bird. Use the Lens of 
Truth to find the fake wall, 
and carry on through two 
more rooms to get the 

Gerudo's trust and 

floor of the Temple, 

Hover Boots. 
Used for: Walking on air 
(adult Link only). 

when you've gained the 

entered the Spirit’ Temple. 
You'll find it on the third 

which is reached via the 
second floor room with the huge Colossus statue in it, 
and it’s your prize for defeating the Iron Knuckle. pre 
Used for: Reflecting light, defeating Twinrova, and 
general protection (adult Link only). 

young Joan Collins having a bad hair day. But bear with ‘em, 
eh? Once inside their lairs, stand on the Triforce symbol and 
play Zelda's Lullaby to summon them. 

The first Great Fairy lives at the summit of Death Mountain. If you venture 
there as young Link, you'll be greeted by the helpful owl - to his left is the 
entrance to the scalding Death Mountain Crater, and to his right is an odd- 
looking section of wall. Bomb it and enter — inside you'll find your first Fairy, 
who'll grant you the spin attack. Holding down B to charge it up will result in 
a flaming circle of sword-spinning death-dealing. A quick twirl of the analogue 
stick and a stab of B will produce a more immediate but less powerful swipe. 
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More Gannondorf-insurance. You're going to need the Gold Gauntlets to find 
this Fairy (they're inside Ganon’s Castle, in the Shadow Temple chamber) - 
she’s hiding behind the huge granite obstruction where the Fairy that gave 
you Din’s Fire once was. With the Gold Gauntlets, it’s possible to lift this huge 
stone and throw it aside like a toy. The final Great Fairy, inside, will 
supercharge your health, meaning that you'll take approximately half the 
damage you normally would. And you'll need it... 

Te 
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Without this, the frying-pan-style pressure 
cookers that are Death Mountain Crater and Fire 

you to a crisp. Fortunately, the tunic can be found in the nearby 

ly Durania’s son — will award you the Goron tunic. Nice, eh? 
flesh-stripping heat, looking dapper (adult Link only) 

Whilst not 
an item 
that you 
really, 
really 
must 
have, the 

Stone of Agony is a terribly 
helpful little chap. Similar in 
concept to the Lens of Truth, 
the Stone will make your 
Rumble Pak wobble when 
you're near something 

a secret, The only way to get it 
is to collect 20 Gold Skulltula tokens and enter the 
House of Skulltula — one of the rescued children will 

t with the Ston: 
Used for: Detecting hidden objects, grottos, and 
generally secret things. _ 
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Biggoron's hefty weapon is Ocarina of 
Time's tastiest sword. A two-handed 
affair, you'll not be able to use your 

\ shield with it, but it'll smite the 
| mightiest of foes as it does twice 

\ the damage of the not- 
. inconsiderable Master Sword. 

However, there's a very long 
and protracted series of 
trades and errands that 
you'll have to go through 
before you can claim the 
blade as your own, and 
you can only do this as 
adult Link. And here's 
what you do... 

COJIRO & 

ymewhere in the Lost Woods is the Cucco woman's brother. She wants you 
to deliver Cojiro to him. Simply head left from the first ‘room’ in the Lost 
Woods to find him, where he's sitting grumpily against a tree stump. 
Showing him the blue loveliness of Cojiro immediately cheers him up, and he 
gives you a Mushroom to take to the Potion Shop in Kakariko Village. 

lazy owner ‘of Lon Lon ranch, is asleep in one of Kakariko pis houses. 7 
the feathery mini-chicken out in front of him; it'll crow, waking him up, Take 
Cucco back to the girl and she'll give yousCojiro, a special blue Cucco. — 

Bp es ovewwsee ame BT ceeeveeevee ew etueeve eevee nnvee 
4 if rd 

What In (irnation? 

{ A ih 

ae MUSHROOM STEP 4: POTION 
But what's this? He’s nowhere to be found! In his place is a young Kokiri girl, Zoom back to Kakariko village, go to the Potion Shop and talk to the old hag 

(who appears to be the bloke in the Lost Woods — and therefore the Cucco girl's who explains that anyone who stays in the woods for any length of time 
— mother). Give her the Mushroom and she'll process it into a potion. Take it becomes a Stalf6s. Brandish the potion at her and she'll demand that you 
back into the Lost Woods to give it to her son. give it to her - do so, and you'll receive the Poacher's Saw in return. 



ee 
From the Lost Woods, it’s time to head to Gerudo Valley. Just beyond the 
bridge that leads into the Gerudo’s domain (which, depending on where you 
are in the game, will be either broken — use the Hookshot or jump over the 
gap on Epona - or, um, fixed) you'll find a small enclave of carpenters. The 
Saw belongs to the rather plump head carpenter — give it to him and a 
broken Goron Sword will be yours in return. 

ae 
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nC a eC? aded the Poacher's Saw 
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Take the frog to the dotty old professor who lives beside lake Hylia — but be 
quick, the frog is perishable and you've only got three minutes to get there. 
Warping won't work, so saddle up Epona. After mistaking the frog for dinner, 
the professor will produce some eye drops. Take them back to Biggoron, 
racing furiously against the four-minute time-limit (again, you can't warp). If, 
as young Link, you planted a magic bean in the dirt at the entrance to the 
Dodongo's cavern, you can use the flying plant for a handy shortcut. 

EL aC) cancel ae oe.) 
Magazine and The 
Legend of Zelda? 

BI ya 

, Ocarina of Time is a truly vast game. So vast, in 
A fact, that a complete walkthrough would reach 

to the moon and back 3.65 times. If it was in 
Niel p Valeo ln leee CNL 

Anyway, alongside our usual page, we'll 
be running a special Zelda-specific Readers’ 
Tips section, giving you the chance to show 
Celie ole ar 4a (ee allude home Ue acm ata 
every N64 reader in the World. Be it 
something quirky, something unusual, 

EC ms en om Ce] 
you that we've got plenty 
of things in store for The 
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina 
of Time. It is, after all, the 
Pej em ue aureus + 
aire Umm Tele} 
has ever seen. So we just 
tetany Telco tera Lr tenn Co 
going to be doing in upcoming 
issues — and we need your help to 
do it. There's stuff to be won, so 
get scribbling... 

send it in. There'll be a prize for the best... 

Send your tips to: 

“Readers’ Zelda Tips", N64 Magazine, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 

something secret or something just plain helpful, 

GORON SWORD 
Who'd want a broken Goron Sword, then? Well, probably a Goron. Head 
right up to the summit of Death Mountain, and, just to the right of the 
entrance to the crater, an absolutely massive Goron will unfurl himself. His 
name is Biggoron, and he's a Goron blacksmith. He'll repair the sword — but 
he's got sore eyes, and needs something to soothe them. He'll give you a 
prescription to take to King Zora, who'll give you the ‘Eyeball’ Frog. 

The eye drops will do the trick, allowing poor Biggoron to see properly again, 
and he'll set about mending the sword. Unfortunately, this is going to take 
some time — he'll give you a claim check, with which you can claim the 
sword, and ask you to return later, when he's finished the sword. Use the 
ever-so-handy Song of the Sun to make a few days pass quickly, go back to 
Biggoron with the claim check and — yes! 
yours to keep. Nice, eh? 

There's so much to see and do in Ocarina 
of Time that it was impossible to list it all 
in our review, but, nonetheless, we've all 
still got our favourite bits, Wil’s obsession 
with chickens notwithstanding. Jes, for 
instance, can’t get enough of the 
physics-knackering twisted corridor in 
Forest Temple, and Andrea just can't stop 
cooing over “that cute young Link”. 

But we want you to tell us about 
your favourite bits of Zelda — write in and 
we'll devote a section of the magazine to 
printing all the things you like best about 
Shigsy’s latest masterpiece. It can be 
anything, no matter how big or small, 
from the sun setting to the whole, epic 
storyline. So, what are you waiting for? 
Get playing and tell us why Zelda's so 
flippin’ great. 

Send your entries to: 

mee ee LCR Ur atlas 
thing", N64 Magazine, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Ets ey Wea) We 

— the mighty Biggoron sword is 

Have you tried using the analogue stick 
when playing the Ocarina? Have you? 
Well, then you'll know you can ‘bend’ 
the notes and create all sorts of your 
Oa lala 

Our third challenge for you is to 
create your own melody, tape it (video 
or audio), scribble down the transcription 
(i.e. what buttons you've pressed), give 
it a name, and send it all to us posthaste. 
Or, you can supply your own 
‘interpretation’ of a popular tune, such 
as, oooohh, Billie's ‘Because We Want 
To’ or B*Witched's ‘C'est La Vie’. 

There'll be a prize for the best tune, 
and, says Tim, there'll be something 
Eyelrar- lee] mien mica lapels ome \Vmatl 
Prodigy's ‘Firestarter’. Apparently. 

Send your entries to: 

“SingalongaLink”, N64 Magazine, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 
JG rd hy 
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We reviewed Turok 2 in issue 
21 and this is what Tim had to 

say about it... 

= | Issue 25 
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mh SEEDS OF EVIL 
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And so the second instalment of ata x 
hunking great guide rolls into town, **>.’ 
‘solving your one-player problems ahd. 
helping you to master the multiplayer 

hen there were two. Two 

levels, that is. Two enemy- 

mode... 

infested, weapon-scattered, 
boss-torturing levels. And so, 

ENaC MTL tei tam ato CoM LaLe| 
surprises of the opening four levels, 
we're going to finish the job by 
rounding off the other two. Here. Now. 

Oh, and not only that. We've also 
put together a superb multiplayer guide, 
detailing everything you'd ever need to 
know about whipping your opponents 
to within an inch of their life. But, that's 
enough. Onwards... 
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135 foe MW ol-te 1 al} 
concluding part to our 
comprehensive guide, we 
thought you may like to 
eax ae Lame [10.4 
Ie) eRe gee elt 1e | 
one of our late night 
RIX Io) MgC ML 
weapon to render your foe 
helpless and shoot him 
with the Charge Dart Rifle. 
He'll dance for a bit before 
coming back to life as a 
radioactive version of his 
former self. Top laugh! 
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MISSION OBJECTIVES: 
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5 ¢ Blow up the Master Computer with the 
a bel me y- 10-1 Ot e414 

me I ee 

You can find a 
Level 6 Key 

perched upon a large 

ALIEN WARP PORTAL 

Once the 
four laser 

turrets (later 

rc central column on) have been 

? guarded by two laser fo [Tyger BUT 
Le fe vi turrets at the back of | forcefields 

4 Fe oo well Me limite) Ceo Mell Re 
og: eM gue ea cao the other 

doors. One of 
them contains 
the Alien Warp 
Portal. 

; H one of the other 
rooms to raise the 
platforms first. 
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ovo 

WARP PORTAL 
ACTIVATOR en S KEY 

Uy) 
second # 
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sesfhite aes Tale) Ri 
ii @ tye (3 i ao eu to the left of a 

, fe pcre (ccs a Ne uf eetle who 
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WARP PORTAL leet A ht nial EAGLE FEATHER 
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When 
you get 

to the large 
Cee) 
the floating 

Ree fol Tacelgi ky i y 
rd lg ek | 

. to the F 

ig OU ara troll e1e) r th ad 
Ai r Tia Tae 8 ; 7, a 
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ee a Dane Pere i Re peso $30 ys 
" TE A la a! . a a alg 
oa tee hae Sa TAs St =a oie } Get back to the junction and go the 

F é Pema } be corel ele other way to find an Eagle Feather. 
Head back through the level and use it 
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After the save game portal you will come across an ; " 
area with a central column surrounded by water. Get Ey mR TR YI Reed ael eg SO) 

across, look for a right turn and dive into the water. computer terminal with a passage to 
Swim through the passage to find a force field ME AG Renn etc 
generator. Head back through the level to the area with _|_ the final Level 6 Key. 

' Lem Cee Mem CRM L ee em ee oli ZL 
Make your way through the passage to the main 
generator, which is well protected. Shoot the smaller 
generators before turning the gun on the main one. 
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CLL wae 

y | After racing through 
aye) ey lek 

wasteland you'll come to a ee 
passage blocked by more eM E = 
eggs. Get past them to locate ry ant) 
the first of the Embryos. Once 
found enemies will beam into 

| the area, so the best tip is to rush in there and fry the 
| alien with the Flamethrower before legging it outside. 

| SATCHEL CHARGES 
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j y | Mee KY) eee Ce 
4 away near the end of level portal. The 

fourth 
Coty 

ALIEN EMBRYO 2 
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y | The second Embryo is 
Cree ete Xe Lat 

first. Once you're on the slopes 
ac above the ground, take the 
left path and smash open the 
hidden door. Step into the 

| teleporter and cross the wasteland 
to find the second nest. 

We aay BoM ela 
| from the watery area. 

y | p4 The fifth Primagen 
Key of the game can 4 

only be collected when you L 
have the Eye of Truth tile. 
With it you can see the 
platform you need to grab 
the Key. The Leap of Faith 

66 49s \ 
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| ALIEN SetahAs Fey 

found 114 f <a A Pr @ Continue on and step into the transporter to be 
4 CET) ee i 2) F osiiiiae es teleported to an area full of hot lava. Hit the switches 
_ into the 5 : - ; | to access the third and final nest. Use the same tactics as 

cere Rola | eee 3 a i before to complete your mission before heading back to the 
Wace _ , Foe ae ei, WET gee 
We ae] tems, NE ] ie te roa 
| the lie signees 2 tS ; ie RE ter Sm 
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MASTER COMPUTER ad 

eis eee ea a Ee Se ve ae FAA) 

y | Look for some 
| cobwebs to the 
| left ofthe jump tileand » 
Ce oN Le Mal 
teleporter that leads you 
CRUE med oe 
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each of the ee ay 
oll : Re 
columns Bede 
and back 
away to 
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16 The Queen's 
first form of 

attack is her blue 
flare projectiles 
which should be 
avoided. You should 
aim for the arms 
that are firing these 

flares 
while 
circle 
strafing her. 
During the fight the Queen 
will call upon her servants 
to aid her in the attack. Run 
backwards and toast them 
with the flamethrower to 
URS Ta smell Me 14. Vale) 
efficiently. 

For her second attack 
she will emit a shower of 
explosives from her 
abdomen. Keep circle 
Strafing and use a single 
shot gun (Plasma Rifle, 
Shredder, Shotgun etc.) to 
Riel alae 

The third assault will 
come from her front arms. 

99 so 

a va) 

#78 bso 

As she rears up electricity is fired from 
the arms in your direction, causing 
major damage if it hits. You need to 
keep your distance and keep strafing 
at all times while firing the Firestorm 
Cannon at her arms. 

The Queen's last offence involves 
mre Clie ml lem Ul LLeF 

headbutting your body, but you can 
kill her before she gets a chance to do 
this. As soon as she falls after you've 
lem le: ALU) 1 80) 

ae Bel a el ee 
luck you'll destroy her before she gets 
up, but if you don’t manage this then 
you need to keep plenty of space 
between the two of you while aiming 
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In the new room there are 
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Now look up to see 
four power 

eeu emer LL | 
energy to another part 
of the ship. This energy 
is keeping you from 
getting the final 
url EL 
Elm RY le em 1 
Shoot the four conduits 
above this generator 
and then the others to 
collect the key. 
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Cel Tee ol MELA 
the fourth lon 

nnn Capacitor you'll soon 
find the first 
generator. To 

recalibrate it, just co) 
replace the green } 
Coat +) 

| Sore you've collected 

Uy 
Riad 

Pre oy) 
bd Capacitors 

“= (needed to 
recalibrate 
the Power Generators) is easily found. 
Use the fan to collect it. Two more 

eT TMC Rr e a Ae x0 (eM Melee (2 
room. The fourth is suspended above red laser 
beams, so use the button on the control panel to 
sdb Koch F aan Peel ace eit) Mee 

wd 

so far. 
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The fifth lon Capacitor can be 
found above the laser beams with 

LU ie ae Leds after that annoying area 
with the moving platform on a timer. 
There's another one on the lip of a pipe 
em ele Lm Me eel ed 
walkways. Use the small platform to 
get into the pipe and make your way 
eel slo COM Meg ACA eee Ke) 
more lon Capacitors in the ler room 
suspended over another series of laser 
beams, but to get these PRES Lilet s 

Uae ed) ee ity Cr on the lip of a pipe. You can either jump 
up to grab it or use the moving platform for some extra height. Another 

PO ae - two can be found behind closed doors in a room after the long windy tunnel ae i 
aah is 2 pee pntld a ee with the fans. You need to hit the switch in the middle of the room to open A f . 
ener | the right-hand door, then hit the switch in there to ele a ol aoe ; 
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The laa ae om ae two Baer control panels paid chads pe eA a 
surrounded by many enemies. You'll find another one PRE RS ee | 
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tes | | e# course, and to shut it down f § 
ag ; just destroy the small generator. ; 
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N itself is at the end 

| You'll find a Warp | of the left-hand 
Portal Activator to the | passage after the door. 
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We eer gu Lael a shoot the 
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Plant, reached a 16 Ht 
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meena: «neater tees | right to see the 
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*os 8 68 

WARP PORTAL; POWER 
ACTIVATOR | GENERATOR 4 

718 The Warp Portal y | Back 
Activator is on the ric la4 

Olay em eee Url and enter the 
MN ale Mire ee door past the ——,_ 

f ae PENS 
j EY y= ali Se 

| to reach the 
ee Bie) oe ella 
Swap over the Cells to make the 

* lasers harmless, before recalibrating 
it. Another crystal is yours for the 
taking after the teleporter. 
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| MOTHER BOSS 

7 Tee Mee 
energy power-ups 

around the edge of the room, age 
| but if you try to grab them this ALS. 
- early on you'll be set upon by \ » 
WE a ee at ee Le 

tentacles of the boss. If you fa re ae 
can, wait until Mother starts een 

War ad eee) 
MD Ae Mile ae x* 
| Remember playing jump rope 

at school? Well that's the key to 
avoiding those long tentacles. 
Circle strafe constantly in a clockwise 
direction, shooting up at Mother's 
Ee Mee eae Ld 
comes across jump left. The other one 
is a bit trickier to avoid, as you must 

We Me arte Rola aa 
(o) Te -B IM eT eal te ml) 

| cinematic sequence, Mother's strategy changes. Get to the edge of the 
MTs ae Me ce Mes ee Ml a DoT Te Mal ae a rel ee 

should miss you completely, as will Mother when she swings forward, 
but run backwards when she sucks you 
towards her. Aim for her tentacles this time. 
When she starts walking the trick is to keep 

Fe reli ACM Le Yue e Race 
strafe you'll avoid the boulders and those 
worms that she spits out, but you will take 
occasional damage from her sonic blast. Shoot 
up at her head to finish her off for good. 
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y An 
; upgraded 

version of the 
Talon, the War 
Blade is most 
arta eile) 
aiming up at an 

AMA 
can take it off with 
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again! There are 
also bombs that 

| fall from a hatch 
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flying robots that'll 
attack you. 

The Primagen 

[WAR BLADE 

: 2 2 Oy ACU eme LI 
; Primagen Keys are 
foe le te M pm ue) eM ld 
hub level can you confront 

| one blow. You'll find it, along with plenty of 
| other weapons, just before leaving the level. 
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will try to get close to use his claw (which 
| can be avoided by jumping) so stay away 
from him and aim for those small tentacles 
on the back of his neck. When he backs off 
to regenerate his health keep shooting his 

_ head and body to stop him. Once you've 
pounded him enough he'll fly back to his 
control desk for a while. 

i TM ele Ret EXT] LL 
| comprise of flying attacks such as dive 
eed dalek een MRT aT ale od 

as well as his sonic blast and that claw 
again. Aim to hit the claw with a rapid-fire 
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weapon especially when he’s in the air, as 
aiming is difficult at this stage. 
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After using the transporter, 
take the two Red Power Cells 

| from in front of the door and 
| replace them with the Blue ones. 
BCE Rie ORR ewe ee) 
| swap them over to complete your 
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His third attempt to kill you will be 
using all of his previous tricks as well as 
well as trying to send you falling to your 
doom by using his psycho kinetic powers. 
Keep circling him and shoot his head. 
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GENERAL TIPS 

@ Head shots, head shots, head shots. One 
clean shot, even with the crossbow, will take care 
of everyone except Sloth. It’s the only 
guaranteed killing technique, and it will really 
annoy your friends when you just stand there 
absorbing their random shots and then kill them 
with one careful squeeze of the trigger. 

@ To lengthen each match, adjust the available 
weapons to make things more difficult. Just 
Assault Rifles perhaps, or how about no Cerebral 
Bores? 

@ To make the game more exciting, whack the 
player speeds up to maximum. It's a lot more fun. 

@ For an unusual test of skill have each person 
play as a raptor. Could this be the best beat-’em- 
up on the N64? 

@ Memorise the weapon, health, and pick-up 

| WEAPON: 

Crossbow 

MULTIPLAYER 

Charge Dart Rifle 

locations, and remember that it can 
take quite some time before the 
choicest items regenerate. 

@ Keep checking your opponent's 
Xe MM) ea Leo) 
impossible for them. 

@ Grab plenty of ammo at the start 
A Tea Meee kee Male la 
(aelii)eF-1 a 

@ Although teaming up is supposed to be for 
the team blood mode there's nothing to stop two 
combatants from joining forces without anyone 
else knowing, is there? Just make sure you 
double cross him before he backstabs you. 

@ Use corners as cover from enemy fire. 

@ Don’t stay in water for long - your 
manoeuvrability is severely hampered by the old 
H20. 

@ /f you clearly outgun your opponent, and he's 
down to his last scrap of health, then go head-to- 
head for a somewhat easy frag. 

| o> re nef 

you can get away with hiding until everyone’s 
health is low before finishing them off. 

@ The best/only technique for the raptor is to 
get in for some close range combat. Try jumping 
down from above rather than rushing headlong 
towards your opponents, as even strafing can't 
CET eles 

Cer eee em celle oli Le | 
these are great for ambushes! 

@ When playing in a three or four player match 

Assault Rifle. MESS ieee Lil 



Ue eM hE le 
character, and each type requires a 
different battle strategy for best results. 
The all-rounders suit most gaming styles, 
hence they're the characters most people 
tend to go for. 

UTM len eT Oe M ELC Ue) ce) 
heal their own wounds, allowing for a 

Style: ©-)-— 

Endtrail 

A ‘An 3 : 

Adon 

Ay eee] 
ae a 
of health but 
age 1k) 
CesT] 

yer la-w\e let) 
speed means 
Dele) 
Ree 
Eee) 
bre m1) 
to recover for 
a moment. 

HARACTERS 

Sides Hit and run 

more tactical fighting style. And, offering 
Me AC LR a Le 
game, are the Speciality players. 

Experiment with every character - 
don’t just go for the ones with the most 
health - and you'll eventually find one 
that suits your combat style and makes 
you first choice in a team battle. 

Tee Leelee Ee 
common enough cry in the 

ee Rola ita ae ele MEY 
why. Bzzzz! Splat! Splosh! 

TaliSet Aggressive Joshua Fireseed Style <{-)1-¢-1) 

pate a ad 

Campaigner 

REGENERATORS 

Fireborn IVER Tyre 

Fireborn 
regenerates 
health at a 
Ryo) Lat Cle) 
rate until it’s 30 
points above 
the previous 
PE Ld 
Wait in a safe 
place, and then 
eo om al) 
Pere et cele 
than before! 

— 

Bs Baeey 

Gant is protected by a force field, so he takes less 
damage than the other characters. Regenerates 
faster than the Fireborn, and plays very much like 
1G) a 

Ky 5///-earemee 

Yup, that just about concludes our Turok 
2 guide. It's been harsh, sweaty but — by 
gad! — it's been rewarding. So, as we step 
off this information train, we bid farewell 
to Iguana's classic. Or... do we? Well, no 
we don't. There'll be even more soon... 



If you've got a copy of Nintendo's 
basketball Star Game, you've got to 
try this code. First enable the secret 

—y 

SS 
4 

: It will take take you through a series 
: of unrelated screens, but don’t 
: worry, it does work. Return to the 
: main menu, select a preseason 
: game, and choose Leftfield as your 

and enter the following code: 
: Top-C, Bottom-C, Left-C, Right-C, 

Start, Start, A, B, A, R, Z. 

teams by holding down L whilst 
: selecting preseason from the main 
: menu. Then return to the main menu 

At the car select screen press Up on 

Right, Z, Z, Top-C, Bottom-C. 

At the car select screen press Up on 
the D-pad, Down on the D-pad, Z, 
Left on the D-pad, Right on the D- 
pad, Z, Right on the D-pad, Left on 
the D-pad, Z + Down, Up, Z. 

VISIBLE TRACK 
isd 

SUPER TIRES 
Ltd 

SUICIDE MODE 
0O THE DEW 

STUNTS 
RESURRECT IN PLACE 

ae Nill 
GAME TIMER 

Lt Meer od 
FRAME SCALE 

To access the cheat menu, go to the 
setup screen and hold L + R + Z. 
While still holding these, press all 
four of the C-buttons. This will 
enable the cheat menu, but not the 
options within it. To get the cheats 
to work, highlight the one you want 
and type in the appropriate code 
from this list. 

eS issue 25 

the D-pad, Down on the D-pad, Left, 
: Hold Z and Left-C and press Right-C, 

Hold Z and : then hold Z and Right-C and press 
2 BibtaldSsiiveatse Bottom-C : Left-C. 

INVISIBLE TRACK OF! and press: 
BRAKES ©! Top-C, 

SUPER TIRES then hold 
MASS) NORMAL Zand Top- : 

SUICIDE MODE C and : Hold Z + Bottom-C, press Top-C, 
DO THE. DEW 5 press : then hold Z + Top-C and press 
ie ae ee ee Bottom-C. : Bottom-C. 

STUNTS AUS ate ; 
RESURRECT IN PLACE f ‘oo 

LEVITATION OF! ae ee 
cP agli Hee Pas: 

NEW YORK CABS y 
FRAME SCALE 

Press Top-C four times. 

Hold L and R and press Top-C, 
: Bottom-C, Left-C, Right-C. 

Hold L and R and press Z, Z, Z, Z. 

Press R, L, Z, Top-C, Bottom-C, 

: Top-C. 

Hold Z and Left-C and press Right-C, 
; then hold Z and Right-C and press 
: Left-C. 



How do you beat the strike if 
TOTEM Mee oC | 
Employ alien players! 
CN Cel 

EXTRA PLAYERS ‘3 

Thousands of ‘em! Well, sort of. Lots : Ed..... 
and lots anyway. Use the following 
names and passwords to get a 
veritable cornucopia of new footie 
superstars. 

fie Pi 40 ersmeetereey | 
2 | rat ace 

F4 toy aC er ey Tb 4 

TONY a a | Fre Select exhibition mode and choose Driver BBO Ships if . 
Williams. Change his last name to ‘Pyrite’ to —— , a m1 
enable the Gold driver or ‘Chrome’ to enable the . x) 
SY ae leh i ase far ee 

ae La 7 ; 

Change Driver Williams's last name to ‘Vacation’ ape ee 
to get the chance to race around the volcanic 
Hawaii track. WET aha pps >) 

[ 2 
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This month's Top Ten Tips have been a pleasure to choose. We've 
especially enjoyed playing Mario Kart relays — it's an exciting new twist 
on the standard way of racing. So, if you'd like to 
see your name on this page and possibly 
eM EMC LM E Lc) mic m nce s 

oleae Uae ee] acola 

dpe a Mario Kart 
team race simply pair 
up and decide which 
two will go first. Only 
when your partner 

crosses the line can you 

You can back up behind 
the line and start to 
accelerate as they round 
the corner, but you 
mustn’t cross the line 
until they do. 

3 For six extra teams 
complete the league 
mode on level 5. And 
UE eM Ke OM ace) 
a chest-down press B + 

Top-C while the ball is 
in the air. Bonus style. 

(01204 700139) send your tips in today. 

am Ca 

Tes see a slightly new intro 
sequence hold down A or B and 
switch on the console. Wait until 
the DMA figure appears before 

lo) eR ear’ 
with the A and B 
eM ecole Yl Ree) 

ae) ee ae) FS} 
5 Press R, Z, Bottom- 
: CR, Ron the level 
: select screen to get 
: infinite health. That 
BYU WL. Co) ae) 
: lot easier. 

Silicon Valley’s many 
: animals. E.g. by holding 

go, just like a relay race! : 
: tank the turret will 
move up and down. 

A when in the turtle 

6 aCe elm 
down to zero laps and 

: start the race, your fuel 
: lights will flash red but 
Fan ell a dt Cre) moda aT) 
: out for at least another 
H(i a) SEEDY 
: in fuel makes your car 
? go faster and makes it 
? more powerful than a 
: turbo charged Robin 
ae sa a 

v 

To open up a whole new bonus 
level, at the Game Select screen 
press Down, Up, Z, L, Down, Left, 
Z, Down. A sound will confirm that 
the cheat has worked. 

: the house to utilise the 
Reread a 

H 9 Hold the R button 
? as you jump off a truck 
Ae OTe coMe TL 
: two new camera views. 
? One of the truck, and 
Arla em el 
He Lea oT 

10 Find 100 gold 
eT eee-ae WES Cleeel 

He ela Maa OMe eae x) 
? toa brand new 

4 E Aa ed oe bed 
On the character select : Toseeoneofthe best :; Rainbow A 
screen (single or : looking shortcuts in the : Palace. | 
multiplayer) hold L and 
all four C buttons until 
you hear a tone. Now 
you can access all the 
stages including the 
hidden ones! 

= game simply follow 
i these instructions. 
: Select Dragon Cave and 
: play through until you 
: see a house just after 

eM lie xe 10m 
FECT cel ' (em ere ele mel 

Found an interesting cheat, tip, secret bit or quirky thing to do in one of your 
games? Then send it to us immediately! Each month we'll compile a chart of the 
best and if you make it in, we'll send you a rather flash N64 pin badge. If you get 
Lleol MOL ML MULL Me (el moO aol moat: We otal 

Here's my top tip 
It's for [game name]: 

And I've found that if you: 

Send to: Tips Extra, N64 Magazine 
30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW 
If you don’t want to cut up your 
magazine, send a photocopy 

instead, and continue on another bit of 
paper if you run out of room. 
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collect it from you and replace it free of charge. 

FAST DELIVERY SERVICE 
usually within 3 working days for games and accessories In stock. 
FREE BROCHURE - Please call to request one or send a stamped 

addressed savelope (any size). 

DREAMCAST 
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS 

Ask about our Extended Warranties 

ULTRARACER 
Revolutionary mini hand-held 

steering wheel. Great control £22.99 

> 01999 84488) 
NINTENDO SERVICE Technical serces, spares 

packaging, mawas, sot wp ts 01703 628200 
NINTENDO HOTLINE Forplay hints & tps 
01708 652222 

ZELDA ACTION 
FIGURES 
PACK OF THREE 
FIGURES 
(includes ZELDA, 

cil) oe 
N64 & GoldenEye or Mario 64 .. 
N64 & F Zero or Turok 2 or V Rally or Yoshi 
N64 & F1 World G.P. or 1080° or Diddy Kong or ISS98 . 
N64 & Banjo Kazooie or Body Harvest or Wipeout 64... 
N64 & Zelda or Rogue Squadron or WCW/NWO Revenge....£109.99 

Pius get £1 off every Game or Accessory bought at the same time as your new N64 

THE NINTENDO 
SPECIALISTS 

We swop 2nd hand Nintendo games exchange fee from only £7.00 

Please call for details. All 2nd hand games guaranteed for three months 

NINTENDO 64 
1080 SNOWBOARDIN 
ALLSTAR BASEBALL . 
ALLSTAR TENNIS 99. 
BANJO KAZOO 
BLASTCOR 
BODY HARVES) 
BOMBERMAN . 

TETRISPHERE . BUCK BUMBLE 
CHOPPER ATTA( 
CRUISIN WORLI 
DIDDY KONG RACING. 

TOP GEAR RALLY .. 
TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE 

TUROK 2 

F1 WORLD GRAND PRIX & 
MAD KATZ WHEEL. . 

F-ZERO X (Get £2 off an official controller if 
bought at the same time) 33.99 

TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE & 
4MB EXPANSION PAK 

TUROK DINOSAUR HUNTER 

With built in Force pak. True analogue 
Steering, accelerator and brake. 

Memory card slot. £44.99. 

V3 RACING WHEEL 
300 wheel rotation, adjustable wheel positioning, 

unique table-top or under-leg mounting option. 

Programmable fire buttons and separate 
F-ZERO & RUMBLE PAK 
“A 99... 

GOLDENEYE & 
FREE N64 GAME CAS! 

GOLDENEYE & RUMBLE PAK & 
FREE N64 GAME CASE 
64. 

HOLY 
IGGY'S RECKIN BALL! 
INT. SUPERSTAR SOCCER 98 & 

MYSTICAL NINJA.. 
NASCAR 99. 
NAGANO WI 
NBA COURTSIDE. 
NBA JAM 99, 

NFL BLT 
NFL QTR BACK CLUB 98. 
NFL QTR BACK CLUB 99. 
NHL BREAKAWAY 98 

(OLOUR GAMEBOY (PURPLE OR 
CLEAR PURPLE)... 

US NINTENDO 64 
NEW 2nd HAND 

N64 PASSPORT (Uses a code system to play most 
games from any territory) .. 4. 
BANJO KAZOOI 
BODY HARVES 
CLAYFIGHTER .. 
CHOPPER ATTA\ 
DIDDY KONG RACING 

EN IN BLACK (col). 
1ULAN 
EW COLOUR TETRIS (col). 
ICKET BOMBERMAN (col) 

UEST FOR CAMELOT (col) 
UTH PARK... 

MALL SOLDIE! 
PER MARIOLAN 

64. 
]OLDENEYE 

KILLER INSTINCT GOLD.. 
MACE 

MISSION IMPOSSII 
MK MYTHOLOGIES. 
MORTAL KOMBAT 
MYSTICAL NINJA.. 

NFL QTRBACK CLUB 99.. 
NHLPA OLYMPIC GAMES. 
NHL 99 
QUAKI 
QUES’ 
ROBOTRON. 
ROADSTERS 99 

analogue foot pedals. £49.99 

GAMESTER 
STEERING WHEEL 

New Rumble effect. Programmable Foot 

Pedals. No Batteries required.£49.9 

LINK AND GANNON 

£14.99 per pack 
Individual larger figures. 

LINK & GANNON 
£9.99 each 
BENDABLE “LINK” KEYCHAIN 
£4.99 

SOFT CHARACTER TOYS 
They are sooooo cute. 
Available - Banjo with Kazooie, 
Mumbo Jumbo, Yoshi, Donkey 

--[@ Kong, Diddy Kong, Bowser, 
TOP DRIVE 

STEERING WHEEL 
With programmable stick shift and racing 
pedals. Rumble pak compatible. Works on 

N64, PSX & Saturn. £49.99 

CABLES AND CARDS 
Action Replay - Hundreds of built-in 

cheats for all the best games, fully 

programmable memory. Memory Manager 

and smart card slot add fantastic expansion 

feature .... ve £34.99 

Explorer Cheat Card- Blows new games 

wide open, adds life to old games ..£29.99 

Joypad extension cable .... £6.99 

Pair of extension cables .............£11.99 

‘Scart Cable - Improves picture and 

sound quality .. £8.99 

3 phono plugs with 
8.99 

S-VHS Cable - Gives better quality than a 
scart cable but requires SVHS compatible 
TV OF Vid00 ...sssecsssessnsesnsesneeenes O99) 

Scart Converter Cable - Converts TV 
signal, to enable you to play a USA or 

Japanese machine meer 

Scart Lead - with stereo audio ......£9.99 

Official 256k Memory Card £13.99 

256kb Memory Card £6.99 

1MB Memory Card £8.99 

4MB Memory Card.......... £14.99 

8MB Memory Card £18.99 
1SS98 Official Memory Card ......£14.99 

Official Expansion Pack 

Peel RUMBLE PAK 
The Rumble Pak shakes your controller 
during the game play so you can feel 
hits, speed boosts and other sims. 

avr 14,99 
Peeinulbu PAK WITH TWIN SPEED SELECTOR....£9.99 

eee nisuetan WITH FLASHING LIGHT FEATURE ....£9.99 

Peete haiciNo batteries required!) 

BOSE SPARS WITH BUILTIN MEMORY CARDS _ 

| SHOCKWAVE 
| Unique SHOCK SENSOR adds 
1 force feed-back to ALL GAMES 
} Built in 1MB Memory Card. 

| only £22.99 

HINTERACTOR 
|~ FEEL THE FORCE 
This back pack enables you to 

MISCELLANEOUS 
GoldenEye Players Guide 
Zelda Players Guide ... 
Official Mario Kart 64 
Players’ Guide . 

Official Mario 64 Playe: 
Official Quake Players’ Guide 
Official Yoshis Sto 

Wario, Mario, Luigi & Toad £9.99 

BUY ANY 3 TOYS AND GET DONKEY KONG FREE 
ALSO AVAILABLE TALKING CHARACTER 
COLLECTIBLES £12.99 & BABY BEANIES £6.99 

STICKER KITS 
Available - England Flag, 
Gold & Silver 
Also available for PSX. £9.99 

GAME BOOSTER 
PLAY ALL GAMEBOY GAMES ON YOUR NG64 IN FULL SIZE, IN 
COLOUR AND WITH FULL STEREO SOUND SUPPORT £33.99 
GET £2 OFF IF BOUGHT AT THE SAME TIME AS ANY GAME 

LASER POINTERS 
These Lasers are Class 2. This 
classification is stated by the DTI 
as being safe. Projects a visible dot 
over 100 yds. Batteries included. £17.99 

Ask about our Extended Warranties 
COLOURED OFFICIAL 

NINTENDO 64 CONTROLLERS 
Available in blue, green, red, black and yellow 

only £17.99 OR £16.99 FOR 2 0R MORE 
. bought with Wetrix, Snowboard Kids, Lylat Wars and Mario Kart. 

99 
ingest 

Official WWF Warzone Guide 
Official 1080 Snowboarding Guide 
Official Banjo Kazooie Guide . 
N64 Cleaning Ki £9.99 
N64 Passport - Uses a code system to 
enable you to play any ame for an) 

N64 system 
- Doesn't play 

territory on aay 
Adapter (UK/US. 

all games . 
Comms link 
Carry Case f 
Official Deluxe N64 Carry C: 

£24.99 

£19.99 ; @Xperience the blows, kicks and explosions. 

| N64 & PSX Compatible £24.99 
N64 Games Cases (Pack of three)..£5.99 

MULTI-CASE £18.99 
roomy, curable, Pere prcar, lightweight 

vioned interior 

SHARPPAD PRO 64 
Enhanced controller with Auto-Fire and slow motion functions 

only £17.99 

SHARKPAD PRO 64? 
Enhanced controller with Auto-Fire and slow motion functions 

only £22.99 

LeU GUL 8 way digital direction Black, Blue, 
Green, Red and 

Grey 

SUPER PAD 64 only £14.99 
SUPER PAD 64 PLUS 

Auto-Fire and slow motion features and memory slot 
only £17.99 

MAKO PAD 
~ High precision control. Has Auto-Fire, slow motion and memory slot. 

only £14.99 

control, memory card port 

only £12.99 
9am to 9pm Monday, 9am to 8pm Tuesday-Friday, FAX ORDERS ON 

10am to 6.30pm Saturday, 10.30am to 4pm Sunday & Bank Holiday 01993 840750 
Exchange policy on new goods - if you are unhappy with your goods for any reason, simply return them in perfect condition within 3 days 
of receipt by recorded delivery and subject to a fee (10%, minimum £5), we will swap it for another item. We reserve the right to refuse 
exchange if the item is not received back in PERFECT condition. 
Ronn nn 
1 INIA BE Sessa sas saases sa vesee eacecea eo es vant cdnassaas sanaaahapasatagantaazaaciss ADDRESS: 

MANTARAY CONTROLLER 
Clearly superior controllers. Auto-Fire, Turbo. 
Available in Clear Blue, Clear Red, Black & Grey. 

£14.99 

TRIDENT PAD \ 
only. £13.99 alts, aot ; 
TRIDENT PRO PAD ue 
Auto-Fire, slow motion, memory slot. Rumble pak compatible. only £15.99 

CARDHOLDER'S SIGNATURE: ...........:ccccccesseeseessseeseeeseeeseceseseeeeeees Postage is {ree fr all orders shipped within the UK 
Optional NEXT DAY DELIVERY available. £5.00 for 1st item plus £1.00 P&P ie 
for each subsequent item. Overseas postage £3.50 per software “FOTA L 

CASH [_] CHEQUE (/mmediate cheque clearance) [_] POSTALORDER[_] CARD 

ooo #00 DATE: NO: 

PLEASE KEEP COUNTERFOILS IF SENDING POSTAL ORDERS. ONLY SEND CASH IN A RECORDED/REGISTERED ENVELOPE 

caro numer IL ILUOUOOUUOUOOUO0ooo 
CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: EXCITEMENT DIRECT, 1ST FLOOR, STREATFIELD HOUSE, ALVESCOT ROAD, CARTERTON, OXON, OX18 3XZ 

ULTIMATE ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION ( & t 
LTD T/A EXCITEMENT DIRECT LIMITED Scat 4 

EXPIRY 

= . 
Available ee ~~ 

Inevitably some items may not yet be available. Please phone to check availabilty. 
Prices correct at time of going to press. E & OE Ref: N64 



FREE! 4: abe SL te Se 
LINITED EDITION 

ART PRINTS 

ess 
Se : w 

Pen ye 

Tel-O13 230 6007 
OPEN: Mon-Sat 10am-7pm, Sun 12pm-6pm 
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1080 SNOWBOARDING 
BANJO KAZOOIE ...... 
BODY HARVEST.......... 
BUCK BUMBLE . . : : 

CAPCOM GENERATIONS 1, 2, 
COTTON BOOMERANG ................. 
MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH (US VERSION) . . . . 
MARVEL VS STREETFIGHTER Boron Nermataitie 

BEATMANIA 2ND MIX 
BEATMANIA 3RD MIX .........--5055 
CAPCOM GENERATIONS 1, 2, 3, 4,&5 ..- 

3,4, 8&5 cccccsecseeses CALL — apeciexopus 
: s+++++ CALL CARMAGEDDON ........ 

COOL BOARDERS 3..... 
CRASH BANDICOOT 3 ee 

F1 WORLD GP..........- POCKET FIGHTERS .. ee 98 we) Hag 

GlOvER. . Boe eer MEDIEVIL ..... eee FINAL FANTASY 8... asiiassameiaierrc STRIKERS 19452. iia ; 

KNIFE EDGES VAMPIRE SAVIOUR, LO alana sia seeing Neos eae 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE... . X-MEN VS STREETFIGHTER TOGAS SPR Pee ers Siti ree SIO SNe ens ECARD ame eee crates ; 
MORTAL KOMBAT 4. . 
ROGUE SQUADRON ...... 
SILICON VALLEY ......... 
TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE ... 
MUROK'D br aicisiststa laa eee 
WCW VS NWO REVENGE ...... 
IWIPEOUT (G4 forcicisrsin/sis/oieiviv sia. 
V RALLY 64... 

TOMB RAIDER3 ........... oe ober nn a STREETFIGHTER ZERO 3 aiele Tete pialatelstele on 

TS ey C_ SUPER NINTENDO) VARIOUS TITLES - PLEASE CALL FOR LIST 

US VERSION - BACK IN STOCK!! 

BUSHIDO BLADE? .. AB he ee SECRET OF EVERMORE 

AZURE DREAMS ...... : 
BRAVE FENCER MUSASHI 
BREATH OF FIRE3......- 

PEA EME ALUNDRAWEE =. Ga sac DUKE NUKEM: TIME TO KILL... ...... 
FORMULA 198 ...... 00000005 
METAL GEAR SOLID ...... ae 
RIVAL SCHOOLS: LEGION OF HEROES BLUE STINGER .. erica ee aie ie tes nee 

NIOIKAZOO IE MOE oiron ene CALL BRIGANTINE......... ROGUEVIRIP Iaine scroasisininiosdaisecnsnmss 
BODY HARVEST... SER adden AER aN GALL EINACFANTASY:7 0)s..; SPYRO THE DRAGON Stas tee DREAMCAST UNIT (NOV 27TH) «.----. +. +--+ esse seed CALL 

tence eee eee e eens FINAL FANTASY TACTICS . TOMB RAIDER 3 GODZILLA Fetter eee ee eee ee CALL 
GRANSTREAM SAGA . TWISTED METAL 3 JuLy f . CALL 
ARTUR ote itints wetireie:+ 5 TENCHU ... PEN PAN TRIATHLON Seip. mise Rreletsietelare ie tetsieGrniee 

KINGS FIELD 2 ..... SEGA RALIV Oia rn Sete rcan seen ene aid ase OAL 
LUNAR: COMPLETE ........ 0. ceceecee LL, AL LY SONIC ADVENTURE 0.00.0... ssc ccc ccc cece ceeeed CALL 
PARASITE EVE . 

SONIC ADVENTURE ......... 
VIRTUA FIGHTER TEAM BATTLE 

SAGA FRONTIER ...... 
TACTICS OGRE 

NI See Coe ee TALES OF DESTINY - seeee COLOUR GAMEBOY UNIT .........-.-0005 CALL 
Be Rajat: Seow re TAIL CONCERTO ..........- Fete e eee eee’ FINAL FANTASY ADVENTURE ............-.0-00- » CALL 

ROGUE/SQUADRONG ttt: caistarsniastheaiiacsishetralinele sre CALL WILD ARMS . . sees ete eee e eee eee’ FINAL FANTASY LEGEND ...... CALL 
SAN FRANCISCO RUSHI9 osteo icine veeeeee ceases ss GALL MENOGEARS feist srcteyicoteieses tiers FINAL FANTASY LEGEND 2... oa Rae wena 

Sree eee ies ai FINAL FANTASY LEGEND 3 . Haat ncon CALL 
Toot CYERDRIVER cis nae SSRs eae ot POKEMON (RED & BLUE) ... fates CALL 
WIPEQUT GAR etree ene nceuee BURR CESS ONTT TETRIS DX (COLOUR GAMEBOY) ..............+05.. CALL 

Me aaj ercaanssnefo Te CALL WARIO LAND 2 (COLOUR GAMEBOY) ..... IN cet ece CALL WCW VS NWO REVENGE 
ZELDA'G4) cis siclasysie vs . CALL LARGE RANGE OF GAME GUIDEBOOKS AVAILABLE MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE 



He might look |v 
scary, but he's got 7 

all the answers you 
need. Next patient / 

please... 

Dr Kitts, 
I've recently managed to get hold of 
a cheapish copy of Mystical Ninja 
and am working my way through it 
pretty confidently. However, | do 
seem to be having a problem 
making Sasuke a fully fledged 
member of my party. I've got his 
first battery, if that’s any help... 
Steven Dorring, Welling 

Ah, Mystical Ninja. A good little 
game. Especially those hula boys. 

Removing his hands from the neck 
of another patient, Dr Kitts replies: 
This is, admittedly, a bit of an 
obscure puzzle but, really and 
honestly, not all that hard once 
you've got one of the batteries. All 
you have to do is make your way to 
the amazing house in the Back To 
Zazen Town level, which contains a 
massive lake and tree. Get to the top 
of the tree, select Ebisumaru and his 
Wind-Up camera and take a picture 
of the scenery (and hut across the 
way, there). Now — as if by magic - 

Got a gaming query? 

Sasuke becomes a playable member 
: of your party. You can now safely 
: progress and take on the Sasuke- 
i specific puzzles. Next question... 

: Dr Kitts, 
? On 1080° Snowboarding, when you 
: get the Panda boarder, why can't 
: you use him on Trick Attack or 
: anything other than the two-player 
: Versus mode? If you can, how do 
? you do it? 
i James Hunt, Haddesdon 

: Looking a little pale, Dr Kitts sighs 
: to himself: 
: Mmm, seems you've done the hard 

| : part. See, if you've already accessed 
| ; the Panda boarder in Trick Attack, 
? you can just as easily select him in 
: the single player. Just go to the 
: Character Select screen and 
: highlight Rob Haywood. Now press 
: A once and hold Right-C before 
: pressing A again. The only thing you 
: need to remember is to put your 
: initials in over the EAD initials in 
: the High Score tables. And that's : 
: that. Another problem solved by the : 
: magnificent Dr Kitts. 

! Dr Kitts, 
: While | was playing WCW vs NWO 
: in League mode, | came up against a 
: player with no picture for their face 
: and no name. The picture had been 
: replaced by a silhouette of a head 
: and had a question mark on it. 
: However, my game promptly 
: crashed and I've never been able to 

I've got this terrible gaming affliction — it's like this... 

: find the character ; 
: again. Was this a bug in the game, 
: or did | find something special? 
; Monique Peter, East Ham 

i A\ Wrestling. A pastime that requires 
violence. Appealing to me, that. 

: Dr Kitts furrows his brow and some 
: spittle bubbles at his lips: 
: Interesting question, young lady. 
: But, unfortunately, difficult to 
: prescribe a treatment for. By WCW 
: vs NWO, | presume you mean the 
: first game but by League | am 
? unsure of whether you mean the 
WCW, NWO, DOA or IU Leagues, 

: all of which finish off with ‘secret! 
: characters (Diamond Dallas Page, 
: Randy Savage, Wrath and Glacier 

: respectively), which I'm almost 
: certain is what you saw. 

Alternatively, if you've 
: completed all four competitions, 
: you could have been steps away 
: from accessing both Joe Bruiser and 
: Black Widow. Be sure to return to 
: the clinic and let me know whether 

Doesn't matter how small, or how precise, write into Dr Kitts for 
the answer. Detail your problem in the box provided (use a 

separate piece of paper if necessary) and post it off to: 

| was right or not, won't you? 
; Thankyou and onwards... 

: Dr Kitts, 
: | was playing F1 World Grand Prix 
: and racing around Silverstone in a 
: McLaren when something weird 
: happened. | had just completed a 
i lap when | heard a sound I'd never 
: heard before and a ghost car shot 
i past me. But! It wasn't the black 
: and silver McLaren but the old red 
: and white McLaren that Ayrton 
: Senna used to drive and it was FAST. 
: | tried to keep up with it but it was 
: just too quick. Can you tell me what 
: this is? 
: Tim Padwick, Bexhill-on-Sea 

: Smiling, Dr Kitts puts down his copy 
: of ‘Cardio-Vascular Party Time!’: 
: A tremendous question, young man. 
: The kind of questioning |, as a 
: good Doctor, revel in. Sadly, | don't 
: have the prescription in my 
: medicine cabinet. However, | have a 
: good friend at the Video System 
? County Hospital who has the 
: answer for you: “The ghost car 
: which is painted red and white is a 
: hidden feature in the game. The 
: car's driving data is based on the 
i best course record obtained by the 
: F1 World GP development staff. It 
: appears when the player's record is 
: greater than the courses fixed time 
i limit." And there we have it. 
: Another problem solved. 

cut out 
and 
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LNA 
é nly one subject for calls 

to the Hotline this 
month: Zelda. In fact it's 
been a busy Christmas; 

not only did we all have to find time 
to play and finish Zelda, we've had | 
to take a million calls from people — : : ae : Te er eee 
stuck on various parts of : Collecting four heart containers allows Link an extra bar on his life gauge. Along with the eight complete heart containers 
Miyamoto's masterpiece. : you earn for beating the boss at the end of each of game's main dungeons, there are 36 quarter pieces hidden around 

Still, no one's complaining - : the place. If you collect them all, you earn nine extra notches on your life bar, making battles considerably easier. 

Zelda's so good it's even a pleasure 
to help people out with it. Well 

The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 

q@ What you need _— Heart Location What you have to do 
almost — it's a pretty good excuse to : 7 
go back and actually play the game ic Death Mountain Crater Hidden in an arch in the wall (climb down) 
anyway. i Adult, Makie.Bedubeaf Death Mountain Crater Top of the left-hand ash cone 

There's not really enough room “Adult, Magic Beat bea ~\ Death{Mountain Trail Above the doorway to Dodongo's cavern 
on two pages to give you any : Adult, Magic Bean Leaf- Desert Colossus On top of the arch before the temple 
walkthrough type help (the staff at : Child/Adult, Magic Bean Leaf __ Gerudpg@ille Behind the waterfall, up a ladder 
N64 Magazine have probably got Adult, Longsfot ( Walley dak the boxes on the ledges over the river 
that covered as it is). No, instead, we Kdult, Epon aye a < Winithelhomebackiarchenconisa 

d Ke At the top of the thieves hideout in a chest 
thought we'd give you the locations 

of some of the game's : Z : ! 
more important : Ee 0 Light the torches and throw bombs in the vase 

items. Only look: yy I ave Beat Dampe's ghost in less than a minute 
when you're i é Reyard = \. Win the Gravedigging Tour 
stuck, y'hear! yard \\ Above the Magic-Bean Leaf in a crate 

emia ark pec Coa 

h 
F 
y 

Redemiakee (Wit 
‘os | 3 Find the hidden etweg 

of Lake Hylia, A va 

ci Gale sind and Hyrule Sasie i 

bin a room in the‘ce cavern 

Pe A acl ! 
NO 

Fe oF aus P50 Sku 
d/Adult 

qi 
ad 

a 

It, Longshot 

Hult, Gold Scale 

A: 

—_— 2 

u Stick Zora's Domai che 
Zora's Fountai , 1 an iceberg: 

Zora's Fountain fhe lake'sibi 
Zora's River and, wit 
Zora's River I 
Zora's River 

e Song of Storms Zora's River Find the Frog 

Boots, Zora Tunic 

E six "gray note” songs 



You'll win a complete heart at the 
end of each main dungeon (after 
you've beaten the boss). 

Great Deku Tree Beat Gohma 
Dodongo's Cavern _ Beat King 

Dodongo 
Jabu-Jabu's Belly Beat Barinade 
Forest Temple Beat Phantom 

Ganon 
Beat Volvagia 
Beat Morpha 
Beat Bongo 

Bongo 
Beat Twinrova 

Fire temple 
Water Temple 
Shadow Temple 

Spirit Temple 

Cum ae i i 

(oe Taam ote eae lO Coma 
angther Heart Coptalfer. More 
contalhers mean more life energy! 

ee 

Hole 1: Kokiri Forest 
Location: Next to the shop where 
you buy the first Deku Shield. 
Result: Gives you access to a shelf: 
of rupees. 

Hole 2: Lost Woods | 
Location: Follow the tunnels west 
past the field with the single Skull 
Kid. 

Result: Shortcut from one side of 
the area to other. 

Hole 3: Lost Woods II 
Location: In a field southeast of 

the entrance to the Sacred Forest 
Meadow. 
Result: Allows a night time 
journey to a hidden Skulltula. 

Hole 4: Kakariko Graveyard 
Location: Near a row of graves on 
the far left. 
Result: Allows Link a ride to a 
piece of heart (it's hidden in a 
crate). 

Hole 5: Dodongo's Cavern 
Location: Just inside the entrance. 
Result: A ride to the top of Death 
Mountain (collect the piece of 
heart on the way). 

Hole 6: Zora's River 
Location: Next to the Magic Bean 
seller. 
Result: A ride to the entrance of 
Zora's Domain (pick up the heart 
on the platform in the middle area 
of the river). 

Hole 7: Lake Hylia 
Location: To the side of the 

Lakeside Laboratory. 
Result: A ride to the top of the 
lab to find a piece of heart. 

Hole 8: Death Mountain Crater 
Location: In the crater. 
Result: A ride to the top of the 
cones to pick up a piece of heart. 

vf, 
i 

Hole 9: Gerudo Valley 
Location: On the lowest ledge by 
the river on the far side. The dirt 
path is by the maiden and her 
cow. 
Result: A drier way of reaching 
the piece of heart behind the 
waterfall. 

Hole 10: Desert Colossus 
Location: Left of the temple 
entrance. 

Result: A ride around the 
desert — pick up a 
piece of heart on 
top of the arch 
and a Gold 
Skulltula on 
the tall 
dunes at 
night. 

WHAT IS THE 
NINTENDO 
HOTLINE? 
: We're a team of expert games 
: players who use our vast knowledge 
: of all things Nintendo to help 
: gamers in distress. Staff selection is 
: very strict, so you can always be 
: confident that when you talk to a 
: councillor, they are one of the finest 
: games players in the country and the 
: perfect coach for your gaming skills. 

Open seven days a week, 365 
: days of the year, the Hotline deals 
: with over 2,000 calls a day, spread 
: over the various Nintendo platforms. 
: To guarantee that your call will be 

: answered quickly and your problem 
? solved swiftly, we have doubled our 
: staff and increased our weekend 
i? opening hours. 

Call us on 01703 652222 
? (NOT a premium rate number) and 
? pose your game questions. We 
: should be able to provide you with 
: the answers, whether they're 
: directions, cheats, passwords or 
: simple advice. The Hotline is open 
: Monday to Friday 12pm to 8pm, and 
: Saturday and Sunday 10am to 6pm. 

We also have a fully automated 
service allowing you to get 

help on those games even 
into the wee small hours. 

The automated lines will 
provide help with most of 

the biggest release 
titles, 24 hours a day. 
Calls cost 50p a 
minute so make 
sure you have the 
permission of 
whoever pays 

your phone bill 
before calling. Call 
us on 0891 
669945 and please 
make sure you have a 

oon @ 

ee 



COMPETITION 

(Plus five copies of silicon 
7 - 
= Design your own 

Cte RC) ate A GRAND DAY OUT 
Gadgets. Mmmm. How many times have you drooled over the latest shiny chrome 

for bate and ey celile things in the window of your local electronics emporium and wished you had a spare 
; 3 : £1000 burning a hole in your pocket? Well chances are once you get inside the shop 

ver fancied playing Dr Frankenstein for the day? you'll be overwhelmed by the huge array of goodies flashing their LCD displays in a 
| fete TTT Lh a ees UTS UCR ec UT tempting manner and whispering “Buy me. You know you want to”. And you can! 

ET a RC cURL LL ae LUT So you might need a little help in deciding where the cash should be splashed and 
Ula Ue mu OUT URLS avoiding the things you'll be able to pick up for next to nothing in a couple of months’ 

feo ReUle Mirco at Mel (eM cam lol cle Com ell time. Here's what £1000 will get you these days... 
(Well, Martin does anyway - Ed). Mix up a nice potion? 
Graft your neighbour's cat's tail onto your best friend's 
ovals oie 

Unfortunately there are several tedious European laws 
preventing decent, honest scientists from producing 
anything funnier than a poxy mouse with an ear on its 
back. Such is life. Anyhow, there is a way for budding Peter 
Cushings and Vincent Prices to ‘virtually’ indulge their 
wildest limb-grafting fantasies, via a marriage of the marvel 
of modern technology we call the Nintendo 64 and the 
wonderfully warped Spacestation Silicon Valley. 

Rocket-powered dogs, rabbits with rotor blades for ears, 
legless sheep with giant springs on their bellies, and all 
shapes and sizes of exploding turds... When it comes to 
freaks, Silicon Valley has got the lot. It's obvious that the 
game's designers had a lot of fun devising their collection of 
mutants, and we thought it would be nice if you got the 
chance to do the same thing. Create a creature of your own! 

It could be something useful, like a special hairless Jes- 
Spider Monkey hybrid that could be oiled up and squeezed 
into the tiniest of spaces. Handy. Or a Swiss Army Andrea, 
which could be used in combination with the Jes Monkey, 
both to grease it up and to winkle it out of small places if it 
gets stuck. Setting aside practicality and plumping for 
sadism, how about something to make your friends 
chuckle? Like a twelve-buttocked pig with FuSoYa's face, or 
a mouse with Mark Green-style size 19 feet splayed at right 
angles to its body. With the power of genetic engineering, 
the world is your James Price Exploding Boar. 

Which brings us on to the whole point of this exercise 
in playing God — the prize. All £1000-worth of it. That's 

JVC HR-S9500 
It’s an S-VHS VCR, 
eee (lal ene a 
numbers in its 
Ee ay 
chrome. Yum. 

eae 

jie, ae 
RY yer] i 
Navigator a ) 

right, a cool G, the magic K, a ‘polar bear’ or whatever oeed 
Cockneys might call it. It's yours to spend on the hi-tech rai a 
gadgets of your silicon dreams, from CD players to night BY Tela diel J } 
vision goggles, sub woofers to things that light up and Ay s ) ear 
make funny noises. The creator of the most imaginative els appeeHilee) " tec: Pacis Hie dap ar 
animal wins the spending spree, and five runners up will pene abe y CiNes Std 

A » Hea thermometer ‘ appointments, and do 
receive a copy of Spacestation Silicon Valley, all courtesy of Bardhan é enigmatic business things. 
the folks at the game's publishers, Take 2. 

00) 7 ae 



Pioneer Loopmaster 
Look at that - it’s 

completely transparent! 
Nice sound too (as if 

that mattered). 

A\ Sony MRS-DRE1 
A dinky little Minidisc Ry 

MA el Le Men a0) ag f 
Url te TL) If picking up more than one ihe 
for remote is too much hassle, nig 

get this universal zapper. 

. <{ Infinite Frequency Expander 
aN Turn the dials and create 

N appalling noises until your 
vs Tee lee om tek 

ay Sony ICD-V21 [> 
- ¢ A miniature voice 
4 exedge am ated) 
. memory to store 
X y Depeche Mode's 
J 4 etre ee 

Kenwood DVD player 
Wil drooled over this until the 
floor was a slippery mess. 

V Paso ey Lon 

February 1999 A, © 



ell there's still a few of you playing something 
other than Zelda, and I'm the Best continues to 
grow fatter than a well-fed Cucco as your 
records for games that do have high score 

tables, best times and the like continue to flood in. 
So keep on plugging away at Banjo, GoldenEye, 1080°, F1 

M 
These people are anyway. 

World Grand Prix and F-Zero X, and send us 
photos, videos or Game Boy pictures of your 
finest achievements. And if anyone can think 
up a suitably cheat-proof way to get a little bit 
of Zelda into |'m the Best, we'd love to hear 
your ideas. 

STAR PERFORMANCE }e 
Never an easy one to judge this, but for his superb Sar ourareeay in col ing 
top in practically every Yoshi’s Story league we've got, this month's Star 
Performance Award goes to John Heelham of Denton in Manchester. High 
scores in Yoshi take a lot of 
patience as well as gaming skill 
and there can't be many people 
more qualified than John out 
there to show us all how it 
should be done. 

If you've done anything you 
think worthy of being singled 
out as a Star Performance, send 
us the evidence on photo or 
video. If you pop a photo of 
yourself in the envelope, we'll 
print that as well. 

NEW HIGH ae 
In issue 23, we asked for your best times on the Magny Cours 

circuit of F1 World Grand Prix. Some of the times we've had 
back have been exceptional, but the winner is James 

Hegarty of Belfast. He definitely didn't use a cheat car, 
\\ but we reckon cutting quite so many corners would 

have posed structural problems for a real-life GP car. 
Remember, the rest of our F1 leagues are still 

open for business, and times can be set for any of the 
\\ named tracks in any way you like EXCEPT to use the 

o cheat Gold and Silver cars. Make sure you send video 
or photo footage of the country’s record screen. 

THIS MONTH’S 
TIME TO BEAT 

This month, we want your fastest 
times for Arcade 2 in V-Rally. Fast 

times for Arcade 1 should be 
entered for our Win a Car compo 

on page 27, but times for Arcade 2 
can win you a rather less 

: glamorous (but just as prized) 
a Mako Pad from Interact (01204 

LCL Os Oe Set 700139). Fastest time, with photo 
_ mvanor @) or video evidence, received by 

i 25th Feb wins. 

ST 0G AG ENT TIM ES (Complete video evidence only, please) 

CAVERNS 

1 | 00'04"28 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 

Bl 00'0a"58 Zahir Ishani, Surrey 

3 | 0005"22 Ryan Bledsoe, North Yorks 

00'05"36 Gary Henry, Morecambe 

00'05"40 David Nicol, Cambridge 

Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 

David Nicol, Cambridge 

00'02"46 Ryan Bledsoe, North Yorks 

00'02"47 Sam Fenwick, Bedford 

00'02"56 Andrew Mills, Dundee 

1 | 00°01"42 
‘EB | 00'02"04 + 

00'06"54 Jonathan Gane, Herts 

= | 00'06"56 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 

‘J | 00°07"03 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

‘@ | 0007720, ~—=s{OlivenGarson, Devon si—‘is~S 
00'07"24 David Nicol, Cambridge 

CRADLE 

 00'02"15 
SMM el md 

Ryan Bledsoe, North Yorks 

0'12"7 

0'12"8 

0'12"9 

0'12"9 

0'13”"0 

Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 

E. Kivilohkare, Norwa 

Dave Bloemer, Holland 

Peter Shaw, Derbyshire 

Trev Henderson, Harrogate 

FASTEST TIME 
UK (PAL) version only 

‘L| 0'12"70 James Green, West Yorks 

2 | 0'26"57 Richard O'Connell 
3 | 0'29"35 Thomas Rice, Farnborough 

4 | 0'29"36 Aidan Marriott, N. Ireland 

5 | 0'30"34 Lee McGrady, Cumbria 



Banjo-Kazooie 
UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY 

4 | 00'16"00 Darren Gordon, Fife MUMBO’S MOUNTAIN 

1 | 00°04"54 Steve Ridley, Norwich 00'16"01 Naomi Janine Morgan, Birmingham 

2 | 00'05"08 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens FREEZEEZY PEAK 

3 | 00'05”"30 Marc Keeling Vincent, West Sussex 00'11''31 Steve Ridley, Norwich 

4 | 00'05"48 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam 00'13"55 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 

§ | 00'06"01 Stephen Mansfield, Derby 00'15"17 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam 
00'06"18 Steven Zwantjes, Holland 00'17"'42 Chris Robus, Yeovil 

00'06"19 Marco Torti, Switzerland 00'18"25 Andrew Mills, Londonderry 
00'06”"20 Graham Underwood, Penrith MAD MONSTER MANSION 

00'06"24 Darren Gordon, Fife 00'13"49 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam 
00'06”"25 John Davies, Newcastle-under-Lyme 00°13"59 Steve Ridley, Norwich 

1 
2 

a a 3 | 00'14"08 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 

ores Steve RIGS EOINED 4, 00'14"15 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

5 
RU 

ee Pa alert 

ooo | C3) GO] EFS eS 

Srerrns sce a Bris"99 aren coon 
00'09"39 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam SUS us 

- 00'13"39 Jon Davies, Oxfordshire 

O05 0799 Dasren Conmaaa 00'14"01 _ Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 
pital et ahd = 00'14"42 Steve Ridley, Norwich 
00'11"13 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam - : 
00'44"58 Sharon Frank, Fraserburgh 00'15"43 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam 

00°12"42 aneniGordoiee 00'17"55 Jon Davies, Oxfordshire 

LICK CLOCK WOOD 
00'12"31 Chris Robus, Yeovil 

00'13"39 Jon Davies, Oxfordshire 00'13"15 Francis Huen, Sheffield 
UBBLEGLOOP SWAMP 00'14"01 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 

00'14"42 Steve Ridley, Norwich 00'14"41 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam 

00'14"27 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 00'15"43 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam 

00'15"37 Steve Ridley, Norwich 00'17"55 

TOTAL GAME TIME 00'16”00 Darren Gordon, Fife 

02'00"51 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 00'16”"01 Naomi Janine Morgan, Birmingham 

2 | 02'24"05 Steve Ridley, Norwich 

2 | /02'54"00 Jon Davies, Oxfordshire 
GOBI’S VALLEY 

00'14"41 Patrick Wessels, Rotterdam 

4 | o3'06"22 Andrew Mills, Londonderry 

5 ~03'09"18 Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

1 
2 | 00'14"27 Stelios Giamarelos, Athens 
3 | 00°15"37 Steve Ridley, Norwich 

€ri| Ba| G0) Ra] = 

PAY si | E20] Coll] 9| ad 

G50 | me) Cad) FD) md 

Jon Davies, Oxfordshire 

v8 | am| Cad) ID] em 

UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY 
No secret cars 

AUSTRALIA 

1'05"86 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland o0’59"41 Stuart Richards, Surrey 1'16"97 

CLASSIC MODE 
UK (PAL) Version only 

137278925 
James Ellis, Middlesex 

133147005 
Brian Coombs, Middlesex 

129265782 
Michael van Zeventer, 
Holland 

104586444 
James Glover, Kent 

102719459 
Trevor Donaldson, 
Manchester 

Top Gear Rally 

UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY 
No secret cars 

3°18”"22 
Paul Simcox, Peterborough 

3'18"30 

3'21"90 
Simon Madsen, Denmark 

3'24"18 
David Money, Nuneaton 

3'26"10 
N Cade Westcome, Ss 

2749"31 
Jason Larosa, Pembroke 

2'52"55 
Rob Young, Hull 

2'55"51 
Anders Ringdal, Norway 

2'55"55 
Jason Eggington, York 

2'56"19 
Simon Madsen, Denmark 

aw 

or | co mo] = 

Martin Pickering, Denbighshire 

1°06" 46 James Hegarty, Belfast 1'00"89 Alan Dundas, Angus 1°18"16 

1'06"90 David Savage, Wokingham Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 1'18"56 

1'06"92 Martin Pickering, Denbighshire Nick Synes, Chichester 1'18"67 

1'07"12 Max Carter, Taunton Steven Barclay, //ford 1'19"07 

BRAZIL 

0'59"16 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 0'56"69 James Hegarty, Belfast 1'04”00 

; 

Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 

Alan Dundas, Angus 

James Eberlein, Deal 

Joachim Clauwers, Belgium 

James Eberlein, Dea/ 

1'00"29 James Hegarty, Belfast 0'57"44 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 1'04"40 Alan Dundas, Angus 

1'01"17 Martin Pickering, Denbighshire O'S7"77 Steven Barclay, //ford | 1'04"97 

1'01"68 Pete Hudson, Lincoln 0'57"93 James Eberlein, Deal | 170512 
1'01"69 Alan Dundas, Angus 0'58”"04 Martin Pickering, Denbighshire 1'05"61 

ie] =e 7 AN 

1°03"12 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 0’'59"21 Martin Pickering, Denbighshire 1°15"07 

1'03"44 Martin Pickering, Denbighshire 1'00"71 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 1°15"87 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

| 

Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 

Steven Barclay, //ford 

James Hegarty, Belfast 

James Eberlein, Dea/ 

Greig Bingham, Ayrshire 

1'04"68 James Eberlein, Dea/ 1'00"78 James Eberlein, Dea/ 1'16"31 Steven Barclay, //ford 

1'05"26 Alan Dundas, Angus 1'00"96 James Hegarty, Belfast 1°16"35 

1°05" 46 Nick Synes, Chichester 1°01"25 Alan Dundas, Angus 1°16"62 €5i| Fa] Ged RO] = 

Alan Dundas, Angus 

Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 



ee 

9999 Mario Siouyis, Greece 

9998 

9040 

Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 

Ed Higgins, Essex 

3940 

7684 

7240 

PM THE 
cee mee ee 
A 

0'26"30 

0'26"33 

Robert Hollinshead, Kent 

—1'29"76 Al Pierce, Salisbury 

GRASS VALLEY 

Matt Peck, East Sussex 

Olav Vassend, Norway 

Rob Davies, Swansea 

Robert Gallagher, Southampton 

Brett Slader, Aust 

Konstantinos Mitzithras, Greece 

= eA 

1'36'"'13 John Heelham, Manchester 

6944 T. Egerton-Jones, Liverpool 

6572 Luke Porter, Belfast 4 1 
F 

| 1'40"83 John Heelham, Manchester 

1'41"43 Konstantinos Mitzithras, Greece 

1'36"93 Jamie Hyde, Bradford-on-Avon 

1'37"00 Konstantinos Mitzithras, Greece 

SUNSET ROCK 

1'34"60 

1'35"'10 

1'35"16 

CRYSTAL LAKE 

1'03"06 

1'03"06 

1'03"12 

Brett Slader, Australia 

Andrew Haigh, Norfolk 

Ruben Larsen, Norway 

1'03"26 

1'28"01 

Daniel Dunn, Lincolnshire 

1'28"50 

1'28"57 

1'41"66 Graeme Robb, Scotland 

DIZZY LAND 

1'35"96 

1'36"03 

1'36"06 

Kevin Seeney, Bath 

Konstantinos Mitzithras, Greece 

Mario Sioutis, Greece 

1'34"56 

1'35"10 John Heelham, Manchester 

| 1735"50 Brett Slader, Australia 

SILVER MOUNTAIN 

1'44"13 

Kevin Seeney, Bath 

Jamie Hyde, Bradford-on-Avon 

John Heelham, Manchester 

Konstantinos Mitzithras, Greece 

Andy Palmer, Herts 

Daniel Aherne, Manchester 

Mario Sioutis, Greece 

DRAGON CAVE 

Brett Slader, Australia SS 

Ruben & Jon Olav Larsen 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

1'28”"63 Adam Charlton, Buckden Ay 

1'28"80 John Addis, Marlow 

GOLDEN FOREST 

1 | 42042 
1'20"55 
1'20"58 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 
Brett Slader, Australia 

Chris Redit, St. Albans ~ 

1'21"37 Brett Slader, Australia = 

1°21"51 Ruben & Jon Olav Larsen ~ 

MOUNTAIN VILLAGE 

1 | 4°34”08 Adam Charlton, Buckden 

1'31"64 

1'32"03 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon Al 4 

1°32"26 

1°32"73 

er 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden " 

Brett Slader, Australia f 

Daniel Dunn, Lincolnshire. 

7 
ry, 

1'27"61 

1°27"45 

1'29"00 

1'29"13, 

1'29"33 

Brett Slader, Australia 

Daniel Dunn, Lincolnshire 

Ruben & Jon Olav Larsen 

__ Jonathan Gallagher, Bourne End 

Jan-Erik Spangberg, Sweden 

P Brett Slader, Australia 

Manolis Kalaitzake, Cork 

Spangberg, Sweden 

Redit, St. Albans 

Johan Olaf Wallins, Sweden 

CONTEST MODE 

1 265088 

_| 257473 
| 253981 

218881 
214377 

Oliver Thomason, Brighton 

Brett Slader, Australia 

James Shaughnessy, Cheshire 

Manolis Kalaitzake, Cork 

Daniel Dunn, Lincolnshire 
| 

1-1 

1 6470 John Heelham, 
Manchester 

Richard Davies, 
Rotherham 

3 6296 Jon Olav Larsen, 
E. Layton 

@ 6275 James Watton, Edinburgh 

5 6254 Ruben Larsen, Norway 
§ 6218 Gordon Willmott, 

Edinburgh 

7 6183 Daniel Dunn, 
Lincolnshire 

© 6156 Steven Taylor, Cheshire 

3 6122 Piet dem Dulk, Holland 

105904 Gabrielle Murphy, Dublin 

9 6340 

Gordon Willmott, 
Edinburgh 

Andrew McGrae, 
Southport 

Daniel Dunn, 
Lincolnshire 

Bonny Qvistorff, 
Denmark 

Alison Lennox, Argy// 

John Heelham, 1 6367 
Manchester 

6332 Jon Olav Larsen, 2 Norway 

3 6290 Andrew McGrae, 
Southport 

4 6142 Daniel Dunn, 
Lincolnshire 

Gordon Willmott, 5 6116 
Edinburgh 

4 6042 John Heelham, 
Manchester 

9 6007 Gordon Willmott, 
Edinburgh 

3 5940 Andrew McGrae, 
Southport 

John Heelham, 
Manchester 

Gordon, Willmott, 
Edinburgh 

3 5918 Daniel Dunn, 
Lincolnshire 

4 6227 

9 5981 

4 6586 John Heelham, 
Manchester 

Daniel Dunn, 
Lincolnshire 

Andrew McGrae, 
Denmark ~~ 

9 6424 

3 6421 

John Heelham, 
Manchester 

9 5916 Andrew McGrae, 
Southport 

3 5783 Daniel Dunn, 
“Lincolnshire 

TOTAL SCORE 

4 38575 John Heelham, 
Manchester 

© 37716 Ruben Larsen, Norway _ 
3 37424 Daniel Dunn, 

Lincolnshire 

4.36704 Andrew McGrae, 
Southport 

5 36149 Gabrielle Murphy, Dublin 

| 6883 

Y 



UK (PAL) TIMES 
ee cei ie KOOPA TROOPA BEACH BOWSER’S CASTLE 

4°29"25 = Alan Dundas, Arbroath 1 | 1°29"21 Alan Dundas, Arbroath 7 | 208744 = Alan Dundas, Arbroath 

4'33"67 — Graham Francis, Cronleigh 2 | 1"29"24) Alan Dundas, Arbroath @ | 2"16"47 Anthony Gruitt, Kent 

1'36"46 4°33"28 Anthony Gruitt, Kent 9 | 2'46"76 ~—= Martin Conroy, Leeds 

FRAPPE SNOWLAND BANSHEE BOARDWALK 

2'05"13 = Anthony Gruitt, Kent | | 00°19"83 Sarah Ashworth, Shropshire 1 | 2'03"98 Alan Dundas, Arbroath 

2'06"28 = Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 00'18"39 Ewan Alman, Middlesex 2'04"76 Anthony Gruitt, Kent 

3 | 2'08"03 Orestis Giamarelos, Greece 3 | 00'22"26 Rhys Allen, Australia 9 | 2'05"76 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 

Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 

Diddy Kong Racing 
UK (PAL) TIMES ONLY 

ANCIENT LAKE §  94°15"75 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 4 = 1°14"26 = Ciaran McDermott, Ireland 

0’36"20 Stuart Richards, Surrey JUNGLE FALLS 5 4°44"34 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 

0'38"40 Beckie Haskins, Southsea 1__0'41"70 Stuart Richards, Surrey WINDMILL PLAINS 
0’38"70 = Alan Inker, Newport 0'43"53 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece Saas ; 

0'40"60 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 0'43"65 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon 125"43 Stuart Richards, Surrey 
0'41"13 Orestis Giamarelos, Greece 0'44"74 Orestis Giamarelos, Greece 1'33"67 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 

FOSSIL CANYON 0’45"66 = Arthur Van Dalen, Holland 4°35"45 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon 

1'02"81 Stuart Richards, Surrey Di Let Se Le kd} 1'36"61 Orestis Giamarelos, Greece 
1'05"44 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 1°30"35 Stuart Richards, Surrey waaNGa CERT ? 

1'05"83 Orestis Giamarelos, Greece 1°33"24 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece beara cen Boe 

1'06"53 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon 4'35"77  Orestis Giamarelos, Greece DARKMOON CAVERNS 

5 1'08"33 Beckie Haskins, Southsea 1°36"55 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon 1'42"60 Stuart Richards, Surrey 
HOT TOP VOLCANO 1°37"10 = = Ciaran McDermott, Ireland 1'49"03 Richard Dunn, Lincolnshire 
1 0'53"93 = Stuart Richards, Surrey CRESCENT ISLAND 1'49"63 
2 1°00"81 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 1 1°06743 = Stuart Richards, Surrey 

3. 1°04"96 Beckie Haskins, Southsea 2 1°09"01 Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 1'49"75 Adam Charlton, Huntingdon 

4 1°02"95  Orestis Giamarelos, Greece 9  1'°10"57  Orestis Giamarelos, Greece 1'°50"70 = Richard Dunn, Linco/nshire 

Beckie Haskins, Southsea 

F-Zero X 
UK (PAL) TIMES 

DEATH RACE eat A eo a) 

9'05"149 Stuart Richards, Surrey 1 | 17207306 Stuart Richards, Surrey 1'50"064 Stuart Richards, Surrey 

1'08"327 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 2 1'25"940 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 1'54"581 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 

1'09"795 Peter Fletcher, Manchester 3 | 1'27"077 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 1'59"156 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 

1°15"968 Gary Duncan, Glasgow 4 | 1°29"277 Martin Conroy, Leeds | 2r03"1441 Martyn Bibby, Widnes 

1°16"912 Zico Liu, Tyne & Wear 1°33"947 Martyn Bibby, Widnes 2'00"887 Gary Duncan, Glasgow 

WHITE LAND AINBOW ROAD 

1°26"797 Stuart Richards, Surrey 1'40"730 Stuart Richards, Surrey 2'27"950 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 

1'26"942 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 1'44"928 Martin Conroy, Leeds 2'29"820 Gary Duncan, Glasgow 

1'26"996 Martin Conroy, Leeds 1'46"826 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 2’29"823 Martyn Bibby, Widnes 

1°27"892 Tony Gruitt, Kent 1'49"948 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 2'34"486 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 

91'27"889 Simon Andrews, Eastling 1°52"006 Martyn Bibby, Widnes 2’47"465 Peter Grant, Morpeth 

SECTOR B BIG HAND 

1°17"414 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 1'45"371 Stuart Richards, Surrey 2'43"585 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 

1°17"679 Martyn Bibby, Widnes 1°52"821 Martin Conroy, Leeds 2'48"050 Martyn Bibby, Widnes 

1°17"716 Stuart Richards, Surrey 1°54"177 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 2'49"952 Gary Duncan, Glasgow 

1°17"745 Martin Conroy, Leeds 1°54"707 Martyn Bibby, Widnes 2'50"335 Kristoffer Thorbjornsen, Scotland 

1°18"396 Gary Duncan, Glasgow 1'55"587 Steve Woolley, Norfolk 2'52"928 Kevin Martin, Chelmsford 

Send all your bits to I'm the Best, N64 Magazine, 
ate meh eg 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 

If you'd like your videos or photographs back, please include a stamped, addressed envelope (with the 
Remember, you need to send in a photo or video for your effort to be ‘confirmed’. Any photos MUST have correct number of stamps) and we'll promise to do our best to return them 
your name, address and score/time on the back. Videos must have a label attached with the And remember, each issue has to be completed far earlier than you could ever imagine, so don't fret if 
aforementioned information easily legible your entry doesn't appear in the first issue after you post — it'll be there in the next one 

INCYT 



Bulging like James's biceps, the bronze club 
Ce needs a little pruning. Upgrade now, folks. 

elcome to the Nintendo Valhalla. The 
place where the world's finest 
games players gather to recount 
tales of control pad prowess and all- 

round videogaming heroism. Getting your name into 
the bronze or silver leagues is the mark of an analogue 
stick expert. Make it into the gold league, and deep in the Amazon 
rainforest, tribes of tree huggers will bow before your golden effigy. 

Maybe. Anyway, if the promise of deification isn't enough to push 
you that extra mile in your quest to complete ten of the challenges, 
NuGen will supply you with a mighty fine Manta Ray pad to go along 

ith your priceless certificate. Can't say fairer than that. 
If you're already in the silver league, and particularly the bronze one, 

ow's the time to try for a few more challenges and get yourself upgraded 
the bronze league is becoming so bloated that pretty soon Wil's going 

‘o have to use a microscopic typeface to fit it all onto the page, so we're 
going to have to start pruning some of the older entries just a little bit to 
fit all the newbies in. Complete the requisite number of challenges and 
mark your envelopes ‘Upgrade’ if you want to escape the chop! 

GOLD Club Club 
complete 10 challenges complete 7 challenges 

Simon Moore, Liverpool NAME COMPLETED . NAME COMPLETED 

Richard Davies, Rotherham Kevin Spring, Bradford A,B,C,D,G,H, The Terrible Twins, Banbury A,B,C,E,F,H,1! 

René Laurent, /reland RUSR SE a al aoa TRS ae OE 

Stephen Lockhart, /reland i 

Andrew McGrae, Southport Shaun Bell, Trowbridge A,B,D,E,G,H,| : Gard Mellemstrand, Norway A,C,D,E,F,G,1 

Matthew King, Bromley Pare ee aay ope MeO ae ie Ree CRORE a. 

Derek Thomson, Edinburgh IIL PRL it IL LEE PEE 

Jon Davies, Wallingford Richard Davies, Rotherham A,B,D,E,F,1,J James Cruickshank, Clackmannanshire 

“Eri ee A,C,D,F,G,H,I 
JancEnik SpangberB, Sweden Philip Foster, Havant A.B,D,E,EG,I ; 

Kenneth Pickering, Ayrshire A,B,C,D,G,1J_: Craig Silcocks, Trowbridge A,B,C,D,E,F,J 

Kurt Peter Radford, Rotherham —A,B,D,E,F,lJ_ Andrew Taylor, Cheshire A,B,C,D,FH,I 

Kelly Humphreys, Marlow ee ec ha at ae Se Seas eee nee 

Graham Underwood, Cumbria Derek Topper, Bristo/ A,C,E,F,G,H, 

Gregor Richards, Dorking ASN Ti ram OTs esa BG a GE 

Stuart Richards, Dorking Be NE 

Stephen McMahon, Co. Down Arthur Van Dalen, The Netherlands A,B,D,F,G,H,| Greg Duncan, Glasgow A,B,C,D,E,FH 

soherbostohsiiedenand Ciaran McDermott, Ireland ABCD,ERH | '2in Dalby, Tyne & Wear A,CD,EFG.H 
Piet dem Dulk, Holland pe eo et ag aes Sn A eR ie 

Paul Isaia, Southampton Rony Costa, Middlesex A,B,C,D,E,1,J 

Robert Gallagher, Eastleigh 

Ingvar S. Arnorson, /celand 

David Sharp, Clackmannanshire Gary Thomson, Midlothian ; 

Shane Roberts, Spalding jOHOIN larder: NOWayss > ABC DERG : Robbie Klijn, The Netherlands —_A,B,C,D,E,FL 
Andrew Mills, Londonderry Lee aE a ee 

Mark Currid, Ireland Mario Sioutis, Greece A,C,D,E,F.G,H { Stuart Derbyshire, Bolton A,B,D,E,F,G,| 
David Nicol, Cambridge Andrew Rutherford, Macclesfield A,B,C,D.F,G,1 ; Martyn Bibby, Cheshire A,B,D,E,F,G,H,I 
David Keane, Sandwich a 
David Crowther, Kent Ben Campion, Staffs A,B,C,D,FH, Christopher Smith, Surrey A,B,C,D,E,G,1,J 

: Tom Clarke, Bucks A,B,C,D,F,1,K 

Chris Scearce, Reading A,B,C,D,F,G,I : Kevin Gilbes Upon Sp eee 

Brian Mulheran, Tyne & Wear A,C,D,E,F,G,H 

Dylan Foale, Devon A,B,C,D,F,G,1 Andrew Castiglione, Bristo/ A,B,D,E,F,H,I : 

Gary Thomson, Midlothian _—_—A,B,C,D,E,H | Davy James, Powys A.B,C,D,F.G,I 

Daniel Syversen, Norway Ben Cook, Shoreham-by-Sea A,B,C,D,G,H,| } Aidan Murray, Co. Cork A,B,C,D,F.G,H,1 
Stelios & Orestis Giaremelos, Greece GR 

Michael J.K Bevan, New Zealand . Chris Constable, Devizes A,C,D,F,G,H,J : Chris Kerry, Essex A,B,C,F,G,1,K,L 

Chris Smith, Tyne & Wear Brett Slader, Australia A,B,C,D,E,F,G : Matthew Weston, Nottingham A,B,C,D,G,H,1,L 
Kostas A. Mitzithras, Greece Se a ee a ees 

Richard Ford, London Craig Scotney, Leighton Buzzard A,B,C,D,G,H,| : Chris Partridge, East Sussex A,B,C,D,F,G,H,| 

Phill Young, Northallerton Dave Bloemer, Holland A,B,C,D,F,G,K : Matthew King, Bromley A,B,C,D,E,F,G,1,J 
Michael Mawdsley, Southport : 



NAME COMPLETED 
David Maguregui, Wellesbourne D,E,G : 

A.BF } 
Ciaran Spence, Co. Antrim ABE : 

B,D,E : 

Joachim Clauwers, Belgium ADF : 
ABE : 

Stephen Durant, Bridgwater AFI : 
ABE i 
A.BG : 

Michael Gapper, Bristol ACF i 
Riccardo Riboldi, /taly ABE : 
Adam Norman, Nottingham A,D,E : 
Nicholas Bec, Salisbury A.C: 

A.B F : 
i Wayne Parkes, Cornwall ABD : 

AEF : 
Floryn Cleverens, The Netherlands A,C,G : 

Martin Hunter, Edinburgh ABE ; 
Richard Holmes, Derbyshire EIGile 
Alex Wood, Ipswich A,B,D : 

Daniel Brooks, Swindon 

Miles Fearnley, West Yorks 

R. Knapman, South Wirral 

Simon Bell, Co. Durham 

Herman Valk, The Netherlands 

Paul Coulson, Stamford 
Sebastian Bond, Gloucester 
loan Rees, Redditch 

Nick Hadden, Co. Cork 

A,D,G 

Robert Kloosterhuis, Holland 

lan Renyard, Ashford 

A.B,G : 

AGI + 
Tom Richardson, Addingham A.GH : 

ADF : 
Gordon Scales, Nottingham A.B.F : 

A.BF : 

Club 
complete 3 challenges 

NAME 
Johan Brown, Grantham 

Rod Bayliss, Australia 

COMPLETED 

A,D,H 
A.B,D : 

Craig Thomas, South Wales 

NAME 
Peter Bowden, Manchester 

COMPLETED 

Russell Higgins, Shropshire AGI : 
ACE :? 

ALK : 
Tormod Krogh, Norway iGhet 

Jimi McGuinty, Cheshire 

Wajahat Ali, Blackburn 
Adam Bull, Leeds 

Remko Veenstra, Holland 

David Heath, East Sussex 

Kari Bogdanoff, Finland 
A,D,E 
A,GJ 

David Grice, West Bromich 

C,D,E 
Moe Aboulkheir, London 
Oliver Bolton, Kent 

Steven Said, Australia 

Alexander Filipowski, Warrington C.F 

: Mark Anthony Say, Cleveland ADE 
: Daniel Green, Cleveleys A,C,D : 
i Laurie Eggleston, Kent BiG: 

Elidir Jones, Gwynedd ABE : : 
Alan Hooper, Weston-super-Mare ADE : 

A,B | : 

Andrew Gray, Oban 

Lochlan McBride, Australia A,D,F 

Michael Lam, Southport A,B,| 

A,C,D 

Joel Porter, London Steven Woolley, Norfolk 

Steven Astley, Wigan EFJ 
Phillip Renyard, Ashford ABE } 

AB,D } 
Remco Van Wingerden, Holland A.B,F : 

Mark Odell, Derby ADE : 
ADF } 

Andy Howard, Cambridge 

Thomas Suckling, /pswich 

Mike Hodzelmans, Holland 

Michael Petch, Doncaster 
imon London, Norwich 

David Faggiani, Manchester 
Dylan Foale, Devon AGI i 

AEE Lee Robertshaw, Southampton 
William Shutes, Norwich 

imon Lyddon, Devon 
lan Gore, Somerset 

Graham Cookson, Kent 
Dave Bloemer, Holland 

ABE : 
ABH } 
AGE } 

Steven Smith, Essex 

Edward Rummins, Ashford A,B,D 
Andrew Hannath, Swindon B,D,F 
Erwin Zeevaart, Holland 

Owain Brimfield, /sle of Man 
David Newbrook, Staffs 

Chris Partridge, East Sussex 

: Ryan Carson, Devon ACF 
AFH : 

Steve Paget, Bonsall A.C,D ? 
Richard Whitham, Poulton-le-Fyide A.BF : 
Philip O, Herts A.D,H } 
Benjamin Lo, London EFS : 

Robert Lynch, Middlesex A,B,D : 
AEF } 
ADF : 

Alex Schwassmann, Germany AFL : 
A,GF : Christopher Green, Reading 

Jonathan Townsend, Gwent 

Matt Peck, East Sussex 

Mark Rundle, Herts 

AEG : 
David Myring, Bristol AEF : 
Ben Davies, Coventry B,C,J : 

A,D,E } 
ADH } 

Chris Knowles, Cheshire 
Turo Halinen, Finland 

Dennis Schuh, Holland 
A,D,K 
A,C,D 

Niall Quigley, Co. Tyrone ABH : 
ADE : Guy Burdge, Somerset 

Richard Sutton, Kent A,B,I 

Mark Walker, Bedford 

Sandy McKenzie, Fife C,F,H : 

ACF : Adam Khattak, Belfast 

: Brian Davidson, Co. Tyrone ABD : 

ABE i Scott Butler, Co. Armagh 

ieter van den Brink, The Netherlands 
John Heelham, Manchester A,B,K 

Andrew Phillips, London A,D,J 

AGG 
AK 

Matthew Kitis, Liverpoo/ B,C i 

Ewen Summers, Ayrshire 
Joachim Clauwers, Belgium A,D,F 

David Holmes, Doncaster 

Ben Stevens, London 
James O'Sullivan, Somerset 

Jan Dehm Neves, Portugal 

Alastair Edwards, London A,D,. 

Oliver Carson, Devon 

John Davies, Staffordshire 
Steven Mai, Staffordshire 

Daniel Green, Thornton 

Ben Dawson, Sheffield 
Richard Best, Dundee 

Chris Pitchell, Bristo/ 

Harrison Bolt, Surrey 
Ben Wakefield, Twickenham 

Nick Syrad, Reading 

James Arnold, Australia 
Alun Thomas, Haverfordwest 
Mark Aquilina, Malta 

Patrick Laakso, Sweden 

David Gibson, Fleet 
Gokhan Kurt, London 
Raymond Wan, Cheshire 

Mark Underwood, Cumbria 

Vincent Coyne, Galway 

Robert Clark, Kent 

John Stackhouse, Walsall 
Lee Fletcher, Halifax 

Raoul Smids, Belgium Myles Giles, Huddersfield 
Chris O'Riordan, Cornwall 
Matthew Weston, Nottingham 

Norman Glover, Cleveland 

Alex Johnson, Sidcup 
Damian Unwin, Soton 

Gordon Willmott, Edinburgh 

James McKeown, Ayr B,D,I 
Adam Skeggs, Leicester 

Christopher Thompson, Co. Antrim A,D,E : 
Plemis Luijnenburg, Holland AlJd : 
Chris Tate, Tyne & Wear A,G,I i 

Manolis Kalaitzake, Cork 

Reuben Barker, East Sussex 

i Andrew Carrington, Pontefract 
+ Christopher McCabe, County Down 

Paul Mann, Evesham 
Edward Lunn, West Sussex 

Frederic Azais, Canada 

A,Cl 

A,D,E 

: Joshua Kendall, Australia 
: Robert Eaton 

ADF : 
ABD } 

: James Steer, Maidenhead 

Marco Torri, Switzerland 

Robert Beaver, Manchester 

i Matthew Prior, Norwich 

: Richard McCann, Wirral 

? Thomas Taylor, London A, 
: Simon Nash, Watford B,D. 

i Henryk B. Zaleskijr, Norway A.BL 

AGD ; 
Christopher Balzan, Kent ADF : 

: Alex Mann, Bedford 

Mark Quinn, Preston 
Daniel Weserholm, Finland 

: Andrew Davies, Essex 
Martin Cater, Hucknall 

A.BF : 
AGH } 

Joel Radford, Australia 
: Griffin Leadabrand, Australia 

Donique Visser, Holland A,B,K : 

A.D : 
: Matthew Wilkins, Wiltshire 

ACE } Antonio V. Carmona, Spain A,D,G,1 

A.B,F : 
: Steven Dalton, Stockton-on-Tees 

: Jerden Marinus, The Netherlands 

A.B,D } 

NAME COMPLETED 

David Dixon, Cumbria 

Richard Woodall, New Zealand A,C,D,G 

Martin Drew, Bognor Regis A,D,G,J 

David Park, Tyne & Wear A,D,F,G 
See a ee CeCe Us ale eee Ok eames Galtityaliverpool A,B,D,E 
Gavin Major, Worcestershire AB,D } Michael Williams, Cardiff D,H,1,K 

: Martin Flyn, Kent A,C,D,F 

: Mikael Bogdanoff, Finland AF I,J 
Andrew Robinson, Darlington A,B,C : 

AIBID Sicha ac Gaara Gira ia LE = = - .} Steven Goacher, Surrey A,B,D,H 
Kristof Villers, Belgium ADF: Kevin GurtonsiKent 

A.B,D : 
ST ea 
ABD : David and Chris Mason, Plymouth A,B,D,| 

: David Conroy, Accrington GEF : pew MerUM Noor 
: Robert Moore, Co. Cork : 
: Paul Northend, Middlesborough AGE : 

: Paul Jerome, London 
: Emil Tanem, Norway A,B,D : - 
: : Gavin Cullen, Ear/ston 
: Michael Elderfield, Canterbi A,D,F : 
; sooner commen Cantey AE : Mark Shackcloth 
: Tjing Lam, Netherlands AEF : 
z Lesley Hodges, Switzerland A.B,| : Mariusz Panczar, Poland 

: Tom Hill, Wickford 
? Mart V. D. Ven, Holland 
: David Conroy, Lancaster A,B,C : 

? John Addis, Marlow 
: Victor Supica, Australia A.B,K : 

: Colin Taylor, Barnet A,CL 

: Ben Duffield, Great Yarmouth 

} Rowan Sloan, Orpington A,D,F : 
; James Hulston, Manchester 
: Mike Barber, Stoke-on-Trent 

Tom Carver, Devon A,CH,I 

A,B,D,1 
John Brockie, Cumbria A,B,C,D 

A,D,G,1 

Daniel Brown, Australia 

M. Mina, Essex 

Robert Ward, Middlesex A,B,G,H,1 

i Alain Keersmaekers, Belgium A,B,C,FJ 
4 David Lewis, Birmingham A,B,D,E,F 

Aaron Tuson, Essex A,C,D,E,F 

: Simon Webber, Wokingham A,B,D,E,F 

? Stephen Rogers, Manchester A,C,E,E.H 
Pat Shields, Co. Down A,C,D,E,1 
Kevin Seeney, Bury St Edmunds A,B,C,D,| 

Benjamin Khan, Bradford B,C,D,FI 

Kevin Loughlin, Slough A,B,C,E,F 

James Hegarty, Belfast A,B,F,GJ 
Nick Taverner, Suffolk A,B,C,D,1 

Per Nilsson, Sweden A,B,D,F,I 
Panagiotis Bagiokos, Greece A,B,C,FI 

Roeland Van Straalen, Holland A,B,C,F1 

Aynsley Welling, Cyprus CE,FG,I 
Charles Ayesa; Australia A,B,D,G,H 
Mark Green, Cheltenham A,C,D,F,H 

Chris Kerry, Essex A,B,C,FI 
Daniel Metcalf, Norwich A,C,D,FG 
Gearoid Reidy, Co. Offaly B,C,D,E,G 

Griffin Leadebrand, Australia A,B,D,Fl, 
Michael Middleton, Huddersfield 

Richard Brady, Essex 

Andre Bifleuen, Holland A,B,E,G,1 
Roger King, Suffolk A,B,D,F,1 

Ryan Bledsoe, Knaresborough A,B,D,H,| 

Peter Tweedie, Woking A,B,C,H,1 

James Smith, Gloucester A,B,D,F,G 

Steven Ward, Hawes A,B,D,E,H 

Luke Yeandle, Abertillery A,C,D,E,G 

Anthony Gruitt, Sittingbourne A,C,D,F,G 
Alain Keersmaekers, Belgium A,B,FJ,L 

George loakimidis, Greece A,B,C,D,H,| 

Gavin Cole, Tyne & Wear A,B,C,F,G,H 
Jonathan Cole, Tyne & Wear A,B,C,F,G,H 
Joshua Takaoka, Newbury A,B,C,D,G,1 

James Register, Surrey A,B,C,D,F,H 

Stephen Mansfield, Derby A,B,C,D,E,J 

Jack Gilbey, Bridgeport A,B,C,D,F,1 

Chris Gray, Fife A,C,D,F,H,1 
David Taylor, Fife A,C,D,F,H,1 

Justin Servis, Co. Roscommon A,D,E,G,H,1 

Alex Deas, Scotland 
Max, Steven and Hal, Dundee 

Morten Tronstad, Norway 

: Rodney McComb, Co. Londonderry A,C,D,F,H,L GO! 
GO! ce 
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challenge @) 
What you must do: Find all 120 stars. 
Proof: Any picture of Mario with 120 in the top right corner. 
Helpful Tips: The first five issues of N64 Magazine tell you all you 
need to know about Super Mario 64. The Double Game Guide + on 
the front of issue 15 should help as well. 

challenge 'B) 

What you must do: Finish the game in mirror mode. 
Proof: A pic of the save screen with Adventure 2 and 47 balloons. 
Helpful Tips: Our review in issue 10, and our guides in issues 11 
and 12 should help. Oh and don't forget the DGG + with issue 11. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Finish the game with 1,500 hits or more. 
Proof: A pic of the final hits screen or high score table with 1,500 
hits or more. 
Helpful Tips: \ssue 8's free poster and the DGG + with issue 13. 

challenge ©) 
What you must do: Finish the game on all three settings. 
Proof: A picture of the 007 mode's level editor. 
Helpful Tips: The i-Spy Magazine with issue 9, tips in issues 10 
and 12 and the Double Game Guide + on the front of issue 12. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Finish all the scenarios. 
Proof: A picture of the completed scenario screen (you'll need to do 
this with more than one picture). 
Helpful Tips: Tips in issues 4 and 14. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Record a time of under 1'20"00 on Mario 
Raceway (1'07” on NTSC). 
Proof: A picture of the records screen or the title screen (hold down R). 
Helpful Tips: Review in issue 4, tips in Issue 5. Double Game 
Guide + on the front of issue 13. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Win Gold medals on every event. 
Proof: A picture of the medal screen. 
Helpful tips: There's a guide in issue 6 and tips in the Double 
Game Guide + on the front of issue 19. 

Super Mario ed 

@ You need to accomplish three challenges to earn yourself a Bronze 
placing, seven for Silver and all ten to make it into the Gold list. 

@ You can enter for whichever challenges you like - it is entirely up to you. 

@ You can use PAL or NTSC copies of the games but, if you opt for NTSC, you'll 
have to achieve the faster of the two listed times in Mario Kart and Wave Race. 

@ Each challenge entered must be accompanied by photographic or video proof. Squeezing 
everything on to the one video tape seems the most sensible solution to us. 

@ We know how to recognise the influence of cheat carts and codes. Offenders will be held up to 
ritual humiliation and stoned out of the country by zealous citizens. 

@ You can enter for the leagues in stages if you wish. If you've made it into the bronze league, for 
instance, you could send us further proof of four or more challenges to elevate yourself to a 
loftier position. 

@ Bronze, Silver and Gold leagues will be published in each future edition of N64 Magazine. 

@ /f you'd like your tapes or photographs back, please include a stamped, addressed envelope. 

'd like to humbly put myself forward for the 

A 
Super Mere 64 

DK 

E 
ISS64 

Hi ello th ere Bronze/Silver/Gold Skill Club 64 league. ! include proof of 
5 my achievements in: 

H 

Blast Cons R 

wat Wars Wave rac 64 

Bawentyc 007 Yoshi e Story 

L 
Banjo-Kazooie 

F M 
Mario Kart 64 1080° 

G N 
Pilotwings 64 F-Zero X 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter challenge G) 
What you must do: Complete the Time Challenge Mode in under 
3'00"00. 
Proof: A picture of the final screen with the time clearly visible. 
Helpful tips: None available. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Win a gold medal on Neptune. 
Proof: A picture of the medal award screen for Neptune. 
Helpful Tips: Tips in issue 8 and the Double Game Guide + on the 
front of issue 16. 

challenge ry) 

What you must do: Break 1'17"00 on Sunny Beach Time Trial 
(1'04"00 on NTSC). 
Proof: A picture of the records screen. 
Helpful Tips: Tips in issue 2 and DGG + on the front of issue 14. 

challenge 
What you must do: Score more than 34848 in the main game. 
Proof: A picture of the final score screen at the end of the game. 
Helpful Tips: The tips in issue 16 and the Double Game Guide + on 
the front of issue 19 should prove very handy. 

challenge @ 
What you must do: Complete the game in under 5 hours and 30 
minutes with all 100 jigsaw pieces and 900 notes. 
Proof: A picture of the game save screen — simple! 
Helpful Tips: A huge guide in issue 19 and the Double Game 
Guide + on the front of issue 20. 

challenge /M) 
What you must do: Score over 80,000 in the Contest mode. 
Proof: A video of you doing it would be best, although we will 
accept a picture of the high scores record screen. 
Helpful Tips: |ssue 22's Double Game Guide + would be a good 
place to start. 

challenge (§) 
What you must do: Beat the Joker Cup on ‘Master’ setting. 
Proof: Only a video will do for this one, we're afraid. Beat the cup 
and then press Record to capture the delightful end sequence. You 
must record all of the sequence, though. 
Helpful Tips: Plenty of hints in issue 24's Double Game Guide +. 

= prove your achievements 

Taking photographs 
Point at the screen and click away. For best results, turn off or cover up the flash (it will reflect off 
the screen), draw the curtains and use a fast film - 200 or, best of all, 400 ASA. 

Taking videos 
1. Take the lead that connects your N64 to your TV and plug it in to the ‘Signal In’ socket on the 
back of your video. 
2. Connect the ‘Signal Out’ plug on your video to your TV and turn both on. 
3. Switch your TV to the video channel and switch on your N64 with a game plugged into it. 
4. Find a spare channel on the video's tuning mechanism and look for the N64 signal. Save the 
Ry ad1sT° A 
5. Achieve your challenge and get to the appropriate result screen. 
6. Pop in a tape and press ‘record’. Press ‘Stop’ after five seconds or so. 
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 according to the number of challenges you're attempting. 
8. Rewind the tape to the beginning of your evidence (so we can see your scores quickly and 
easily). That’s it. 

Please send my badge and certificate to: 

Name 

Use a photocopy of this form if you'd rather not cut your copy of N64 Magazine. 
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Dreamcast 

DREAMCAST GAP) 
USA Battle Tanx Blue Stinger Call 
USA Castlevania Climax Landers Call 

ey USA Extreme G2 Evolution Call 
3 . USA FIFA 99 Geist Force Call 
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Dreamcast Console + Game Call 
Eek Buewie Gameboy Camera £36.99 Extreme G2 Gameboy Printer £46.99 
Gex 64 N64 4mb Expansion Pack £29.99 

USA Top Gear Overdrive 
USA Turok 2 

e , Knife Edge N64 Passport Converter £29.99, 
{ anes Pee CA r Joh ¢ Legend of Zelda PSX Movie Card £59.99 
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© Vs C $ Dreamcast Exchanges Available! E \ any games or product not listed! 
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AND PLAYSTATION GAMES 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE 

TEL: [01423] 508200 
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free price list of mene aocessories & m handise send a SAF 10) 
PROJECT K, The Seedbed Centre, Langsten Read, Leughten, Essex, G10 310 

Retail SMAI ORDER 
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1000°S OF GAMES AT CRAZY LOW PRICES!! 
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IMPOSSIBLE £1795] 5.) 32) 
DIDDY KONG.._2i775] 

01704 
38 MARKET ST, SOUTHPORT 514242 

CONSOLE KING, PO BOX 6, NARBERTH, WALES SA67 7YG 

ZELDA 64 £CALL» OFFICIAL NINTENDO 64 PAD £17.99 
TUROK 2 £CALL DX 256 SAVE CART FOR N64 CD-ROM £29.99 
STAR WARS ROGUE SQUADRON €CALL NINTENDO 64 CD-ROM DEVICE £229.00 
NINTENDO oa JAP ~ No borders or slowdown, teh DSI-FZERO/1080 N64 CD-ROM SAVE CART £34.99 
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9-e(Sun 10-4) MOST NEW i IN STOCK-CALL s-sisun10-4) en Se games cased 1 year All gachines pore with British power supply! 5 

Another World nee branches a’ Lets you play UK/US/Jap games with cheat functions £24.99 
‘ DREAMCAST, VIRTUAL FIGHTER 3, UK POWER, SCART £450.00 

LATEST PLAYSTATION/SATURN GAMES & ACCESSORIES | 
~ ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED, IF ORDERING BY POST SEND REGISTERED = wry 

PREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON ALL SOFTWARE CASH/POSTAL ORDER/CHEQUE MADE PAYABLE TO CONSOLE KING! ve. 
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@ N64 Mag
azine issue 1 for sale, 

£10 or open to offers. Ask for David 
on 0114 268 6073. 

& 

@ The Golden Files: Everything about : 
: Send details to: 25 Pullman Lane, 
: Godalming, Surrey, GU7 1XY. 

everything to do with GoldenEye. 
Over 100 pages. Authentic. Phone 
Joe Gordon on 0181 402 1036 
(England). Will cost £5. Great!! 

@ Nintendo related magazines for 
sale. Retro and new. £1-2 each. Also 
multiformat mags — retro and new. 
£1-2 each. Call Sean on 0171 261 
9295. 

@ Hi, I'm an N64 regular and I'm 
stuck on Banjo-Kazooie in Gobi's 
Valley. I'd like to know how to fill up 
the moat. Write to Ben, 2 McQueen 
Walk, Larkhill, Salisbury, Wiltshire, 
SP4 8RF. 

NT ahi 

@ Please help! N64 Magazine issue 1 
plus video and in good condition £5. 
No pages missing. Write to Robert, 
215A Oldham Road, Middleton, 
Manchester, M24 2LB. 

@ Wanted: Free gifts from issues 2-9 
of N64 Magazine. Cash waiting. 
Must be in good condition and able 
to deliver. Call Paul on 0151 722 
8003. 

@ Help! | can't find the T.T. Door on 
Diddy Kong Racing. Tell Chris on 
01767 692 391. Careful, you may 
have to leave a message! 

@ Please will you send me a picture 
of where the jiggies go in the secret 
puzzle game in Banjo's house on the 
3rd upwards. Write to Stephen, 9 
Town Head, Honley, Huddersfield, 
HD7 2BW. 

@ Help! How do you kill Trevelyan, 
on the Cradle, on 00 Agent level in 
GoldenEye? Ring 0116 233 0504. 

@ Information on any N64 clubs 
wanted! Will accept any clubs. 
Information or forms to join would 
be a great help. Contact Andrew 
McMillan, 11 Hilltop, Ballynahinch, 
Co. Down, N.Ireland. 

N64 Magazine in good condition 
with video. Will pay good money. 
Call Chris on 01623 451205. 

GAMES WANTE 
@ Wanted! Kirby's Pinball Land for 
Game Boy. E-mail: 
JDS@dial.pipex.com or ring 0131 669 : 

: games. Kirby's Tee Shot, Mario 
: Picross, Paneru Gopon, Yoshi's Safari 

@ Wanted! Mortal Kombat 4 and GT : 
? Rich on 01506 413559 after 6pm. 

4042. 

64 for N64. Phone 0162 87132. 

: @ Urgent: Need USA Mario 64 with 
: box and instructions. Must be in 
good condition. Will pay £25 or 

: less. Call Chris after 6pm on 0181 
} 467 0454. 

@ Wanted: New games for £20-25. 

: @ Wanted! Issue number 19 and 9 
i for a reasonable price. Please reply to : 
: Matthew on 01926 491122. : 

: @ GT 64 wanted, good condition 
: with instructions. £20. Tel 01270 
} 568783. Ask for Graeme. 

} @ Wanted: Full set of Super Play 
} magazines, issues 1 to 47 and Sp 
: Gold. Excellent price paid. Contact 
: Aaron on 01242 890431. 

: @ Wanted! SNES games: Final 
: Fantasy Ill and Chrono Trigger. Must 
: be boxed with all maps etc. Contact 
: Aaron on 01242 890431. 

? @ | need cheat books, manuals or 
: anything else to do with GoldenEye. 
: Also need back issues of N64 
: Magazine. Good prices. Call Oliver 
: on 0171 229 3256. 

:@ Manga videos wanted, must be 
: 18's, | will gladly pay £3.50. Call 
= Aaron on 01923 330603. Please 
: could someone try and get Golgo 13 
: the Professional. 

: @ Wanted — N64 Magazine issues 1- 
: 2. Plus video in good condition. Will 
pay up to £5. Call John on 0151 678 

: 2985. 

: @ | need Issue 1 of N64 Magazine 
i with video. Will pay £2. Phone Greg 
} on 01360 310144 after 4pm. 

} @ | want a Game Boy pocket with 
: Zelda and Donkey Kong 7 and 2. 
: Willing to pay £50-65. E-mail me at 
: haringey17@aol.com or phone James 
: on 0181 458 6602. 

@ Help! Does anyone have issue 1 of } i 
: @ Wanted - F7 World Grand Prix for : 
} £25. Phone Nick on 01656 707193. 

¢ @ Wanted! NES in good working 
: order with at least one Ze/da game. 
: Will pay up to £30. Call on 07970 
: 431092 or e-mail jjeszka@aol.com. 

@ Wanted! Jap Super Famicom 

and any 8-bit Famicom stuff. Call 

} @ Wanted! Final Fantasy III (US) for 
: the SNES. Will pay up to £25. Call 
i Francis on 01547 270092 

: @ 15-year-old female wants penpals 
: of similar age. Male or female. | 
: enjoy sports, music and, of course, 

: : N64s. Ring 0161 973 3955. 
} @ Desperately Wanted: Yoshi's Story. } 
: Will pay £20-25. Phone 01382 
: 542867 and ask for lain. Must be 
: boxed with instructions. 

: @ 10-12-year-old penpal wanted. 
} Must hate PlayStation and love 
: GoldenEye. Write to Jon, 50 Rye 
: Road, Hoppesdon, Herts, EN11 OHP. 
: Or phone 01992 447532. 

PS. | love Catatonia. 

} @ 16-year-old male wants to hear 
: from male or female of same age. 
: Must like cricket and N64 Magazine. 
: Call Antony on 0114 284 6756 after 
: 5pm. 

: @ My name is Gary. I'm 12 and 
: would like a female penpal of 11-12. 
i My interests are swimming, rugby, 
: N64, golf and football. Call 01247 
} 463117. 

: @ 10-13-year-old male penpal, likes 
: N64 and hates GreyStation. Write to 
: Martin, 27 Hill View Esh, Winning, 
: Durham, DH7 9LD. 

: @ 15-year-old boy wants 15 or 16- 
: year-old girl for laughs and crack. 
: Phone Jonny on 01693 772722. 

} @ Penpal wanted - 11-13-year-old. 
: interests must include James Bond 
: and N64. Don't be shy. Send photo 
i to 7 King George V1 Drive, Hove, 
: Sussex, BN3 6XF. 

? @ Penpal wanted aged between 9 
: and 12 years for 10-year-old who 
: loves animals, netball and the N64! 
: Write to Stacie Easton, 6 Spring 

: : Gardens, Boroughbridge, N.Yorks, 
 @ Blast Corps wanted. Will pay up to : 
: £15. Call John on 0151 678 2985. : 

YOS51 QEL. 

: @ Penpal wanted. Female, aged 
: 12-15 years must like the N64, PCs 
and music. Write to Michael 

: Strand, 45 Westwood Crescent, 
: Winton, Eccles, Manchester, England, 
: M30 8DY. 

: @ 9-10-year-old penpal wanted. 
: Must love video games and 
: football. Write to Shane Duane at 
: Gortroe, Adrahan, County Galway, 

Ireland. 

? @ Hi, I'm a 12-year-old boy. | am 
: looking for a penpal. | don’t care 
: how old you are, you must just love 
: Nintendo. Write to Yesse Wynen, 
: Tempeliersdal 53, Haaren, Holland, 
: 5076 CK. 

} @ | need a penpal. Boy or girl, any 
: age. E-mail me at 
: bugbasher@hotmail.com. | like sport 
: and N64 games. 

ie Penpal wanted! Girl aged 12-13 
ears, single, loves N64. If interested 
-mail tridgway@wgs.cambs.sch.uk. 

Must be attractive, don't be shy 
babes. 

@ Female penpal wanted, aged 16- 
4, who likes video games and 
‘ollerblading. Reply to: Tim Faulkne, 
99 Alma St, Radcliffe, Manchester, 

M26 4FX. 

@ Penpals wanted, must be females 
who like playing Nintendo 64 games. 
Ages 18+. Contact Neville on 01265 
751029 before 6pm. 

@ Sting look-a-like, N64 and 
PlayStation penpal wanted. Photo if 
possible. Write to Nigel @ 13 
Evesham Close, Bolton, Lancs, BL3 

: SAL. Age 30yrs. 

a 
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| have Turok and will swap for 
GoldenEye or F1 World Grand Prix. 
Contact 01424 219202 after 7pm 
not on Wednesday) and ask for 
Adam. 

@ |'ll swap Shadows of the Empire 
‘or Banjo-Kazooie or WCW/NWO 
Revenge. Please call Sumeet on 
181 518 2201 or 0181 554 2177. 

@ | will swap NHL Breakaway for 

Jonathan on 021 831833. 

@ Dark Rift and Lylat Wars with 
Rumble pak. Will swap for Mortal 

: Kombat 4, F1 World Grand Prix, V- 
: Rally, FIFA 98 or Mission: 
i Impossible. Must be in good 
: condition. Ring Jordan after 5pm on 
$ 01502 585441. 

@ |'ll swap Mission: Impossible, 
Mario Kart 64 or NHL Breakaway 98 
or any other good game. Mystical 
Ninja wanted. Contact David on 
1792 232750. 

@ Duke Nukem 64 for sale, £30. Or 
wap for any reasonable game In 
‘ood condition with packaging. Call 
eamus on 091 595133. 

@ Will swap FIFA 98: Road to the 
World Cup for Wayne Gretzky's 3D 
Hockey, Snowboard Kids, Blast Corps } 

: World Grand Prix. Call 01474 
: 879573 and ask for Michael, or leave 
: a phone number. 

t Duke Nukem 64, Call Joe on 
1253 354848. 

@ My GoldenEye, Turok or Mario 
Kart for your ISS '98, Mortal Kombat 

? 4 or Turok 2. All good offers 
: considered. Call Sam on 01943 
: 830472. 

@ | will swap one of my N64 
ames for your Action Replay. Also 

} Turok (US) for sale £10, Snowboard 
i Kids (UK) £25. Call Joe on 01423 
: 358753. 

a ee 

: @ Will swap Yoshi's Story for 
: WCW/NWO Revenge or Mario 64. 
i Please call Jack on 01635 278625. 

? @ | would like to swap Banjo- 
: Kazooie or Forsaken for the Action 
: Replay card and memory pak. 
: Excellent condition. Phone Daniel on 
: 01670 815020. 

} @ I'll swap Snowboard Kids for Top 
: Gear Rally, Mario 64 or NBA 
: Courtside, Call Sean on 01768 
: 483723. Not fussy about condition of 
i boxes. 

$ @ 1 will swap F7 World Grand Prix 
: for Wave Race 64, Mission: 
: Impossible or 1080° Snowboarding. 
: Will also consider other offers. Call 
: 0181 527 2104. 

} @ Will swap my Forsaken for WWF 
} : Warzone or swap my F1 Pole 
: Position for Hexen. Call 0131 665 
: 8048 and ask for Ross. 

i @ | will swap Fighters Destiny or GT 
: 64 for the best offer | get. Call 
} Stephen on 0117 963 5833. 

 @ Will swap Snowboard Kids or 
: Quake for Lylat Wars or Blast Corps. 
: Call Stuart May on 0181 505 2990. 
: Thanks. 

} @ Wanted: Banjo-Kazooie and 1080° 
Buck Bumble or sell it for £30. Phone : 

: 1SS64, Mario Kart 64, World Cup 98, 
: Pilotwings 64 or Forsaken (All PAL). 
: Phone Paul on 0411 709787 
: (evenings). 

Snowboarding (PAL). Will swap: 

 @ Will swap Quake for Rampage 
} World Tour. Quake in brilliant 
: condition with box. Please hurry. Call 
: Michael on 01337 857689. 

$ @ Will swap Snowboard Kids or 
: Turok for WWF Warzone, F Zero-X 
: or F1 World Grand Prix. Or will sell 
: for £25 each. Contact John on 01444 
} 436803. 

} @ Will swap GT 64 for most games 
: but not GoldenEye or Banjo-Kazooie. 
: P.S. Anyone got issues 1-16 of N64 
: Magazine? Will pay £5 for issue 1 + 
: video. Phone James on 0181 517 
: 4512. 

@ | will swap Mario Kart for F1 

$ @ | will swap Turok for any game. 
: Phone first to make sure | will accept 
i it. Call 01693 772722 and ask for 
: Jonathan. Money will be accepted. 

 @ Swap DKR (US), Turok (US), 
} Goemon (US) for 1080°, WWF 
: Warzone, V-Rally, Silicon Valley, 
Mission or Wipeout (US or UK). Call 

} David on 0171 272 6438. 

February 1999 
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@ |'ll swap Mission: Impossible for 
WCW/NWO Revenge, or any other 
decent game. Call Paul on 0181 462 
9269 (after 5pm). 

@ Would anyone swap either Lylat 
Wars, Bomberman or Wetrix for 
Yoshi's Story (top condition), Blast 
Corps or Pilotwings (okay condition). 
Phone 01788 560210. 

@ Will swap Super Mario 64, 
Pilotwings or Turok for any decent 
games or will sell for £30 each. Call 
Darren or Henson on 0181 679 1006. : 

@ | will swap my mint condition 
Quake for your Lamborghini or any 
other good game. Call 01487 842624 
and ask for Ben. 

 @ | will swap Diddy Kong Racing 
: (manky box but good conditon game) : 
: for Blast Corps or anything good. Call : 

: @ | will swap Yoshi's Story for 
i : Pilotwings, 1080°, Buck Bumble, 
$ @ | will swap FIFA 64 for Diddy Kong 
; : Snowboard Kids or WWF Warzone. 

: Call Ben on 01232 711548. 

Ross on 01234 771835. 

: Racing. Please ring Neil on 01846 
: 612244, 

$ @ | will swap Extreme G for Wave 
: Race 64, other swaps also considered. 
: Phone Luke on 01705 641144. 
: (Please call after 5pm.) 

@ Will swap /SS64 for WCW vs 
: NWO. Call Warren on 01438 
: 747456. 

: @ Will swap Turok or Extreme G. 
Ring Russel on 01603 717154 (not 

: Sundays). 
@ | will swap Yoshi's Story, Mario 64, } 
Mario Kart or FIFA: RTTWC 98 for 
ISS '98, 1080°, WCW vs NWO, 
Pilotwings, WWF or F1 World Grand 
Prix. May consider other games. 
Write to Natalie, 269 Shieldhall Rd, 
Drumoyne, Glasgow. 

@ I'll swap Mystical Ninja for 
GoldenEye, F-Zero, F1 World Grand 
Prix, Mortal Kombat 4, World Cup 
‘98, WWF Warzone or Pilotwings. 
Ring Richard on 01875 810682. 

@ Will swap my Yoshi's Story for your } 
1080°, GoldenEye, MK4 or anything 
else. Call Philip on 01704 822623 
(weekdays 5-8pm). 

@ Will swap Star Wars or Fighters 
Destiny for Goemon, Banjo or any 
good game. Phone (Sunday) on 0141 
401 3118 (PAL only). 

@ Will swap Fighters Destiny or Blast 
Corps for any good game. Phone 
Michael on 0161 445 6297. 

@ Will swap GoldenEye for Mario 64 
Phone Lee on 0161 612 2948 (after 
4pm weekdays, anytime weekends). 

@ Game Boy for sale. Will swap for 
Mario 64 or Banjo-Kazooie. Phone 
Dave on 0411 368726. 

@ Game Boy for sale, all in good 
condition including three games. Will 
swap for /SS '98 or Top Gear Rally. 
Phone Dave 0411 368726. 

@ Swap Diddy Kong Racing for Super : 
Mario or Snowboard Kids. Phone 
Damien on 01255 222188. 

@ | will swap Turok for ISS '98 or any 
good game. Call John on 0151 678 
2985. 

@ Swap WCW, Forsaken, GoldenEye 
or Fighters Destiny for Snowboard 
Kids, Goemon, F-Zero or Mission: 
Impossible. Call Matthew on 0151 
632 3633 or e-mail me at: 
popperkid@hotmail.com 

@ Mystical Ninja for swap. Offers. 
Call 01624 813630 and ask for 
Aaron. 

@ Will swap Doom or F1 Pole 
Position for either FIFA 98 or Turok. 
Call Dan after 6pm on 01922 
447967. 

@ | will swap my Super Mario 64 or 
my Shadows of the Empire for your 
WWF Warzone. Call Preston on 
01383 412819. 

@ | will swap Mystical Ninja for 
GoldenEye or Yoshi's Story. Call Paul 
on 01384 568852. 

issue 25 

: @ Once in a lifetime opportunity. | 
: will swap /SS64, an official grey 
: controller and £5 for WWF Warzone. 
: Phone Liam on 0181 640 0726. 

¢ @ Will swap Turok or Extreme G in 
: return for Banjo-Kazooie, 1080°, 
: Wetrix, World Cup '98 or even V- 
: Rally. Call Richard on 01276 475186. 

: World Cup '98 or F-Zero or sell for 
: £25. Also wanted: Red official 

controller — will pay up to £17 for it. 
: Phone David on 01444 244738. 

? @ 1 will swap Pilotwings and £5 for 
} F1 World Grand Prix. (Box is not in 
: great condition.) Phone Nick on 
: 01636 707193. 

@ Will swap Blast Corps (boxed with 
nstructions) for GoldenEye (which 
doesn't have to be boxed with 
nstructions). Phone 01753 861010 
after 5pm (weekdays). 

@ I'll swap my Mario (perfect 
condition) for Banjo, Lylat Wars or 
GoldenEye. Mario with manual but 

= no box. Games must be in perfect 
: condition. Call 01753 644833. 

@ |'m willing to swap Blast Corps for 
any game scoring over 70%. Call 

: wait for the answering machine. 

@ I'll give you Starfox and FIFA for 
Banjo-Kazooie. E-mail Patrick at 
superboyp@aol.com 

@ Will swap Yoshi's Story or Extreme 
G for Mystical Ninja or San Francisco 
Rush. Please phone Elliott on 01276 

: 507251. 

must have box and instructions. Call 
Michael on 07912 688285. 

@ Will swap Blast Corps for Banjo- 
Kazooie. May consider another game 
or sell for £30. Ring Kye after 4.30pm 

¢ on 01454 852635. 

@ | have DkR and Super Mario to 
: swap for Banjo, 1080°, GoldenEye, 
} Goemon or Silicon Valley. Contact 
: Matthew on 01524 241558 or e-mail 
 petermccabei@compuserve.com 

@ I'll give you FIFA 98 for San 
Francisco Rush or Chopper Attack. 

Call Niall on 0131 440 1364 between 
4.30pm and 9pm 

@ | will swap Blast Corps for Turok, 
Banjo-Kazooie, Mission: Impossible, 

: or Iggy’s Reckin’ Balls. Call 01543 

i @ | will swap Blast Corps for Mischie 
Ross on 01896 752088 - if I'm not in, 

: GoldenEye or any other good game. 
: You must collect. Call 01556 650477. 

} 271715 and ask for Adam (after 
4pm only). 

Top Gear Rally, Extreme G, 

: @ I'll swap TGR or Extreme G for 
: Snowboard Kids, MRC, F1 Pole, 
: Hexen, Blast Corps or Lamborghini 
: 64. Call Bobby on 01592 758512. 

: @|'ll swap my Action Replay (boxed) 
: for any good game (boxed) or sell for 
: £32. Call Nick after 5pm (weekdays) 
> on 01342 810238. 

 @ I'll swap Killer Instinct Gold, GT 64 
} or Shadows of the Empire for any 
: game that | think is reasonable. Call 
: Ross on 01241 431172. 

: @ I'll swap Quest 64 (US) for Turok, 
: TGR, 1080°, Body Harvest or Buck 
: Bumble. Will sell for £25. Call Richard 
: on 01905 358731. 

: @ | have 7080° and Snowboard Kids. 
: Will sell for reasonable price or swap. 
: Call Daniel on 01234 404153. | will 

i @ |'ll swap Fighters Destiny for Turok, i consider any games. 

: @ Will swap Wave Race for anything 
: good, namely Banjo or Forsaken. 
: Anything considered. Please contact 
: Ed at mccltd@aol.com 

 @ Will swap Diddy Kong Racing for 
: F-Zero X, F1 WGP or V-Rally and 
: Banjo-Kazooie for Turok 2 and 
: GoldenEye for Mortal Kombat 4 (with 
: instructions). Call Adam on 0181 806 
: 9386. 

: @ | will give you my Yoshi's Story or 
: Mario for your Goemon. Contact Jake 
: after 4pm on 01993 891560. 

? @ Bomberman, never used, 
: unwanted present. Will swap for 
: Shadows or Chameleon Twist. Phone 
: Eric Jnr on 01360 770804 after 
: 6.30pm. May consider selling. 

Makers, Wave Race, Extreme G, 

 @ Will swap F7 World Grand Prix for 
i either Chopper Attack or WWF 
: Warzone or £30 cash. Phone Mike on 
i 01473 402109 (evenings). 

: @ I'll swap Rampage World Tour for 
any game. Call Alex on 01622 

i : 717470. 
} @ Will swap Lylat Wars (with box and } 

nstructions) for any good offer. Game : 
: Reckin' Balls or Mission: Impossible. 
: Call Chris on 0171 370 4678 or 
: e-mail cv98169@latymer-upper.org.uk 

GAMES FOR SALE 
: @ GoldenEye, Madden 64, Fighters 
: Destiny, Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey 
: 98, all £30 (boxed). Wave Race 
: (boxed but without instructions) £25. 
: 1SS64 £20. Phone Manjit on 0181 
: 570 6393. 

@ |'ll swap Yoshi's Story for Iggy's 

} @ Silicon Valley and Mission £25 
i each, ono. Also Blast Corps £15 ono. 
: Call Mike on 01795 477603. 

Must be PAL and boxed with manual. : 
! @ Selling: Blast Corps, Turok, Mario, 
: Rampage, Fighters Destiny, 
: Pilotwings, Shadows of the Empire 
and Extreme G £35 each or £270 for 

: the lot. Call James on 01388 765742 
: between 9am and 4pm. 

? @ Bomberman 64, F1 Pole Position, 
Diddy Kong Racing and Top Gear 
Rally, all boxed with instructions: 
£30. V3 Steering Wheel £40. Call 
Matt on 01892 669284. 

@ WWF Warzone £30, GoldenEye 
£25, Mario Kart £25, WCW vs NWO 

} World Tour £20. All good condition. 
: E-mail m.g.beckly@cms.salford.ac.uk 

@ Diddy Kong Racing in perfect 
condition. Bargain at £25 (buyer 

i collects). Phone Richard after 5pm on 
: 01925 711288. 

@ /SS64, TGR and DKR: £25 each or 
all for £70. Phone 0961 367794. All 
boxed with instructions and in 
excellent condition. 

@ Zelda 64 £30, F1 World GP £25, 
GoldenEye £25, Super Mario £25, 
Mario Kart £20, DKR £20, Mystical 
Ninja £20, Wave Race £20, Blast 
Corps £20, Yoshi's Story £20, Top 

£15, Mischief Makers £15. All good 
condition and boxed with instructions. 
Call Rony on 0181 573 0930. 

@ Top Gear Rally (UK), still boxed, 
£35. Call Craig on 01603 712609. 

@ If you give me £20, | will give you 

@ Snowboard Kids, DKR, Extreme G, 
Bomberman and Tetrisphere all for 
ale. £25 each, £110 for the whole 
ot. All boxed with instructions. 
Contact Lloyd Husbands on 01246 
555410. 

@ MK¢4 for sale, £35 excellent 
condition. Must come to collect. 
Write to Shamoon Hussain, 97 
Kirkgate, Shipley, West Yorkshire, 
BD18 3LR 

nstructions £30. Phone Olly on 
01225 859286 after 5pm. 

@ Top Gear Rally £25, FIFA 98: 
RTWC plus Memory pak £30. Call 
Aaron on 01846 638271. 

@ Sell DKR (US) £25-30, Turok 90% 
US) £20-25, Lylat Wars 94% (UK) 

@ Mario, Banjo and /SS64 for sale: 
£25-30 each. Might swap for good 
games. Phone Ali on 0181 204 8786. 

@ Snowboard Kids £25. Excellent 
ondition and boxed or will swap for 

other games. Call Ashleigh on 01530 
223033 after 5pm (weekdays). 

@ Goemon £30, Turok £15, Mario 
Kart £15 — all PAL and in mint 
‘ondition. Phone Stuart on 01959 
701360. 

@ For sale! Nintendo 64 (NTSC 
ersion). Brand new, never used — 

£45 ono. Mario Kart 64 (US) £25. 
Call Paul on 01234 765581. 

@ Banjo-Kazooie, brill condition £30 
ono. Mario Kart, brill condition £25 
ono. Contact Justin Jones on 01707 
91001. 

@ SNES with Superscope and two 

ix Mario games including Mario 
Paint, Street Fighter, Micro 
Machines £75. Ring Mike on 01634 

} 235851. 

ontrollers. Lots of Superscope games. : 
; Phone 01684 561713. 

? @ Find out where it all began! Large 
: collection of NES carts for sale. Also 
: Virtual Boy carts. Send SAE to N. 
: Marshall, 11 Oaklands Rd, 
: Groombridge, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, 
: TN3 9SB. 

} @ Mario, DKR, Turok, Forsaken, 
: Quake and Extreme G. All £20 and all 
: boxed with instructions in premium 
: condition. Call Mark, after 4pm, on 
$ 0113 266 6105. 

 @ Mission: Impossible £34 or swap 
: for 1080° or F-Zero X. Offers 
: welcome. Call Dean on 01489 
: 896548. 

? @ Lylat Wars £22, ISS64 £15. Both 
: fully boxed and in good condition. 
: Call Ben on 0181 840 8033. 

} @ N64 plus two controllers, memory 
: pak and two games: F1 World GP 
: and NBA Courtside. Will sell for 
} £120. Please call 01823 326618 after 

Gear Rally £20, Extreme G £15, ISS64 : 6pm. 

} @ For sale: Wipeout 64 (US) mint 
 conditon and boxed with instructions 
: £45. Contact Dee on 0181 488 9959. 

? @ For sale: Tetris Attack (US) for 
: SNES. Still factory sealed £20. Contact 
: Dee on 0181 488 9959. 

: Diddy Kong Racing. Phone Shawn on } 
: 0151 280 0366. : @ Nagano Winter Olympics 98, full 

: working order, £30, or swap for Duke 
: Nukem. Call Ben on 01872 260113. 

; @ Duke Nukem and Mission: 
i Impossible for £25 each. MakoPad 
; for £10. Call Kyle on 0171 381 5698. 

i @ Banjo-Kazooie, Mario Kart - both 
: 90% games - £25 each. Call Roger 
: on 01296 714367. 

: @ /SS64 for sale. Boxed and in good 
: condition, only £25. Call Martin on 
: 07979 602992. 

@ Mystical Ninja for sale. Boxed with : 
} @ Turok: Dinosaur Hunter for sale 
: £30. Will swap for Forsaken or /SS 
: '98. Call 0114 268 6073 and ask for 
: David. 

 @ Fighters Destiny, great condition, 
: boxed with instructions for only £20. 

Offers welcome. Call Paolo on 01707 
: 375802. May swap for any other 

 £30-35, /SS64 92% (UK) £20-30. Call : decent game. 
: David on 0171 272 6438. : 

} @ Snowboard Kids for £23 or swap 
for any good games. Call Jim on 0181 

: 672 0419, 

} @ Will sell TGR or WCW vs NWO for 
: £30 each. Call Rory on 01353 276 
$ 1087. (Or will swap TGR for MK4.) 

i @ MakoPad in mint condition, boxed 
> as new. Call 01396 828895 and ask 
i for Gavin. 

} @ NBA Courtside, Nagano Winter 
: Olympics and Wave Race 64, all 
: boxed and in good condition. £20-30 
: each or will swap for any good game. 
: Phone James on 0181 688 1552. 

} @ Yoshi's Story, Blast Corps, Shadows 
: of the Empire, Mischief Makers and 
: others (all US) for sale. £20 each or 
: will swap. Send fax to 00301 422 
$0111 and ask for Dimos. 

: @ Rampage World Tour, Mario 64, 
: Turok, GoldenEye and Banjo-Kazooie 

(all US versions) £20 to £30 each. 

i @ Spook pad for sale. Will sell for any 
: reasonable offer. Costs £30 normally. 



In mint condition and with extra 
buttons. Call Jack on 01434 381193. 

@ Duke Nukem 64 for sale, fair 
condition with manual and guide. 
Phone 01703 260629 after 6pm. 

@ Banjo £35 - first caller gets it. Ring 
Guy on 01404 815961 after 5pm. 

@ FIFA ‘98: Road to the World Cup 
£25, good condition (boxed). Call 
James or Paul between 4pm and 
6.30pm on 01795 537690. 

@ SNES with Superscope 6, control 
pad and five games. Everything has 
clear instructions and in good 
condition. £50 ono. Phone 0161 485 : 

¢ 811156. | will also swap for 
: GoldenEye or F1 World Grand Prix. 

2362. 

@ SNES for sale with Donkey Kong 
Country 3, Killer Instinct, F-Zero and 
six other games: £40. Call Martin on 
01419 574185 before 7pm 
(weekdays). 

@ Extreme G for sale £25. Boxed and } 
: games — Super Mario Land, 
: Megaman II, Mystical Ninja starring 
: Goemon, Mario & Yoshi, Kirby's 
: Dream Land, Nigel Mansell's World 
: Championship and Gargoyle's Quest. 
: Also including a Game Genie. Will 
: sell for £25-35. Ring 01922 642455. 

with instructions. Call Mark or Paul 
on 0161 336 3485 after 4pm 
(weekdays). 

@ Give me £20 for Yoshi's Story and 
I'll be your best mate. Contact Oliver 
on 01494 715474. 

@ SNES with Super Game Boy, F- 
Zero, Pilotwings, Mario Kart, 
Sensible Soccer, Twin Bee, Street 
Fighter II, Jurassic Park, Magic Boy, 
Batman, Mortal Kombat, Road Riot, 
R Type, Plok, Tiny Toons, Dragon's 
Lair, Mystic Quest, Starwing, Zool 
and Killer Instinct: £250. Call 01256 
761980. 

Cut out and send 
— 

: @ 7080° £30, Turok £20, Extreme G 
: £20, Blast Corps £25, Lylat Wars 
: £30, 1SS64 £25. N64 Mags for sale. 
: Call Phil on 01642 784613. 

? @ Quake and San Francisco Rush 
: £29.99 each or swap for any decent 
: game. Also Resident Evil 2 and 
: Nuclear Strike for PlayStation 
: £24.99. Call 01274 598006. 

 @ Yoshi's Story £30, Cruis'n USA 
+ £25 or both for £50. Will swap for 
: MRC, Iggy's Reckin’ Balls, 
: Bomberman 64 or Aero Gauge. Ring 
: Andrew on 0114 245 2419. 

? @ Mario 64 for sale. Only £25 with 
box and book. Phone Max on 01705 

: @ NES with seven games, two pads 
: and zapper. Includes some of Rare’s 
i first ever games. Some boxes and 
i instructions. £35 plus p&p. Call Joe i @ Will sell Goemon for £35 or Top : 
: on 01423 358753. : Gear Rally for £30. Both games for 

: N64 and in good condition. Phone 
: Sam on 0114 247 4702. 

@ Game Boy for sale with seven 

i @ /SS64 with box and instructions, 
: £25 ono. Call Errol on 01621 
: 868463. 

: @ SNES with Star Trek/Wars, DKC 3, 
: Mario Kart, All Stars, Mario World, 
: and three controllers. SNES and 
games (no boxes) £30 ono. Call 

: 01975 562160. 

? @ NES console/games for sale with 
: cases. £4 with box or instructions, £3 
: without. Duck Hunt plus gun £8. 
: Phone Mikey on 01258 455351 

} @ Issues 1, 3, 6, 10, 12, 13 and 14 
: of N64 Mag. All in mint condition. Sit 
: up and beg. Call 0836 569250. 

? @ 1 will sell Banjo-Kazooie for £30 
} ono or will swap for Mission: 
: Impossible. Call Lee on 01494 
: 442986. 

: @ Forsaken 64 £30-35, Great 
: condition. Three months old. 
: Instructions included. Call Alex on 
: 01386 725555. 

} @ /SS64 (with box and instructions) 
: for sale £20 or will swap for Banjo- 
: Kazooie, World Cup ‘98, Turok or 
: any good fighting game. Box not 
: needed. Call Patrick on 01232 
: 616727. 

: @ TGR, Fighters Destiny and San 
: Francisco Rush for sale. All boxed 
: with manuals — £25 each. Phone 
: Mike on 01473 402109 (evenings) 

} @ N64 Magazine issues 1-11 £30. 
: Edge Magazine issues 1-60 £100. 
: Turok (US) £15, Starfox JAP) with 
: Rumble pak £20. Phone Seth on 
: 01286 871515. 

? @ FIFA World Cup 98 £30 ono. 
: Great condition with box and 

: instructions. Please call Toby on 
: 01959 575546 (after 5pm). 

} @ N64 Magazine issue 1 for sale, 
good condition but unfortunately 

: without video. Highest bid wins. 
: Call Steve on 01803 875836 and 
: leave an offer. 

: @ Zelda £35, GoldenEye £30 and 
: Silicon Valley £30. All are PAL and 
: are boxed with instructions. Call 
: 07970 418758 and leave your 
: details. 

i @ Banjo-Kazooie £30 or swap for 
: WWF Warzone with manual. Contact : 
} 01963 23079 and ask for John 

= @ For sale! Theme Park £15, Killer 
: Instinct £10, Mickey Mania £10, 

i Street Fighter £7, Wario Woods £5 
: ono. All on SNES. Call Nick on 0161 
? 491 3960. 

i @ Mission: Impossible £30. Boxed 
: with instructions, booklet and poster. 
: Call Dan on 01778 394979. 

: @ SNES for sale with 15 games 
: including Zelda, FIFA '97 and Desert 
: Strike: £90. Telephone Patrick on 
: 01238 510214. 

i @ F1 World Grand Prix, one month 
: old. £35 ono. Tel 01743 245686. 

: @ For sale! WCW vs NWO: World 
: Tour £25, Banjo £30 ono. Call Peter 

: between 4pm and 9pm on 01236 
: 531857. 

? @ Mission: Impossible and WCW vs 
: NWO. £30 each or £55 for both. 
: Please call Cyril on 0171 235 7564. 

i @ Killer Instinct Gold. Will sell for 
: between £20 and £30. Call Paul on 
: 0121 707 4347 (after 4pm, 
: weekdays). 

} @ Goemon — as new - only £20. Get 
: it while it lasts! Got 90% in the 
: review. E-mail me at 
: phil9t8@hotmail.com or ring 01455 
: 846100. 

? @ Yoshi's Story £20, Diddy Kong 
: Racing £20, Starfox (US) £30, 
: Wipeout 64 (US) £30, Mystical Ninja 
: £20. All for £100. Call Garey on 
: 01707 324631. 

? @ Lylat Wars complete with Rumble 
: pak. Big box in mint condition, 
: unused: £35. Call Mike on 01543 
: 257006. 

: @ Doom 64 £20, Blast Corps £20, 
: Mario Kart 64 £25, GoldenEye £30. 
: All games come with boxes and 
: instructions. Good condition. Phone 
: Lewis on 01203 449728. Must 
: collect. 

} @ F1 World Grand Prix £35 and 
: Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey £20. 
: Both in good condition. Call Dan on 
: 01798 343339. 

i @ For sale! N64 Magazine issue's 1- 
: 20. Includes all free gifts and tips 
: books in perfect condition: £30. Call 
: Brad on 01752 213126. 

} @ N64 console, GoldenEye, Mortal 
: Kombat, F1 World Grand Prix and 
: Wetrix, Mb Memory pak and two 
: official controllers: £200 ono. 
: Phone Chris on 01874 
: 730914. 
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PCa C 
N E | Yep, we reviewed some of the 

! games in Directory almost TWO 
years ago so, whilst they might have deserved 
their mark then, they don’t now. Hence the 
new Star Mark, which shows how we feel the 
game compares now. Out of five. 

It's now super-easy to see whether the game in 
question got a Star Game Award (85% or over). 
If it did, we recommend you buy it! 

WT eT il ey ts 

1080° SNOWBOARDING 
1-2 players ® Rumble pak @ 

= On-cart © Issue 21 @ MK 

se « Stomach- whirlingly 
good, but it takes a 

HIGHLY 
RATED 
Your at-a-glance 

guide to the highest- 
rated games in 

Directory. 

stick with it and that 
familiar Nintendo 
magic shines through. 
Great. 

Issue 22's Double Game Guide + features 
more than enough tips and hints to enable 
you to access all the secret boarders. 

The pees 
of zelda 
98% 

‘SHiper Mario 64 

96% 

Konami @ £55 @ 1-2 players @ 
Rumble pak ® Controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ MK 

‘ ; Good in spells, but flawed and disappointing at 
Goldenkye a length. Feels realistic but is too dull, too often. 

& "9 To access the secret planes, go to the Title 

— Screen and press Left-C, Bottom-C, Right-C, 
a 2 

F1 World Grand Top-C, Left-C, Right-C and Down-C. 

Prix 

ASCII @ £55 @ 1-2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ MK 

A real stinker of a Wipeout clone with pop-up, 
cheating opponents and terrible controls. 

If you shelled out good money for Aero 
Gauge, 01273 821104 is the number to 

phone to complain. 

Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 ve @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 22 @ TW 

A meticulously put together baseball sim, with 
hi-res graphics and ultra-detailed gameplay. 

Try entering the following cheat codes: 
ATEMYBUIK © BRKNBATS ¢ GRTBLSFDST 

im © BBNSTRDS ¢ PRPPAPLYR 

while to get into. Still, 

o the follc 
Il find u 

LOU ly 
reviewer 

SETAC CoA) 

Jonathan Davies 
Marcus Hawkins 

ao aee 
RON no me 

Zy Nicholson 
Jon Smith 

oye Cl 
Jes Bickham 
ames 

Max Everingham 

eee alee 
Steve Jarratt 
Elam aac 
Mark Green 

Dean Mortlock 

N E | Information now 
I includes whether 

a game uses a Rumble, 
Controller or Expansion Pak. 

Here we tell you whether you 
should buy the game or not, ina 
quick and informative fashion. 
You can rest assured, we know 
our games and we know how to 
tell if games are good. 

In here will be a tip of the 
toppermost variety, packed 
like tuna into a nice and 
concise space. Handy! 

Re-enter a race after ‘doing’ it to race 
against your very own ghost. 
¢ Blast Corps. was Double Game Guided in 
issue 16. 

BODY HARVEST _ 
Rumble pak 
Issue 22 @ TW 

ons veh in 
cles to 
and the 

biggest worlds on the 
N64. 

Tactics... when facing off against a boss, 
the best tactic is to be in a vehicle. Failing 
that, keep circling them. 

Titus @ £30 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 10 @ TW 

Not bad, just competent. It'll pass a few hours 
but don't expect anything as lasting as TGR. 

Beat every different game mode to 
access the four hidden cars. Rock and, 
moreover, roll. 

BANJO-KAZOOIE 
1 player @ Rumble pak @ 
On cart @ Issue 18 @JA 

Rare’s mastery of the 
| N64 hardware is once 
again demonstrated in 
this vast, stunningly 
beautiful, and 
supremely playable 

ste Mario-alike. 

After you've drained the sandcastle in TTC, 
return to Banjo’s house and look up at the 
picture of Bottles to play a puzzle game. 

Hudson/Nintendo @ £5008 
1-4 players @ On cart @ 
Issue 8 @ ZN 

Oh dear. The one-player mode is tedious and the 
multiplayer game has been completely ruined. 

Collect all 100 cards and complete the 
game to open up a whole new hidden 

GT @ £40 @ 1/2 players @ world. 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 20 @ JA 

Arm-ripping beat-'em-up with excellent graphics, 
but a little bit shallow on the gameplay front. Nintendo ® £40 @ 1 lai e 

Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Disable blocking, and do nothing but shoot Issue 21 @ TW 
during the fight for a guaranteed win. 
© Hold Left on the D-pad and press Start to 
switch to first-person. 

BLAST CORPS 
Nintendo/Rare @ £30 © 
1 player @ On cart @ 
Controller pak @ Issue 5 @ JS 

“a ‘itbubtediy\ ‘one of 
the most : 
idiosyncratically 
orifie| games on the 
N64, and one you're 
almost certain to 

« enjoy. 

Uninspiring 3D adventure, but compulsive at 
times. Up against Banjo, mind, it looks rubbish. 

Hold A, B and Z to open the Level Select 
menu. ¢ Complete the hidden planet to 
enable the Gold Bomber mode. 

BUCK BUMBLE 
EC a Ubi Soft @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 

Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 20 @ JP 

Dodgy graphics, unconvincing controls, but not 
the worst shoot-’em-up we've ever played. 



On the D-pad push Left, Right, Up and 
Down and hold for two seconds. Then 
push Right, Right, Left and Left for 
infinite weapons. 

sie 

Acclaim @ £40 @ 
1/2 players @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ JA 

One of the best puzzle games in the world, and 
certainly the finest so far on the N64. 

Press Left shoulder button, Up on the D- 
pad, Right shoulder button and Down on 
the D-pad on the title screen to open up 
Another World. 

BUST = Pa 

Acclaim @ £40 @ 
1-4 players ® Rumble Pak @ 
Controller pak @ Issue 24 @ MK 

Except for a simultaneous four-player mode, this 
is Bust-a-Move as it's always been: completely 
simple but effortlessly good fun. Recommended. 

Hf you've got a bubble that won't match up, 
dangle it amongst a group of others and 
save it to use as part of a combo later on. 

Ocean @ £40 @ 

Issue 10 @ JD 

Thrills and spills but it won't take you long to 
finish. The multiplayer game is okay, mind. 

Hf your life meter is low when you enter a 
room, save the game and exit. Reload and 
you'll be full of Chameleon-esque liveliness. 

CLAYFIGHTE 37s 
uae @ £208 

1/2 players @ On cart @ 
Issue 9 @ JB 

As painful as a game where you have red hot 
needles shoved into your eyes. Very, very hard. 

Breaking the cart open reveals several 
chips of varying thickness. Stack them 
together to prop up wobbly chairs, etc. 

CHOPPER 
GT @ £50 @ 1 player @ 

ron a Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 20 @ JP 

A simple yet engrossing helicopter shoot-'em-up, 
very much in the Desert Strike tradition. Top! 

On the ‘press start’ screen, press Top-C 
seven times to access the hidden Level 
Select option. 

CRUIS'N US 
Nintendo ® £30 @ 1 player @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart ® 
Issue 13 @ TW 

Dump. Less about driving, more a rule book on 
how to cock-up console games. 

After entering your initials, push down and 
scroll to the conveyor belt. Hold Left on the 
D-pad for a minute and a severed head will 
roll by. 

CRUIS'N WOR 
| 38% t | Hintende/Midwey e£3008 

1-4 players @ Rumble pak @ 
On cart @ Issue 20 @ TW 

Why Nintendo put their name to this appalling 
sequel is a mystery of Area 51 proportions. 

To pass the other cars easily, tap A twice 
to do a wheelie and they'll all get out of 
the way. Fun or what? 

DARK RIFT 
s Vic Tokai ® £40 @ 
9% 1 1/2 players ® On cart @ 

Issue 9@ JD 

Uninspiring special moves and similar characters. 
Nicely animated but, ultimately, really rather dull. 

Enter this code at the title screen to play 
as the game's two secret bosses: A, B, R, L, 
Bottom-C and Top-C. 

DIDDY KONG RACING 
Nintendo/Rare @ £40 © 
1-4 players @ Rumble pak @ 
On cart ® Issue 10 @ JA 

This game is huge 
“(40 tracks), a massive 
Adventure mode and 

® three different 
vehicles to choose 

, from. Not quite as 
- * good as MK though. 

For a fast start, wait for the ‘Get Ready’ 
sign, then press the accelerator after it 
disappears and just before ‘Go!’. 
© Double Game Guide + no. 1. 

DOOM 64 
GT @ £25 @ 1 player @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 7 @ JA 

Solid and workman-like but, up against Turok 
and GoldenEye, it looks dreadfully old hat. 

At the password screen enter ?TJL BDFW 
BFGV JVVB for a complete cheat menu. 
© Tips in issues 3 & 7. 

DUAL HEROES 
j Bitwave/Hudson ® £30 @ 
TOA) 0 1/2 players @ Controller pak @ 

Issue 17 @ MK 

Stashed full of innovative features, this is sadly 
ruined by some terrible Al. Shame, that. 

To beat the CPU in an open arena, use Z to 
run around him at the edge of the 
platform, confusing him into falling off. 

GT @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
( ri Rumble pak @ Controller pak ® 

Issue 10 © TW 

; Witinmendably 
f violent and vastly 
q Coven conversion. 
Gorgeous new 
explosions and a 
brilliant multiplayer 
game. 

Remember, the cocooned ladies can’t be 
shot any more. They can only be released 
with the use of the handy ‘open’ button. 

EXTREME G 
Acclaim ® £30 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble Be @ Controller pak @ 

= mpeane 9@ TW 

iS Dressive in its day 
with face-melting 

eed and beautiful 
racks but somewhat 
displaced by XG2, 
F-Zero X and 
Wipeout 64. 

Enter your name as RA50 and quit a race - 
you'll finish in whatever position you were 
in when you selected quit. 
© Guide in N64/12. 

oe G2 (XG2) 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 23@ JB 

3 q The sequel to 
ie G, XG2 is 

| considerably easier to 
| ey better to look at, 

SCRAP- 
"EM-UP 
The beat-‘em-ups 

we're still playing. We 
might not have a 

jorts a vastly Tekken yet, but this 
impeved multiplayer five will do just fine 
mode. Nice. for the time being. 

You've only got three nitros per race. Make 
sure you use them on long straights or 
you'll career off the track. Ohyesyouwill. 

Fi POLE POSITION 
Ubi Soft @ £25 @ 

4 | 1 1 player @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 71@ JD 

Good fun in places, but obvious flaws include 
horrendous pop-up and stop-dead banks. 

Set your fuel level to a mere 10% before a 
Grand Prix and you'll find that you're super 
fast and you never run out of petrol. 

F1 WORLD'GP 
Nintendo/Paradigm ® £40 @ 
1/2 players ® Rumble pak @ 
On cart @ Issue 20@ JA 

5 =a ‘Astonishingly 
realistic, visually 
stunning racing sim 
tat ral aa off 
the power of 
N64. This is Formula 
One. 

Select exhibition and change D. Williams’ 
last name to Vacation to access the Hawaii 
circuit. Change it to Pyrite or Chrome to 
access the secret cars. 

FIFA 64 

+: ae | 
EA® £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 2@ TW TOP OF 

THE 
FLOPS 

How in the wide, wide world of sport was this 
made legal? Like a rash. Only not as enjoyable. 

Remember, only tap the shoot button once. 
The delay is terrible but you will eventually 
produce something. Don’t press it a second 
time or your shot will fly over 

FIFA 98 
é 5 EA@ £30 @ 1-4 players @ 
B3% r4 Controller pak @ 

Issue 10 @ TW 

Banishing the memory of F/FA 64, there's plenty 
of promise here. Not perfect, but better. 

Try using the lob (Top-C) to seek out 
players in front of you. It’s safer than the 
ground-level pass, as it avoids the man 
marker. © Guide in N64/13 and DGG+ no. 3. 

The five lowest marks 
we've used to batter 
the N64’s most rancid 
games unconscious. 
Pray nothing ever 

plumbs these depths 
again. 

cone _ DESTINY 
Ocean @ £50 ® 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 13 @ JB 

| Gorgeous animation, 
ble characters 

t and an ingenious 
Master Challenge. 
In a very real sense 

B our Tekken. Well, 
for now. 

Enter the Master Challenge with any 
character, beat everyone, and you'll be able 
to select the Master as a playable character. 
© Check out the guide in N64/14, 

oO February 199 
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pinecrory Club 

ihe, 

SPORTS 
Summer not. Five of 
the finest sports sims 
available. Unless you 
really hate American 
sports, in which case 
ignore this chart and 
hold on for FIFA 99 

(bleeeurgh). 

MADDEN NFL 99 

INGYT 
Issue 25 

sue 

te 
with unbeliev 
ee and visuals. 

Lac penn yin 
mul player but worth 

J vestigatic 

the Press Start screen entel vA, R, Z, Up 
on the D-pad, Top-C, Bottom-" i Bottom-C. 
* Guide ini a 

_and one of the 
most exhilarating 

oh soa yer 
nces y 

1 ra ast, str 
Ml very, very long. 

iy difficulty 
ccess the fifth, s t 

completely random track 

can 
g and 

generator. 

GASP!! 
Konami @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 22 @ TW 

A stinky old fighter, sneaked out quietly. We 
sprang out and punched it in the face. 

Beat the game to come face-to-face with 
the two terrifying boss characters: the 
Sumo and the Werewolf. Exciting? Yeeeno. 

GEX 64: Enter the Gecko 
GT @ £50 @ 1 player @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 21 @ JP 

This rough-around-the-edges 3D platformer isn't 
so much dreadful as painfully average. 

Think about this: Mario 64. Banjo. Mystical 
Ninja. Aaaand goodnight. 

GLOVER 
Hasbro @ £50 @ 1 player @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 21 @ MK 

An inspired, superbly odd idea turns out to be a 
stonking, but hard, 3D adventure. 

Pause the game and press Left-C, Right-C, 
Left-C, Right-C, Left-C, Right-C, Left-C and 

Right-C for a Fisheye lens. 

‘ (OLDENEYE 007 
NimendMare © 5 50 @ 

t levels, , 
detailed scene! 

erfectly 

is game in 
suostile it was released. 

Check out N64/1 7] 14 in particular. 

GA &3, 

Ocean @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ TW 

Handles well, but it's slow, ugly and there's far 
too much pop-up. Not what we were hoping for. 

Win the championship on Easy mode to get 
the mirror tracks. * Win the championship 
on 24 laps-per-race to get the secret track. 

HEXEN 
Midway @ £30 @ 
1-4 players @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 5 @ JD 

Fun in a retro kind of way but, in the light of 
GoldenEye, hard to recommend. 

To activate the cheat menu, pause and 

press Top-C, Bottom-C, Left-C, Right-C very 
quickly. * In the cheat menu, press Left-C, 
Right-C and Bottom-C for invincibility. 

Gic CENTURY 
Konami @ £50 @ 
1 player @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 23 @ MG 

RPG which could have been better but for the 
tedious random battles and Americanised plot. 

If you get caught in a random battle 
between towns - and you will - then just 
leg it at the earliest opportunity. 

IGGY’S RECKIN’ BALLS 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 19 @ MK 

Push left or right and watch the CPU opponents 
win every time. As dull as Chris Tarrant. 

Wearing dark glasses is clinically proven to 
reduce the risk of vomiting at the sight of 
Iggy’s rat-faced grin. 

ISS 64 
Konami @ £30 @ 
1-4 players @ Controller pak @ 

A Issue 3e™w 
4 MAROC Ed " 

3 a weet flawless 
ie which could 

| only have been 
bettered with the 
addition of real 
teams. Kills all known 

| FIFAs dead. 

1e super teams: At the title screen hold 
Z and press Up, L, Up, L, Down, L, Down, L, 
Left, R, Right, R, Left, R, Right, R, B, A. 
Release Z and press Start. 

‘Konami @ £40 © 
1-4 players @ Septroller pak @ 
Issue 20 @ MK 

“Enhanced att 
ated from the 

original game and, 
now more than ever, 
the finest football 
game in the. whole 
world. 

Win the league to get yourself a whole 
new Set of faces for the create-a-player 
mode, « Excellent challenges in N64/21. 

KILLER INSTINCT 
Nintendo/Rare @ £30 @ 
1/2 players @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 3 @ MH 

Great in its time but who wants a 2D beat-'em- 
up in the light of Tekken and even MK4. 

To access the extra options during the 
character bio screens in the intro press Z, 

B, A, L, A, Z in sequence. 

KNIFE EDGE 
Nintendo @ £30 @ 
1/4 players @ On Cart @ 
Rumble pak @ Issue 24 @ JA 

A light gun game on a machine that doesn't 
have a light gun. Dull. 

Remember! Use the C-buttons to strafe 
from side to side, Especially useful when 
you come up against the Giant Sock. 

KOBE BRYANT 
in NBA Courtside 

Nintendo @ £30 @ 1-4 players 
@ Rumble pak troller pak 
On Issue 18 e MK 

id gameplay, 
pe Paes anda 

m make NBA 
Courtside the best 
basketball game 

Hold L while selecting a pre-season game 
to access the three secret teams. 
° See Tips Extra N64/18. 

LEGEND OF ZELDA 

Ocarina of'Time 
Kona @ £50: e 
Kona: player ® Rumble pak @ 

On vi e Issue 24 e JB 

‘Simply the greatest 
| game ever created. 
Eve Was about it is 
uti ly amazing. If 
you get just one 
game, you must get 
this one. 

Check out N64/24 for a guide on how to 
complete the first dungeon, and N64/25 for 
more details. 

LYLAT WARS 
Nintendo @ £50 @ 
1-4 players @ Rumble pak @ 
On cart @ Issue 8 @ JN 

naps not as 
_ perfect as it could've 

(it really needed 
a level select for 
instance) but another 
tour-de-force for 
Shigsy. 

Achieve gold medals on all levels for the 
four-player Tank and Expert modes. 
* Guides in N64/8 and 9 and DGG + no. 2. 

MACE: The Dark Age 
GTe £300 
1/2 players @ On cart @ 
Issue 39 @ JB 

A highly competent fighter that'll tide you over 
‘til Capcom arrive on the scene. 

Highlight Ragnar, Dregan and Koyasha and 
press start on each one. Pick your fighter 
and he'll be wearing giant fluffy slippers. 



MADDEN: 64 
EA@ £40 © 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 10 ® TT 

The first 64-bit outing 
for the Madden series 

| is a resounding 
success. Impressive 
stuff, but it looks a bit 

| dated compared to 
NFL 99. 

At the create player screen, type 

AT(space)Madden to get the All-Time 

Madden super team 

MADDEN NFL.'99 
EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Expansion pak @ Issue 23 @ MK 

familiar Madden 
r eplay survives the 

| move to hi-res and 
gains a play editor, 
a superb practice 
mode and hundreds 

B of new options. 

Try entering these codes to access a few of 
the many hidden teams: THROWBACK, 
HAMMERHEAD, WELCOMEBACK 
INTHEGAME, GEARGUYS 

MARIO. KART 64 
Nintendo @ £40 @ 1-4 players 

he © Controller pak @ On cart @ 
Issue4@ JD 

itstanding — 
tiplayer modes 

gard you'll still find 
yourself racing the 

layer tracks long 
after you've beaten 
the game. 

At the start of the race, time your 
acceleration burst just before the light 

turns green to get a rocket start. 
* Complete guide in N64/4 and DGG+ 2. 

MISCHIEF MAKERS 
Nintendo/Treasure @ £40 @ 

Ya 1 player @ On cart @ 
' Issue 8@ JB ; 

It’s retro but it's 
| totally rewarding and 
expertly constructed. 

x Ag with Yoshi's 
Story, a perfect 
example of how to do 
2D on the N64. 

Check out our extensive guide to making 

mischief mischievously in N64/12. You 

won't regret it. Nosiree. 

Infogrames @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 19 @ TW 

ee 

After the wait, Mission's let down badly by 
horrendous Al, a clunky engine and bad controls. 

Remember to continuously access your 
objectives as they can change without 
prior warning. Official book with N64/21. 

GT @ £Too much @ 1 player @ 
i AN 0 Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 

: Issue 11@ JD 

This could only be less enjoyable if it squirted 
sulphuric acid into your face. 

Creep along in that spider fashion and then 

SUDDENLY GET CRUSHED BY A PILLAR. 

Then place your fist into the TV screen. 

GT @ £45 @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak ®@ Controller pak @ 
Issue 20 @ JP 

The best version of MK yet. 

On the options screen, highlight continue 
and hold run and block for about 10 
seconds to get the cheats menu. 

GT @ £40 @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 1@ TW 

te 

This is really poor. A wealth of options, cheats, 
extras and finishing moves can't save it. 

Beat 8-Player Kombat and you'll be able to 

select Shoa Kahn's Lost Treasures, including 
bonus games of Galaga and Pong. 

Ocean/Imagineer @ £30 @ 
f | v ) 2 1/2 players @ Controller pak @ 

Issue 8 @ JD 

The conversion job has done it no favours. 
‘Gritty’ graphics and it's also far too easy. 

To get the hidden cars without beating 

them, select one of the closed garages in 

vs mode, exit, and choose a one-player 

game. 

AAYSTICAL.NINJA 
starring GOEMON. 

Tike e a eo : 
| players @ Controller pak @ 
ised Ww 

. There's plenty to 
} sink your teeth into 
hee sprawling, 
enjoyable adventure 
that works its socks 
off to square up to 

, Mario. 

Check out the review in N64/14 and a 
complete walkthrough of the game in 
N64/15 and 16. 

Konami @ £45 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ JD 

Luge, bobsleigh, halfpipe, curling, they're all here 
and they're all extremely boring. 

To succeed at Luge, press the Left and Right 

shoulder buttons occasionally until you 

reach the end. Quite literally, crap 

'99 ke 

EA @ £40 @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 

: Issue 23 @ MG 
> ae 

A tedious slog round a succession of oval tracks. 
Kind of like spinning round on a swivel chair. 

When you get bored of driving round in 

circles, switch the game off and go to bed. 

That's livin’. 

GTIM 
GT@ £250 

4 1-4 players @ On cart @ 
: Issue 6 @ JS 

The problem here is that two-on-two basketball 
gets very boring, very quickly. 

Try these matchup codes: 025, 111, 120, 
273, 284, 461, 552, 802. * To duplicate star 

players, use 0000 as your pin. 

"99 
= 3 pesos oe ca peters e 

% ' umble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Cea ME issue 24 MG 

Not quite up to the standard of NBA Courtside, 
Jam is nevertheless good value. 

ry 
4 

Use Left-C to produce ‘alley-oops' when 

an opponent tries to slam dunk. This, for 

those unsure, slaps the ball out of play. 

NBA LI ‘aoa 
De 

EA @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ JB 

te 

Lacking Courtside's moves and Jam's sense of 
humour, Live is the poor man's basketball game. 

By pressing the Right shoulder button 
during play, C-button icons appear above 

your nearest players, tying each of your 

team to one of the yellows. 

NBA PRO '98 

he 
Konami @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 14 @ JP 

An enjoyable multiplayer game and lots of 
options. Good, but hardly brilliant. 

Tap Up on the controller a few times to 
improve your chances of landing your free 
throws. 

GT @ £45 @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 22 @ MK 

Wetide-style 
American football - 
and all the better for 
it. unbroken play 
with plenty of scraps 
_and a customisable 

- Play Editor. 

At the Matchup screen, tap in 2-0-3-Right 

for Big Head mode, while 4-0-4-Left gives 
you extra speed when you play. 

NFL QUARTERBACK 
CLUB "98 ~ 

j 

Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 10 @ TT 

Woot the crucial 
NFL licence but 
doesn't quite manage 
to displace Madden. 
More for the purists, 
work at it and you'll 
reap the rewards. 

Check out our comprehensive five-page 

guide to Yank-thrashing in issue 12. 
¢ Full list of cheats in issue 19. 

GOLDEN 
OLDIES 

These have been out 
for ages but we keep 
on coming back to 
them. If you want a 
game with staying 

power you need look 
no further. 

Sa 

ry“? She 

SS 

N 

ere ces. 



pinectory Clube; 

NFL OUARTERGACK WALLEY 
VISTA 

Games with a view 
that'll take your 

breath away. Ooh, 
aah, lovely and all 

that. 

gutlords, enter the code MRSHMLLW. For 
constant injuries enter HSPTL. 

NHL er 
EA @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 

i Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 22 @ JP 

Good ice hockey but not great ice hockey. Buy 
Wayne Gretzky instead. 

Try these codes: BIGBIG (big players), FAST 
(speed up), BRAINY (big heads), FREEEA 
(bonus teams). 

NHL BREAKAWAY 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 

62% PJ Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
s Issue 14 @ DM 

Little excitement, nothing original. Nothing here 
that that hasn't been done better in Gretzky. 

Want to enable the cheat menu? Here’s 
how: On the title screen press Left-C, 
Right-C, Left-C, Right-C, R, R. 

NHL ar i: ‘99 
Acclaim @ £40 @ 1-4 players @ 

{ Wi Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ JB 

Mildly diverting hockey sim that never comes 
close to challenging Wayne Gretzky. 

Catch those magic replay moments by 
zooming in on an individual with the 
D-pad. 

— HOCKEY 
GT @ £25 @ 
1-4 players @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ MK 

Cheap, cynical cash-in on an event that 
generates only total indifference in the UK. 

Check out N64/5 for loads of tips for the 
original Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey which 
also apply to this unsubtle con trick. 

in a cave on TeSC 

bridge-shaped eck on Holiday island. 

QUAKE 64 
GT @ £25 @ 1/2 players @ 

\ 3 Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ JP 

Tidy new light sourcing, polygonal monsters, a 
lame two-player deathmatch and lots of blood. 
Good, but by no means brilliant. 

Select ‘Load Game’ and do not use a 
memory pak. Instead, fill the password 
entry box with little ‘Q’ symbols, activating 
the excellent Debug mode. 

RAKUGA KIDS 
Konami @ £40 ©@ 1/2 players @ 

r fi Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 22 @ MK 

The most adorable characters in the world scrap 
it out in this 2D graffiti-'em-up. 

If you press R and then press Forward or 
Away from your opponent, your character 
will produce his or her Magic Move. 

RAMPAGE WORLD 
TOUR 

GT @ £45 © 
i 1-3 players @ Controller pak @ 

E Issue 16 @ MK 

This conversion of the age-old arcade classic is 
fun but, ultimately, it's expensive and limited. 

Find a Scum Lab facility, eat the toxic waste 
barrels and you will be transformed into 
the mighty Vern for the rest of the stage. 

ROBOTRON 64 
GT @ £50 @ 1/2 players @ 

43/0 Controller pak @ 
: Issue 12 @ JN 

An entertaining update of the classic arcade 
shoot-'em-up, but more than a little repetitive. 

At the Setup menu press Down, Up, Left-C, 
Down, Left-C, Right-C, Down, Right-C to 
get a handy level select option. 

RUSH 2 Extreme 
Racing USA 

Ee GT @ £40 © 1-2 players @ 
lew 4 Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 

Issue 24 @ TW 

You'll either love it to death or hate it with a 
passion. Better handling and lots of secrets. 

Go to the Set Up menu and press L, R, Z 

and all four C-Buttons to bring up the 
cheat. Hold L, R and Z and press the C- 
buttons to activate the cheats. 

SAN FRANCISCO RUSH 
GT @ £25 © 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 11 @ TW 

Gravity-defying leaps, rattling top speeds, mid-air 
multi-car pile-ups, tonnes of explosions and loads 
of secret bits. Great fun. 

To turn your car into a mine, press Right-C 
Right-C, Z, Bottom-C, Top-C, Z, Left-C, 

Left-C on the car select screen. 

SCARS 
Ubi Soft @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ Rumble pak @ 
Controller pak @ Issue 23 @ MK 

Kind of like a futuristic version of Mario Kart. 
The four-player game is quite good, but there 
are several better alternatives out there. 

When you have a multiple weapon, fire the 
last two or three at low-power, and hold 
the trigger down to charge up the last shot. 

SHADOWS OF THE 
EMPIRE 

; 5 Nintendo/LucasArts @ £40 @ 
. E 1 player @ On cart @ 

Issue 1 @ JA 

Fab snowspeeder and space battles are ultimately 
let down by some lacklustre Doom-style bits. It 
still has a great Star Wars feel though. 

* Challenge points guide in issues 2 and 3. 
* Ultimate cheat in issue 17. 
* Double Game Guide + with issue 18. 

Jungle Doldru ush the Jump button 
twice and you get extra distance on your 
leap. Handy! 

character will say set if it’s worked). 

STARSHOT Space Circus Fever 
Infogrames @ £40 @ 1 player @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 22 @ JP 

Visually appealing, Space Circus is, nevertheless, 
a by-the-numbers 3D platformer that's been pre- 
dated by the much better Banjo. Pity. 

Pause the game and select ‘Continue Level’. 
Press Top-C, Bottom-C, go to New Game, 
press Top-C, Bottom-C, go to Options, press 
Right-C and then A for the Warp mode. 

TETRISPHERE 
Nintendo @ £30 @ 

| 1/2 players @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 13 @ SJ 

Confusing (surely what it definitely shouldn't be), 
complicated and, although it looks lovely, 
eventually it just ends up being frustrating. 



Type in the word VORTEX on the password 

screen, then press and hold the Rese 

button. Keep it pressed and a strange 
animated sequence will start up. 

Comp ) earn (in order) 
the Mi s nd Ball Car. 

* Double Game Guided on issue 18. 

TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE 
Nintendo @ £45 @ 
1/4 players @ Rumble pak @ 
Expansion pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 24 @ TW 

Arcade-standard visuals adorn a racer that you so 
desperately want to love... but just can't. Dodgy 
‘jumping’ and handling spoil the good stuff. 

Complete the mirrored seasons to access 

the Taco, N, Nintendo Power and Hot Dog 

cars. Oh, and finish all seasons for the 

sixth, secret track. 

ely 1 

L and fly around the level 

* Type NTHGTHDGDCRTDTRK to get every 
other cheat. 

for on a 

down quickly 

keep attacking you 

TWISTED EDGE 
SNOWBOARDING 

Nintendo @ £40 ©@ 1/2 players 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 24 @ TW 

Whilst 7080°'s back at the lodge laughing its head 
off, Twisted Edge stumbles onto the slopes for a 
amateur snowboarding outing. Only competent. 

Watch carefully when the race begins. Just 

after the word “Go” disapears, press Up 
twice. If done correctly you should get a 

jump start. Nicely! 

: terrific. 

in Arcade mode to 
to twos } 

WAIALAE COUNTRY 
CLUB GOLF 

Nintendo @ £40 @ 
1-4 players @ Rumble pak @ 
Controller pak ® Issue 21 @ TW 

It's golf, but golf that looks like it's been through 
a meat processor. 

On any shot under about 150 yards, you 

only need to use a maximum of 3/4 of the 

power bar 

WAR GODS 
GT @ £250 

H 1/2 players @ No backup @ 
Issue 7 @ JB 

Once you've sampled all the character's delights, 
and the silly moves, the novelty soon dissipates. 

To enable the cheat mode, press Right on 

the D-pad three times, A, A, B, B. You lucky, 

lucky people. 

realistic water effects 
and a scintillating 
tw P 

cting your 

with issue 14 

WAYNE GRETZKY'S 3D 
HOCKEY 

GT @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 6 @ TW 

For sheer whizz-bang, puck-zipping magic, 
Gretzky is hard to beat. 

ns, go to Set-up and then 

L and press the C button 

ft, Left, Right, Left, Left. sequence: Right, Le 

, Left and Le 

WAYNE GRETZKY’'S 3D 
HOCKEY ‘98 

GT @ £25 @ 1-4 players @ 
R Controller pak @ 

= Issue 16 @ MK 

When all's done and dusted, is it really different 
enough to warrant buying? No. 

Issue 11 featured a guide to two-player 

in the original Gretzky. Funnily 

enough it also applies to this sequel. And 

excelle, 

Olympic Hockey too. 

WCcW/NWO REVENGE 
TeHO @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 22 @ MG 

Plenty of new characters and faster gameplay, 
but nowhere near as good as WWF Warzone. 

During a match, press Z to make the 

computer take control for a while. 
¢ Tips in issues 23 and 24. 

WCU vs NWO wor-p trour 
TeHO @ £50 @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ TW 

A perfectly acceptable, technically solid beat- 
"em-up. Not quite Tekken, though. 

Each character has two special moves, one 

for legs and one for heads, and these you 

can get to by holding A and wiggling the 

analogue stick 

WETRIX 

Reasonably priced take on the age-old Tetris 
theme, with water and mountains. 

Ocean @ £30 @ 1/2 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ JP 

Complete all 

choice of groovy floor patterns 

* Guide in issue 18. 

16 practice rounds to get a 

chu 
bril 
play 

lown the next red 

look for the ? bubble. pipe and 

February 1999 

RETRO 
WORLD 

Do you yearn for the 
days when games 
were real games? 

They were written in 
Basic, they took 10 
minutes to load, and 
they crashed if you 
accidentally hit the 
‘break’ key. But they 
were fun. These are 
the closest you'll get 
to old school games 

on the N64. 

ae eet 
RAMPAGE wonto tour 

ROBOTRON 64 

ey 
ek 

DENRYU IRA 
IRABOU 



ANDREA'S 
CHOICE 

The delectable Ms 
Ball's five favourite 
games. Cuteness is 
obviously more 

important to Andrea 
than the ability to 

take out her enemies 
from long range with 
a silenced sniper rifle. 

Only just, mind. 

pirectrory Club(2“) 

GOLDENEYE 007 

Import releases 

64 0-SUMO 
Bottom Up @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 11 @ ME 

€2 Sumo it may be, but Bottom Up have turned 
Japanese wrestling into a fun-filled fat fest. 

AIR BOARDER 64 
Human @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ TW 

Unusual and quirky but there’s no proper objectives and 
no real challenge. Looks great, plays boringly. 

ART OF FIGHTING TWIN 
Culture Brain @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ DM 

A simplistic beat-'em-up but with some charm. Given the 
lack of quality N64 fighters, not a bad proposition. 

AUGUSTA MASTERS '98 
T&E Soft @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 14 @ JP 

Your N64 could run this with the power off. A very poor 
conversion of a dated game design. Avoid at all costs 

BOMBERMAN B-DAMAN 
Hudson @ 1 player @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
On cart @ Issue 20 @ JP 

Cheap and nasty mixture of simplistic shooting games. In 
Japan it's actually against the law to buy crap like this. 

CHORO Q 64 
Takara @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 20 @ MK 

Painfully slow clockwork racer. A decent enough track 
designer, but a total lack of speed-based skills. Tedious. 

DENRYU IRA IRA BOU 
Hudson @ 
1/2 players @ 
Issue 12 @ JN 

Denryu is a console-based version of the game at fetes 
with the copper stick and wire. It's up to you. 

DEZAEMON 3D 
Athena @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 19 @ MK 

A complete shoot-'em-up development kit stuffed onto a 
cart. Tricky, but great fun. 

DORAEMON 
Epoch @ 1 players @ 
Controller pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 2 @ TW 

A slightly confusing and all-too-tedious Mario clone 
=) Perhaps more suited to your younger brother or sister. 

/ FAMISTA 64 
Namco ® 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 11 @ TW 

€, Namco debut we were hoping for, but 
about edges it as far as baseball games go. 

Seta @ 1-4 players @ 
On cart @ 
Issue 1 @ TW 

If game lacks any redeeming features 
y graphical engine and dodgy controls. 

SIM MAH JONG 64 
Video System @ 1 player @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 7 @ JD 

jong game yet? Well, probably, but does it 
t'll fly off the shelves in ker-razy Japan. 

~ “LEAGUE DYNAMITE SOCCER 
Imagineer @ 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 8 @ TW 

What chance has a sprite game in a world with /SS ‘98? 
Incredibly basic but persevere and you may get some joy. 

J-LEAGUE ELEVEN BEAT 
Hudson @ 1/2 players 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 10 @ TW 

Dynamite Soccer was an ugly but enjoyable fat-bloke 
footy game. Eleven Beat is plain ugly. One word: /SS '98 

J-LEAGUE PERFECT STRIKER 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 1 @ TW 

By Konami prove their footballing dominance with a 
magical soccer sim. 

JEOPARDY! 
Take 2 @ 1-3 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 16 @ MK 

Less a game, more a vile disease, Jeopardy is monstrously 
bad. So ugly that, if you look at it, you'll turn to stone 

JIKKYOU WORLD CUP '98 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 18 @ TW 

By 15S '98 in all but name, this Jap version boasts an 
official World Cup '98 licence 

KING OF PRO BASEBALL 
Imagineer @ 1-4 players @ 
On cart @ 
Issue 1 @ TW 

The deformed players are funny for a bit but the slow 
runners and skilful CPU will eventually get you down. 

LET’S SMASH 
Hudson @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 23 @ TW 

Not the tennis game we were hoping for. Enjoyable for a 
while, but we still want a 64-bit version of Super Tennis. 

H JONG 64 
Koei @ 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 3 @ JD 

MAH JONG MASTER 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
On cart @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 1 @ WO 

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 
Nintendo @ 1-4 players @ 
On cart @ 
Issue 18 @ MK 

Fast paced baseball action with players who must have 
fallen out of the ugly tree 

OFF ROAD CHALLENGE 
Midway @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 19 @ JA 

Loathsome racer which graduated from the Cruis'n USA 
school of unplayability with first class honours. 

PACHINKO WORLD 64 
Hewia @ 
1 player @ 
Issue 13 @ TW 

Pachinko is like pinball without the skill. So dull, death 
seems enticing 

POWER LEAGUE 64 
Hudson @ 1/2 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 7 @ JA 

We've got nothing against baseball although it is, plainly, 
tedious but this effort from Hudson is tragically awful. 

POWER PRO BASEBALL 4 

Konami @ 1/2 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 3 @ TW 

This went ballistic in Japan but we don't rate it as highly 
as King of Pro 

POWER PRO BASEBALL 5 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 17 @ MK 

PUYO PUYO SUN 64 
Compile @ 1/2 players @ 
On cart @ 
Issue 10 @ ZN 

You didn’t buy your N64 to play this but it's still 
rollickingly good fun. So, if you're rich, try it on for size. 

SIM CITY 2000 
Imagineer @ 1 player @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 13 @ JP 

Although it looks no different to the SNES version, this 
still plays as magnificently as ever. 

SOUTH PARK 
Acclaim @ 1/4 players @ 
Controller pak @ Expansion pak 
@ Issue 24 @ MK 

Linear missions, horrific fogging and an average 
multiplayer — a waste of a good licence 

STAR SOLDIER 
Hudson @ 1 player @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 19 @ MK 

SUPER ROBOT SPIRITS 
Banpresto @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 20 @ MK 

SUSUME! TAISEN PUZZLE DAMA 
Konami @ 1-4 players @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 15 @ TW 

TAMAGOTCHI WORLD 64 
Bandai @ 1-4 players @ 
Rumble pak @ Controller pak @ 
Issue 12 @ JN 

Hudson @ 
1-4 players @ 
@ Issue 12 @ DM 

The latest entry from Hudson is a tedious old wrestling 
sim that lacks the refinement of WCW vs NWO. 

TRUMP WORLD 
Bottom Up @ 
1-4 players @ On cart @ 
Issue 21 @ MG 

VIRTUAL CHESS 
Titus @ 1/2 players @ 
Rumble pak @ On cart @ 
Issue 18 @ TW 

Just what your N64 has been waiting for — a chess sim... 

WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
Gametek @ 1-3 players @ 
Rumble pak @ 
Issue 11 @ TW 

Awful visuals, bad animation and hideous Americanisms 
Worse than accidentally falling off a cliff. And surviving. 

WONDER PROJECT J2 
Enix @ 1 player @ 
Controller pak @ 
Issue 1 @ WO 

Guide a robotic girl through various ‘real-life’ 
situations. Weird and very Japanese o 



You've got a Nintendo 64, right? 
It’s a great console, with some of the 
finest games ever made. But there's 
much more out there to explore. 
Mat sc-eM a Vell Uola Cran -M se) Ancol ad 
ops, and a whole world of PC games. 
Arcade covers it all. You should to. 

Arcade 3. 164 videogame-packed pages. On sale now. 

Arcade takes a look at Sega’s new 128-bit videogame system. 

Does it mean curtains for your Nintendo 64? 

Plus, in the third issue of Arcade: 

lf Nintendo’s Shigeru Miyamoto, the creator of Zelda 64. Okay, so he made 
“the greatest videogame of all time”, but he’s got to be a loony, right? We find out. 

ll R4: Ridge Racer Type 4 and every new game for every system reviewed and rated. 

@ Prepare to wince, flinch and possibly cry. It’s videogaming’s 50 most painful moments. 

@ Reviewed: R4: Ridge Racer Type 4, Kensai Sacred Fist, Max Power Racing, Akuji the Heartless, Sensible | 
Soccer ‘99, Tiger Woods 99, Monkey Hero, Pool Hustler, Dodgem Arena and Shanghai: True Valor. 
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Lemmings, he's stood up to Nintendo, 
_ he came up with Silicon Valley, but 
~ can Dave Jones, Big Cheese at DMA, 
withstand the ultimate test? 

a 
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7 Coy) toe 
Creative Director — DMA and Gremlin 



N64: Reveal to us who you are... 
Who? Well, I'm David Jones. 

N64: Okay. Official job title? 
Creative Director, DMA and Gremlin. 

N64: Which means you spend your 
days doing what? 
Basically, looking at the games we've 
got in development, and always 
trying to maintain a certain standard 
of quality. Also looking at new ideas, 
all the way from conception, right the 
way through to the finished game, 
trying to make sure the DMA 
philosophy is there. 

N64: Philosophy? Sounds posh... 
Not really. Our goal is just to fill a 
game with something fresh and 
original every time... and I've got to 
make sure that's happening. 

N64: What have we seen you 
philosophising over, then? 
Menace, Blood Money, the Lemmings 
series, Walker, Hired Guns, Uniracers 
(or Unirally depending on where you 
are), Body Harvest, Silicon Valley and 
Grand Theft Auto. 

N64: There's some useful games in 
there. Would you say you've been 
pretty successful? 
Well, we've never had anything bad 
written about the games that we've 
done and | think we're all very proud 
of that. Basically, we've managed to 
maintain a quality level, and it's great 
that no one's ever said: 
“Unfortunately, this is a rare poor 
game from DMA." 

N64: And how much input do you 
actually have these days? 
As much as is needed, really. But, it's 

mostly at the start, when we're 
coming up with ideas, that I'm 
involved. | try to make sure that we 
are offering the player something 
different and that there is something 
exciting about each game we Start. 
From there, it's up to the teams, and 
I'm just there in the background, 
really, offering some suggestions, 
advice and trying to make sure that 
the quality level is there. 

N64: Quality is obviously very 
important to you... 
Definitely. 

N64: So, how much quality do you 
think is out there? 
For me personally... not a lot. If you 
look at games for the PC, N64 and 
PlayStation, you can probably count 
on the fingers of one hand the games 
you're really looking forward to. And 
when you think about how many 
thousands come out... it's a little bit 
sad, that. 

N64: Why do you think that is? 
The games scene has been going for a 
long time now, and people are used 
to playing games. In the early days, 
everything was a new experience. 
And, like the first time you had a 
steak or something, it was absolutely 
great. But, after a few years, your 
palate changes, and you want to try 
something new. And it's very hard, 
pushing for new ideas that haven't 
been tried. | look out for something 
that's brand new. Something that 
will give me a 
new 
experience, 
but they're few 
and far 
between... 

The luminescent Dave Jones. His 
company made Body Harvest and 
Silicon Valley. Listen to him. 

N64: Is that why so many games 
fail? Lack of new ideas? 
There's a lot of pressure from 
everywhere, basically. In this industry, 
you see a lot of pressure from 
publishers, a lot of pressure from 
managers and a lot of pressure from 
project managers. They want to get 
their games done. | feel there's not 
enough pressure going back the other 
way. As a Creative Director, my job 
has always got to be pushing back as 
hard as ‘they’ are pushing forward, 
because you have to meet in the 
middle. If you don't meet in the 
middle, then normally things just 

don't happen; you 
see things cut and 
things get 
sacrificed. It's 
attention to detail: 
you're crafting 
something, and all 
the time you need 
to fight tooth and 
nail to make sure 
it's as good as you 
can make it. A lot 
of people seem to 
give up around 

three quarters of the way through a 
game's development, losing their 
momentum and drive. These games 
can go on for two or three years, and 
it's hard to keep people motivated for 
that long. That's why you've got to 
have someone there championing 
what everyone's doing, wringing 
every last drop of creativity and hard 
work out of the teams. 

N64: How did you reach 
this lofty position, then? 
Well, | just did 
programming for fun, at 
first. | was self taught. | 
learnt how to program 
on the ZX87, in BASIC, 
then | got into machine 
code and Assembler 
when the Spectrum came 
out. And that really was 
just through books, and 
my friends were doing it 
as well so we all got 
together and tried things 
out. We showed each 
other what we could do. 

Then, | got an 
Amiga when it first 
came out, and there 
weren't any games for it, 
and | thought I'd have a 
go at writing a game. It 
was a great machine at 

the time. 

N64: So, what was your first game? 
My first one was on the Amiga, a 
game called Menace. It was a shoot- 
‘em-up. At that time, people were 
playing things like R-Type, 
Salamander and all the other good 
games in the arcade, and | thought I'd 
do something fairly straightforward. 
And that's all it was, just a good, old 
fashioned shoot-'em-up on the 
Amiga. 

N64: How did you get it published? 
| got it to the state where it was 
around 60 or 70 percent finished, and 
then took it to the PC World show, 
which was like a really early ECTS. It 
was a big show, with loads of PCs 
and stuff. But, there was a big games 
section, and | just had a chat with a 
few of the publishers there, 
companies like Hewson, Psygnosis 
and a few others that aren't around 
any more, and | ended up going with 
Psygnosis. 

N64: Did it make you loads of filthy 
cash? 
It probably made me about ten to 
fifteen thousand pounds, which was 
good, as | was a student. It took me 
just over a year to finish in my spare 
time, just myself and one artist, who 
sent me stuff through the post. He 
was down in Kent. He'd send me 
some disks every couple of weeks 
with some graphics on. It was quite a 
small process in those days... © 
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Well, these days, potential 
programmers have to pick an area. It’s 
very hard for them to get control of a 
whole game. Which is a bit of a 
shame, because they don’t get an all- 
round grasp of the whole game 
process. So yes, it is a bit more 
difficult. Systems these days are much 
more complex. You could learn pretty 
much all there was to know with a 
Spectrum in a couple of months, and 
you could do everything yourself. But 
now you've got large operating 
systems, and PCs, and it takes a hell 
of a lot of work just to get some 
simple graphics up on screen. 

There'll be a few new packages 
coming along where you can create 
‘prototypes’. You can get things like 
Unreal level editors these days, and 
Quake maps. So if you want to prove 
yourself design-wise, they're a good 
place to start. From a programming 
point of view, you've got to pick an 
area of a game, and prove that you 
can do something a bit different. And 
special. 

For me, it's all about an ‘atmosphere’; 
creating something that people 
believe in. We're doing a game called 
Wild Metal Country, and when you're 
playing that you actually feel as if the 
robots are alive. They're in the 
environment you'd actually believe 
they would be in. When you sneak up 
on them, you can see that they can 
hear you. | think it's really nice when 
you can create that sort of 
atmosphere 
in a game. 
People 
become 
much more 
involved. 
And 
comedy's 
very hard to 
do ina 
game, but if 
you get that 
right, it 

opens so 
many more 
doors for 
you. It’s 
great to be 

0 

— issue 25 

able to make people 
laugh when they're 
playing a game. 

Um, well, not too 
much. They've 
obviously each got 
their own style of 
game, and in some respects it's 
dictated by who bought the machine. 
| think Nintendo did aim younger, and 

publishers were a bit wary writing for 
that market. Sony aimed higher and 
their games tend to be aimed at an 
older audience. As time goes on, both 

machines get into more and more 
hands, and it becomes less of an 

right word to use. See, the Nintendo 
model, as far as publishing is 
concerned, is still very risky. Nintendo 
set the quality threshold so high with 
their own games. Everybody has to 
spend a lot more time and effort, | 
believe, on a Nintendo 64 game. On 
the PlayStation... you don't really 
have to do that. | mean it shouldn't 

“That's the great thing about 
games. You can do things that 
you wouldn’t dare do in real 
life, or that you'd like to try out 
but can’t.” 

issue. People will do all sorts of 
games for both machines. 

No, | wouldn't say that. On the 

PlayStation, | think you can afford to 
be a little bit... ‘cheaper’. If that’s the 

Dave Jones acknowledges a fevered 
crowd during his 20-minute solo spot 
live at Budokan in ‘78. 

be like that, because you should make 
the effort anyway. But you have to do 
it with Nintendo, because of 
Nintendo. Not because they say you 
have to do so, but because of the 
games they come out with. You 
expect, and we expect, Nintendo 64 

games to have those extra details, to 
be so polished, to offer such refined 

gameplay and everything. 
On the PlayStation, as | 
said, you can get away 
with less. It's as simple as 
that. It's all down to 
Nintendo, and Sony don't 
have that because they 
don't have the same kind 
of standards yet with their 
internal games. 

That's a hard one. It's... 
probably the first level on 
GoldenEye. Remember 
what | said about 

atmosphere? | thought 
GoldenEye was 
fantastic because it 
brought a new style of 
game to the machine. 
I'm 33 years old, and 
there are only so 
many ‘younger’ games 
that | want to play. | 
mean, | do like them, 
but at the same time | 
do want a wide 
variety of games. But 
as soon as | sat down 
with GoldenEye, / 
thought: “This is nice. 
This is aimed a bit 
higher." They 

managed to capture the atmosphere 
of what is a great series of films and a 
great character. When you think of 
the number of successful film licenses 
there have been... it just doesn't 
happen. It was a great license, and a 
great game, and on the Nintendo 64. 
When you were playing the first level, 
you were thinking: “This is going to 
be really, really good." It really 
pulled you in, and you were thinking: 
“I'm really looking forward to playing 
this now." 

GoldenEye on the Easy level, which 
doesn't really count as you don't get 
to the end, and Mario. And Zelda, 
soon. That's all | want to do. Just sit 
down and finish Zelda. 

Mario Kart. Probably because it has a 
simpler structure to it. It's nice that 
it's a follow-on from the SNES 
version, so you're already used to 
most things. Diddy Kong was nice, as 
it brought new elements into the 
game style, but if | want to play a 
racing game, I'd rather have 
something ‘pure’ like Mario Kart. 

| think, really, it's just to build a world 
— going back to atmosphere, again — 
that's so realistic, it looks like real life. 
And we then go in and change the 
rules. That's the great thing about 
games. You can do things that you 
wouldn't dare do in real life, or that 
you'd like to try out but can’t. | want 
to build a world where players can sit 
down, and think: “What would 
be fun?" In the long term, that's Q 
what we want to try and build. 
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The page where - spelling mistakes permitted - 
anything can happen. 

n the States, you only have to 
have that NBA word in your 
game name and you've 
shifted a million units", 

explains Hangingtime producer 
Leroy Coolak. “It's crazy. We wanted 
something more in Hangingtime, 
particularly so European N64 owners 
could also enjoy it. | mean, let’s be 
honest, most of the time Europeans 
would rather die than play a hoop 
game. And, frankly, | don't blame 
them. Basketball's the most boring 
sport... oh, is this thing on?” 

Which is where NBA 
Hangingtime comes in. Whilst there's 
the normal rosters of players and 
teams to choose from and the action 
and objectives are fairly run-of-the- 
mill, things change once you've lost a 
game. Leroy explains: “When you 
start, you choose a star player from 
one of the NBA teams, and that's 
who produces all the ‘flair’ moves 
and one-liners during the game. 
Dennis Rodman, for example, shouts, 

“Rod almighty!” when he scores. 
(Laughs) However, he’s the one that 

takes ultimate responsibility too, 
because, if your team loses, the other 

player, CPU or human, gets to 
execute him in a variety of ways. 
(Laughs)" 

So, how do the executions work? 
“Well, say your opponent has taken 
control of Kobe Bryant and the LA 
Lakers lose a game, a menu will then 

place. There'll even be spittle effects! 
We weren't allowed to show the 
bowels giving way, though. 
(Laughs)"” 

Spoktak have created some 
controversy with their fifth, freeform 
option, though. Leroy explains: “In 
freeform, you basically give the 
basketball player a 30 second head 
start, then the game turns first- 
person and you must hunt him down. 
You don't get specific weapons, you 
find your own. So, there might be a 
steam iron lying about and then, 
when you get to Kobe, you can 
steam his face until it’s red raw. Other 
weapons include sharp pencils, razor 
blades, plastic bags (for suffocation) 
and a badly wired torch which you 
can attach to your victim's temples 
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A Realistic blood effects. Notice 
it spattered across the court? 
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come up with five options for you to 
choose from: hanging, gasing, 
shooting, electrocution and freeform. 
(Laughs) We've created each 
variation of the death sentence 
incredibly precisely. (Laughs) | mean, 
if you manage to get someone in the 
liver when you choose shooting, his 
blood will be black, while, during a 

hanging (Laughs), your opponent's 
neck will snap in exactly the right 

and then make their brains explode 
inside their head! (Laughs) It (Laughs) 
really is (Laughs) very gory. Nintendo 
haven't seen it yet. But, we expect 
they'll be all for it. (Laughs) | mean, 
Mario carried subliminal messages 
that encouraged kids to kill. At least 
Hangingtime doesn't fanny around. If 
you'll excuse my French! (Laughs)” 

NBA Hangingtime will be © 
released in March. 
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A Hanged! Can't expect to get 
away with losing in this game. 
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Johnson. Painful. 

The rope comes 
down and snaps his 

V neck. Crack! 
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NBA Hangingtime 
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A Nice shot! Got him 
right in the back. 
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Nintendo 64 Extras Super NES Games 
Ni { d 644 6 Id | 5 256K OFFICIAL MEMORY CARD ...14.99 PGATOURGOLF ..... ist eer eniBO9 

In en 0 0 eney e aay ane eS 1 MB MEMORY CARD % ses uee e799 PILOT WINGS 91% ... . 9.99 ze 

Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Lae RF Lad S'MB MEMORY CARD 1s era ea 87% : ee I "4 4 
PLUS Goldeneye (98% 2 SPEED RUMBLE & 1 MB MEMORY 15.99 YOSHI'S ISLAND 97%... .. 19.99 i 

* JOLTPACK + 1 MB MEMORY -12.99 0 ' 

Nintendo 64 + Mario 64 us 149.99 less £10 OPFIGIAL RUNDLE PACK) i498 Gameboy ml 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Controller. RF Lead Colour 
PLUS Super Mario 64 (100°) N64 DELUXE CARRY CASE 12.99 = 

Super Mario 64 (100°) PAIR OF EXTENDER CABLES ---9.99 Jae 

Nintendo 64 Fire’ + Mario 64 109.99 less f10° scarttsse weecscarty 790 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Controller, RF Lead PLUS extra 3D Nintendo 64 Games 
Analogue Controller , 1 MB Memory Card.and Mario 64 (100°) 1080 SNOWBOARDING (RUM) 32.99 randomly monitored or recorded 

GAMEBOY COLOUR 
+ FREE CARRY CASE 
- CLEAR PURPLE 66.99 

- SOLID PURPLE 66.99 ' Special Reserve 

ALLSTAR BASEBALL su wv .92,09 GAMEBOY CAMERA-BLUE 2720[l Or FAX your ORDER ON 01279 322 322 AND WE'LL FAX BACK TO CONFIRM 
Nintendo 64 Fire’ + Goldeneye less | BANJO-KAZOOIE 96% eevee cree eos GAMEBOY CAMERA. RED 37.99 l OPEN 9.30aM TO 8PM (Mon-Sat) 10am TO 5PM (SUN & BANK HOLIDAYS) 

BLAST CORPS 89°. D599 GAMEBOY CAMERA - YELLOW ..37.99 | | CREDIT CARD ORDERS MUST STRICTLY BE PLACED BY THE CARD-HOLDER GIVING THEIR ADDRESS 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Controller, RF ea PLUS extra 3D BODV'UARVEST "s-""23'99 Turns any Gameboy into a digital camera BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE: 
Analogue Controller, 1 MB Memory Card and Goldeneye (98°) BOMBERMAN HERO... .. ... ...32.99 Adjust and modify your pictures with the built-in pXame. Address & Post Code. 

“Deduct £10 off our price of any one other BUCK BUMBLE ..39.99 ee Seen with Gameboy Printer 
i BUST A MOVE 2 ewiene8 f 

_ Product bought at the same time as a CHAMELEON TWIST 89% ........... s6e8 GAMEBOY PRINTER 46.99 less £5°* 1 
Nintendo 64. Compare this deal for example: CHOPPER ATTACK . 38.99 Allows you to print the images taken with your l 

N64 “Fire” with Two Controllers, 1 MB DIDDY KONG RACING 97% (RUM) ...32.99 Sameboy Comere. eee with batteries CURRENT MEMBERS PLEASE ENTER 
ome 3 * i 1 i MEMBERSHIP NO OR POST COD! 

Memory Card, Goldeneye plus Zelda ...£140.98 ...SAVE£44 DUKE NUKEM 64 91°. (RUM) | oe ae **if you buy both the Gameboy Camera and [PhoneNo__-—_—sMachine HIP NO OR POST CODE 

EARTHWORM JIM 3D 40.99 ACSC y SeHITELEAGERS Sole me g9| £6.99 Annual Membership includes 10 Magazines, Free 
Nintendo 64 Controllers eMIRENS G2 settee ene 3208 GAMEBOY POCKET Many colours ..40,g0| 9 COMPetitions, 3000 Cheats AND tick a FREE GIFT below if you buy any item as you join. 

FIFA 99 7 kde oe a8 y oe I We only supply members. There is no obligation to buy anything and you can join at any age. 
pa me ee WHEEL FIGHTERS DESTINY 93°. 38.99 Gameboy Colour Games pPeease ENTER ANNUAL Fee £6.99 (UK), £9.99 (EC) oR £12.99 (WoRLD) 

poo: FORMULA 1 WORLD GRAND PRIX = 32.49 Full Col on TRIAL MemBersHip Fee 60P (ONE MAGAZINE. ONE ORDER, No GIFT) 
Steering wheel and pedals for PlayStation. FORSAKEN 93° . 26.99 UP COUR games: 
Saturn, Nintendo 64. 9 button control,D-  GEX 64 / cain 6509 EUSTAMOVE 3. 22.99} Hitem aged steering wheel GOLBENEVE Gu RUKH GAME AND WATCH GALLERY 2 ...22.99 shaped steering wheel 2 (RUM) 39.99 WaRVEST MOON 19.99 lit Deduct any | 

HOLY MAGIC GENTUAY Seog MULAN 2290] 4p £2 Discounts OFFICIAL | SAVE £20] + 87.99 BOGKET BOMBERMAN COLOUR _..19.99] Jitem as described I JORDAN . IGGY'S RECKIN BALLS os 33.99 QUEST FOR CAMELOT 22.99 
DUAL RUMBLE INT'L SUPERSTAR SOCCER 98 94% 30.99 Sout pani : "22/99 | fitem above 1 

STEERING WHEEL & RILEER INSTINCT GOLD 88% 42.99 TETRIS DELUXE 19.99 PEDALS ...49.99 KNIFE EDGE a 32.99 tUROK 2 99°99 Jitem L i 

Dual force feedback FA ‘racing PECENO OF ZELDA) aoe ; q LYLAT WARS 95% + RUMBLE PACK 39.99 . , : 
Wheel design, Semi-automatic gear change MARIO KART 64 94% aoa8 Gameboy Games ICheque/P. O./Mastercard/Creditcharge/Switch/Visa I 

MISCHIEF MAKERS 90% .. ...25.99 Most games will run 4 colour on normal Gameboys l 
© 

OFFICIAL NINTENDO 64 MORTAL KOMBAT 0.0.0 2.8889 DRMARIQcn css c= 9.991 
3D CONTROLLERS ...17.99 o . MYSTICAL NINJA 90% 44.99 F1-RACE88% . 12.99 _- CARD EXPIRY CARD WITCH 
Available in many different colours NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS 98 ...29.99 GAMEBOY GALLERY ... ... ... ... 9.99] START DATE _ DATE___ ISSUER a ISSUE NO ee 
black, blue, green, grey, red & yellow NASCAR 99 ee eee tee 32.99 GODZILLA ... Be vee vee o:19.99 18 oa pp HOLDER New Members - please tick this box if youdo |_| 

a NEA Corn SIDe 85% ..... 2 = SAND Ee eee ee 18 oe | sinature ee not wish to receive mail from other companies I 
JOYTECH CONTROLLER ...14.99 4 NBA PRO a vee "34.99 JAMES BOND 007 24.99 The credit card given must be registered in your name at the delivery address. Hardware items (mains or battery) 
8 fire buttons, analogue and digital - eae: NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB 99 (RUM) 36.99 KIRBY'S BLOCKBALL ......... ..10.99 l are only supplied to UK mainland. Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. Overseas carriage £2.00 per item|f 

directional control, turbofire function, slow © NHL 99 < 36.99 LOONEY TUNES 2... ee ce cee oe 16.99 Immediate cheque clearance 
motion function & LED display § OFF ROAD CHALLENGE 26.99 MARIO AND YOSHI 9.99 ; 

i OLYMPIC HOCKEY 84°% .19.99 RETURN OF THE JEDI ... .... 14.99 I Cheques payable to \ at I 
PILOT WINGS 64 91% 0.0... 2. ss. «32.99 SOCCER 90% . NUGEN MANTA RAY QUAKE 92% 2 : 26.99 STREET FIGHTER 2 eS PO Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH I 

CONTROLLER ...15.99 RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR 37.99 SUPER HUNCHBACK 
eee mumeny rere cane le ROGUE SQUADRON (Hi) 40.99 SUPER MARIO LAND 1 94° | *Please tick your choice of gift when you join for a 

uttons and view control, auto-fire an SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 90% ...32.99 SUPER MARIO LAND 2 90° & 
turbo fire, slow motion, 8-way superswitch, SILICON VALLEY +. «32.99 TAZ-MANIA atte | O eee l 

analogue joystick SNOWBOARD KIDS (RUM) _... ... ...32.99 TENNIS 92% FRE oy ” 
aul SOUTH PARK... 36.99 TETRIS ATTACK 

INTERACTOR RUMBLE VEST ...22.99 —— SUPER BOMBERMAN64 3999 V-RALLY ......... I FREE a lik BAG 
Compatible with PlayStation, Nintendo 64, ——~ SUPER MARIO 64 100° 39.99 WARIOBLAST 93° l INCLUDES GENUINE HEAD WALLET, 
Saturn and PC. Sends vibrations through fun TETRISPHERE 96% ... ... , 25.99 WARIOLAND 94° ; YO-YO (CLUTCH, LIGHTS & RETURN) AND 

the vest to give an extra dimension TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE (Hi) 35.99 WARIOLAND 2 : l VIRTUAL PET. Bundled as one great gift. Genuine "Head 
9 wallet plus a Super Yo-Y. Clutch, Lights & Return and a to gameplay TOP GEAR RALLY 90°. (RUM) 32.99 WAVE RACE Wellet ples e Supe ow 9 

TUROK - DINOSAUR HUNTER 97%. 27.99 WORMS I Midualipet BLL TAREE FREE 
NINTENDO TUROK 2 - SEEDS OF EVIL (Hi) ... ...32.99 WWF WARZONE FREE 1 MB MEMORY CARD HI-RES RAM V-RALLY 9990% .. ves 182.99 ZELDA 96% FOR NINTENDO 64 1 MB MEM 
EXPANSION PACK FOR N64 ...24.99 WAVE RACE 64 92%. iogice pease I OR FREE RUMBLE PACK FORNed = “A®? 1 MB 

ound “feo. PlayStation To Games I Hardware upgrade that provides an all WCW VS NWO: REVENGE 94° ... ...36.99 OR FREE PREMIER FOOTBALL. 
performance boost to your N64. Increases ~~ Cw VS NWO: WORLD TOUR PlayStation games from £9.99 Full size, PVC, Design may vary 

. RAM from 4 MB to 8 MB thus allowing WITH FREE RUMBLE PACK 92°. 39.99 COLIM McRAE RALLY 96% ..34.99 OR FREE 1 MB MEMORY 
‘ PEL TZSEEA certain games to be played in high WETRIX 93%. 30.99 FORMULA 1 98 90% ... 2.00.02... «34.99 CARD FOR PLAYSTATION 

resolution. Look for games marked (Hi) WIPEOUT 64... 35.99 GRAND THEFT AUTO 95% 17.99 GREREE DACAERORY: 
WWF WARZONE : 39.99 TEKKEN 3 96% 8% seats B7199. 

ACTION REPEAY, PRO::::34.98 YOSHI'S STORY 86° (RUM) “32.99 TOMBRAIDER3 ...... 7 99 CD WALLET Cheat cartridge containing 100s of cheats for most N64 gta) F rE T o AG 
games. Fully programmable memory enables you to - ' oft) ss ssi G 
add, store or delete cheat codes as required. Allows ays i rata tra LL " L LLL] » abe LS Celee 

cheats such as infinite lives or power so you can finally 
complete that level you've been stuck on for months! a 

OR FREE NUGEN JOYPAD 
FOR PLAYSTATION. With turbofire 

OR FREE CASIO ORGANISER. 
Telephone directory and much more 

WE STOCK OVER 15 CONTROLLERS |_| Eee Searhces rion, Sensible Golf, Lands of Lore. 

FOR N64 - PHONE 01279 321 321 jae esas eae 
Calis may be randomly monitored or recorded F15ill, Dune, Lure of the Temptress, Iron Assault. 

Ss TOOTING MEMBER WINS £2000 PC + PLAYSTATION + F1 IN OUR FANTASY F1 COMPETITION. | [So ou™KAS0. Hands of Fate, Conspiracy 
TOP PRESS Offers subject to stock availability 

WIN A PAIR OF BOXING GLOVES SIGNED BY LENNOX LEWIS & £475 ACTUA GOLF 3 COMP SEE CLUB MAG FOR DETAILS L Overseas members add £2 postage 
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Somerfield Supermarket. 01708 225544 

43 Broomfield Road, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX. 
5xDVD & 4D SOUND /|\ 

MAXX 400 1 ae = = Just around the corner from the 
Intel Pentium I! 400 Mhz 4 e = as Ge a bus station. 01245 348777 

8.0 GB U-DMA Drive : aed : SE 164 Derby Road, STAPLEFORD, NOTTINGHAM. 
5xDVD & 32xCD ROM 3 10% deposit, no more to pay for 9 months 2 miles from junction 25 of the M1, near Kwik 
64 MB SDRAM DIMM 

er 128 4D Sound 
P 3D Graphics 

and no interest, subject to status. You 
can buy anything from our catalogue 

or shops this way, providing your total | 

Fit and Pizza Hut. 0115 949 1000 

351 Gloucester Road (A38), BRISTOL. 
Res Monitor with 3-Year Warranty purchase is over £200. 0% "APR if the ea iS oy -1 1 ‘/ miles from the City Centre and just 

200 Watt Quad Sub Woofer & Moves-around Sound wy ee s up from Kwik Save. 0117 924 5000 
Unreal 3D Game + 20 Top-Game Playable Demo's 9 months or 29.8% - ! ee ee 168 Hi n a n : igh Street, EGHAM, SURREY. 
Microsoft Windows 98. Soft DVD (to run DVD films) APR extended loan. |4 he. RT .| Near Windsor and Staines. Just 1 mile off 
10% DOWN, PAY IN 9 MONTHS, NO INTEREST, 0% APR ite See Club Mag for details. “ Tres : ay junction 13 on the M25. 01784 473444 

The Maltings, Station Road, 
SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS. 

Not far from the M11, over the road from 
the train station. 01279 322 399 3 ul oe — - 
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The all new V-Rally ’99 is now on Nintendo 64. And Cy 

on Nintendo 64. Twelve official WRC 1998 rally cars battle 

it out against time and each other on 48 gruelling tracks 
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time stages. V-Rally 99. | 

On Nintendo 64. 

You can’t beat it. 
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LOOK OUT! 
50 pages of 
amazing new 
N64 
games! 
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STAR WARS: 
ROGUE SQUADRON 

SOUTH PARK 

MICRO MACHINES 64 

CENTRE COURT TENNIS 

MARIO PARTY 

NIGHTMARE 
CREATURES 

KIRATTO KAIKETSU 

PIKACHU GENKI DECHU 

=. ai | SHADOWMAN SPECIAL 
INVESTIGATION 

: y FUTURE PERFECT: WHAT 
YOU WANT FROM 
PERFECT DARK 

SMASH BROS FUTURE 
LOOK 

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: 
OCARINA OF TIME 
TIPS AND SECRETS 

TUROK 2 PLAYING 
GUIDE PART 2 

DMA'S DAVE JONES 
SPECIAL 

INTERROGATION 

WIN A £10,000 CAR 
WITH V-RALLY 

I'M THE BEST 

TIPS EXTRA 

DR KITTS’ GAME CLINIC 
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“It is a game that Nintendo owners have been crying out for.” Total Control 

“A fantastic racing game that you should add to your collection.” Total 64-90% 

“The action in V-Rally is a pure adrenalin rush.” N64 Pro - 90% 
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CS 
INFOGRAMES 

MAGAZINE 

Completely independent 
Nintendo 64 advice 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 
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WE’ ARE A’ SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE DEDICATED /TO/ PRESERVING /A’ PART 
OF /CLASSIC GAMING THAT, SEEMS TO BE /OVERLOOKED MOST /OF THE TIME. 
NAMELY/ CLASSIC VIDEO GAME MAGAZINES. 
OUR GOAL IS TO PRESERVE THESE MAGAZINES BY DIGITIZING 
AND RESTORING / THEM BEFORE THEY ARE LOST FOREVER. 
BESIDES LETTING PEOPLE ENJOY, SELECT/ ARTICLES DIRECTLY ON THE SITE /AND 
ON TWITTER, WE ALSO CREATE CBZ FILES, 
SUCH AS THE ONE YOU ARE LOOKING AT RIGHT NOw, 
THESE CBZ FILS FEATURE THE COMPLETE MAGAZINES FROM START /TO FINISH. 
THIS GIVE US THE BENEFIT OF CREATING MUCH HIGHER RESOLUTION VERSIONS 
THAN WHAT IS FEASIBLE ON A WEBSITE. 
THIS WAY, ANYONE WHO IS BUT A MOUSE-CLICK AWAY WILL BE ABLE 
TO ENJOY THESE CLASSIC MAGAZINES ONCE MORE. 

WE DO HOWEVER ONLY SEEK OUT MAGAZINES WHICH WERE RELEASED AT LEAST 
10 YEARS PRIOR TO THIS, WRITING, UNLESS PERMISSION HAS BEEN GRANTED 
BY THE PUBLISHER IN QUESTION TO DO OTHERWISE. 
REPRINTS AND RE-ISSUED CLASSIC MAGAZINES IN ANY SHAPE OR FORM 
(DIGITAL VERSIONS INCLUDED) WILL BE TREATED LIKE NEW MAGAZINES, 
WHICH MEANS WE WON'T BE SCANNING OR DISTRIBUTING THEM IN ANY SHAPE. 

THE REASON FOR RESTRICTING OURSELVES TO MAGAZINES PUBLISHED 
BEFORE A CERTAIN DATE, IS TO GIVE PUBLISHERS ENOUGH BREATHING ROOM 
TO/SELL REPRINTS OR DIGITAL VERSIONS OF/ THEIR OLD MAGAZINES 
IF/THEY/ WISH /TO/DO SO. 
THESE ARE HARD ENOUGH TIMES /AS IT /IS/FOR’/PRINT/AND / THE LAST/ THING 
WE’ WOULD 'WANT/TO DO IS HAVE ANY/ KIND OF/ NEGATIVE EFFECT/ON / THEM. 
WE’ SEEK OUT, TO); WORK’ WITH PUBLISHERS AND/ARE’ ALWAYS LOOKING’) TO 
SEEK APPROVAL /TO DIGITIZE, RESTORE /AND RE-DISTRIBUTE THEIR’ WORKS 
IN/ WHATEVER WAY/ THEY, SEE FIT. (PUBLICLY/OR WITH SILENT, APPROVAL) 

WE HAVE/NO INTENT /NOR DESIRE / TO’ PROFIT/ FROM ,THESE’ DIGITAL.’ MAGAZINES 
IN/ANY /WAY,’ SHAPE OR’ FORM.’ NOR/DO /WE/HAVE’ ANY /DESIRE)TO/ FINANCIALLY, 
HARM ANY, PUBLISHER, /EDITOR,) WRITER /OR PERSON INVOLVED IN CREATING 
THESE,’ OR’ ANY /OTHER/MAGAZINES FOR/THAT/MATTER. 
WE /ARE/NOT HERETO DO’ HARM, /BUT/TO HELP PROTECT) THEIR LEGACY. 
THAT IS /WHY THE 10 YEAR TIMELINE /IS IN, PLACE: 
TO/PROTECT//THEIR/ BUSINESS /AND'LIVELY-HOOD,/AND/TO/MAKE’ SURE /THAT/WE 
WILL’ BE /ABLE/TO’' KEEP/ ENJOYING NEW MAGAZINES FOR MANY/YEARS’TO/COME, 
WHILE /AT/ THE SAME TIME /ENJOY// THEIR / BACK CATALOGUE. 

WE’ WOULD LIKE/TO)/THANK/EVERYONE ;WHO MAKES THIS’ PROJECT POSSIBLE. 

FROM |THE’ ORIGINAL WRITERS,’ EDITORS’ AND/PUBLISHERS,’/TO/ TH : 
=) NERC’ AND EVERYONE INVO!L VED In e 5 IEfes | VET > I OLVED It -QUIRIN¢ 

THIS /IS /A’ PRELIMINARY / VERSION /OF/THIS/MAGAZINE, /WHICH MEANS THIS /IS 
AN ISSUE’ THAT, IS NOT/QUITE/READY/ FOR FINAL: RELEASE. 
THE /REASONING’ BEHIND RELEASING / THESE LIKE THIS, IS BECAUSE /AT//THE POINT, 
OF/ THIS “WRITING, 'I/HAVE’ NEARLY, 400/MAGAZINES IN VARIOUS /STATES 
OF, BEING’ SCANNED /AND EDITED. 

IN’ A/ BEST CASE /SCENARIO,/ WHERE ‘I/ WOULD’ RELEASE /ONE ‘ISSUE /A’WEEK, 
IT/ WOULD TAKE ME /OVER/7/YEARS’TO/COMPLETE /JUST//THESE /MAGAZINES. 
AND/EVEN /THAT//TIME-—TABLE’ IS’ JUST /NOT/FEASABLE /FOR ME’ WITH / THE /AMOUNT, 
OF /WORK /THAT/, GOES INTO / EACH 'ISSUE,’//AS WELL’ AS/WORKING/A’ FULL-TIME /JOB. 
COUPLED (WITH /THE SERIOUS HEALTH ISSUES’I’HAVE HAD TO DEAL WITH OVER 
THE ,PAST/ COUPLE OF / YEARS, 1, FEEL: /THAT/ NOW’ MORE-SO/ THAN EVER, TIME 
IS OF /THE ESSENCE’ WHEN IT, COMES’TO MAKING’ SURE’ PEOPLE’ CAN /ENJOY//THEM. 

A/,100' PAGE /MAGAZINE TAKES’ ON/AVERAGE’ AROUND | 40’/HOURS/TO’' COMPLETE. 
THE /ISSUES IN /THIS’ SECTION ‘HAVE’ BEEN’ SCANNED,’ STRAIGHTENED, /CROPPED, 
COLOUR /CORRECTED ' AND/HAVE’ RESCANS /DONE WHERE’ NEEDED,’ 
SO /THESE’ ALREADY /HAVE/ AROUND /15’' HOURS /PUT/ INTO) THEM, 
DEPENDING/ON CONDITION /AND PAGE /COUNT. 

THESE /ISSUES DO’NOT REPRESENT//THE (QUALITY, OF / THE ORIGINAL: / MAGAZINES 
AT / THE / TIME OF /THEIR’ RELEASE,’ NOR’/DO/THEY/ REPRESENT /THE LEVEL 
OF /QUALITY /OF/THE/END’ PRODUCT, /ONCETHEY/ HAVE GONE / THROUGH 
THE FULL’ RESTORATION PROCESS. 
SO/PLEASE /KEEP /THAT/ IN’ MIND. 

|, DECIDED /TO/RELEASE THEM IN /THIS’ STATE,’ WHILE’ I/ CONTINUE “WORKING /ON THEM, 
SO')THAT PEOPLE ,CAN ENJOY THEM /AND USE /THE INFORMATION STORED INSIDE 
THEM, /AS/I/KEEP/WORKING/ON RESTORING /THE PAGES /TO /THEIR’/ FORMER’ GLORY, 
AND TURN BACK) THE HANDS’ OF /TIME/TO MAKE /THEM’LOOK/BRAND /NEW/ AGAIN. ZO-NAM< K<ARPZ—-Z—-FMAY 


